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Chapter 1. Basic info
1.1 Basic info
Main characteristics of Serbian power system are:
• Electricity market is opened for all customers
• Low electricity price for household customers
• No significant growth of electricity demand
• Modest growth of renewable electricity generation
• Opened for foreign investments in electricity
generation, slow development
• Various large generation projects in preparation
phase
• Good electricity generation mix
• Old but reliable generation units, recently upgraded
• Good power interconnections with neighbouring countries
Electricity market in Serbia is dominated by national
power utility EPS (Elektroprivreda Srbije – Power Industry of Serbia), which owns all large generation
capacities and its electricity supply/retail divisions
cover over 95% share of the electricity consumption.
EPS has 100% share in all large generation capacities, i.e. no joint venture agreements were made in
the past, except investment with Croatian power
utility HEP in one unit in Thermal Power Plant (TPP)
Nikola Tesla A.
EPS manages 99% of entire electricity generation
and also supplies 97.25 % of electricity in Serbia,
while the remaining 2.75 % is held by other 65 suppliers on the market. Due to low prices, EPS doesn`t
have competition in household segment.
Electricity generation in Serbia is mainly thermal
based, and TPPs account to 60% - 70% of total generated electricity.
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Electric power system of Serbia has very favourable
hydro – thermal generation mix that enables very
flexible operation. Additionally, Serbian hydro power generation is very flexible due to existence of reversible pump storage Bajina Basta that has possibilities to activate water pumping of 614 MW in each
regime. Major generation facilities are lignite based
generation complex “Nikola Tesla” and hydro power
generation complex on Danube “Djerdap”. Electricity
generation from thermal sources is around 70% generated in TPPs “Nikola Tesla A” and “Nikola Tesla B”.
Electricity generation from hydro sources is around
70% generated in HPPs “Djerdap 1” and “Djerdap 2”.
For EPS, electricity generation cost is low, since EPS
owns lignite mines, and water usage fees are cheap
(calculated as waterside servicing).
All units are older than 25 years, and on average, age
of generation units stands at 35-40 years. Since 2000,
major units in thermal and hydro power plants have
been revitalized and kept in excellent condition, so
with low consumption growth and no decommissioning till 2020, there should not be serious problems in providing security of supply. Also, almost all
thermal units have been revitalized in recent years,
with improved efficiency, environmental impact and
output.
According to the President of the Supervisory Board
of EPS Branko Kovacevic, EPS’ electricity generation by 2025 will be based on coal and hydropower, as well as renewable energy sources. Currently,
electricity generation is about 70 % from coal and
around 30 % from hydropower, which is a renewable
energy source. The company has started developing other forms of renewables, such as the Kostolac
wind farm, but as renewable energy is generally not
as cost-effective as classic sources such as coal and
hydropower, state subsidies are in place. The feedin tariff is a thing of the past in Europe, but Serbia
Country Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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has only just started developing production from
renewables, and the feed-in tariff is needed to attract investors. All coal-fired units will have to meet
all environmental protection standards, or it will
either face closure or a decrease of production to
the extent that will make them uncompetitive. New
power plants have an energy conversion efficiency
of over 40%, while the ratio for EPS’ top performing
plants is around 30%. Some of EPS’ existing plants
will be modernized, while some fairly old ones will
be closed and replaced with new power generation
facilities.
Gross electricity production in 2021 is planned in the
amount of 38,417 GWh, which is 1 % more than the
estimated production in 2020. The planned import
(with transit) of electricity in 2021 amounts to 5,279
GWh, which is 6 % more than the estimated import
in 2020. The planned export (with transit) of electricity in 2021 amounts to 6,045 GWh, which is 2 %
more than the estimated export in 2020.
In the first half of 2021, a total of 18.3 billion kWh of
electricity were produced, which is 8 % more than in
the same period last year. Excellent hydrology and
modernized units have enabled hydropower plants
to produce 7.2 billion kWh, which is 53 % more than
in the first six months of 2020. The production of
EPS hydropower plants from January to June this
year was the highest in the first half of the year, observed in the period from 1990 until today.
Total electricity production in 2020 was 2 % higher than in 2019. EPS power plants operated stably
and in 2020 produced slightly more than 34 TWh of
electricity. A total of 39 million tons of coal was produced at the open pit mines of the Kolubara basin
and Drmno coalmine near Kostolac
EPS produced a total of 33.5 TWh of electricity in
2019, which is 5 % below the planned level. Production of hydropower plants was 7 % above the plan,
7
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but coal-fired thermal power plants produced 10 %
less electricity than planned.
EPS planned to increase its gross electricity production by 4 % in 2019, reaching a total of 40 billion
kWh. The company also planned to increase coal
production at Kolubara and Drmno coalmines by 1.5
% in 2019, to a total of 38 million tons.
EPS produced a total of 34.3 TWh of net electricity
in 2018, which is 5 % below the planned amount of
36.1 TWh. Electricity production at thermal power
plants was 13 % lower than planned, while hydropower plants recorded an increase in production,
which was 19 % above the plan.
In 2017, thermal power plants and hydropower
plants operated by EPS produced a total of 34.02
TWh of electricity.
In 2016, electricity production in Serbia stood at
38.9 TWh, of which 27.33 TWh was produced by
thermal power plants (70.2 %), 11.52 TWh by hydropower plants (29.6 %), while wind and solar production reached 26 and 12 GWh, respectively. Total
consumption in 2016 stood at 37.42 TWh, while
consumption of households was accounted for 37.3
% or 13.93 TWh. Electricity exports in 2016 reached
6.99 TWh in 2016, while 5.07 TWh of electricity was
imported. Losses in the transmission and distribution networks amounted to 4.81 TWh. Coal production stood at 38.44 million tons in 2016.
In 2015, electricity generation stood at 35.66 TWh.
Thermal units produced 25.02 TWh, while hydro
power plants produced 10.60 TWh.
During 2014, electricity generation stood at 31.93
TWh, which one of the lowest result in recent years,
due to May 2014 floods. During 2014, thermal power plants produced 20.45 TWh, while hydro power
plants produced 11.45 TWh. Electricity import stood
Country Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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at 2.28 TWh, while during 2013, export stood at 2.74
TWh (5 TWh difference).
Largest lignite mine in Serbia is Kolubara. It produces
70% of lignite for TPPs in the country, so around 50%
of electricity is produced by lignite from Kolubara
mines. Mine supplies: TPPs Nikola Tesla A and B, TPP
Kolubara and TPP Morava. This mine will also supply future TPPs Kolubara B and unit 3 in TPP Nikola
Tesla B. Annual lignite production of TPP Kolubara
is between 25-30 million tons of lignite, while historical maximum was achieved in 2011, 31 million
tons. Before that, maximum was achieved in 2008,
30.6 million tons. Kolubara coalmine produced 30.6
million tons of lignite during 2013. Kolubara coalmines were seriously affected by historical flooding’s
in May 2014, and this topic is covered in following
chapter. There are no significant privately-owned
mines in Serbia. According to the Ministry of Mining
and Energy, Serbia has coal reserves in the amount
of 3.3 billion tons.
In 2017, total coal production was 39.06 million tons,
which is 4% higher than in 2016, and second highest production ever. In 2016, EPS produced a total of
37.7 million tons of coal, which was 2 % above the
annual plan. In 2015, EPS has produced 37 million
tons of coal, of which 28.7 million tons were produced in Kolubara open pit mines, while 8.4 million
tons were produced in Kostolac open pit mines.
However, the European Commission criticized Serbia for its continued investments in coal-fired electricity generation. The announced construction of
coal-fired thermal power plant Kolubara B and the
investment in extending the operational life of Kolubara A are not a good way for Serbia, because the
European Union is trying to phase-out the use of
coal and fossil fuels, said Antoine Avignon, program
manager at the EU Delegation for Environment and
Climate Change.
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Speaking at the online panel on air quality, Avignon
said that the energy mix in Serbia is such that there
are not enough alternatives and green opportunities, adding that the EU will push Serbia to move
away from coal and decarbonize its economy. The
process will take years, which is why the EU introduced the just mechanism that will apply for the entire Balkans with special rules for Serbia and Bosnia
and Herzegovina.
According to 2021 report by the European Environmental Bureau (EEB), Serbian coal-fired thermal
power plants have spewed vast amounts of toxic
gasses across the entire region for decades, causing hundreds of premature deaths in the Western
Balkans and the EU. TPPs operated by state-owned
power utility EPS have been releasing poisonous
emissions six times above the limits set by domestic
and international law. Serbian TPPs are among Europe’s biggest emitters of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and
a public health and economic liability for the whole
continent. SO2 is a harmful gas released when burning coal, which contributes to the formation of acid
rain and particulate matter and pose a significant
threat to human health and the environment. SO2
emissions from EPS plants travel long distances and
affect people and the environment in Serbia and beyond.
Speaking at the energy conference in Belgrade, Director of Strategy at EPS Aleksandar Jakovljevic said
that the company sees the transition to RES as realistic and sustainable, and this will reflect in the plans
and transformation of the production portfolio,
however, coal will remain as the pillar of its electricity generation. He said that around 70 % of electricity
generation is coal-based, which cannot be replaced
quickly and in a realistic fashion. He added that
thermal power plants, synchronized with the environmental protection measures, will be the basis for
supply security, for the integration of RES, which is

Country Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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a precondition for successful development of projects, something that investors are thinking about.

on annual generation of HPP Piva, and it stood at
around 70% of HPP Piva generation.

In addition to the existing hydro power plants, EPS
is developing the system on Velika Morava and Ibar
rivers, but is also active in the region. A company in
charge of projects on the upper course of the Drina
River has been established in the Republic of Srpska (RS), while the project documentation for HPP
Komarnica is developed in cooperation with Montenegrin power utility EPCG.

Due to lack of investments in new generation capacities Serbia became importing country on the annual
basis for the first time in 1996. But, during spring
and summer Serbia is significant exporter of electric
energy. The biggest electricity imports are in winter
because of increased household consumption. In a
period of November-February, Serbia is importer of
electric energy, while it is exporting it in a period of
May-October. Annual positive export-import balances can occur in case of favourable hydrology (which
was the case in 2013). In 1980’s and early 1990’s Serbia was important electricity exporter.

He reminded that EPS is developing the wind farm
in Kostolac and the Petka solar power plant at the
mining landfills, as well as solar power plant near
Kostolac, which will be located at an ash dump, adding that the company is currently considering investments in biomass. Gas-fired electricity generation
should also be taken in consideration, although it
increases dependence on imports.
EPS, as a guaranteed supplier, has the obligation to
balance, and bear the costs of balancing, for all RES
electricity producers. According to Jakovljevic, the
process of reducing coal-based capacities in the future may lead to a lack of balancing capacity. In its
ten-year development plan, electricity transmission
system operator EMS mentions 3,000 MW of newly
installed capacities until 2030, and the proposal of
the integrated national energy climate plan mentions 6,000 MW of wind and 4,000 MW of solar as
the upper limit.
Until 1 January 2014, EPS operated HPP Piva (340
MW), located in Montenegro. Power Plant was put
into operation in 1976, and since then, it was operated by EPS under the long term agreement between
two power systems. HPP Piva delivered peak energy
to Serbian power system, and in return, EPS delivers
base energy to the EPCG when needed (mostly during annual overhauls of TPP Pljevlja). Amount of annual deliveries of base load to the EPCG depended
9

According to the plan for the development of the
electricity transmission system in the 2017-2026 period, in the next 15 years Serbia will consume some
7 TWh of electricity more, which means that electricity consumption will increase by approximately 1
% annually. But, according to projections, electricity
production will remain at the current level.
The study, developed by the transmission system
operator EMS, is currently at the public debate. Projected electricity consumption in 2031 ranges from
44.3 to 47.2 TWh and shows an upward trend. The
results of the conservative production development
scenario show that during winter consumption
peaks, installed production capacity will be insufficient to cover the demand.
The study also shows that the construction of new
thermal power plants is not expected in Serbia after
2023, indicating how critical is to delay investments
in new capacities given the fact that, in accordance
with the EU Directives, some capacity would have to
be decommissioned. According to experts, the study
indicates that Serbia has to build at least one more
thermal power plant, besides the 350 MW B3 unit at
TPP Kostolac. Additional thermal power plant with
Country Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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at least 620 MW of power output is needed, ideally
it would have power output of some 900 MW. Due
to the vicinity of a large coalmine, it could be the
third unit at TPP Nikola Tesla B.
In mid-2019, Serbian Fiscal Council said that EPS
needs to perform long-delayed reforms to aimed
at reducing distribution losses and reducing contributions to the state budget in order to increase its
production capacities and introduce environmental
standards. Increasing the price of electricity should
be regarded as the last measure.
EPS’ underinvestment is among the leading reasons
for Serbia’s economic growth slowdown. Over the
past three years, Serbia’s GDP grew 3.2 % annually
on average, compared to the average 4.1 % expansion in neighboring countries. In order to increase
production capacities and meet environmental protection standards, EPS’ annual investments need to
reach at least 600 million euros, compared to current about 380 million euros. Years of underinvestment have led to a drop in electricity production of
coal-fired power plants, which also need significant
investments in reaching EU environmental standards.
The Fiscal Council considers that EPS should increase
its electricity production by additional 5,000 GWh
per year or 15 % of the current production in the
next six years in order to replace outdated production facilities envisaged to be shut down by the end
of 2023. This is why EPS needs to invest at least 3
billion euros in the construction of new and rehabilitation of the existing power plants, coal production
and homogenization, and the reduction of power
distribution losses by the end of 2025.
Manager of Strategy Section at EPS Aleksandar Jakovljevic said in October 2019 that the company is
planning to invest some 800 million euros in modernization and upgrades of its hydropower plants.
10
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This investment will ensure the stability of electricity
production from hydro power plants, which, along
with wind and solar capacities, have a share of about
30 % in the country's energy mix. Currently, Serbia
generates about 70 % of its electricity in coal-fired
thermal power plants and that will not be changes
in the short-term.
These modernization projects will allow the company to increase the installed capacity of its HPPs
by some 166 MW, adding that the primary objective
of overhaul works is to extend the life span of HPPs
operated by EPS, but technological advancements
would make it possible to increase the installed capacity of the plants in the process. EPS has around
3,000 MW installed in hydro power, but the average
age of these power plants is 45 years.
Minister of Energy Zorana Mihajlovic said in March
2021 that state-owned power utility EPS will invest
hundreds of millions of euros in environmental projects in the coming period, because it is not only
important for the economic development, but also
for the health of citizens, adding that more than 500
million euros will be invested in desulfurization projects at coal-fired thermal power plants.
In October 2019, Acting Director of EPS Milorad Grcic said that the company invested 320 million euros
in its thermal power plants between 2016 and 2018,
mostly in projects related to environmental protection. He stressed that modernization projects worth
some 1.1 billion euros are currently ongoing at EPS’
coal-fired thermal power plants, with additional investments of 900 million euros being prepared in order to reduce emissions and air pollution. Two of the
most important investment activities are related to
Kostolac – the construction of 350 MW unit 3 at TPP
Kostolac B and the construction of Kostolac wind
farm, which would be the first such facility in EPS’
portfolio.
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During past years, electricity consumption has been
gradually decreasing each year, from 40.6 TWh
(2011) to 38.2 TWh (2014). In 2015, electricity consumption stood at 39.2 TWh, 38.8 TWh in 2016 and
39.6 TWh in 2017.
Consumption in 2017 was higher than in 2016 due
to effect of extremly cold January/February 2017
and hot July/August 2017. If those months were
to be excluded from the average, 2017 would have
lower consumption.
Distribution business in Serbia is performed by five
territorially organized companies, which are all part
of EPS: Elektrovojvodina, Elektrodistribucija Beograd, Elektrosrbija, Jugoistok, ED Centar. Currently,
all companies operate under one company - EPS Distribucija (EPS Distribution)
During May 2015, government has agreed to the decision on the merger of seven subsidiary companies
for the production of electricity and coal to power
utility EPS. The Government has also given consent
to the decision to form a unified electricity distribution system operator – EPS Distribucija. In July 2015,
EPS announced that it has completed the first phase
of reorganization, and that now operates through 3
instead of 14 legal entities: EPS Distribucija (distribution), EPS Snabdevanje (supply) and production
units. EPS Snabdevanje was recently merged with
EPS.
Total number of customers in Serbia is around 3,485
,000, from which 3,100,000 are household customers. Annual losses in distribution network amount
around 4.5-5 TWh, or some 15 % of overall electricity delivered. Technical losses are estimated on 8.5
%, while non-technical losses are estimated on 6.5 %
or 2.1 TWh. Highest losses are recorded in the south
of Serbia, due to electricity theft. At least 5 TWh is
being spent for household heating, annually.
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In June 2021, EPS transferred its entire founding and
ownership share in the distribution system operator
EPS Distribucija to the state, thus EPS Distribucija
ceased to be part of the EPS system. At the same
time, the operator changed its name to Elektrodistribucija Srbije.
Apart from the distribution, EPS continues to engage
in its core business of electricity production and electricity supply to residential and commercial consumers in Serbia. In accordance with legal obligations,
electricity distribution from the transmission system
to end users, construction and maintenance of the
distribution network, including metering devices,
network connections and meter readings, as well
as power outages, lie entirely within the responsibility of the distribution system operator Elektrodistribucija Srbije. Through the transfer of shares, EPS
fulfilled its obligations from the Government’s report on the necessity of harmonizing the operations
of the distribution system operator with the Law on
Public Enterprises and the Law on Energy, as well as
the restructuring of EPS.
In recent period, EPS significantly reduced amount
of debt. Currently, debts are not tolerated, and
household consumers are disconnected from the
grid if their debt reaches only 40 euros - which is on
average one unpaid bill.
At the end of 2016, more than 60,000 companies
owed around 156 million euros in unpaid electricity
bills, while households owed some 120 million euros. But still, bill collection rate of EPS Snabdevanje
stands at 96.13%.
According to EPS Snabdevanje, which handles bill
collection, the highest unpaid bills have public utilities and other local public enterprises, as well as
the companies that the state continues to protect.
Most of these companies have undergone bankrupt-
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cy proceedings and there is nowhere to collect the
electricity bills from.

has had electricity cut off, while electricity is cut off
for regular citizens for debts less than 100 euros.

In past, households had a lot of accumulated debt.
These debts are mainly old ones, dated before 2013,
when households paid for spent energy to distribution companies, not to EPS Snabdevanje.

Some of the debtor have not paid a cent this year,
such as Smederevo steel mill, while most of those
from the list of the 20 biggest debtors paid only negligible amounts. All in all, it appears that not even
the IMF has managed to put a stop to this practice,
even though they explicitly required the authorities
not to allow delayed payments for supplied electricity for state-owned companies. EPS cannot cut
the supply by itself, as it does not have the Government's authorization to do so, although those 200
million euros would be a valuable amount for investments in the company.

According to EPS’s data, at the end of 2012, some
10 % of customers (some 400,000 customers) had
an overall debt of 710 million euros. Debts with maturity over 60 days stand at 715 million euros, but
significant amount accounted for penalty interest,
which were written off according to the decision of
the government.
New billing system was introduced from 2013,
where spent energy was paid to EPS Snabdevanje,
and system services to distribution companies. EPS
Snabdevanje does not tolerate accumulation of
debts anymore.
The biggest debtors are the customers of Electricity
distribution company Jugoistok from Nis. EPS said
that overall loss due to electricity theft stands at 6080 million euros per year. EPS claims that some 1
TWh of electricity per year is being stolen.
As of mid-2108, state and public companies owe
almost 200 million euros to EPS. Therefore, the request from the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
from the previous arrangement, under which the
debt should have been reduced and the delayed
payment for supplied electricity stopped, has not
been honored. Copper mine in Bor is the biggest
debtor, as it owes, with its three subsidiaries, a total
of 63.5 million euros. It is followed by Smederevo
steel mill with 39 million euros, Resavica coalmine
(12.7 million euros), Energetika Kragujevac (9.3 million euros), and many other state-owned and public
companies. However, neither of these companies

12

According to data from Energy Agency of Serbia,
share of households’ consumption in overall electricity consumption in Serbia was increased from 41
% in 1990s up to 60 % in 2000 and it was reduced to
52 % in 2011. In most of the EU countries, this share
stands under 30 %.
Energy efficiency in Serbia is on quite low level. Electricity consumption per unit of living space is about
200 kWh in Serbia while it averages 140 kWh in the
EU. Experts in energy efficiency say that with proper
energy efficiency measures Serbia could save 3040 % of energy, which is otherwise imported in the
amount of about 30 %.
According to its business plan, EPS should finish
2021 with a net profit of some 102 million euros.
The biggest problem of EPS is the obligatory purchase of electricity from renewable energy sources,
where so far, over several years, a loss of around 150
million euros has been accumulated.
According to the plan, EPS should generate revenue
of 2.3 billion euros in 2021, while business expenses
are planned at 2.2 billion. EPS representatives pointed out that the security of electricity supply will not
Country Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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be endangered and stated that during the first quarter of 2021, surplus electricity was sold on the foreign markets for some 74 million euros.
In 2021, EPS planned investments in the amount of
750 million euros, of which 315 million euros from its
own funds, while 225 million euros are planned for
environmental protection projects. EPS expects an
increase in expenditures in 2021, primarily regarding the purchase of electricity produced from renewable sources, which is expected to increase this year.
EPS reminded that recently, for the first time since
2014, there was an increase in the fee paid to EPS by
consumers for renewable energy sources, however
these still do not cover EPS’ expenses in this field.
The successful business trend of state-owned power
utility EPS was also shown by the latest financial results, according to which a net profit of about 97 million euros was realized in the first half of 2021. The
profit in the first six months of the year was about
12.7 million euros higher than in the same period in
2020.
EPS performed positively, although the price of electricity for households is significantly lower than in
the region and Europe. Thus, in the first half of this
year, the average price for households on a guaranteed supply was 0.065 euros/kWh, of which the
price of electricity was 0.031 euros/kWh and the
rest is the price of access and use of the distribution system, which is not EPS revenue. EPS’ revenues
also increased in the first half of the year and were
9 % higher than planned amounting to 1.28 billion
euros. Of the total operating income, 95 % is income
from the sale of electricity, EPS's core business.
In 2020, EPS achieved four times higher profit than
planned – 137 million euros and fulfilled all production plans.
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EPS recorded a net loss of some 33 million euros in
2019. The result does not look promising, given the
fact the company recorded net profit, albeit miniscule, in 2018 – 4.6 million euros, and that the company operates the assets worth almost 10 billion
euros.
At the group level, EPS recorded operational profit of 102 million euros in 2019 (50 % more than in
2018), while financial profit reached 41.5 million euros, which is 17 million less than a year before. However, the company’s non-core operation recorded a
loss of 168 million euros, which pushed final result
to negative – 23 million euros pre-tax loss or 33 million after taxes.
EPS consists of public enterprise JP EPS, which handles electricity generation, and EPS Distribucija,
which is in charge of electricity distribution. In 2019,
JP EPS recorded a profit of some 30 million euros,
but EPS Distribucija recorded losses in the amount
of 50 million euros. EPS Distribucija operated at
a loss in 2018 as well, but it was much smaller, at
around 20 million euros. In 2021, the ownership of
EPS Distribucija was transferred to the state.
Poor financial results in 2019 are primarily due to
lower than planned electricity generation (coal-fired
generation was 5 % below plan) and increased electricity purchases due to lower domestic generation
(electricity procurement costs were 3 % above 2019
plan).
EPS' operational revenues increased by 5.4 % in
2019 to 2.08 billion euros, but operational costs
rose as well – by 3.5 % to reach almost 2 billion euros. Electricity production in 2019 amounted to 33.5
TWh, which is 5 % below the planned level. Production of hydropower plants was 7 % above the plan,
but coal-fired thermal power plants produced 10 %
less electricity than planned.
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EPS recorded a net loss in the amount of some 4.8
million euros in 2018. The company’s revenues in
2018 rose by 4.5 % to 1.97 billion euros, while its
expenditures also rose by 2.7 % and reached 1.88
billion euros. EPS produced a total of 34.3 TWh of
electricity in 2018, which is 5 % below the planned
amount of 36.1 TWh. Electricity production at thermal power plants was 13 % lower than planned,
while hydropower plants recorded an increase in
production, which was 19 % above the plan.
EPS recorded a profit in the amount of over 50 million euros in 2017. Total revenues in 2017 amounted
to 1.87 billion euros, which is significantly more than
expected. Operational expenditures were 9 % lower
than planned, which means that savings amounted
to 175 million euros in 2017. Some 830 million euros were paid to the state budget, which accounts
for about 9 % of total budget revenues. In 2016, EPS
achieved net profit in the amount of 139.9 million
euros.
EPS recorded a net profit of 20.2 million euros in
2015, instead of the planned loss of over 280 million euros. EPS has recorded a loss of 87.4 million
euros in 2014, after the profit of 160.9 million euros
recorded in 2013. The loss is mainly due to severe
damage that EPS suffered in floods last May, which
have stopped the production in its power plants and
coalmines, resulting in imports of electricity and
coal. Consolidated operating income in 2014 fell to
1.77 billion euros from 1.8 billion euros achieved in
previous year, while operating expenses increased
by 3.2 % to 1.57 billion euros.
Serbian power exchange SEEPEX was officially
launched on 17 February 2016, with traded volume
1,925 MWh and with base price of 23.83 euros/
MWh. SEEPEX is jointly owned by Serbian EMS and
European Power Exchange (EPEX SPOT) with the
idea to support the development of a competitive,
transparent and reliable electricity market in Serbia
14
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and Southeastern Europe and make a significant impact on the increase of trading volumes of electricity
in the region.
In mid-2018, EEX and SEEPEX have entered into a
cooperation for the listing of cash-settled power futures. Pending the approval of the relevant authorities, EEX will list base months, quarters and year futures for the Serbian market area. The products will
be settled against the Serbian day-ahead spot price
as calculated by SEEPEX. Both exchanges envisage
the launch of the new contracts in early 2019.
EEX expanded its product range on the derivatives
market with new power futures for Slovenian, Bulgaria and Serbian markets on 3 June 2019. According
to EEX, the listing of the new power futures extends
the pan-European offering of EEX to the emerging
power markets in Central and Southeastern Europe,
thereby extending its range to 20 market areas
throughout Europe. The product offering includes
cash-settled power futures for Slovenia covering
base and peak load products with weekly, monthly,
quarterly and yearly expiries, as well as cash-settled
Bulgarian and Serbian base load products with the
same expiries.
On 17 June 2019, SEEPEX announced that the first
deal in Serbian power futures was registered on the
EEX. The trade was for monthly product July 2019 at
the price of 51.45 euros/MWh.
Metering project
According to the estimations, EPS has around 80 million EUR of annual losses related to electricity theft.
In order to reduce losses due to electricity theft, EPS
decided to start implementing “Advanced Meter
Infrastructure and Meter Data Management (AMI/
MDM) equipment”, i.e. modern electricity meters.
EPS plans to replace all of 3.5 million meters in period of ten years, where overall cost of the project
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is estimated at over 500 million euros and last for
7 years. The investments should repay in 5-6 years,
since annual losses should be reduced by 4-5 %.
On 15th of December 2014, EPS has published a
tender for purchase of smart meters, which will be
financed by loan obtained from European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the
European Investment Bank (EIB). Each bank will
provide 40 million euros loan. Aim of the project is
to reduce losses and improve reliability and quality
of electricity supply. Project requires purchase of
goods, works and services: IT infrastructure, concentrators, metering equipment for mid and low voltage customers, and on-site installation of metering
devices.
During 2nd half of February, 45 days after the publication of public tender for procurement of smart
meters EPS lowered some of the requirements for
application in order to allow domestic producers to
participate in tendering procedure. Local producers criticized the terms of the tender, considering it
discriminatory and harmful for the country. In order
to put the domestic applicants in equal position EPS
has also extended the deadline for two weeks, to 18
March 2015.
In September 2015, EPS has signed a contract worth
26.6 million euros for the purchase of smart meters
and other equipment, with Atos WD Sagemcom
consortium. During the first phase 208,962 measuring points will be included in the single system for
monitoring of the electricity flow.
There were four bidders, and local companies participated in three of them. Lowest bid of 26.6 million euros was offered by Atos, Ericsson offered 31.7
million euros, Landis & Gyr offered 33.8 and Indra
submitted a bid for 46.6 million euros.
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This project is financed by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the European Investment Bank (EIB) in the amount of 26.6
million euros, and the planned budget was initially
58.5 million euros.
In September 2021, electricity distribution system
operator Elektrodistribucija Srbije signed with the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) a loan agreement worth 40 million
euros in order to finance the installation of smart
electricity meters in Cacak, Nis and Kraljevo. Total
cost of the project is around 80 million euros, and
the EBRD loan will enable the realization of the first
phase which envisages the installation of 205,000
smart electricity meters. The first phase should be
completed by 2025 and the entire project by 2027.
The goal is that every part of Serbia has a reliable
supply of electricity, and the investments in the distribution network will contribute to that. Losses in
the distribution network currently amount to more
than 200 million euros and the installation of smart
meters is one of the ways to reduce that amount.
The project will contribute to the reduction of CO2
emissions by 5,000 tons per year, but also help everyone who is on the path of energy transition, i.e.
prosumers who will produce and consume energy
from renewable sources.
Chinese company E-link said that it wants to cooperate more closely with Serbia in the field of using the its technologies to monitor the operations
and upgrade the distribution of electricity. It is also
prepared to take part in other projects related to
renewable energy resources, with the option for
establishing its regional base for the production, development and cooperation in Serbia.
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Liberalization
Starting from 1st of January 2015, electricity market in Serbia is entirely liberalized, but EPS still holds
almost 100% share in supply business, and definite
100% share in household sector. Largest private supplier in Serbian electricity market is Slovenian GENI. According to GEN-I, at the end of February 2015
company had 12 customers, and held 3 % of electricity market. During 2014, GEN-I supplied 230 GWh of
electricity on Serbian market with the profit of 210.7
million euros. For now GEN-I does not intend to supply electricity to households in Serbia.
At the beginning of 2018, EPS said that it supplies
97.25 % of electricity in Serbia, while the remaining
2.75 % is held by other 65 suppliers on the market.
Liberalization of electricity market in Serbia officially
started on 1st of January 2013, when all customers connected on transmission network (mid and
high voltage) became eligible. These 26 customers,
which contribute with 9% share in entire electricity
demand of Serbia were forced to abandon low, regulated tariffs and to sign supply contract with either
EPS Supply (branch of public utility), or with some
supplier on open market.
Starting from 1st of January 2014, another step toward full liberalization of electricity market in Serbia
was made, when companies with over 50 employees or with annual income above 10 million euros
(connected to distribution grid) or companies which
facilities are connected to mid-voltage grid became
eligible. Particular 3200 customers account to 25%
share in entire electricity demand in Serbia. Only
households and small customers remained on regulated tariffs, and supplied by public utility EPS- but
only until 1st of January 2015, when full liberalization came into force.
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Starting from October 2015, small enterprises had
to choose electricity suppliers. Currently, there are
16,993 such customers in Serbia and EPS has sent
them a proposal of agreement on the sale of electricity. These customers will negotiate the price of
electricity independently on the electricity market,
under market conditions and the characteristics of
their own consumption.
Small electricity customers are legal entities and
entrepreneurs with less than 50 employees and annual revenues of up to 10 million euros and whose
facilities are connected to the distribution system of
electricity voltage below 1 kV.
Restructuring of EPS
In December 2014, the Government of Serbia has
adopted a plan for reorganization of EPS. Goal of
reorganization is to reduce expenses and make
company more profitable, officials said. By new programme, EPS should become a joint-stock company
by September 2016, where the state will be majority shareholder. Instead of 13 companies which currently form EPS, company would be reorganized in
three large groups: production (including trading),
supply and distribution.
According to estimations, reorganization would result with reduction of expenses by some 36 million
euros annually, increase of efficiency and transparency. With these changes, management structure
would be reduced by 30-60%, since company had
around 650 directors. With new model mother company will have authority over subsidiaries – which
was not the case in horizontal structure which is still
on force.
In the end of May 2015, the government has agreed
to the decision on the merger of seven subsidiary
companies for the production of electricity and coal
to power utility EPS. The Government has also given
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consent to the decision to form a unified electricity
distribution system operator – EPS Distribucija.
By restricting of EPS, one unified electricity distribution company was be formed, replacing the existing
five companies. In addition to oversized management of these distribution companies, each of them
had different fees.
In June 2021, EPS transferred its entire founding and
ownership share in the distribution system operator
EPS Distribucija to the state, thus EPS Distribucija
ceased to be part of the EPS system. At the same
time, the operator changed its name to Elektrodistribucija Srbije.
In mid-April 2015, EPS decided to merge the electricity generation companies Hidroelektrane Djerdap, Drinsko-limske Hidroelektrane, EPS Obnovljivi
izvori, Termoelektrane Nikola Tesla, TE-KO Kostolac,
Panonske TE-TO and RB Kolubara.
At the end of May 2016, EPS Snabdevanje has been
merged with the main company in accordance with
the framework of the reorganization of this public
company. This status change will have no effect on
end customers since all the rights and obligations of
EPS Snabdevanje are transferred to EPS. EPS Snabdevanje transferred all its assets and liabilities to EPS
which, as the legal successor, continues to operate
under the same name and with the same basic capital. Distribution of electricity is still under the jurisdiction of EPS Distribucija.
As a result of successful reorganization implemented since 2014, EPS managed to reduce the number
of employees by 2,500 at the beginning of 2018 and
it plans to lay off further 2,500 workers by the end of
2019. Currently, EPS employs some 29,000 workers.
According to the program agreed between Serbian
Government and the International Monetary Fund
17
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(IMF), Serbian state-owned power utility EPS will become a joint stock company in 2020, while a tariff
review for 2018 will be completed by the end of August. The Government said that EPS’ legal status will
be changed to a joint-stock company in line with the
ongoing corporate restructuring process and financial consolidation, aiming to improve the viability of
the company and ensure its professional management. The company also continued implementing
the 2016–19 labor optimization plan with the assistance of the World Bank and the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD).
In March 2018, the World Bank approved the loan
in the amount of 160.6 million euros to support the
Government’s effort to raise the efficiency and effectiveness of public spending as well as the transformation of the energy and transport sectors, including EPS. The loan will support EPS in achieving
increased convergence of the guaranteed electricity
supply tariff to reach market parity levels from 64
% in 2014 to 80 % at the end of 2018. In line with
the tariff methodology for the public supplier, the
convergence will be measured by the difference between the guaranteed supply price charged by EPS
and the prevailing regional wholesale price set on
the basis of neighboring electricity exchanges (Hungarian HUPX).
In October 2018, head of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) mission to Serbia, James Roaf said
that state-owned power utility EPS has significantly
improved efficiency of its operations in the last three
years, adding that the IMF is pleased with EPS’ improvements in terms of business efficiency and believes that further progress will continue in the future.
According to sources, EPS should transform from
public enterprise to joint stock company by the end
of 2020, most likely in October. After that, in 2021, a
stake in the company could be offered for sale to poCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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tential investors. There is a possibility that the sale
of EPS will come in stages, as the company is already
divided into several smaller parts, in a form of a strategic partnership with the Government, as the state
will retain some of its ownership in its possession,
as in the case of oil company NIS. However, on several occasions, Serbian Government reiterated that
it has no intentions to sell power utility EPS. On the
contrary, it is considering the acquisitions of power
utilities of neighboring countries in order to expand
and strengthen its economy.
However, State Secretary at the Ministry of Mining
and Energy Mirjana Filipovic said, at the Kopaonik
Business Forum in March 2020, that state-owned
power utility EPS would be restructured in 2021,
which is conditioned on the solving of the property
issues. According to Filipovic, the main issue with
the restructuring of the company is the system of
transformation of European economy and the socalled EU Green Deal.
In October 2020, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) criticized the Serbian authorities for not adjusting the prices of electricity for small and medium
enterprises in September, which is actually lower
than the production price, and for not increasing
subsidies for electricity production from renewable
sources.
According to Serbian newspapers, IMF also criticized
non-compliance with deadlines related to the procedures for the transformation of a company from a
public company into a joint stock company, primarily
the part related to the delay in launching tenders for
the valuation of EPS’ assets.
The analysis performed by the IMF showed that the
production price of electricity is lower that the sale
price for residential consumers and small and medium enterprises. It also showed that current RES subsidy of 0.079 eurocents per kWh, which is paid by
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consumers through electricity bills, is not sufficient
to cover payments for produced “green” energy.
According to the newspapers, the Serbian side explained that both households and small commercial
consumers were severely affected by the coronavirus pandemic, therefore it was decided not to increase electricity prices. The IMF acknowledged this
reasoning, but still urges for the increase of RES subsidies paid by the consumers, because EPS’ losses
from purchases of electricity produced from renewable sources are steadily increasing.
In July, media reported that the IMF requested an
increase of electricity prices by 7.7 to 7.9 % as of 1
September. The last increase in Serbia was in December last year, when electricity prices for residential and small business customers rose by 3.9 %.
Currently, the price of electricity for this category of
consumers is around 0.06 euros/kWh, without VAT.
Serbia has the lowest price of electricity in the region and in Europe. The price is 7.2 % lower compared to North Macedonia, 18.9 % lower compared
to Bulgaria, 24 % lower than in Albania, while kWh
of electricity is 71 % more expensive in Croatia and
120 % in Slovenia.

1.2 Energy potential
The most of the Serbia’s renewable energy potentials is in biomass (49 %). The rest of the potential
is in large HPPs (27 %), solar (13 %), wind (4%), geothermal energy (4 %) and small HPPs (3 %).
Serbia has high amount of coal reserves, with 4 billion tons of proven lignite deposits. The reserves are
located in two main coal basins, Kolubara and Kostolac. Coal mines in Serbia are owned and managed by
subsidiaries of EPS.
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Kolubara basin (southwest from Belgrade) has 300
km2 surface and produces some 70 % of overall domestic coal output. It has medium calorific value of
7.7 kJ/kg, and moisture content of 48%. Curently,
exploitation in Kolubara mines is being performed
at Field B mine, Field D mine, and Tamnava fields
- Veliki Crljeni (also known as East Field) and Tamnava West fields. Field B and Tamnava East field are
nearly depleted (around 20 million tons remaining).
Field D has 130 million tons of remaining reserves,
while Tamnava West has around 420 million tons
reserve. There are proven reserves in Field E (395
million tons), Veliki Crljeni (30 million tons, recently
opened), Radljevo (340 million tons, planned) and
Juzno polje (500 million tons). This basin supplies
TPPs Nikola Tesla A, Nikola Tesla B and TPP Kolubara
and partialy TPP Morava, which generate around
50% of electricity in Serbia. The coalmines operated by EPS produced overall amount of 39.4 million
tons of lignite, where 30.6 was produced in Kolubara
Coalmine and 8.8 million tons was produced in Kostolac basin. In late 2017, the new Field G mine has
been opened at the Kolubara basin, with estimated
annual production of 5-6 million tons of coal.
Annual lignite production in Kolubara during
2011 was the highest ever. The overall production
amounted to 31.06 million tons, which was 5.4 %
higher than planned. In the same time, overburden
removal amounted to 71.13 million cbm (+8.6 %),
and it was the third best result in company’s history.
Average daily production during 2011 amounted to
100,000 tons, where 96,000 tons was delivered to
nearby thermal power plants.
In early 2021, acting Director of EPS Milorad Grcic said that, by the end of the year, the assembly
plot for the future open pit coalmine Radljevo and
the northern bypass around the mine will be completed, thus creating preconditions for the mine to
be opened in 2022. He reminded that this project,
which was first considered back in 1976, is very im19
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portant for EPS and the Kolubara mining basin, because it ensures the extension of operational life of
electricity generation facilities and guarantees secure and stable supply of electricity. He noted that
the future Radljevo mine will be supplying coal to
Nikola Tesla TPP complex, which produces about a
half of Serbia’s electricity.
A total of 39 million tons of coal was produced at
the open pit mines of the Kolubara basin and Drmno
coalmine near Kostolac in 2020.
In May 2020, EPS commissioned the new open pit
coalmine Radljevo-North in the Kolubara basin. New
open pit mine is of strategic importance for Serbia as
it is related to the construction of the new coal-fired
power plant Kolubara B in Kalenic, which should be
commissioned by the end of 2022.
Coal production in Kolubara and Drmno basins, both
operated by state-owned power utility EPS, in the
second quarter of 2019 was by 4.9 % higher than in
the comparable period last year. Up to ten years ago,
the mining sector was accounted for some 1.5 % of
Serbia’s gross domestic product, but in the meantime that figure rose to 2 %, adding that mining is
becoming an increasingly important industrial sector which can provide Serbia with an intensive and
stable long-term growth and development.
In 2017, total coal production was 39.06 million
tons, which is 4% higher than in 2016, and second
highest production ever. In 2016, EPS produced a total of 37.7 million tons of coal, which was 2 % above
the annual plan.
In 2015, EPS has produced 37 million tons of coal, of
which 28.7 million tons were produced in Kolubara
open pit mines, while 8.4 million tons were produced
in Kostolac open pit mines. This result is excellent
considering the consequences of catastrophic floods
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in May 2014, which affected the coal mining sector
throughout 2015, said the statement from EPS.
Kostolac basin (east from Belgrade) has 80 km2
surface. It also has medium calorific value, 7 kJ/kg,
which is slightly lower than lignite in Kolubara basin.
Moisture content is 50%, ash content stands on 15%,
while sulphur content stands on 3%. Kostolac mines
are consisted of Klenovnik mine, Cirikovac mine and
Drmno mine. Klenovnik and Cirikovac fields are almost depleted, while Drmno has 440 million tons of
reserves. This mine supplies TPPs Kostolac.
In March 2019, EPS that the installation of excavatorconveyor-spreader (ECS) system at Drmno coalmine
near Kostolac has been completed. A total of 100
million dollars has been invested in the installation
of the system, which is a part of the project for the
modernization of thermal power plant Kostolac B.
The newly installed system will increase the capacity of Drmno coalmine to 12 million tons of coal per
year from the current 9 million tons. The installation,
performed by China Machinery Engineering Corporation (CMEC), started in January 2017.
With present estimations, Kostolac and Kolubara
mining regions have enough reserves to supply existing TPPs till the end of 21st century. Lignite reserves on the mining pits that are already in operation stand at around 430 million tons in Kostolac
and 570 million tons in Kolubara region. More than
additional 700 million tons can be available on surface pits that are presently planned to be opened
in Kolubara region, while total estimated remaining
reserves in Kolubara region are around 1844 million
tons. Estimated remaining reserves in Kostolac region are 575 million tons.
In May 2017, Minister of Energy Alekasandar Antic
announced that EPS will invest some 250 million euros in Kolubara coalmines in 2017, adding that three
news pits will be opened: E, G and Radiljevo, which
20
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will secure coal production in the long-term. According to him, Kolubara needs to produce more than
28 million tons of coal per year and this investment
will secure production between 28.5 and 30 million
tons. The first mining activities in fields E and G will
take place in 2017. The start of coal production in
the field E and initial stripping in the field G is expected by the end of the year, while activities in the
Radaljevo field will start in 2018, with the final aim
to completely replace Tamnava-West field open pit.
In September 2018, Acting Director of EPS Milorad
Grcic said that the project for the unification of coal
quality at Kolubara mining basin, which will provide
significant saving for the company, is entering its
final stage and should be completed in the second
quarter of 2019. He stressed that although EPS lags
behind European companies by few decades, with
this project it will be able to deliver coal of uniform
quality and thus achieve 10 % lower coal consumption at its thermal power plants.
The project is part of the first “green project” implemented by EPS, worth around 180 million euros.
The investment in the project for homogenization
and coal quality management is around 54 million
euros, and along with the construction of new ash
dump it will enable proper functioning of Kolubara
mining basin. Grcic added that 85 % of the project
has been already completed and in the second half
of next year, Kolubara will be alongside most efficient coalmines in western Europe.
In early 2018, EPS said that Serbia produces about
65 % of its electricity in coal-fired thermal power
plants and it has coal reserves in the amount of 3.3
billion tons. However, all thermal capacities in Serbia were built at the time when the standards of the
European Union on environmental protection were
not in force, so the level of air pollution is way above
the allowed maximum. EPS is now making maximum
efforts to reach the EU environmental standards and
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therefore plans to invest up to one billion euros in
various environmental projects.
EPS currently operates 7,326 MW of installed capacity, of which coal-fired capacity accounts for 4,390
MW or 22 units, adding that Serbia shares the fourth
place in Europe for coal production along with the
Czech Republic, right behind Germany, Poland and
Turkey.
In early 2021, the Energy Community Secretariat has
called on the authorities of its contracting parties,
including Serbia, to limit subsidies to the coal sector. According to the Energy Community Treaty, the
parties must ensure the prohibition of any state aid
that distorts or threatens to distort competition by
favoring certain companies or energy sources.
The Secretariat also warns that state aid could distort competition and affect cross-border energy
trade, which is why control of state aid is crucial
for the establishment of a regional energy market.
Regarding Serbia, most of the aid pointed out by
the Secretariat concerns the state-owned Resavica
coalmine, which, due to the great help of the state,
endangers other companies because it does not pay
electricity to power utility EPS.
In 2021, Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic said
that the country will not follow the posh trend of
coal phase-out which is currently present in Europe
and the region and that it will continue to rely on
coal-based electricity generation in the future. He
said that Serbia will increase investments in the
mining sector in order to ramp up coal production at
open pit mines Kolubara and Drmno, as well as underground mine Resavica. He stressed that the miners will have secure jobs in the next 20 to 30 years,
since coal production is important for Serbia’s energy security.
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In 2018, Serbia had direct subsidies in the amount of
47.4 million euros, while in 2019 that amount was
41.36 million euros, i.e. a total of 88.76 million euros.
EPS' coal production is currently competitive on the
regional electricity market because Serbia is not in
the system of trade in carbon emissions (ETS system), so the price of electricity is not burdened by
the emissions tax, unlike others producers of electricity from coal, coming from EU countries.
Serbia’s gross hydropower potential stands at 27.2
TWh, mostly from rivers Danube, Drina, Lim, Velika
Morava and Ibar. Hydro potential in Serbia that can
be technically used is about 19.8 TWh/year, out of
which about 10.3 TWh/year is already utilized. 15
TWh/year out of 19.8 TWh/year of technically feasible potential is related to HPPs with output of more
than 10 MW. There is a possible project of directing
the water from the River Tara into the River Moraca
in Montenegro, which would reduce the potential of
Serbia by 0.7 TWh/year. The largest part of the remaining potential lies on the river Drina and Morava
rivers. The remaining hydro potential of the middle
and lower course of the Drina River is divided between Serbia, Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina.
According to EPS officials, Serbia is currently using about 55 % of its hydro potential, while annual
production of electricity in this segment amounts
to 10.5 TWh. However, it is technically possible to
achieve annual electricity production of 19.5 TWh
from using hydropower. Electricity produced in hydropower plants currently accounts for about 30 %
of total produced electricity in Serbia, while EPS produces between 24 and 25 TWh of electricity per year
in thermal power plants, Serbia is placed second in
the region regarding hydro potential, behind Romania, but even the full utilization of its hydro potential
could not provide complete energy security.
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Serbia can achieve around 2.3 TWh annual electricity generation from wind power. According to feasibility study on wind generation potential, 1 316 MW
can be installed on locations with more than 5 m/s
wind speed at height of 10 meters above ground.
The sites in Serbia with highest average wind speed
are Midzor (with average wind speed of 7.66 m/s),
Suva Planina (6.46 m/s), Vrsacki Breg (6.27 m/s),
Krepoljani (6.18 m/s) and Deli Jovan (6.13 m/s). Currently, there are three operational wind farms, each
with power output below 10 MW.
The yearly ratio of actual irradiation to the total possible irradiation reaches approximately 50%. The total potential for solar active technologies has been
estimated to be 50-60% of heating demand in the
cloudier central regions. Large plains are available
only in northern parts of Serbia (Vojvodina), but
solar irradiation in this part is lower (around 1400
kWh/m2). First significant PV power plant put into
operation during 2013, with output of 260 kW, near
city of Leskovac. Currently, solar output stands at 10
MW.
Biomass energy sources are distributed across an
area of 24000 km2 (25% of the territory) covered
with forests and 45,000 km2 (55% of the territory) used for agriculture. Biomass energy potential
comes mainly from agricultural wastes (1.6 million
toe) and wood biomass (1 million toe). Usable energy potential of animal waste is estimated at 0.45
million toe, while industrial and municipal waste is
estimated at 1.4 million toe.
According to agriculture expert Branislav Gulan, after
the completion of agricultural works on 3.47 million
hectares in Serbia, over 12.5 million tons of biomass
is left unused annually. Of this, northern province of
Vojvodina, with 1.7 million hectares, accounts for as
much as 9 million tons, or 72 % of the total amount.
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Gulan said that biomass has great unused potential
for energy independence of Serbia, for the reduction of emission of harmful gases and for the employment of a large number of people, both directly
and indirectly, in new technologies implemented
through renewable energy sources.
In Serbia there are more than 60 geothermal systems with temperatures lower than 150°C. Estimated energy reserves of geothermal resources
are around 800 MWh, but utilization of this is low:
only about 10%. Identified geothermal fields are located in Macva, Vojvodina, Podunavlje, Pomoravlje
and Stig, while investigation in twenty localities is in
progress. The priority region in this investigation is
Macva. The installations already built are mostly for
balneology purposes, tourism and for the heating of
greenhouses (but only in three localities).
In 2019, Senior Manager at Deloitte Serbia Zeljko
Markovic said that regular operation of Serbian energy sector at unrealistically low electricity prices is
possible, but for the implementation of long-term
plans, current price is insufficient. He said that the
main issue in Serbian energy sector is how to expand
the market given the fact that the price of electricity is does not stimulate competition and defers any
new players from entering the market. He noted
that the price of electricity for households is about
29 euros/MWh, while the price of the regional markets in much higher, about 57 euros/MWh.
Markovic also said that state-owned power utility
EPS had serious difficulties in the reconstruction of
energy infrastructure after NATO bombardment in
1999, which, along with the way in which the company is run, prevented EPS from becoming a regional player. Regarding the World Bank estimate that
Serbia could soon become an importer of electricity,
Markovic believes that the construction of new capacities, such as the new unit at thermal power plant
Kostolac B, and increased production from renewCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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able energy sources, could enable EPS to become a
net exporter. He noted that small, individual electricity producers, who install photovoltaic systems
on rooftops, could greatly contribute to improving
the state of Serbian electricity system, by providing
additional 100-150 MW of installed capacity.

1.3 Electricity prices
Serbia belongs to a group of countries with a lowest
electricity price in Europe, and electricity price on
regulated market is set by Energy Agency of the Republic of Serbia (AERS). There are several reasons for
low electricity price: Electricity price for households
is influenced by the government, and kept low. This
is also achievable by low generation cost, since EPS
which supplies almost all customers owns lignite
mines, while water usage fees are cheap.
For a base-load consumption profile (assuming each
hour in a month with equal consumption), household which consume 350 kWh per month will have
a price of energy component itself slightly above 18
EUR/MWh. From 350 kWh to 1,600 kWh, price of
energy component is 36 EUR/MWh. For consumption above 1,600 kWh per month, price of energy
compoent is 93.9 EUR/MWh.
These figures are for energy component itself, and
do not include grid usage fees, taxes and other fees.
For base-load consumption, household would need
to consume 2,000 kWh in order to expect lower bill
by changing supplier.
According to the agreement made with the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Serbia is obliged to
gradually increase the price of electricity. The last
price increase of 2% was in October 2017, In late
2016, Minister of Energy and Mining Aleksandar
Antic said that no increase in price of electricity is
planned for 2017, despite the obligation to the IMF.
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In this moment, the average price of electricity for
households stands at 5.1 eurocents/kWh (without
VAT), and the average price of electricity for industrial customers is some 10% lower. Liberalization of
electricity market has started from 1st of January
2013, and it is described in Chapter 2.
In order to request electricity price increase, EPS and
EMS (transmission system operator) must submit
their analysis and proposal of new electricity tariffs.
After AERS evaluates their proposals and makes new
analysis, it proposes change of price to government,
which reaches final decision. Starting from October 1st 2012, the setting of new prices is the sole
responsibility of the AERS (but highly influenced by
the government, although technically government
does not have authority to approve price increase).
In 2015 free electricity and gas were supplied to
about 65,000 households, or approximately 70 % of
those who registered for this service. In 2016 this
number will rise to 97,000 households, since the
World Bank insisted on the increase and some 13.6
million euros will be allocated for socially vulnerable customers. By regulations, socially vulnerable
customers will receive 480 kWh of free electricity
instead of 120 kWh.
In late 2017, Executive Director for Electricity Trading at Serbian state-owned power utility EPS, Dragan
Vlaisavljevic said that price of electricity for households in Serbia is way below the market price and
that will not be changed in the foreseeable future.
The Energy Community considers that Serbia should
impose special tax on the emission of harmful gasses from coal-fired thermal power plants, although
it will probably lead to electricity price hikes. According to Energy Community estimate, the introduction
of such tax would increase electricity bills by up to
30 %. However, Serbian Minister of Energy and Mining Aleksandar Antic was adamant that Serbia will
Country Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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not impose such levies until it enters the European
Union, therefore there will be no significant electricity price hikes. The Government informs that even
with Serbia’s accession to the EU, such measure is
not a must, but is open for negotiation.
In early 2019, Serbian Government adopted a decision on the special fee which serves as an incentive for the production of electricity from renewable
energy sources in 2019, which should remain at the
same level as in the previous year – 0.08 euros/kWh.
In February 2020, Director of the Energy Community
Secretariat Janez Kopac said that the price of electricity in Serbia will have to increase because coalbased electricity production is getting more expensive due to the taxation of CO2 emissions.
Kopac noted that the prices of electricity has always
been politically sensitive issue in Serbia, but it is obvious that the price paid by residential consumers in
no way reflects the real price of production, which is
just not sustainable in the long-term. However, this
is not just the problem of consumers, but of mining
areas as well, because coal-based electricity production, at least in the EU, is becoming extremely expensive due to the taxation of CO2 emissions, which
will reflect on Serbia sooner or later.
He also reminded that the new EU budget envisages
substantial amounts for the Just Transition Fund,
which should help restructure the mining regions,
adding that Serbia should establish such an instrument as soon as possible, because the restructuring
will happen sooner or later and someone has to pay
for it. A similar fund on a national level would be a
good argument for asking for additional funds from
the EU for that purpose.
With the onset of energy crisis in Europe in late
2021, state-owned power utility EPS has extended
the supply of electricity at unchanged prices until
24
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30 November. Namely, EPS will extend electricity
supply contract for companies whose previous contracts expire between 31 October and 30 November.
Also, for those companies who are supplied based
on the supplier of last resort contracts, which whose
expired on 31 October, a new contract for November
is offered at the same price, and, for those who have
already signed agreements which came into effect
on 1 November, the validity of the agreements has
been extended until 1 December. This was later extended until the end of 2021.
Acting Director of EPS Milorad Grcic assured that
the price of electricity for households will not be
increased by the end of 2021 and at least not until mid-2022. He said that the stable situation with
electricity supply in Serbia is down to the excellent
planning within EPS, namely, taking care of each
production capacity, as well as the support of representatives of the authorities in preserving all the
capacities, both thermal and hydro. This has led to
the fact that Serbia now produces its own electricity and that is the main reason why Serbia has the
lowest price of electricity in Europe and will not be
forced to increase it due to energy crisis.
Most recent electricity price increase
In December 2020, at the request of state-owned
power utility EPS, the Council of the Serbian Energy
Agency (AERS) approved an increase in the price of
electricity for household consumers in the amount
of 3.4 % as of 1 February 2021.
The average price of electricity for customers who
have the right to a guaranteed supply at regulated
prices (households and small commercial consumers), determined on the basis of the maximum approved income, will amount to 0.061 euros/kWh,
without taxes and fees.
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Electricity previously increased in price by 3.9 % on
December 1 2019, and before that, the price was increased in October 2017 by 2 %.
Also, in late 2020, Serbian Government adopted a
decision of the increase of fees for encouraging electricity production from renewable sources, paid by
end consumers through their electricity bills. The
new fee will came into effect as of 1 January 2021
and amounts to 0.0037 euros/kWh, which is more
than four times higher compared to the previous figure.
During his visit to Serbia in March 2021, Director of
the Energy Community (EnC) Secrtariat Janez Kopac
said that the price of electricity for residential consumers must be increased, while subsidies for vulnerable consumers must be implemented only for
those who really need them.
Kopac pointed out that the price of electricity for
industrial consumers in Serbia is approximately on
the level with the EU countries. Therefore, industrial
consumers subsidy residential consumers and lose
competitiveness on the global market.
He said that Serbia has to gradually introduce carbon
emissions tax in the price of electricity, which should
be one of the measures presented to state-owned
power utility EPS. He sees subsidies for coal-based
electricity generation as a huge problem, because all
countries are phasing them out, but in Serbia they
are higher than the subsidies for renewable energy,
adding that the country failed to achieve the mandatory target of 27 % of renewable energy in total consumption (currently it is at 21 %). This is mostly the
result of low investments in wind and solar energy
due to unfavorable feed-in tariffs.
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Previous price movements
Serbian media reported that the price of electricity
will most likely be increased by 7.7 to 7.9 % as of 1
September 2020, because the analysis, done at the
request of the International Monetary Fund (IMF),
showed that the price of electricity production is
higher than the sale price for households.
The results of the preliminary analysis, which was
submitted to the Ministry of Mining and Energy,
show that the situation is alarming and that the
inevitable rise in electricity prices is imminent, because otherwise there is a danger of jeopardizing
the financial sustainability of state-owned power
utility EPS. It is clear that electricity prices, which
also serve as a social measure, are unsustainable
and must be changed, because otherwise EPS would
have irreparable damage in long-term.
However, the Serbian Energy Agency (AERS) said that
EPS did not submit any requests for the increase of
the price of electricity.
Price of electricity for households in Serbia increased
by 3.9 % as of 1 December 2019. The price for industrial consumers remained unchanged.
Minister of Energy and Mining Aleksandar Antic said
that the Serbian Energy Agency (AERS) recently approved the price hike. Among the reasons for the increase are demands by energy companies, increased
electricity production from renewable sources since
three large-scale wind farms have been introduced
recently, as well as the rise of electricity price on the
regional market. He reminded that the last significant price hike was in 2015, with minor increases in
2016 and 2017. Despite the increase, prices will remain the lowest in the region. For example, the price
of electricity in Serbia is 7.2 % lower than in North
Macedonia, 18.9 % than in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
24 % than in Albania, 35.8 % than in Bulgaria, 79.97
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% than in Croatia, 85 % than in Romania, and 125 %
than in Slovenia.

set an exact date when annual price changes would
come into effect.

In July, Head of the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) mission in Belgrade Sebastian Sosa said that
the price of electricity in Serbia should be increased
by at the least the amount of inflation, which would
keep the state-owned power utility EPS and the
country’s energy system stable, adding that the price
was not changed in the past two years. He said that
in short-term electricity prices need to be increased,
while in the medium-term the prices should be
gradually increased to acceptable level. He also added that Serbia has to switch from coal, as the main
energy source, to a much “greener” source. However, the switch, as well as the increase in electricity
prices, will have to be introduced gradually, taking
the socio-economic implications in the account. At
that time, Serbian authorities claimed that the price
of electricity will not be increased in 2019.

The Council of the Serbian Energy Agency (AERS)
has approved the request submitted by state-owned
power utility EPS for an increase in the price of electricity for households and small businesses by 2 %
on average as of 1 October 2017.

However, the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
is demanding that the state-owned power utility
EPS perform an evaluation of new electricity prices
by the end of June 2020, which would include increased fee for encouraging renewable energy production, which means that the price of electricity for
end consumers should be increased.
IMF said in a report sent to Serbian authorities that
without the implementation of these measures it
would be unrealistic to expect successful financial
consolidation of EPS. It also added that mid-2020 is
the final deadline by which all activities related to
the transformation of EPS from public enterprise to
a joint stock company should be completed. IMF is
demanding for another electricity price hike by mid2020 because it believes that the recent increase is
not enough to cover the electricity production cost.
The IMF proposed that future price hikes should be
related to annual inflation rate and urged EPS to
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EPS has filed a request following an analysis with the
World Bank’s expert team and it is in line with the
company’s consolidation plan. The increase represents an adjustment of price only for a part of inflationary trend, which is a consequence of overall
financial stabilization in Serbia, as well as good financial results achieved by EPS, for which a positive
assessment and approval of international financial
institutions was obtained.
This is the lowest increase in the price of electricity
in Serbia so far, and it will be reflected in increase of
monthly bill in the amount of 0.57 euros for an average consumer.
Starting from 1st of October 2016, electricity price
for households in Serbia has increased by 3.8 %.
Minister of Energy and Mining Aleksandar Antic explained that the price hike was the lowest possible
and it was a result of extensive negotiations with
international financial institutions, adding that the
hike is twice lower than the latest demand by the
IMF, according to which the price was supposed to
be increased by 7.7 %.
This is the lowest electriicty price hike in the past 15
years, and its impact on electricity bills will be minimal, namely about one euro per month on average.
This price increase is applied for households only
because they are still supplied at regulated prices,
while industrial consumers buy electricity on the
market.
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According to EPS’ three-year business plan, new
electricity price hikes are not planned during that
period. However, the Management Board decided
that, in cooperation with the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the relevant
Ministry, the company will analyze the movement
of electricity market prices during the period, and
seek the approval of the Energy Agency (AERS) for
the eventual price increase.
The aim of EPS is to improve current level of bills
collection in the next three years and, according to
plan, it should reach 95.5 % in 2017, 96.4 % in 2018
and finally 96.8 % in 2019. By achieving this goal, EPS
would record additional annual net profit of about 9
million euros.
Starting from 1st of August 2015, electricity price in
Serbia has increased by 12 %. The average monthly
electricity bill which amounted to 20.8 euros will
be increased by around 2.5 euros. Within this price
increase of 12 %, the increase of regulated price of
electricity will amount to 4.5 % on average, while
the remainder relates to newly introduced excise tax
on electricity in the amount of 7.5 %.
After this price increase average price for kWh for
households excluding VAT will amount to 0.051 euros. Even with this increase, electricity prices remained the lowest in the region: the price is still 15
% lower than in Macedonia and 50 % lower than in
Montenegro.
The rise of electricity prices is a result of an agreement between the Serbian Government and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which provides
that the regulated prices of energy should gradually reach market level. The Government of Serbia
has committed to IMF to introduce new excise tax
on electricity in order to reduce the inefficiency of
consumption. According to the Memorandum on
Economic and Fiscal Policy which was the prerequi27
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site for the approval of 1.2 billion euros stand-by arrangement for Serbia, as of 15 April 2015 electricity
prices would be 15 % higher. However, after several
months of negotiating, 12% increase was agreed
with IMF.
Staring from 1st of August 2013, electricity prices for
customers eligible for public supply (tariff customers) were increased for 11.3% in average. The average increase for household’s customers is 10.9 %.
After the increase, the new average price for households’ customers stands at some 6 eurocents/kWh
(VAT included). Average household in Serbia spends
some 350-400 kWh of electricity per months while
some 2.1 million customers spend up to 500 kWh of
electricity per month. Before this increase, electricity prices for tariff customers were increased by 15
% on average in April 2011.
During mid-July 2014, there were rumours on possible electricity price increase of 12-20% due to difficult situation caused by floods. In addition to this
statement, Minister of Finance also suggested electricity price increase of 30%, but he resigned almost
immediately after his statement. Soon after, EPS said
it did not officially submitted request for increase
of electricity price to AERS, but only submitted a
proposal to the government. Deputy of the Acting
Director, Mr. Zivotije Jovanovic explained that EPS
always consults with the government before submitting request to AERS. According to Mr. Jovanovic,
EPS will definitely need funds to overcome damages
caused by floods and continue safe operation. During August 2014, there were official statements that
price of electricity would not be increased from 1st
of September 2014 - but possibility of increase after 1st of September was not mentioned. According
to most recent statements from highest officials,
electricity price will not be increased in upcoming
months.
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Starting from July 1 2013, EPS Supply was granted
license for public supply. EPS Supply took over the
public supply activities from the previous five suppliers within the EPS. New company was established in
accordance to the new Energy law and in accordance
to the restructuring programme of EPS approved by
the government of Serbia. AERS demanded from all
five distribution companies to reduce the planned
network losses and to increase the security and
quality of supply.
In the second half of March 2013, the government
of Serbia adopted the Bylaw on energy customer
protection. In mid-October, 2013 the government of
Serbia adopted amendments to the Bylaw on energy
customer protection, which set the eligibility for reduction of electricity, natural gas and heating bills for
underprivileged customers. The new amendments
have set the criteria for subsidies for heating bills
for underprivileged customers. The status of energyprotected customer will be granted to one-member
household with monthly income of up to 115 euros,
for two and three member households with monthly
income of up to 165 euros, for four and five member
households with monthly income of up to 220 euros
and for households with six and more member with
monthly income up to 275 euros.
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state budget for energy-protected customers could
reach between 30 and 40 million euros per year.
In the 2nd half of August 2014, EPS announced it
will start with enforced collection of claim toward
100,000 debtors, which have accumulated debt till
November 2013 (73 million euros of debt). EPS said
that customers had enough time to settle the debt,
and debt-reprogramming options. EPS said that enforced collection will be applied in a random order.
In addition to the amount of debt and interest, debtors will have to pay the variable cost of execution for
debts of over 250 euros, and fixed cost of 35 euros
for debts below 250 euros.

Energy-protected customers are entitled to 120-250
kWh of electricity per month during entire year and
35-75 cbm of natural gas during heating season free
of charge. These customers will be also entitled to
reduction of heating bills during the heating season,
i.e. in period October-April, for 25-55 m2 of heating
space.
The status of energy protected customers will be
valid for one year. The status can be revoked if the
monthly consumption of the particular customers
was two and half times the limit set by the Bylaw.
According to estimations, the overall cost for the
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Chapter 2. Electricity market opening and trade
2.1 Introduction
The first Energy Law was adopted on 1st of August
2004, giving an impetus for future actions. This law
has incorporated the relevant European legislative
experience and it was in compliance with Directives
2004/54/EC and 2004/55/EC of the European Parliament and the Council on electricity and gas.
Privileged power producers were defined by this
law, as producers using renewable energy resources
and waste in their power generation process and
producers generating power in power plants which
are considered as small power plants. Also, some industrial customers were characterized as eligible to
change their electricity supplier. But, none of the industrial customers changed its supplier till 2013, and
procedures for construction of RES generation plans
were unclear, uncertain and long-lasting. Secondary
regulations for construction of generation capacities
from renewable energy sources (especially small hydro power plants) and feed-in tariffs were expected
to be created during 2006, but they have been approved in December 2009.
Major changes in electricity sector deregulation
were made in 2005. Before July 1st 2005, the EPS
was vertically integrated public utility, undertaking
the activities of generation, transmission and distribution of electricity in Serbia. However, it was the
political commitment of the Government of Serbia
led by the Ministry of Energy and Mining, to start
with restructuring of the electric power sector. On
July 1st 2005, EPS was legally divided into two independent entities – EPS (same name as before – Elektroprivreda Srbije) and EMS (Elektromreze Srbije).
EPS was entitled with power generation, distribution, supply and power trade, while EMS was enti
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tled with transmission and system operation. Both
EPS and EMS remained 100% public owned utilities.
Serbia still needs to comply with 3rd Energy Package, which includes complete liberalization of energy markets, where distributors and producers needs
to be unbundled (as mentioned, 99% of electricity
generation and similar percentage of supply in Serbia is still performed by EPS).
In 2005, EPS has published the international call in
Financial Times for strategic partners willing to participate in the construction of new power generation facilities and revitalization of existing ones. The
first option proposed in the letter was the continuation of construction of TPP Kolubara B. This can be
considered as first serious step toward enlargement
of Serbian generation capacities since 1991.
There is a significant trading activity between trading companies in Serbia and a significant cross border transiting activity, but EPS still performs almost
all of the generation and supply, although electricity market was entirely liberalized on 1st of January
2015. Electricity exchange SEEPEX became operational in February 2016 .
The Serbian Regulatory body, AERS, was established
in May 2005, but it became operational in the end
of 2005. In operational sense the Law secures its independence.
The Energy Agency performs following activities:
• Tariff systems for power and natural gas for tariff
consumers;
• Tariff systems for access to and use of the power
transmission or gas transportation;
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• Determine the methodology for defining tariff elements for the calculation of the price of power and
natural gas for tariff consumers;
• Determine criteria and methods for determining
costs of connection to the energy transmission and
distribution system;
• Issues licenses for conducting energy activities;
• Approves Grid Code(s) and the Electricity Market
Code;
• Determines the minimum annual energy consumption needed for obtaining the status of an eligible customer
Establishment of SEEPEX power exchange is described in following section.
During September 2015, Director of the Energy
Community Secretariat, Janez Kopac said that Serbian legislation in the energy sector is fully in line with
EU regulations. Kopac noted that Serbia is the most
developed country in the region on the matter of
opening of electricity and natural gas markets, and
the country respects its obligations from the agreement with the Energy Community of the Southeastern Europe.
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He points out that this law applies the Third Energy
Package, which represents the obligation of the Republic of Serbia from January 1, 2015.
The energy law envisages liberalization of the gas
and electricity markets from January 1, 2015. In addition, it coordinates the connection of facilities to
the power and gas network with the deadlines for
the issuance of a building permit, and introducing
the monitoring of technical and commercial quality
of supply of electricity and gas. Also, the term public
supply has been replaced with the term guaranteed
supply, and prescribes the procedure for the election of guaranteed and spare supplier.
Law also defines the categories of small and large
electricity customers, and introduces the possibility of terminating the regulated electricity prices for
guaranteed supply until 2017. It is also stated that
the buyers of electricty will be able to get information about their electricity consumption at all times,
and it will create the conditions for the formation of
the energy exchange.

New Energy Law

ElektroSever - EPS has established new company
for supply and distribution of electricity in Kosovo
named ElektroSever. The company will be entitled
to issue and collect electricity bills. The agreement
states that Kosovo will allow EPS to establish a
company for electricity trading in accordance with
its non-discriminatory obligations under the Energy Community, but also with legal and regulatory
framework of Kosovo.

On December 29, 2014 the Serbian Parliament
adopted the new Energy Law, which coordinates
the energy sector with the European legislation, and
fully implements the Third Energy Package of the
European Union. According to Minister of Energy
and Mining, the new law improves the conditions
for investments in the energy sector, but also enhances the security of supply of electricity and gas.

ElektroSever will practically apply for a license which
will allow the company to import, export and transit
electricity and the license has to be approved. This
license will be valid from the moment when electricity transmission system operator KOSTT becomes
the member of the ENTSO (Association of European
electricity transmission system operators). ElektroSever will then sign agreements with KOSTT to be

In the electricity sector Serbia almost fully complies
with all obligations under the Treaty of establishing
the Energy Community, but there is still an open issue of separating distribution from production and
supply of electricity.
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able to participate in Kosovo electricity market and
be entitled to issue and collect electricity bills, just
like any other electricity supply company.
In addition to the establishment of ElektroSever,
Serbia will register another company for electricity
trading in Kosovo - EPS Trgovina. EPS has already
submitted the registration documentation. Both
companies are yet to become operational.

2.2 Liberalization of electricity market
Starting from 1st of January 2015, electricity market in Serbia is entirely liberalized, but EPS still holds
largest share in supply business, and 100% share in
household sector. Largest private supplier in Serbian
electricity market is Slovenian GEN-I. According to
GEN-I, at the end of February 2015 company had 12
customers, and held 3 % of electricity market. During 2014, GEN-I supplied 230 GWh of electricity on
Serbian market with the profit of 210.7 million euros. For now GEN-I does not intend to supply electricity to households in Serbia.
At the beginning of 2018, EPS said that it supplies
97.25 % of electricity in Serbia, while the remaining
2.75 % is held by other 65 suppliers on the market.
Initially, from adaptation of Energy Law in 2004,
consumers that use more than 25 GWh of electricity per year were eligible to choose their supplier of
electrical energy after registering with the Energy
Agency. Later, consumers with annual consumption
of more than 3GWh got the right to change supplier
but no consumer exercised that right due to favourable tariffs of EPS and non-existence of procedures
for changing supplier. Despite the fact that electricity market was formally liberalized for all customers apart from households (some 47 % of the market) starting from 2008, none of the customers has
changed their supplier. They had right to change
supplier - but they were not obliged. Even if they
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decided to change supplier - functional market code
was not adopted.
In mid-2012, AERS has published the draft Rules on
changing the electricity and natural gas supplier and
sent it to the public debate. AERS said that the Rules
would establish simple, efficient and free of charge
procedure for changing the supplier for all customers. The regulator also said that the Rules have been
made in accordance to the Energy Law and international obligations of Serbia set in the Energy community treaty, and in accordance to the best practice
of EU countries, which have energy markets.
According to Energy Community, at the end of 2013
EPS has 3.62 million customers at low voltage and
4,757 at medium and high voltage. By June 2014,
two customers which are directly connected to the
transmission network and 300 customers connected through the distribution network have changed
their supplier of electricity.
1st round of liberalization
Liberalization of electricity market in Serbia officially
started on 1st of January 2013, when all customers
connected on transmission network (high voltage)
became eligible. These 26 customers, which contribute with 9% share in entire electricity demand of
Serbia were forced to abandon low, regulated tariffs
and to sign supply contract with either EPS Supply
(branch of public utility), or with some supplier on
open market.
As expected, these consumers were not keen to
abandon public utility, and during past 12 months,
only one customer decided not to sign supply contract with EPS Supply (Messer, currently supplied by
Slovenian GEN-I). Messer has renewed its contract
with GEN-I for supply during 2014.
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Almost immediately after 1st of January 2013, the
most of the high-voltage customers in Serbia expressed their un satisfaction with the current situation on electricity market. They said that liberalization of electricity market implied 70 % rise in
tariffs and lack of choice of the supplier instead of
the increased competition and selection of the most
favourable supplier. The representatives of the customers also pointed out that the necessary bylaws,
required by the Energy law, were adopted in the end
of December, so that companies had only nine days
to find their suppliers for 2013. Despite the liberalization, EPS continued to deliver electricity to the
high-voltage customers. Several customers failed to
sign electricity supply contracts until January 1, after
which Ministry recommended that contracts could
be signed until January 15.

EPS Supply is also the last resort electricity supplier.

Seven large customers, cement factories, chemical and steel plants, sent the letters to authorities
in Serbia in which they demanded postponement
of the liberalization and gradual rise in prices during period of three years. This initiative was also
supported by the Chamber of Commerce of Serbia.
Industrial customers also believed that increase in
electricity prices should not be more than 15-20 %
during the first phase of liberalization. They also said
that steep increase in prices would affect the industrial output and inflation in Serbia.

Public supply: Sale of electricity to household customers and small customers (tariff customers) at
regulated prices. Currently, only EPS Snabdevanje
(EPS Supply) has a license to supply tariff customers

In February 2013, EPS established EPS Supply (as a
branch), in order to be the Public supplier of the end
customers at regulated prices (and supplier for eligible customers). In other words, EPS Supply is retail/supply branch of EPS. Starting from July 1 2013,
EPS Supply was granted license for public supply,
and took over supply business from five distribution
companies. Also, EPS Supply continued with fulfilment of obligations of EPS toward 25 of 26 eligible
customers who signed supply contract with public
utility.
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2nd round of liberalization
Starting from 1st of January 2014, another step toward full liberalization of electricity market in Serbia was made, when companies with over 50 employees or with annual income above 10 million
euros or companies which facilities are connected
to mid-voltage grid became eligible. Particular 3200
customers account to 25% share in entire electricity
demand in Serbia. Only households and small customers remained on regulated tariffs, and supplied
by public utility EPS- but only until 1st of January
2015, when full liberalization came into force.
Definitions:

Supply contract: there are two types of contracts:
Full supply contract, and regular supply contract.
Customer can have only one full supply contract,
but in addition to that contract, if it decides, it can
have unlimited number of regular supply contract
(or only regular supply contract, without Full supply
contract).
Full supply contract: Electricity sale where the
amount of delivered electricity is not determined by
the contract (it is based on the consumption measured at the metering point). In this case, electricity
supplier is BRP (Balance Responsible Party), who
pays access to the system and balancing to EMS –
while end customer pays balancing to BRP and pays
price of delivered electricity. In this case, customer
does not pay access to the network (access is paid
by supplier).
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Regular supply contract: In case of regular supply
(not full supply), final consumer can either register
as BRP, or transfer balance responsibility on BRP. In
both regular supply cases, final customers pay access to the system, and price of delivered electricity to suppliers. End customer also pays balancing to
BRP, who pays balancing to EMS (or directly to EMS,
if end customer registered itself as BRP).
Balance responsibility: By signing “Balance responsibility contract”, market participant (in this case
supplier) is obliged to balance its generation, consumption, purchases and sales of electricity. In short
– financial responsibility for imbalances of input and
output of electric energy. In order to become Balance Responsible Party, each participant must sign
contract with EMS, and submit bank guarantee/
deposit, determined by EMS formula on risk value
(minimum 50 000 EUR, max 1 000 000 EUR). Each
market participant must have license from regulatory agency of Serbia in order to perform electricity supply business . Electricity supply license is the
same time electricity trading license.
Last resort/reserve supply: Right to be supplied by
“Last resort supplier” has each eligible consumer
who did not sign supply contract from 1st of January
2014. In addition, this right is obtained when supplier entered into bankruptcy or liquidation procedure,
or its license was revoked. Also, in case when supply
contract was terminated, except in case when termination was consequence of non-fulfilment of financial obligation toward supplier.
By Energy Law, customers have a right to be to be
supplied by last resort supply for a period of 60 days,
and during that period they are obliged to sign supply contract with EPS Supply – or any other electricity supplier on the market. If not, they will be disconnected from the grid. This 60-day period started on
1st of January 2014, for all customers who did not
sign supply contract with supplier. But it will also be
33
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applied in case when customer/supplier cancels the
supply contract or the supply contract expires.
Government of Serbia has recently prolonged last
resort supply from March 1 until June 30, for the
companies that failed to find their electricity suppliers from January 1, 2014. According to Energy law,
the last resort supply can last 60 days at most. The
price of last resort supply stands at 59.9 euros/MWh
(no VAT).
Government of Serbia has selected EPS Supply as
last resort supplier. In 2013, price for reserve supply
in a period from 01.01.2013 – 31.01.2013 was set to
64.825 EUR/MWh (the average price at which the
transmission system operator EMS sells balancing
energy). For 2014, price was set to 59.9 EUR/MWh.
This price includes the balancing expenses and it
does not include the grid access fees and VAT.
Almost all newly eligible customers showed no willingness to change their supplier: Even if some supplier would offer better conditions for customer and
cheaper electricity, it will be difficult to play against
psychological factor of “security” - Power Utility of
Serbia existed, exists, it will continue to exist. On the
other hand, customers are not familiar with electricity market liberalization and market players in region/Europe. “What would happen to me if supplier
goes bankrupt, will I lose power, should I gamble
for several percentages lower bill” is the question in
customer’s head, which will be difficult to overcome.
Till the end of April 2014, EPS Supply has signed
electricity supply contracts with some 2,900 companies, which are obliged to purchase electricity on
competitive market, being the largest supplier on
competitive market.
Most important for both supplier and customers:
balancing. Only small number of consumers can provide accurate consumption diagram and define their
Country Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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consumption profile. And it is questionable if even
they can guarantee for it with large error margin.
In past, neither customer nor distribution company
was interested in consumption diagram of specific
customer…and why would they be?
Customer was only interested in monthly bill, and
distribution company (both supplier and DSO) can
easily balance itself (distribution dispatching calls
EPS generation, EPS generation ups/lowers hydro
generation). Now, situation is slightly different, and
creates a problem for supplier, but only if supplier is
not EPS Supply. EPS Supply can still call EPS generation to up/lower hydro generation.
Settlement price for each accounting interval (hour)
is determined as weighted price of activated explicit
and implicit bids from the tertiary regulation, contractual deployed balancing reserve and deployed
secondary regulation. Settlement price cannot be
higher than 1.5 times greater than the maximum
price for the engaged balancing energy in regulation
upward in that accounting interval.
Yes, balance energy is paid by end consumer. But
can you offer a competitive contract to the customer, include balancing in final, competitive price – and
avoid delivering to him an invoice with “inconvenient truth” regarding his imbalances? Yes, customer
pays for his imbalances – but he would like that to
cost as low as possible.
During long period of years, customers did not care
how “overtime work” in, for example factory, would
influence on electricity bill with respect to his daily
load curve. Are they keen to start caring? No. Is it
risk free for supplier to provide them with that feel?
Yes, if you are EPS Supply. Can you, as a supplier be
competitive, have cross border capacity or energy at
hand?
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Forming of South East European Power Exchange
(SEEPEX) in February 2016 eased things little bit.
But, turnover and liquidity of SEEPEX is still low.
So, what are the options for supplier to obtain necessary and arranged amounts of energy, and avoid
expensive balancing energy? Or if consumer decided to increase its consumption for short period of
time?
- Obtaining electricity in Serbia can be a challenge.
In practice, there are no privately owned generation
capacities which sell electricity on open market, so
energy can only be obtained from electricity traders,
SEEPEX or from EPS Trade (in case of good hydrology
or intra-day).
- Obtaining electricity from abroad can be expensive
and challenging for new players in supply business.
It is easy to obtain necessary amounts on power
exchanges with upper-cup offer on HUPX and OPCOM, but registration on power exchange is expensive. Electricity can also be obtained from Bosnia
and Herzegovina (highly dependable on hydrology),
mostly from Power Utility of Bosnia and Herzegovina (EP BIH, long-term or intraday). Also, allocation of
cross border capacities costs money, and it must be
accounted in final price.
Who can perform electricity supply?
In order to perform electricity supply in Serbia, several conditions must be met
- Company is registered in Serbia (APR)
- Company obtained license for electricity supply
from (AERS)
- Company has valid EIC code issued by EMS
- Company has signed Balance Responsibility contract with (EMS)
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One of the obstacles in this process is amount of
bank guarantee/deposit, which is determined by
EMS, based on EMS risk assessment formula (minimum 50 000 EUR, max 1 000 000 EUR). In addition,
difficulties related to obtaining necessary amounts
of electricity have already been mentioned. There
are 89 issued licences for electricity supply issued by
AERS. Electricity supply licence is in the same time
electricity trading licence. But only 50% of 89 companies are active - exactly 44 companies. Only these
44 companies have signed BRP contract with EMS.
Since BRP contract is also needed for electricity trading, not all of them intend to participate in supply
segment of electricity market.
3rd round of liberalization
Starting from 1st of January 2015, electricity market
was liberalized for all customers.
Households now have the right, but not the obligation, to be supplied from the free market. These
customers could still remain in the public or, as it is
called from now on, guaranteed supply if they assess it is more cost effective. The change of supplier
is free, the whole procedure for the change will last
21 days at most, and it will be entirely managed by
the supplier and not the buyer of electricity.
According to new energy law, households will the
right on the public supply as well as the small customers with the consumption less than 30,000
MWh per year. Those who consume more than that
amount, from July 1, 2015 will have to find a supplier. Currently there are about 30,000 customers at
this category and they spend eight percent of the
total consumption in Serbia, or 2.64 TWh.
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ity at unregulated prices, but only 44 are registered
as Balance Responsible Parties , i.e. can perform
supply activities. According to Mr. Obradovic, only
three private companies supply the end customers,
with EPS covering 95 percent of the market.
The total power consumption of end customers in
2014 was 28 TWh. 34 % of that amount was supplied
from the free market and 66 % at regulated prices,
of which the households hold 51 % and the other 15
% goes to so called small customers.
Electricity prices for households in Serbia are well
below EU average, and it can be challenging to offer better electricity price than EPS Supply. Even if
it is possible, retailers will have difficulties to play
against psychological factor of “security”. Similar
to 2nd step of liberalization, “What would happen
to me if supplier goes bankrupt, will I lose power,
should I gamble for several percentages lower bill”
is the question in customer’s head, which will be difficult to overcome.
Starting from October 2015, small enterprises had
to choose electricity suppliers. Currently, there are
16,993 such customers in Serbia and EPS has sent
them a proposal of agreement on the sale of electricity. These customers will negotiate the price of
electricity independently on the electricity market,
under market conditions and the characteristics of
their own consumption.
Small electricity customers are legal entities and
entrepreneurs with less than 50 employees and annual revenues of up to 10 million euros and whose
facilities are connected to the distribution system of
electricity voltage below 1 kV.

Director of EPS (now former), Aleksandar Obradovic
said that he does not expect big competition for supply to households due to the low price of electricity
in Serbia. There are 89 licenced suppliers of electric35
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2.3 Restructuring of EPS
In December 2014, the Government of Serbia has
adopted a plan for reorganization of EPS. Goal of
reorganization is to reduce expenses and make
company more profitable, officials said. By new programme, EPS should become a joint-stock company
by September 2016, where the state will be majority shareholder. Instead of 13 companies which
currently form EPS, company will be reorganized in
three large groups: production (including trading),
supply and distribution.
According to estimations, reorganization would result with reduction of expenses by some 36 million
euros annually, increase of efficiency and transparency. With these changes, management structure
would be reduced by 30-60%, since company has
around 650 directors. With new model mother company will have authority over subsidiaries – which
was not the case in horizontal structure which is still
on force.
Structural changes within EPS have been urged by
former EPS Executive director, Mr. Aleksandar Obradovic on several occasions, who claimed that operation of EPS is not efficient, since EPS is comprised
of 13 subsidiaries, 31.200 employees and 650 directors and he, as a head, is not their director. According to the current organization model, EPS is made
of its independent subsidiaries, which all have their
separate internal statutes. This is the main reason
for large number of employees, especially in the
management structures, Mr. Obradovic said. During March 2014, Mr. Obradovic noted that oversized
management creates daily loss of 100,000 euros,
and that there is no for EPS to have 14 financial directors, 14 IT directors or 14 PR directors.
During May 2015, government has agreed to the decision on the merger of seven subsidiary companies
for the production of electricity and coal to power
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utility EPS. The Government has also given consent
to the decision to form a unified electricity distribution system operator – EPS Distribucija. In July 2015,
EPS announced that it has completed the first phase
of reorganization, and that now operates through 3
instead of 14 legal entities: EPS Distribucija (distribution), EPS Snabdevanje (supply) and production
units.
In mid-April 2015, EPS decided to merge the electricity generation companies Hidroelektrane Djerdap, Drinsko-limske Hidroelektrane, EPS Obnovljivi
izvori, Termoelektrane Nikola Tesla, TE-KO Kostolac,
Panonske TE-TO and RB Kolubara.
At the end of May 2016, EPS Snabdevanje has been
merged with the main company in accordance with
the framework of the reorganization of this public
company. This status change will have no effect on
end customers since all the rights and obligations of
EPS Snabdevanje are transferred to EPS. EPS Snabdevanje transferred all its assets and liabilities to EPS
which, as the legal successor, continues to operate
under the same name and with the same basic capital. Distribution of electricity is still under the jurisdiction of EPS Distribucija.
At the end of October 2015, EBRD has approved a
loan in the amount of 200 million euros to EPS. The
statement from the EBRD said that the loan will help
EPS to restructure their balance sheets, to recover
from the effects of last year’s floods and to achieve
long-term development goals such as commercialization, increased standards of corporative management and increased energy efficiency.
The loan allows EBRD to continue to support reforms
in Serbian energy sector and will help to achieve full
liberalization of the energy market, which is an important precondition for joining the European Union, said the statement, adding that this investment
will also improve the regional integration of Western
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Balkan by stimulating cross-border distribution and
trade of electricity.
In the beginning of August, 2014 government of Serbia approved changes in the Article of Incorporation
of EPS, for subsidiaries of the company. According to
the government, changes would result with reduction of expenses, increase of efficiency and transparency. With these changes, management structure
would be reduced by 50%, from currently 600 directors to 300 directors, where mother company will
have authority over subsidiaries – which was not the
case in horizontal structure which is still on force.
In May 2017, Country Manager of the World Bank in
Serbia Tony Verheijen said that since the privatization of EPS would be too complicated, it would be
best that Serbian Government consider strategic
know-how partnership for the company. He recalled
that even after financial consolidation in 2016, EPS
still recorded losses, neither did it cut costs nor reduced the manpower. Strategic partnership may
be the best option for the company, and with good
management in place EPS would have positive impact on Serbian economy in general. However, the
World Bank will not insist on that option and it is up
to the Serbian Government to decide how to proceed.
On the other hand, President of EPS’ Supervisory
Board Branko Kovacevic believes that strategic partnership is not a good idea and he is strongly against
it, stating that EPS is not be managed by somebody
who knows nothing about it, noting the case of steel
mill in Smederevo, where foreign management only
made new debts. Kovacevic said that EPS could be
listed at the stock exchange after capital assessment.
In the first round it could become an enclosed-type
of joint-stock company, which is likely to happen by
the end of 2017, and only then one could discuss
different types of cooperation, where somebody invests capital and profit is shared.
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In September 2017, the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) has urged the Serbian Government to
layoff 700 employees of power utility EPS until the
end of the year in order to cut costs of the company.
Under the previously agreed restructuring plan, EPS
has to layoff about 5,000 employees by 2020, of
which 1,900 were laid off last year, while this year’s
batch of 700 employees to leave the company has
not been realized yet. The majority of layoffs should
be at the company’s management, since the last
year’s layoffs were carried out as a part of the voluntary downsizing plan of EPS. As a result of successful
reorganization implemented EPS managed to reduce
the number of employees by 2,500 at the beginning
of 2018 and it plans to lay off further 2,500 workers
by the end of 2019. At the beginning of 2018 EPS
employed some 29,000 workers.
Executive Director for Financial Affairs Tatjana Pavlovic said that in 2016, about 1,500 employees left
the company who received stimulative severance
payment, while additional 500 left through natural
outflow (retirement, etc.). In 2015, this number was
also 500, which means that in the first two years of
restructuring program, number of employees was
reduced by 2,500.
Energy Law adopted in mid-2011 adopted timetable
for transformation of EPS and liberalization of electricity market. According to law, the citizens of Serbia will be entitled to 15 % stake in EPS. According to
estimations of some local experts, each citizen could
be entitled to 90 euros worth shares in EPS. Local
brokers estimated the worth of EPS at 3-4 billion euros. But, official evaluation of the assets of EPS is yet
to be determined.
The transformation of EPS into joint stock company
is necessary in order to transfer free shares to citizens of Serbia, in accordance to the law. The stake
that should be given to current and former employCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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ees of EPS is still to be determined. According to
the Energy law, EPS needed to end transformation
of the company as well as separation of supply and
distribution activities by October 1, 2012. In midNovember 2012, the government of Serbia has approved the Starting points for restructuring of the
Power utility of Serbia. The document includes plans
for changing the legal form and organization of the
company, in accordance to the Stabilization and association agreement with EU and local Energy law.
In the end of July 2013, round table on restructuring
of EPS was held, and on that occasion, Minister of
energy, development and natural protection Zorana
Mihajlovic announced that great reshuffling in EPS is
underway. EPS has reprogrammed 300 million euros
of bad loans, while the debts of the state and municipalities for electricity bills will be converted into
public debt, Minister said.
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of EPS and conversion of assets into share capital.
After this, the founding act of EPS will be changed
and 14 subsidiaries of EPS will harmonize their acts
in accordance to the main founding act. The evaluation of the assets of EPS would be completed by the
end of the year. Again, this didn`t go as planned.
In the end of April 2014, new Prime Minister of Serbia, Mr. Aleksandar Vucic, announced in his first
speech as a PM the potential sale of minority stake
in EPS. According to PM Vucic, EPS is the largest
state-owned utility, but EPS has been generating too
small income for the state.
PM Vucic added that the sale of majority stake in
EPS would not be beneficial for the state, where the
best option would be the sale of minority stake during 2015 or 2016. EPS’s partner should be one of the
leading World companies in energy sector, PM said.

Government has also decided that EPS will not be
used for preserving the social peace, where underprivileged customers will be granted social tariffs,
which will be subsidized by the state.
In the second half of December 2013, Supervisory
board of EPS, adopted the new statute of the company. By the new strategy of the company, EPS would
become joint stock company by the end of first
quarter of 2014. But this did not go as planned, and
again plan faced delays. The new statute introduced
two management levels, the Supervisory board and
eight-member Board of directors.

New partner would be in charge of appointment of
the management of EPS and it would increase the
profitability of the company, PM Vucic said. He added that this move would increase the worth of EPS in
case of future privatization or listing the EPS’s shares
on stock exchange.

In the 2nd half of March 2014, Deputy Minister of
energy, development and natural protection, Dejan
Trifunovic said that EPS would be transformed into
joint stock company in accordance to corporatization
principles by the end of the year. The state of Serbia
will be the only shareholder in the company. The
transformation from the public company into joint
stock company would be done through phases. The
transformation will include evaluation of the assets

Local experts also believe that the government
should continue to operate EPS, where EPS’s management is good enough to create a profit. EPS
should be transformed into joint stock company, the
number of employees should be reduced, while the
price of electricity should be market based, experts
said.Experts also said that the sale of minority stake
would be beneficial in short-term for the state budget, but it would bring certain risks in long-term. They
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Commenting the announcements of PM Vucic, President of trade union of EPS Milan Djordjevic said
that the privatization of EPS would be good for the
state, but not for the citizens, because electricity
prices would be considerably increased.
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also said that, in this moment, energy companies
across Europe are not too eager for new acquisitions
or investments.
According to the program agreed between Serbian
Government and the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), Serbian state-owned power utility EPS will become a joint stock company in 2020, while a tariff
review for 2018 will be completed by the end of August. The Government said that EPS’ legal status will
be changed to a joint-stock company in line with the
ongoing corporate restructuring process and financial consolidation, aiming to improve the viability of
the company and ensure its professional management. The company also continued implementing
the 2016–19 labor optimization plan with the assistance of the World Bank and the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD).
In March 2018, the World Bank approved the loan
in the amount of 160.6 million euros to support the
Government’s effort to raise the efficiency and effectiveness of public spending as well as the transformation of the energy and transport sectors, including EPS. The loan will support EPS in achieving
increased convergence of the guaranteed electricity
supply tariff to reach market parity levels from 64
% in 2014 to 80 % at the end of 2018. In line with
the tariff methodology for the public supplier, the
convergence will be measured by the difference between the guaranteed supply price charged by EPS
and the prevailing regional wholesale price set on
the basis of neighboring electricity exchanges (Hungarian HUPX).
In October 2018, head of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) mission to Serbia, James Roaf said
that state-owned power utility EPS has significantly improved efficiency of its operations in the last
three years, adding that the IMF is pleased with EPS’
improvements in terms of business efficiency and
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believes that further progress will continue in the
future.
In 2019, Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic said
that the state has no intentions to sell power utility
EPS. On the contrary, it is considering the acquisitions of power utilities of neighboring countries in
order to expand and strengthen its economy. He
stressed that the acquisition in neighboring countries is primarily a political issue and , although EPS
has the required funds, some countries are refusing
to sell their power utilities.
In October 2020, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) criticized the Serbian authorities for not adjusting the prices of electricity for small and medium
enterprises in September, which is actually lower
than the production price, and for not increasing
subsidies for electricity production from renewable
sources.
According to Serbian newspapers, IMF also criticized
non-compliance with deadlines related to the procedures for the transformation of a company from a
public company into a joint stock company, primarily
the part related to the delay in launching tenders for
the valuation of EPS’ assets.
The analysis performed by the IMF showed that the
production price of electricity is lower that the sale
price for residential consumers and small and medium enterprises. It also showed that current RES subsidy of 0.079 eurocents per kWh, which is paid by
consumers through electricity bills, is not sufficient
to cover payments for produced “green” energy.
In June 2021, EPS transferred its entire founding and
ownership share in the distribution system operator
EPS Distribucija to the state, thus EPS Distribucija
ceased to be part of the EPS system. At the same
time, the operator changed its name to Elektrodistribucija Srbije. Through the transfer of shares, EPS
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fulfilled its obligations from the Government’s report on the necessity of harmonizing the operations
of the distribution system operator with the Law on
Public Enterprises and the Law on Energy, as well as
the restructuring of EPS.

2.4 Floods in mid-May 2014 and their
impact on Serbian power system
In mid-May 2014, large part of Serbia was hit by
unprecedented floods, which occur once in 100 or
even 1,000 years according to hydrologists. Apart
from large number of human casualties and destroyed houses and infrastructure, EPS suffered
the largest damages. According to World Bank estimates, overall damage caused by May-2014 floods
is around 500 million euros. EPS is yet to establish
the amount of the overall damage that was caused
by floods. “Kolubara Coalmine” is mining company,
part of “Nikola Tesla Power Plants” – TENT, which
is subsidiary of EPS. TENT includes 14 units in four
TPPs: TPPs Nikola Tesla A (1,650 MW), Nikola Tesla
B (1,200 MW), Morava (125 MW) and Kolubara (270
MW). TENT produces over 50 % of overall electricity
in Serbia. Kolubara Coalmine produces some 30 million tons of lignite per year, or some 70 % of overall
lignite production in Serbia. It took 12 months to entirely pump out water from Tamnava fields.
After several days of heavy rains, the largest complex
of open pit mines in the country, Kolubara coalmines, was almost entirely flooded and the coal supply to nearby TPPs was immediately stooped. The
nearby TPP Kolubara, oldest TPP operated by EPS,
was also put out of operation due to flooded transformers and equipment. Due to floods, Kolubara
coalmines became the fourth largest lake in Serbia.
The pumping of water started immediately, where
the heavy pumps were first donated by Slovenia.
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Largest open-pit mine in Kolubara coalmine was
flooded by Kolubara River, which changed its course
due to heavy rainfalls. Almost all open pit mines in
Kolubara coalmines were affected by rainfall, where
two of them were flooded completely. Four major
operational fields in Kolubara coalmines are "Fields
B/C", "Field D", "Tamnava West Field" and "Veliki Crljeni" field.
- Field B/C - remained operational and not affected
by floods, covers around 10% of entire coal production.
- Field D - affected by rainfall but not by Kolubara
River, and it was put into operation within 10 days. It
covers around 25% of entire coal production.
- Field Veliki Crljeni - heavily affected by flooding,
and it was put into operation in first half of August,
before schedule. However, part of the field remained
flooded. Covers around 15% of entire coal production, with 20,000 tons per day. This field is nearly
depleted, and it is also known as "Tamnava East".
- Tamnava West fields - largest pit mine, covering
some 50% of entire lignite production in Kolubara
coalmines. These fields were entirely flooded, including 10 large excavators. At some locations, the
water was 60 meters deep. Also, the railroad from
Kolubara coalmine toward TPP Nikola Tesla A was
damaged. However, even when dried, coal from
flooded open pits requires a lot of drying and power
plants supplied with this coal can hardly maintain
optimal efficiency with nominal coal consumption.
A day after flooding the Kolubara Coalmine, large
high-voltage substation Obrenovac, near TPP Nikola
Tesla A, was shut down due to floods. Through this
substation, TPP Nikola Tesla A, the largest TPP in Serbia, with six units and overall power output of 1,650
MW, was connected to the main grid. Because of
shutting down the Obrenovac substation, TPP Nikola Tesla A was shut down too. TPP Nikola Tesla A is
located nearby city of Obrenovac, which was completely flooded and which had the largest number
of human casualties.
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Serbian electricity transmission system operator, the
EMS, put the high voltage substation Obrenovac in
service on May 23, a week after it was shut down.
The putting in service was the main prerequisite for
putting in service the units in TPP Nikola Tesla A.
Obrenovac substation is also important for delivery
of electricity to large part of Serbia, especially capital Belgrade. During the week period, the workers
of EPS, army and police forces and volunteers protected the Kolubara Coalmine, TPP Nikola Tesla A as
well as the TPP Kostolac B (2x300 MW) by building
the dams in order to prevent further flooding of the
most important power facilities in in the country.
In the same time, the largest HPP operated by EPS,
HPP Djerdap 1 (1,060 MW) was forced to reduce its
output by 30 % due to large inflows. The inflows on
Danube stood at over 13,500 cbm per second and
the water was spilled over the dam in order not to
increase the water levels upstream.
Week after the coalmine was flooded, Kolubara
started to deliver the coal to TPP Nikola Tesla A. During the crisis, EPS did not impose the restrictions in
supply, where only customers on flooded areas, for
safety concerns or due to network damages, were
without electricity supply. During the floods’ peak,
some 80,000 customers were without electricity
supply. Starting from May 25, EPS subsequently put
in service units in TPP Nikola Tesla A and TPP Nikola
Tesla B. However, overhaul schedules were not affected, in order to reduce coal consumption and
maintain reliability of the units during winter period.
Local company “Juzna Backa” in partnership with Romanian “SC NESS Project Europa SRL” has been declared as winner on the tender published by EPS on
23rd of July. Tender refers to pumping out the water
from the largest open pit mine. Tamanva West field.
Out of 7 companies which submitted bids, three
companies met the tender criteria, and Juzna Backa
with Romanian partner has offered best bid of 24.6
million euros. Juzna Backa offered lower price than
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estimated, but also to finish works before deadline
of 105 days, which was stated in the tender terms
Winners of the tender offered to pump out water at
a price of 0.132 euros per cubic meter of water and
mud, and to finish works in a period of 90 days.
According to estimations, overall amount of 187 million cubic meters of water and mud was pumped
out, at speed of 20-30 cubic meters per second. Until
10th of November, 92 million cubic meters of water
has been pumped out, reducing water level by 15
meters. In the same time, one of the excavators has
been transported to the Tamnava West field, which
started with coal excavation in mid-December, increasing Kolubara Coalmine production from 65,000
to 75,000 tons per day. According to estimations,
Kolubara Coalmine suffered at least 100 million
euros damage during the floods. However, current
estimations are significantly higher, and also cost of
electricity import must be added. Immediately after floods, Kolubara Coalmine reorganized production activities, and increased daily production from
40,000 tons to 65,000 tons. However, it remained
significantly lower comparing to normal production
of 90,000 tons per day. State-owned coal producers
(Kolubara and Kostolac) significantly reduced deliveries of coal from its coal mines to retailers. According to EPS, deliveries are cancelled in order to provide sufficient amounts of coal for operation of TPPs
during winter.
On 31st of August 2014, Kolubara Coalmine published revisited production plan for 2014, which
stated that due to floods lignite production would
be reduced from planned 30.4 million tons, to 24.62
million tons. Tamnava West field produced 5.66 million tons till mid-May 2014, and planned annual production was 14.32 million tons (some 47% of entire
production of Kolubara Coalmine).
According to Kolubara Coalmine, company has reorganized production on other fields (fields B and
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D), and reduced coal deficit from almost 9 million
tons to around 6 million tons. According to old 2014
plans, field D was to produce 8.57 million tons of
lignite, but new production plan envisages that this
field provides 11.84 tons till the end of 2014.
Due to abovementioned development and reduced
output in power plants, EPS was forced to import
electricity. According to Acting Director of EPS Aleksandar Obradovic, the company spent some 5 million euros for import of electricity in the second half
of May. EPS imported electricity from neighbouring
power utilities and transmission system operators
in Republic of Srpska, Montenegro, FYR Macedonia,
and Bulgaria as well as from electricity traders. Even
after putting in service units in TPP Nikola Tesla A,
EPS was no able to cover the daily consumption of
some 76 GWh from its own power plants. Electricity
saving is still noticeable, by reduction of public lighting. During October 2014, EPS imported 300 GWh
of electricity, while during first half of October, 213
GWh were imported. During October 2013, EPS exported some 180 GWh.
From 1st of May 2014 till the end of July 2014, EPS
spent 30.5 million euros for the purchase of 714
GWh of electricity, at average price of 42.7 EUR/
MWh, According to sources from EPS, company was
importing cheap electricity and storing coal for winter, when prices will be higher.
Director of EPS at that time, Mr. Aleksandar Obradovic said that the damage that EPS suffered during the floods in spring 2014 is about 500 million
euros. EPS already received a loan from the World
Bank with the state guarantee. The goal of the loan
is to stabilize the company as soon as possible and
reduce costs to be able to repay loans on time and
become profitable.
During November 2014, World Bank approved 227.5
million euro loan, in order to cope with the conse42
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quences of May 2014 floods. Funds will be used to
repair damages in infrastructure, agricultural sector
but also for power purchases, World Bank said. Some
120 million euros will be allocated for electricity imports. In October 2018, EBRD said that it has started
investigating a 200 million euros restructuring loan
granted to Serbian state-owned power utility EPS in
2015, following a complaint filed by CEE Bankwatch
Network and Serbian environmental organization
CEKOR. According to the complaint, the EBRD’s loan
caused harm due to freeing up resources to allow
the company to implement its long-term capital investment program which includes lignite mine expansion and the construction of several coal-fired
power plants.
Coal import tender
TENT has published a tender for purchase of coal, for
a period November 2014 – March 2015. During November 2014, TENT planned to import 150,000 tons
of coal, 310,000 tons in December, 310,000 tons in
January 2015, 280,000 tons in February 2015 and
250,000 tons in March 2015. TENT also included option to import additional 500,000 tons in Q1 2015:
180,000 tons in January, 150,000 tons in February
and 170,000 tons in March.
According to EPS, imported coal will be used as
safety measure in case of disturbances of natural
gas imports, and disturbances on regional electricity
market (more precisely, in case that neighboring exporters declare force majeure and suspend already
concluded export contracts).
Deadline has been set to 6th of November 2014. Criteria for selection of winner was the lowest offered
price per ton, with all costs included, with delivery
to landfills of power plants Nikola Tesla A and Nikola
Tesla B.
At the end, EPS agreed to import about one million
tons of coal from Romania, but according to some
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reports, EPS imported only 400,000 tons. The tender for importing coal from Romania was won by a
group of three bidders from Serbia and Romania at
the price of 37.5 euros per ton.

Electricity import tender
On 31st of October 2014, EPS has published two
electricity purchase tenders, for the combined delivery of 516 GWh. First tender calls for purchase of
148.8 GWh (200 MW base) in a period of 01.12.2014
– 31.12.2014, and 2nd tender calls for purchase of
367.2 GWh (170 MW base) in a period of 01.12.2014
– 02.28.2015. Deadline was set to 12th of November.
Cost of purchase will be covered by a loan obtained
from World Bank, aimed to help Serbia overcome
damages caused by May-2014 floods. EPS might import additional quantities of electricity during January, depending on weather conditions.
During October 2014, EPS won on tender for electricity sale published by Elektroprivreda Republike
Srpske (ERS) and purchased all offered lots. ERS offered to sell 793.9 GWh of surpluses during 2015.
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Chapter 3. Market players
3.1 Utilities and authorities

Economic Association for Coal and Energy Production consists of following subsidiaries:

EPS – National Power Industry of Serbia (EPS – Elektroprivreda Srbije). EPS owns all generation capacities, lignite mines, distribution networks, supplies
all household consumers and almost all eligible customers. EPS also supplies 97.25 % of electricity in
Serbia, while the remaining 2.75 % is held by other
65 suppliers on the market.

•
•
•
•
•
•

EPS is 100% state owned, and it is public utility. Costs
and payments are monitored by government and
they are limited, which is one of the reasons why EPS
alone cannot achieve enough of financial resources
for investments, since government has big impact
on EPS’s organization, incomes, and costs. Therefore
power sector in Serbia is significantly determined by
governmental decisions. With about 29,000 employees, EPS is still the biggest company in the country.
During May 2015, government has agreed to the decision on the merger of seven subsidiary companies
for the production of electricity and coal to power
utility EPS. In July 2015, EPS announced that it has
completed the first phase of reorganization, and
that now operates through 3 instead of 14 legal entities: EPS Distribucija (distribution), EPS Snabdevanje
(supply) and production units.
EPS consists of two associations, “Economic Association for Coal and Energy Production”, and “Economic
Association for Electric Energy distribution” - now
called EPS Distribucija.

HPP Djedrap
HPP Drinsko Limske
TPP Nikola Tesla
Mining basin Kolubara
Mining basin and TPP Kostolac
Panonske TPP-HPPs

In mid-April 2015, EPS decided to merge the electricity generation companies Hidroelektrane Djerdap, Drinsko-limske Hidroelektrane, EPS Obnovljivi
izvori, Termoelektrane Nikola Tesla, TE-KO Kostolac,
Panonske TE-TO and RB Kolubara.
Economic Association for Electric Energy distributio
- EPS Distribucija, is consisted of following subsidiaries, i.e. large distribution companies
• Elektrovojvodina
• Elektrodistribucija Beograd
• Elektrosrbija
• Jugoistok
• Centar
By restricting of EPS, one unified electricity distribution company was formed, replacing the existing five
companies.
EPS Supply - EPS Snabdevanje (EPS Supply), was established in February 2013 by EPS, as a branch, in
order to be the Public Supplier of the end customers
at regulated prices and also supplier for eligible customers. In other words, EPS Supply is retail/supply
branch of EPS. Starting from July 1 2013, EPS Supply
was granted license for public supply, and took over
supply business from five distribution companies.
EPS Supply is also the last resort electricity supplier.
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At the end of May 2016, EPS Snabdevanje has been
merged with the main company in accordance with
the framework of the reorganization of this public
company. This status change will have no effect on
end customers since all the rights and obligations of
EPS Snabdevanje are transferred to EPS. EPS Snabdevanje transferred all its assets and liabilities to EPS
which, as the legal successor, continues to operate
under the same name and with the same basic capital. Distribution of electricity is still under the jurisdiction of EPS Distribucija.

The feed-in tariff has not changed since 2015, while
the supply of electricity from privileged producers
has increased eight times in that period. Last year,
over 105 million euros were paid for the purchase
of electricity from privileged producers, while EPS
charges 0.074 euros/kWh of electricity sold to end
users through feed-in tariffs.

In 2012, worth of EPS has reached 12 billion euros,
due to annual investments of 400-500 million euros
since 2007, company said. In 2007, the company’s
worth stood at 7-8 billion euros. By the end of June
2013, EPS’s debts toward suppliers were reduced to
140 million euros compared to 215 million euros in
the end of December 2012.

The successful business trend of EPS was also shown
by the latest financial results, according to which a
net profit of about 97 million euros was realized in
the first half of 2021. The profit in the first six months
of the year was about 12.7 million euros higher than
in the same period in 2020.

In the proposal of the rebalance of the budget for
2020, Serbian Government foresaw subsidies to
public companies in the electricity sector in the
amount of some 38 million euros, which is a precedent in the current planning of public finances.
According to experts, these subsidies can only be
directed to power utility EPS, and the potential reason is the losses due the increased purchase of electricity from renewable energy sources at subsidized
prices.
According to consultant Bogdan Petrovic, in order
to recover EPS's finances, it would be necessary to
increase the feed-in tariffs, through which renewable energy sources are financed. Either the fee for
renewable energy sources will increase or the losses
will have to be solved with subsidies. The fee has not
been increased so far, and new wind farms, which
were approved several years ago, have recently
been put into operation.
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Petrovic estimated that EPS will make losses of 120
to 150 million euros annually only due to insufficient
revenues from feed-in tariffs.

EPS performed positively, although the price of electricity for households is significantly lower than in
the region and Europe. Thus, in the first half of this
year, the average price for households on a guaranteed supply was 0.065 euros/kWh, of which the
price of electricity was 0.031 euros/kWh and the
rest is the price of access and use of the distribution system, which is not EPS revenue. EPS’ revenues
also increased in the first half of the year and were
9 % higher than planned amounting to 1.28 billion
euros. Of the total operating income, 95 % is income
from the sale of electricity, EPS's core business.
Thermal and hydropower plants operated by EPS
produce enough electricity from domestic coal and
hydro potential for reliable and stable supply of
the entire Serbian market. In addition to supplying
about 3.6 million EPS customers, the company also
successfully trades in electricity exchanges.
In the first half of 2021, a total of 18.3 billion kWh
of electricity were produced, which is eight % more
than in the same period last year. Excellent hydroloCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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gy and modernized units have enabled hydropower
plants to produce 7.2 billion kWh, which is even 53
% more than in the first six months of 2020. The production of EPS hydropower plants from January to
June this year was the highest in the first half of the
year, observed in the period from 1990 until today.
In 2020, EPS achieved four times higher profit than
planned – 137 million euros and fulfilled all production plans.
Total electricity production in 2020 was 2 % higher
than in 2019. EPS power plants operated stably and
in 2020 produced slightly more than 34 TWh of electricity.
EPS produced a total of 16.9 TWh of electricity in the
first half of 2020, which is 1 % above the planned
amount for the period. The production of hydropower plants was 6 % below the plan, but to offset
this, coal-fired thermal power plants produced 4 %
more electricity than planned.
EPS recorded a net loss of some 33 million euros in
2019. The result does not look promising, given the
fact the company recorded net profit, albeit miniscule, in 2018 – 4.6 million euros, and that the company operates the assets worth almost 10 billion
euros.
At the group level, EPS recorded operational profit of 102 million euros in 2019 (50 % more than in
2018), while financial profit reached 41.5 million euros, which is 17 million less than a year before. However, the company’s non-core operation recorded a
loss of 168 million euros, which pushed final result
to negative – 23 million euros pre-tax loss or 33 million after taxes.
EPS consists of public enterprise JP EPS, which handles electricity generation, and EPS Distribucija,
which is in charge of electricity distribution. In 2019,
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JP EPS recorded a profit of some 30 million euros,
but EPS Distribucija recorded losses in the amount
of 50 million euros. EPS Distribucija operated at
a loss in 2018 as well, but it was much smaller, at
around 20 million euros.
Poor financial results in 2019 are primarily due to
lower than planned electricity generation (coal-fired
generation was 5 % below plan) and increased electricity purchases due to lower domestic generation
(electricity procurement costs were 3 % above 2019
plan).
EPS' operational revenues increased by 5.4 % in
2019 to 2.08 billion euros, but operational costs
rose as well – by 3.5 % to reach almost 2 billion euros. Electricity production in 2019 amounted to 33.5
TWh, which is 5 % below the planned level. Production of hydropower plants was 7 % above the plan,
but coal-fired thermal power plants produced 10 %
less electricity than planned.
EPS recorded a net loss in the amount of some 4.8
million euros in 2018. The company’s revenues in
2018 rose by 4.5 % to 1.97 billion euros, while its
expenditures also rose by 2.7 % and reached 1.88
billion euros. EPS produced a total of 34.3 TWh of
electricity in 2018, which is 5 % below the planned
amount of 36.1 TWh. Electricity production at thermal power plants was 13 % lower than planned,
while hydropower plants recorded an increase in
production, which was 19 % above the plan.
EPS recorded a profit in the amount of over 50
million euros in 2017. According to him, EPS’ total
revenues in 2017 amounted to 1.87 billion euros,
which significantly more than expected. Operational
expenditures were 9 % lower than planned, which
means that savings amounted to 175 million euros
in 2017. Some 830 million euros were paid to the
state budget, which accounts for about 9 % of total budget revenues 2017 was also one of the most
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active year in the history of EPS in terms of investments, with about 340 million euros invested, which
is the highest amount in the past ten years.
EPS has recorded a net profit in the amount of
139.9 million euros in 2016. The majority of profit
was generated by the sale of electricity at power exchanges in the region. Through trading on electricity
exchanges, EPS earned 78.3 million euros in the first
ten months of the year.
With centralized procurement, EPS managed to reduce the costs of raw materials by 8.9 million euros,
fuel costs by 9.7 million euros, while maintenance
costs were reduced by 62.2 million euros. In 2016,
EPS has paid 706.5 million euros to the state budget,
which is 34 % more than in the previous year and
represents about 8.5 % of total budget revenues
of Serbia. On 31 December 2016, EPS’ total debt
amounted to 1.018 billion euros, most of which are
loan obligations.
EPS recorded a net profit of 20.2 million euros in
2015, instead of the planned loss of over 280 million
euros.
EPS has recorded a loss of 87.4 million euros in 2014,
after the profit of 160.9 million euros recorded in
2013. The loss is mainly due to severe damage that
EPS suffered in floods last May, which have stopped
the production in its power plants and coalmines,
resulting in imports of electricity and coal. Consolidated operating income in 2014 fell to 1.77 billion
euros from 1.8 billion euros achieved in previous
year, while operating expenses increased by 3.2 % to
1.57 billion euros.
EPS has posted some 165 million euros of profit in
2013, which was the best financial result of the company in the past seven years. According to the original budget, EPS should have posted some 190 million euros of losses in 2013. In 2012, EPS posted 196
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million euros loss. Sales income reached 1.7 billion
euros, which was 12 % higher compared to 2012 and
it was the biggest sales income in company’s history.
In the same time, overall expenses were reduced by
81 million euros (-15 %).
In 2013, EPS produced record amount of electricity
of 37.4 TWh, which was 2.9 TWh higher compared
to 2012. In addition, EPS exported record amount of
electricity of 3.3 TWh at overall price of 140 million
euros.
The biggest investments recently started by EPS are
opening of new coal mines, renewal of hydropower
plant Zvornik (70 million euros), and Kostolac B3
project. EPS has also been preparing the feasibility
study for construction of pump storage plant (PSP)
Bistrica (4x170 MW).
EPS plans to invest 4.9 billion euros by 2027 in the introduction of modern technology, increasing energy
efficiency, building new, modern electricity generation facilities and reconstructing the old ones. According to EPS representatives, the company generates about 70 % of electricity from lignite in thermal
power plants and in order to ensure the stability of
production in the coming decades, large capital investments, which should provide the highest possible energy efficiency and environmental protection,
are planned. By 2025, EPS will invest over 600 million euros in environmental protection projects only.
Strategic objectives of the company in the period up
to 2027 are focused on ensuring energy deliveries,
fulfilling environmental obligations, modernization,
economic sustainability and further realization of investments. Thus, the amount of about 1.1 billion euros will be invested in coal mining sector, 1.7 billion
euros in thermal power plants, 700 million euros in
renewable energy sources (RES) and 1.4 billion euros in electricity distribution projects.
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One of the strategic objectives is the rehabilitation
of its hydropower capacities. Every kWh of electricity produced from water power is important because
it comes from renewable sources and costs less than
the same amount of electricity produced from coal.
By modernizing hydropower plants Djerdap 1, Bajina Basta and Zvornik, EPS already increased its hydropower capacity by additional 140 MW.
The company also plans investments in RES generating facilities such as wind farms, and some 100 million euros will be invested in the construction of 66
MW wind farm in Kostolac.
In mid-2019, Serbian Fiscal Council said that EPS
needs to perform long-delayed reforms to aimed
at reducing distribution losses and reducing contributions to the state budget in order to increase its
production capacities and introduce environmental
standards. Increasing the price of electricity should
be regarded as the last measure.
EPS’ underinvestment is among the leading reasons
for Serbia’s economic growth slowdown. Over the
past three years, Serbia’s GDP grew 3.2 % annually
on average, compared to the average 4.1 % expansion in neighboring countries. In order to increase
production capacities and meet environmental protection standards, EPS’ annual investments need to
reach at least 600 million euros, compared to current about 380 million euros. Years of underinvestment have led to a drop in electricity production of
coal-fired power plants, which also need significant
investments in reaching EU environmental standards.
The Fiscal Council considers that EPS should increase
its electricity production by additional 5,000 GWh
per year or 15 % of the current production in the
next six years in order to replace outdated production facilities envisaged to be shut down by the end
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of 2023. This is why EPS needs to invest at least 3
billion euros in the construction of new and rehabilitation of the existing power plants, coal production
and homogenization, and the reduction of power
distribution losses by the end of 2025.
Manager of Strategy Section at EPS Aleksandar Jakovljevic said in October 2019 that the company is
planning to invest some 800 million euros in modernization and upgrades of its hydropower plants.
This investment will ensure the stability of electricity
production from hydro power plants, which, along
with wind and solar capacities, have a share of about
30 % in the country's energy mix. Currently, Serbia
generates about 70 % of its electricity in coal-fired
thermal power plants and that will not be changes
in the short-term.
These modernization projects will allow the company to increase the installed capacity of its HPPs
by some 166 MW, adding that the primary objective
of overhaul works is to extend the life span of HPPs
operated by EPS, but technological advancements
would make it possible to increase the installed capacity of the plants in the process. EPS has around
3,000 MW installed in hydro power, but the average
age of these power plants is 45 years.
In October 2019, Acting Director of EPS Milorad Grcic said that the company invested 320 million euros
in its thermal power plants between 2016 and 2018,
mostly in projects related to environmental protection. He stressed that modernization projects worth
some 1.1 billion euros are currently ongoing at EPS’
coal-fired thermal power plants, with additional investments of 900 million euros being prepared in order to reduce emissions and air pollution. Two of the
most important investment activities are related to
Kostolac – the construction of 350 MW unit 3 at TPP
Kostolac B and the construction of Kostolac wind
farm, which would be the first such facility in EPS’
portfolio.
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In late 2021, the Supervisory Board of EPS has send
an initiative to the Ministry of Mining and Energy for
the implementation of a mechanism of a strategic
reserve as a temporary solution for ensuring the security of the supply of consumers in Serbia.
Acting Director of EPS Milorad Grcic explained that
a strategic reserve meant the conservation of all the
power plants that were supposed to stop working
regularly and their de-conservation and re-launching
in the case of an energy crisis. He added that the initiative aimed to secure a stable supply at unchanged
prices for the citizens of Serbia. The capacities that
are conserved following an analysis by professional
services may be activated in the conditions of the
crises similar to the current one, in cases of market
disturbances, that is, when the price and the quantities of electrical energy justify the operations of the
thermal capacities that are in the strategic reserve.
Executive Director for Energy Trading Dragan Vlaisavljevic said that this temporary solution was modeled
after those from the EU. Namely, some countries like
Germany, have implemented strategic reserves and
are activating them in this situation, whereas Romania is fully dependent on wind power. The current
law is trade-oriented, and if the Ministry accepts this
initiative, EPS could preserve the existing capacities
and build new ones.
During May 2015, HEP intensified activities to resolve the claims against EPS for the investment in
the TPP Nikola Tesla and Tamnava coalmine in the
70s in the amount which is, according to the published data, equivalent to today’s 120 million euros.
HEP signed an agreement with the local law firm
worth 62,000 euros on the development of legal
analysis and legal support during the negotiations
with EPS. These claims are based on a loan agreement, which was entirely settled by HEP, in the
amount of today’s 120 million euros and 22 TWh of
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undelivered electricity which, according to the loan
agreement, HEP could have bought at the subsidized
price. There were no recent developments related
to this dispute.
In March 2015, EPS officially started with trading
directly on HUPX. Before this sale, EPS only traded
electricity through public procurements.
In early March 2016, The Serbian Government has
dismissed the General Director of EPS Aleksandar
Obradovic, for not following the austerity measures
proclaimed by the Government. Currently, Mr. Milorad Grcic is the Acting General Director of EPS.
ElektroSever - EPS has established new company
for supply and distribution of electricity in Kosovo
named ElektroSever. The company will be entitled
to issue and collect electricity bills. The agreement
states that Kosovo will allow EPS to establish a
company for electricity trading in accordance with
its non-discriminatory obligations under the Energy Community, but also with legal and regulatory
framework of Kosovo.
ElektroSever will practically apply for a license which
will allow the company to import, export and transit
electricity and the license has to be approved. This
license will be valid from the moment when electricity transmission system operator KOSTT becomes
the member of the ENTSO (Association of European
electricity transmission system operators). ElektroSever will then sign agreements with KOSTT to be
able to participate in Kosovo electricity market and
be entitled to issue and collect electricity bills, just
like any other electricity supply company.
In addition to the establishment of ElektroSever,
Serbia will register another company for electricity
trading in Kosovo - EPS Trgovina. EPS has already
submitted the registration documentation, but both
companies are yet to become operational.
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Elektrodistribucija Srbije – the operator of the electricity distribution system.

exchange for around 13.84 million euros or 0.95 euros per share.

In June 2021, EPS transferred its entire founding and
ownership share in the distribution system operator
EPS Distribucija to the state, thus EPS Distribucija
ceased to be part of the EPS system. At the same
time, the operator changed its name to Elektrodistribucija Srbije. Through the transfer of shares, EPS
fulfilled its obligations from the Government’s report on the necessity of harmonizing the operations
of the distribution system operator with the Law on
Public Enterprises and the Law on Energy, as well as
the restructuring of EPS.

With this purchase EMS also acquired a right for a
member in the company’s Board of Directors and a
right for dividend payout. By entering Montenegrin
transmission system, Serbia’s position would be further strengthened, not only in trading but also in the
electricity deliveries in case of emergency.

In early 2021, Minister of Mining and Energy Zorana
Mihajlovic said that 2021 would be important for
the Serbian energy sector due to the adoption of
new laws, the reorganization of public enterprises
and a new plan of investments in the energy sector.
She estimated that around 350 million euros would
be invested in the energy distribution system alone
in the next three years, adding that a new plan of investments in state-owned power utility EPS is being
made and an investment boom is needed for EPS to
be able to keep up with other power companies in
Europe in the next six to seven years .
EMS – Transmission System and Market Operator
(EMS – Elektro Mreza Srbije). EMS is at the same
time transmission system operator and market operator
Major divisions are:
- For transmission grid
- For transmission system operation
- For market operation
At the end of December 2015, EMS has acquired a
share in Montenegrin electricity transmission system operator CGES. EMS purchased 14,568,335
shares of CGES or some 10 % at Montenegrin stock
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After the acquisition, the value of CGES’ shares on
Montenegrin stock exchange has risen by 9.2 %.
Montenegrin Government has 55 % stake in CGES,
while Italian Terna owns 22 % share. The remaining 23 % were owned by small shareholders, out of
which EMS acquired its 10 % share.
EMS is currently engaged into Trans-Balkan energy
corridor project. The aim of Trans-Balkan energy
corridor project is to connect Northeastern and
Southwestern parts of Europe, namely Romania to
Italy via Serbia. The corridor will connect Eastern
European countries which produce electricity with
consumers in Western European countries.
EMS planned to achieve a net profit of 12.95 million
euros in 2015, while it actually achieved a profit of
25.6 million euros.
Since October 2016, EMS operates as a non-public
joint stock company with 100 % state ownership,
without the possibility of purchase of shares by
other legal entities or individuals. the reasons for
the transition of EMS in the form of non-public joint
stock company are, among others, the obligations
undertaken by Serbia under the Stabilization and Association Agreement concluded with the EU.
In March 2017, EMS has signed an agreement with
German KfW Bank on a loan for the construction of
a part of Trans-Balkan corridor, namely KragujevacKraljevo section. The loan worth 15 million euros
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will provide funds for the second section of the first
phase of Trans-Balkan corridor construction in Serbia. The loan repayment period is 12 years, with a
grace period of three years, while the guarantees
are provided by the Government of Serbia. At the
same time, an agreement on a grant of 6.5 million
euros under the Investment Framework for Western
Balkans (WBIF) was also signed. The remainder of
the funds needed for the construction of this section
will be provided by EMS.
In March 2020, EMS has signed a 13.5 million euros worth contract for the construction of a 400
kV Kragujevac-Kraljevo overhead transmission line
with a consortium led by local company Koda Elektromontaza.
The statement from EMS said that this 60 kilometerslong line is part of the second phase of the Trans-Balkan Electricity Corridor project on Serbian territory.
Total investment in the second phase of the project
should amount to 29.6 million euros, which includes
the reconstruction of two substations in Kragujevac
and Kraljevo. Construction works on the transmission line are expected to start in April.
In February 2021, EMS has received a grant in the
amount of 12.8 million euros from the Western
Balkans Investment Framework (WBIF) for the construction of a third phase of Trans-Balkan Corridor.
The grant will be provided by German KfW Bank.
In June 2017, the Energy Community Secretariat
published its Opinion on the certification of the Serbian electricity transmission system operator EMS
under the Third Energy Package.
In its Opinion, the Secretariat considers that EMS
can currently not be certified as envisaged by the
Preliminary Decision of the Serbian Regulatory Authority (AERS). This is because EMS is currently not
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unbundled in line with the ownership unbundling
model as required by Article 9 of the Electricity Directive and it is still controlled directly by the Government, the representative of state ownership in
both EMS and power utility EPS, as well as in gas
distributor Srbijagas.
In February 2018, The Council of the Energy Agency
of the Republic of Serbia (AERS) adopted a decision
on the issuance of the temporary electricity transmission system operator certificate to joint-stock
company EMS. As required under Articles 10 and 11
of Directive 2009/73/EC and Article 3 of Regulation
(EC) 715/2009, AERS is to adopt a final certification
decision, taking utmost account of the opinion of
the Secretariat. In August, The Council of AERS has
certified joint-stock company EMS as the electricity
transmission system operator (TSO), allowing it to
obtain a license to operate the transmission system,
despite the negative opinion from the Energy Community Secretariat.
In October 2019, Serbian Energy Agency (AERS) approved the electricity transmission system development plan for the 2019-2028 period and electricity
transmission system investment plan for the 20192021 period, both submitted by EMS.
The 10-year development plan envisages the connection to the electricity network of additional 14
wind farms, one new thermal power plant – unit
B3 at TPP Kostolac B, gas-fired CHPP Pancevo and
waste-to-energy facility at Vinca landfill, the increase of capacity of units at TPP Nikola Tesla A, new
unit at hydropower plant Potpec and several units
with increased capacity at other HPPs. The development plan also includes the completion of the first
phase of the Trans-Balkan corridor. It includes the
completion of the remaining three sections: Section
2 (400 kV power line from substation Kragujevac 2
to substation Kraljevo 3), Section 3 (2×400 kV power
line from substation Obrenovac to substation Bajina
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Bašta), and Section 4 (2×400 kV power line between
Serbia, BiH and Montenegro).

EMS holds 75 % stake in SEEPEX and Epex Spot holds
remaining 25%.

The 3-year investment plan envisages investments
that are important from a national, regional and European perspective, and whose implementation will
have a significant impact on increasing the transmission capacity of the regional network as well as on
the development of the electricity market in Europe.

SEEPEX has been officially registered in mid-July
2014. It was planned that power exchange would
become operational in Q1 2015, and that deadline
was later moved to November 2015.

In November 2020, EMS announced that it has
joined the AIB Hub, where guarantees of origin
(GOs) produced in Serbia can be exported to other
registers across Europe, but also opens the possibility of importing GOs from Europe to Serbia.
AIB is the European Association of Issuing Bodies and
it is a unique association in Europe which secures
GO quality and gathers 25 countries from across Europe; AIB’s members are the competent bodies for
the administration of guarantee of origin schemes in
25 countries ( EU, EEA and Energy Community member states). Three more countries are likely to join
by the end of 2020. In order to further facilitate this,
the AIB operates an inter-registry communications
hub called AIB Hub.
All guarantees of origin issued must comply with
EECS - European Energy Certificate System. EECS is
based on structures and procedures which ensure
the reliable operation of energy certificate schemes
in Europe. These schemes satisfy the criteria of objectivity, non-discrimination, transparency and costs
effectiveness, in order to facilitate the international
exchange of guarantees of origin.
SEEPEX Power Exchange - In March 2014, government of Serbia has approved the establishment
of SEEPEX, South East European Power Exchange.
In mid-May 2014, EMS and Epex Spot signed the
agreement on implementation of the establishment
of South East European Power Exchange (SEEPEX).
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SEEPEX was officially launched on 17 February 2016
with traded volume 1,925 MWh and with base price
of 23.83 euros/MWh. SEEPEX is jointly owned by
Serbian EMS and European Power Exchange (EPEX
SPOT) with the idea to support the development
of a competitive, transparent and reliable electricity market in Serbia and Southeastern Europe and
make a significant impact on the increase of trading
volumes of electricity in the region.
EMS expected that companies from Montenegro,
Macedonia and Republic of Srpska (RS) will take part
in the power exchange. According to the head of
EMS, the power exchange will reach its full capacity
in 2018 and it should post some 400,000 euros of
profit per year.
In mid-2018, EEX and SEEPEX have entered into a
cooperation for the listing of cash-settled power futures. Pending the approval of the relevant authorities, EEX will list base months, quarters and year futures for the Serbian market area. The products will
be settled against the Serbian day-ahead spot price
as calculated by SEEPEX. Both exchanges envisage
the launch of the new contracts in early 2019.
EEX expanded its product range on the derivatives
market with new power futures for Slovenian, Bulgaria and Serbian markets on 3 June 2019. According
to EEX, the listing of the new power futures extends
the pan-European offering of EEX to the emerging
power markets in Central and Southeastern Europe,
thereby extending its range to 20 market areas
throughout Europe. The product offering includes
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cash-settled power futures for Slovenia covering
base and peak load products with weekly, monthly,
quarterly and yearly expiries, as well as cash-settled
Bulgarian and Serbian base load products with the
same expiries.
On 17 June, SEEPEX announced that the first deal
in Serbian power futures was registered on the EEX.
The trade was for monthly product July 2019 at the
price of 51.45 euros/MWh.
Oil Industry of Serbia (NIS) is one of the largest investors in Serbia, and one of the largest contributors
to the state budget (14%). NIS is majority owned by
Russian Gazprom Neft, which purchased 51 % stake
in NIS in 2008 for 400 million euros in cash and 500
million euros in investments. Currently, Gazprom
Neft owns 56.2 % stake in NIS, while the government
of Serbia owns 29.9 % stake. As a part of Gazprom`s
involvement in Serbia through South Stream Project, Serbia and Gazprom (through NIS) agreed to
build four natural gas fired power plants with overall
power output of 450 MW in upcoming period. In addition to gas fired power plants, NIS is also looking in
coal generation and renewable generation. Beside
on-going “Plandiste” wind project, NIS is also involved in geothermal electricity generation project
“Kikinda”.
NIS expressed plans to develop electricty trading
network in the neighboring countries. Investments
in this sector reached 10 million euros in 2014.
With respect to larger electricity projects, NIS develops the project for the construction of naural gas
fired combined heat and power plant in Pancevo
with Gazprom (208 MW) and wind farm Plandiste
(34 turbines with overall power output of 102 MW)
in cooperation with Chinese partner. Around 150
million euros will be invested in each of these two
projects.
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During June 2015, NIS has signed an agreement on
the establishment of joint venture company Serbskaya Generaciya with the Gazprom’s subsidiary Centraenergoholding. Newly formed company will be in
charge of the project for the construction of CHPP
Pancevo. According to most recent announcements,
construction is expected to start in 2016, while power plant should be commissioned in 2019.
Value of this investment will be around 140 million
euros, while most of the funds will be provided by
Gazprom. The plant will have an output of 140 MW
and will be able to supply electricity to some 160,000
households, and there is a possibility of increasing
the plant’s power output to 208 MW. Future CHPP
Pancevo will be fueled by natural gas from domestic
and foreign sources, it will produce heat and electricity at the prices which will be competitive on the
market.
In October 2017, NIS and Chinese Shanghai Electric
Group have signed an agreement on the construction of CHPP Pancevo, worth 180 million euros. The
Chinese company has won the tender published in
June and will design, built and procure the equipment for the plant. It is planned that the construction of the plant will start in the second quarter of
2018 and it should be put into operation by the end
of 2019.
In March 2018, Italian company Ansaldo Energia
said that it has been awarded a contract for the supply of gas turbines and generators for CHPP Pancevo. According to the statement from the company,
the contract awarded by Shanghai Electric Group is
worth about 40 million euros. Ansaldo Energia will
deliver two AE64.3A gas turbines, their WY18Z aircooled generators and the relevant auxiliary systems.
The construction of CHPP Pancevo was officially
launched on 7 March 2019. It was initially expected
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that the construction will start in the second half
of 2018 and the plant was to be commissioned by
the end of 2019. According to recent estimates,
the plant should enter commercial operation in the
fourth quarter of 2020.
However, in June 2020, Gazprom postponed the
completion deadline for CHPP in Pancevo due to
the coronavirus pandemic. General Manager of
Gazprom Energoholding Denis Fedorov said that
the commissioning is delayed by six months, namely
by the end of the year. He explained that Gazprom
planned for an accelerated commissioning of the
plant with the Chinese contractor, but there was a
problem with the supply of equipment and workers
from China.
In November 2020, CEO of Russian company
GazpromNeft Alexander Dyukov said that combined
heat and power (CHP) plant in Pancevo will be commissioned in the second quarter of 2021. The deadline was later pushed to the end of 2021.
According to the latest info, CHPP Pancevo will be
commissioned in early 2022.
Currently NIS has a total of 14 mini power plants
or cogeneration modules in Serbia, the latest one
at Majdan gasfield was commissioned in February
2017, while the investments in this segment of business exceeded 15 million euros. Total installed capacity amounts to 14.5 MW, which is sufficient to supply
electricity to more than 10,000 average households.
In addition to electricity, NIS’ small power plants
also produce heat, with a total of 4 MW of installed
capacity.
The significance of these mini power plants reflects
in the fact that electricity and thermal power are
produced from the gas that has not been used before, since it contains high levels of carbon dioxide
and nitrogen. Therefore, the process of converting
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gas to electricity has also an ecological dimension
becuase it reduces the emission of harmful gases
into the atmosphere, since the gas was previously
fed to the flares, NIS said.
In the third quarter of 2021, Serbian NIS Group further improved its financial and operating ratios. In
the nine months of 2021, the company generated a
net profit of 113.2 million euros compared to a net
loss of 70.5 million euros in the same period in 2020.
At the same time, EBITDA amounted to 325 million
euros, which is multiple times more than in the comparative reporting period when EBITDA amounted
to 88.5 million euros.
These results were achieved thanks to improved
macroeconomic circumstances, primarily higher oil
prices and the recovery of demand, as well as to the
implementation of a program of measures aimed at
improving operational efficiency and financial discipline at all levels of the NIS Group. The price of Brent
crude oil in the first nine months of 2021 averaged
at 67.7 dollars/barrel, which is 66 % more than the
average price in the period January to September
2020.
Also, in 2021, NIS Group continued to pursue its investments in capital projects that amounted to over
110 million euros.
In 2020, NIS Group’s business was largely affected
by exceptionally adverse macroeconomic conditions caused by the coronavirus pandemic and the
resulting restrictions and decline in demand for petroleum products. One more factor was the drastic
reduction of the oil price in the global market with
the average Brent price of 41.7 dollars/barrel, 35 %
less than in 2019.
Under such challenging conditions, NIS Group still
managed to fulfill its main goals – maintain regular
supply of petroleum products to the Serbian market
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and preserve the company’s liquidity. The company
also persisted with the investments into its development projects, having invested 216 million euros
in 2020. The biggest achievement was the fact that
NIS managed to complete one of its most significant
development projects – the construction of a deep
processing unit at Pancevo refinery worth over 300
million euros. The company also remained a reliable
source of income for its shareholders, having paid
37.5 million euros in dividends out of 2019 revenue.
Despite the negative trends, the company’s earnings
before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) remained positive at the level of 135
million euros billion dinars. NIS finished the second
half of the year with a net profit of 23 million euros,
but, unfortunately, due to the impact the unfavorable market conditions had on it performance in the
first half of 2020, the final result of the year was a
loss of 65 million euros.
In 2019, Serbian oil company NIS implemented the
largest investment program since 2013. A total of
almost 358 million euros was invested in NIS’ further development and modernization, which is 3 %
more than in the previous year. Priority was given to
investments in oil and gas exploration and production, further modernization of the Pancevo oil refinery, development of the retail network in Serbia and
in the region and implementation of environmental
projects in all business segments.
When it comes to financial indicators, NIS Group’s
net profit in 2019 amounted to 140.8 million euros
(33.5 % lower compared to 2018), while EBITDA
(earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and
amortization) amounted to 377 million euros (17 %
lower compared to 2018). In this same period, tax liabilities and other public revenues of the NIS Group
amounted to 1.61 billion euros. In the previous year,
NIS was a secure source of income to its sharehold-
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ers, and over 55 million euros were paid in respect
of dividends.
In 2019, a total of 1,286 million tons of oil and gas
equivalent were produced on NIS’ assets in Serbia
and abroad, and hydrocarbon reserves were built
up. Experimental oil and gas production on Romanian assets started, while 700 square kilometers of
3D seismic surveys were conducted in Serbia. In the
Pancevo oil refinery, a total of 3,373 million tons of
crude oil and intermediaries were processed.
Moreover, 2019 saw a capital turnaround of the
refinery, the biggest one since its foundation, with
17 million euros investment. The post-turnaround
period was marked by a high refinery output, with
record bitumen production of 59 thousand tons in
October, which is the best monthly result in the last
10 years. What is more, construction of the bottomof-the-barrel delayed coking unit was continued,
and the project completion is planned for 2020.
Total sales volume for petroleum products was
3,702 million tons, retail volume rose by 5 % and
foreign assets also recorded a 21 % growth in sales.
In 2019, NIS Group continued modernizing the retail
network, resulting in three new state-of-the-art digital petrol stations on Serbian motorways, while the
construction of the 19th retail station in Romania
was completed.
In 2018, NIS was focused on moving forward on its
modernization journey, which encompassed further
development and strategic projects in which it invested almost 350 million euros, 55 % more than in
the previous year. The majority of investments were
aimed at exploration and production of oil and gas,
whereas the largest individual investment project
was the construction of the delayed coking unit in
Pancevo oil refinery, whose completion is planned
in the third quarter of 2019. The company’s earnings
before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization
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(EBITDA) amounted to 455 million euros in 2018,
which is 14 % more than in 2017, while the company’s net profit stood at 212 million euros. Moreover,
NIS Group’s tax liabilities and other liabilities payable
to the government increased by 17 % in comparison
to the previous year, reaching 1.63 billion euros. In
2018, NIS paid almost 59 million euros to its shareholders in dividends.
As for performance indicators, during 2018 the company archived the best results in the areas of refining
and sales and distribution in the last 10 years. The
total output of Pancevo oil refinery was 3.8 million
tons of oil and semi-finished products, which is a 6
% increase in comparison to 2017. In 2018, the total
sale and distribution of petroleum products reached
3.7 million tons, which is 7 % more than in the previous year. Moreover, the company saw a 14 % upturn
in exports, which was a result of the increase in exports of motor fuels and other petroleum products.
In the area of exploration and production, oil and
gas production volume totaled 1.3 million tons of
oil equivalent. NIS’s facilities produced 152 GWh of
electricity, while electricity trading volume contracted for 2018 reached 1.25 TWh. In cooperation with
its partners, NIS continues works on the construction of the combined cycle power plant in Pancevo
and Plandiste wind farm.
NIS recorded a net profit in the amount of 229 million euros in 2017, which is 80 % more than in the
previous year. The company’s EBITDA amounted to
almost 400 million euros in 2017, which is 16 % higher compared to 2016. Better financial results were
achieved due to an increase in crude oil prices in the
global market, positive exchange rate fluctuations,
increase in sales volume and the implementation of
measures for the increase of operational efficiency.
The effect of the latter on company’s EBITDA in 2017
is estimated to some 60 million euros.
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NIS invested 225 million euros in 2017, 2 % more
than in 2016, majority of which was invested in exploration and production of oil and gas and the modernization of Pancevo oil refinery. In 2017, based on
taxes and other liabilities, NIS paid 1.45 billion euros
to the state budget, which is 5 % more than in the
previous year. For the fifth year in a row, the company paid dividends to its shareholders in the amount
of 25 % of the net profit.
In 2017, NIS processed 3.6 million tons of crude oil,
which is 9 % more than in 2016. At the same time,
total sales of petroleum products amounted to 3.5
million tons, 5 % more than in the previous year.
In 2016, recorded a net profit in the amount of
121.2 million euros, which is a 3 % increase compared to 2015. The company’s EBITDA amounted
to 321.7 million euros. Such performance has been
accomplished as a result of the implemented operative efficiency boost measures, the effect of which
is estimated to almost 70 million euros in 2016. NIS
has continued to invest in development projects and
with total investments of 174.6 is among the top investors in Serbia. The company’s liabilities related to
taxes and other public revenues amounted to 1.32
billion euros in 2016, or 7 % more than in the previous year.
In 2016, NIS produced a total of 147.505 MWh of
electricity, which is 19 % more than in the previous
year.
According to the investment plan for 2017, NIS' investments in Serbia will reach 175 million euros,
which is 6 % more than planned for 2016.
NIS recorded a net profit of 118.3 million euros in
2015, which is almost half as much as recorded in
2014. The statement from the company said that the
result was affected by the fall in oil prices in world
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market by almost 50 % and by the negative impact
of foreign exchange losses of 65.6 million euros.
In 2014, net profits of NIS were decreased by 42 %
compared to 2013, and stood at some 250 million
euros. NIS posted net profit of 416 million euros in
2013, which was 2.5 % higher compared to 2012.
NIS is the most successful company in in Serbia since
2011, according to Serbian Business Registers Agency (SBRA).
Ministry of Mining and Energy (former Ministry of
Energy, Development and Environmental Protection) – as institution has significant influence on energy sector and its development. Dominant function
of the ministry is supervision of the energy sector
and has also some responsibilities for regulation of
the sector and policy. Ministry is led by the minister
Aleksandar Antic.
The Agency for Energy Efficiency – The agency has
been formed in 2002 with support of EU and EAR
with the goal order to monitor implementation of
energy efficiency project. Main objective of the
agency is improvement of energy efficiency, by education, stimulations, and management of programs
and projects for rational usage of energy.
The Energy Agency – AERS is responsible for legislation in energy sector and issuing of licenses, but
it does not have significant influence on the energy
sector. Energy Agency is responsible for determining
all prices, methodologies and tariffs for generation,
transmission and distribution of electricity. Regarding investments in generation or electricity trade in
Serbia, Energy Agency is responsible for issuing electricity generation licenses. Starting from October 1
2012, the setting of new prices will be the sole responsibility of the Energy agency of the Republic of
Serbia (AERS).
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3.2 Electricity trading companies

and transiting activity. Licence for electricity trading is at the same time licence for electricity supply
(BRP contract with EMS must be signed). There are
96 licensed trading/supply companies in Serbia, as
listed below: However, 35 companies do not have
a Balance Responsibility Party contract signed with
EMS. 17 companies are registered at SEEPEX power
exchange

Serbia is very important for electricity transiting
and bilateral trading between trading companies
since it represents a trading hub of the region due
to bordering with eight countries. There are many
international electricity trading companies established in Serbia since local legislation requires establishing of local company for any electricity trading
License
Alpiq
ERS
Interenergo
Statkraft
Danske Commodities
EPS
EFT
Freepoint commodities
EMS
HSE
Petrol
NIS, Serbia
GEN-I
HEP Energija
Energy Supply & Trade
MVM Parner Serbia
AB Energo
GSA Energy
Energy Delivery solutions
Energia Gas and Power
EVN Trading
Enekod
ENEL Trade Serbia
Green Energy Trading
Terna Energy Trading
Ayen Energy Trading
Network for Trading
NEAS Energy
Tinmar Energy
Nova Commodities
Verbund Trading Serbia
CEZ
LC Electricity Supply and Trading
Axpo
Energy Market
EPCG
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BRP
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

SEEPEX
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

License
Grand Energy Distribution
Sentrade
Restart Energy
Edelweiss Energia
Raw and Refined Commodities
ENSCO Energy Services
Energi Denmark
Group Trans Energy
ELEM Trade
JAS Budapest
TITAN Cementara Kosjeric
PAN intertrade
TWINFIN Tesla
EZPADA
PLC Interenergo
ELMAKO-Energy
Energo Pro
RITAM Energy
Prvo Plinarsko Drustvo
SEEPEX
Hrvatska Elektroprivreda
Holding slovenske Elektrane
Noleko
S.O.K
MET Serbia

BRP
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

License
Energy Trading and Investment
ENGREEN
Method Energy
Hidrostel
Naftachem
TE-TO Pancevo
Navon
WEG Kolektor
Electron Trade 021
RS Aris Energo Consulting Group
Plava Munja
Eneko Energy
MIS Logistic
ENOL Grup
WATT & VOLT
Green World Group
E&T Energiehandel
Energogas TNG
Conal Group
Stratega East
SEE Power Trading
NEXT Energy Parners
Rose Power
Crossover Team
Hidroelectrica Trading
MND
L-NRG
Strategic Energy Trading
Proenergy BGD
ELMAG
EQM
Mistel energy
ELGAS Energy Trading
Budapest-Energy Trading SR
Future Energy BGR

BRP
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
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3.3 Companies involved in generation
projects
Over last several years many companies expressed
interest, were involved and started contacts with
government with respect to investing in power generation projects. They are:
TPP Kolubara B and TPP Nikola Tesla B (bidders)
AES (Russia)
CEZ (Czech Republic)
Edison (Italy)
EnBW (Germany)
RWE (Germany)
CHPP Novi Sad (purchased documentation)
Optima Group (Russia)
Edison (Italy)
PPC (Greece)
HSE (Slovenia)
NIS (Serbia)
TPP Kovin (in development)
Energy Consulting & Engineering (local)
LMBV International (Germany)
NIS (Serbia)
HPPs on Ibar River (in development)
SECI Energia (Italy)
HPPs on Drina River (in development)
RWE (Germany)
ERS (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
SECI Energia (Italy)
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Wind Energy (expression of interest/in development)
WP Energy Systems (Switzerland)
Bondcom Green Energy (Italy)
Continental Wind Partners (USA)
Electrawinds (Belgium)
RE Energy (Switzerland)
Gaberia International (Spain)
Wind Alliance Group (Spain)
Notos Wind Power (Canada)
Wellbury (Austria)
Ventureal (Austria)
Fintel Energia Group (Italy)
Energowind (Local)
Loger (local)
MTC (local)
Velburi-Bela Anta (local)
Balkana (local)
Hidrovint (local)
Vat Portugal (Portugal)
Pricon Business Creation on (PBC) (Austria)
Vingtim
NIS (local)
Solar Projects (expression of interest)
CHD (China), SEPE (Luxemburg), KACOM, Electrawinds, Eurosolar, Prima Energy, Gascom, S-Tech
Geothermal/biodiesel/biomass (expression of interest)
BD Geothermal energy (BDGE) (Canada), ENESCO
(Slovakia), Electrawinds, Green Investment (Czech
Republic)

HPP Djedrap 3 (expression of interest)
Guodian Corporation (China)
RWE (Germany)
United Arab Emirates
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Chapter 4. Privatizations
According to Strategy of energy development, EPS
should not be privatized until 2015, apart from transfer of free shares to citizens of Serbia ie transformation into joint stock company. Since 2010, government tried to increase value of EPS, through capital
investments and constructing additional generation
capacities with strategic partners. According to privatization law, citizens are entitled to free shares in
state-owned companies, i.e. EPS, Airport, Telecom,
and NIS (Oil Industry of Serbia).Neither one of state
or EPS officials did not give any recent statement
which could imply privatization of EPS in near future.
As of 1 July 2016 EPS should have became joint-stock
company, but this step has not yet been concluded,
and EPS is still state-owned public enterprise.
During April 2015, Serbian Prime Minister Aleksandar Vucic said that national power utility EPS
should not be privatized, but instead it should try to
acquire other power utilities in the region, mainly
in Montenegro and the Republic of Srpska. Vucic
added that if acquisition of such companies proves
impossible, then EPS should reconsider some kind of
joint venture.
The recent agreement between European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and EPS
envisage that EPS will receive a 200 million euros
loan from EBRD for the financial restructuring of this
public enterprise. According to sources, as a condition for a loan agreement EBRD asked the state to
sell 20 % of power utility EPS by the end of 2016.
This condition is still under consideration and the
Government of Serbia will give final decision.
Director of European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) for Serbia Daniel Berg said
that EBRD has no plans to acquire a share in Serbian
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power utility EPS through a loan of 200 million euros granted to this state-owned enterprise. Berg said
that the main focus of EBRD is to help the financial
restructuring of EPS and support its recovery from
the damages from last year’s devastating floods.
According to Berg, EBRD loan of 200 million euros
will help EPS to reach long-term development goals
such as commercialization of the company, raising
the standards of corporate governance and improvement of energy efficiency.
Previous loans obtained by EPS from EBRD helped
Serbian power utility to start the project of replacement of obsolete electricity meters with smart ones,
modernization and upgrade of several hydropower
plants and the project for the management of coal
quality at Kolubara coalmine. Successful cooperation between EPS and EBRD includes five projects,
which are all in the process of realization.
In the end of April 2014, new Prime Minister of Serbia, Mr. Aleksandar Vucic, announced in his first
speech as a PM the potential sale of minority stake
in EPS. According to PM Vucic, EPS is the largest
state-owned utility, but EPS has been generating too
small income for the state. PM Vucic added that the
sale of majority stake in EPS would not be beneficial for the state, where the best option would be
the sale of minority stake during 2015 or 2016. EPS’s
partner should be one of the leading World companies in energy sector, PM said.
New partner would be in charge of appointment of
the management of EPS and it would increase the
profitability of the company, PM Vucic said. He added that this move would increase the worth of EPS in
case of future privatization or listing the EPS’s shares
on stock exchange. Commenting the announceCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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ments of PM Vucic, President of trade union of EPS
Milan Djordjevic said that the privatization of EPS
would be good for the state, but not for the citizens,
because electricity prices would be considerably increased.
Local experts also believe that the government
should continue to operate EPS, where EPS’s management is good enough to create a profit. EPS
should be transformed into joint stock company, the
number of employees should be reduced, while the
price of electricity should be market based, experts
said.Experts also said that the sale of minority stake
would be beneficial in short-term for the state budget, but it would bring certain risks in long-term. They
also said that, in this moment, energy companies
across Europe are not too eager for new acquisitions
or investments.
During July 2014, local media reported that EPS
could be taken over by German RWE. The rumors
on sale of EPS to RWE emerged several days before
the meeting of Prime Minister of Serbia Aleksandar
Vucic and German Chancellor Angela Merkel in Berlin. PM Vucic announced potential sale of minority
stake in EPS and finding the strategic partner during
his inauguration address in the end of April.
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In July 2016, EPS has hired Energoprojekt Entel and
the Economics Institute in order to estimate the
value of the company’s assets. The deadline for the
completion of the job is eight months, while the
agreement is worth 275,000 euros. The estimate of
EPS’ property is one of the requests by the European
Union, which has asked the public enterprises to define the value of their assets by early 2017, as well as
the ownership of immovable property and land for
which the public enterprises only have the right of
use, whereas the state is the owner.
In 2019, Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic said
that the state has no intentions to sell power utility
EPS. On the contrary, it is considering the acquisitions of power utilities of neighboring countries in
order to expand and strengthen its economy. He
stressed that the acquisition in neighboring countries is primarily a political issue and , although EPS
has the required funds, some countries are refusing
to sell their power utilities.

Only several days later, roumors on potential sale
of EPS to Russian company emerged. Sources said
that interest of Russia for EPS came after roumors
on potential sale of EPS to German RWE. In the past,
companies from Russia more than once expressed
interest in privatization of EPS. In 2008, Russian
state-owned company Inter RAO and EPS signed cooperation agreement. Sources said that Inter RAO is
still interested in privatization of EPS.
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Chapter 5. Electricity projects (in progress/announced)
5.1 Actualities
5.1.1 Electricity meters

Latest tender:

According to the estimations, EPS has around 80 million EUR of annual losses related to electricity theft.
In order to reduce losses due to electricity theft, EPS
decided to start implementing “Advanced Meter
Infrastructure and Meter Data Management (AMI/
MDM) equipment”, i.e. modern electricity meters.
EPS plans to replace all of 3.5 million meters in period of ten years, where overall cost of the project
is estimated at over 500 million euros and last for
7 years. The investments should repay in 5-6 years,
since annual losses should be reduced by 4-5 %. EPS
said that new Advanced Meter Infrastructure and
Meter Data Management (AMI/ MDM) equipment,
would improve energy and economic efficiency and
it should increase collection rate of electricity bills
and reduce losses. New equipment will enable remote metering of consumption and management of
distribution network.

On 15th of December 2015, EPS has published a
tender for purchase of smart meters, which will be
financed by loan obtained from European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the
European Investment Bank (EIB). Each bank will
provide 40 million euros loan. Aim of the project is
to reduce losses and improve reliability and quality
of electricity supply. Project requires purchase of
goods, works and services: IT infrastructure, concentrators, metering equipment for mid and low voltage customers, and on-site installation of metering
devices.

EPS has already published several tenders for purchase of 250 000 modern electricity meters, as pilot
project, but all except last one failed due to complaints of the bidders. Aim of the project is to reduce
losses and improve reliability and quality of electricity supply. This is first phase of the project, which is
estimated to cost 500 million euros. Works on implementation are expected to last for 7 years.
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) has already approved a loan of 80 million euros to EPS for the initial purchase, i.e. recently
published tender.
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During 2nd half of February, 45 days after the publication of public tender for procurement of smart
meters EPS lowered some of the requirements for
application in order to allow domestic producers to
participate in tendering procedure. Local producers
critisized the terms of the tender, considering it discriminatory and harmful for the country.
The previous terms of the tender imply that the applicants must have a turnover of 75 million euros
in the past five years, which is commercially unattainable for domestic companies. Only two or three
world famous companies can apply for the tender
with such high turnover, and an annual production
of 250,000 meters, said Jovan Vujasinovic, President
of the group of the local producers.
After complaints from local companies EPS has
changed the way of proving the minimum annual
output od 250,000 smart meters. That output had to
be proven by deliveries or statements from customers, but now the written statement from the comCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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pany is enough to prove company’s ability to deliver
the desired amount of smart meters per annum. In
order to put the domestic applicants in equal position EPS has also extended the deadline for two
weeks, to 18 March 2015.
In September 2015, EPS has signed a contract worth
26.6 million euros for the purchase of smart meters
and other equipment, with Atos WD Sagemcom
consortium. During the first phase 208,962 measuring points will be included in the single system for
monitoring of the electricity flow. The installation of
the meters will most likely begin in early November,
after the completion of all necessary tests.
There were four bidders, and local companies participated in three of them. Lowest bid of 26.6 million euros was offered by Atos, Ericsson offered 31.7
million euros, Landis & Gyr offered 33.8 and Indra
submitted a bid for 46.6 million euros.
This project is financed by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the European Investment Bank (EIB) in the amount of 26.6
million euros, and the planned budget was initially
58.5 million euros. This is first phase of the project,
which is estimated to cost around 500 million euros.
Works on implementation are expected to last for 7
years.
In September 2021, electricity distribution system
operator Elektrodistribucija Srbije signed with the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) a loan agreement worth 40 million
euros in order to finance the installation of smart
electricity meters in Cacak, Nis and Kraljevo. Total
cost of the project is around 80 million euros, and
the EBRD loan will enable the realization of the first
phase which envisages the installation of 205,000
smart electricity meters. The first phase should be
completed by 2025 and the entire project by 2027.
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The goal is that every part of Serbia has a reliable
supply of electricity, and the investments in the distribution network will contribute to that. Losses in
the distribution network currently amount to more
than 200 million euros and the installation of smart
meters is one of the ways to reduce that amount.
The project will contribute to the reduction of CO2
emissions by 5,000 tons per year, but also help everyone who is on the path of energy transition, i.e.
prosumers who will produce and consume energy
from renewable sources.
Chinese company E-link said that it wants to cooperate more closely with Serbia in the field of using the its technologies to monitor the operations
and upgrade the distribution of electricity. It is also
prepared to take part in other projects related to
renewable energy resources, with the option for
establishing its regional base for the production, development and cooperation in Serbia.

5.1.2 Enlargement of lignite mines
Kolubara, Largest lignite mine in Serbia, needs to
invest 700-800 million EUR for opening of new, Radljevo field, in order to cover lignite demand of new
capacities (TPP Kolubara B and unit 3 in TPP Nikola
Tesla B). Before opening of Radljevo field, fields C
and G should be opened in order to provide sufficient amounts of lignite for existing and future TPPs.
Annual investments should reach some 150 million
EUR period of 7-8 years, which should be one of the
largest investment cycles in company’s history. In
mid November 2010, Kolubara started production
on field E, in which reserves are estimated at 350
million tons. During the first phase, the company will
be able to produce 100 million tons from this field.
In August 2012, Kolubara coalmine confirmed that
European Investment Bank (EIB) and German KfW
Bank had approved overall 150 million euros loan to
the company. The loan will be used for opening of
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three new open pit mines, which should enable stable electricity production in Serbia in incoming decades, the company said. The loan will also be used
for purchase of coal excavators, belt transporters,
conveyors and for coal homogenization.
In April 2013, Kolubara Coalmine and Swedish Sandvik signed the 14.4 million euros contract within the
project “Improvement of the environment in Kolubara coalmine”. The contract refers to the purchase
of system of coal excavator-belt conveyor-depositor.
The project includes the introduction of system for
management of coal quality and homogenization in
the western part of the coalmine. The latest contract
was the third one within the project, which overall
worth is 181 million euros. Funds for the project are
being provided by European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD, 80 million euros), German KfW Bank (65 million euros), the government of
Germany (9 million euros) and EPS itself (27 million
euros).Earlier, EPS has signed contract with Krupp
and Kopex for the purchase of coal excavators and
belt transporter. Overall worth of these contracts is
60 million euros.
The annual savings are estimated at 26 million euros, while the coal consumption would be reduced
by 1 million tons. The emissions of CO2, SO2 and
NO2 should be reduced by 3 %, while the amounts
of coal ash and slug would be reduced by 885,000
tons per year. The project should be implemented in
period of three and half years.
Kolubara mine produces 70% of lignite for TPPs that
produce over 50% of electricity in the country (TPPs
Nikola Tesla A and B, TPP Kolubara and TPP Morava).
This mine will also supply future TPPs Kolubara B and
unit 3 in TPP Nikola Tesla B. Annual lignite production of TPP Kolubara is between 25-30 million tons
of lignite, while historical maximum was achieved in
2011, 31 million tons.
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Lignite reserves in mine Drmno (Kostolac mining
complex) are sufficient for electricity production of
existing units and the new unit of TPP Kostolac till
2060. In this moment, lignite mine Drmno produces
some 9 million tons of lignite, where some 7.5-8.5
million tons are being spent by nearby TPPs Kostolac A and B. Enlargement of Drmno mine is also
planned, as a part of the project for construction
of new 350 MW unit in TPP Kostolac B. Exploration
works on new field Moravica are in final phase. According to initial estimations, the lignite reserves of
the field stand at some 510 million tons.
In June 2019, EPS launched a new excavator-conveyer spreader (ECS) system at Drmno coalmine near
Kostolac. The company invested almost 100 million
dollars in the system, sixth of its kind at the coalmine, adding that it was successfully installed by the
China Machinery Engineering Corporation (CMEC).
Acting Director of EPS Milorad Grcic said that the
project is a part of the modernization of coal-fired
thermal power plant Kostolac B. According to him,
the new system will increase coal production from
9 to 12 million tons per year in Kostolac, and in Kolubara basin the company plans to install two completely new systems.
In late 2017, the new Field G mine has been opened
at the Kolubara basin, with estimated annual production of 5-6 million tons of coal.
In early 2021, acting Director of EPS Milorad Grcic said that, by the end of the year, the assembly
plot for the future open pit coalmine Radljevo and
the northern bypass around the mine will be completed, thus creating preconditions for the mine to
be opened in 2022. He reminded that this project,
which was first considered back in 1976, is very important for EPS and the Kolubara mining basin, because it ensures the extension of operational life of
electricity generation facilities and guarantees secure and stable supply of electricity. He noted that
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the future Radljevo mine will be supplying coal to
Nikola Tesla TPP complex, which produces about a
half of Serbia’s electricity.
In 2021, Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic said
that the country will not follow the posh trend of
coal phase-out which is currently present in Europe
and the region and that it will continue to rely on
coal-based electricity generation in the future. He
said that Serbia will increase investments in the
mining sector in order to ramp up coal production at
open pit mines Kolubara and Drmno, as well as underground mine Resavica. He stressed that the miners will have secure jobs in the next 20 to 30 years,
since coal production is important for Serbia’s energy security.

5.1.3 Nuclear energy
Serbia has signed moratorium after accident in Chernobyl, which forbids construction of NPPs. Moratorium has been signed by all countries in former Yugoslavia in 1989, after four-year long public debate
and referendum, which will expire in 2015. Before
that, experts have selected two potential sites for
construction of NPP: Kostolac and Mladenovo. Local
experts believe that if Serbia decides to build NPP, it
should be built on Danube, on the border with Croatia.
First official who pointed out importance of investments in nuclear energy was former Vice Prime Minister, Mr. Bozidar Djelic, in 2007. He was supported
by some experts, who pointed out that coal reserves
in Serbia might last only for another 50 years, and
hydro capacities are insufficient. A year later, former Minister of energy of Serbia, Petar Skundric expressed his believes that Serbia needs to reconsider
option for construction of nuclear power plants,
despite the current moratorium on construction of
NPPs. But, shortly after those statements, he said
that no NPPs would be built in Serbia in the next
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15 years. It is simply because it takes minimum 12
years for preparing the feasibility study so that no
one should fear that NPP would be built in next 15
years. Former minister Skundric, was in favour for
both construction of NPP on Serbian soil, as well as
participation in NPP Belene project in Bulgaria.
In 2021, Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic reinvgorated the idea that Serbia needs to build its own
nuclear power plant.
In October, Presdient Vucic said that Serbia is interested in acquiring a minority stake in the Hungarian project for the expansion of nuclear power plant
Paks. He had already talked on this matter with
Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban, and such a
move will guarantee Serbia’s energy stability and independence. He said that Serbia is prepared to buy
5-15 % stake in the project.
Later he reiterated the country’s intentions to take
part in the construction of nuclear power plants in
neighboring countries, adding that the possibility of
installation of small modular reactors (SMR) in Serbia is also being considered. He believes that the installation of SMRs in Serbia is the safest bet. The decision would not be rushed, but it would be subject
to serious cost-benefit and safety analyses, with the
highest environmental standards.
In late November, President Vucic said that Serbia
is currently considering the possibility of building its
own nuclear power plant, adding that there were
negotiations with Russian state-owned nuclear energy company Rosatom on this matter. However, he
believes that the country would have problems with
project’s financing. He said that the construction of
a nuclear power plant would cost up to 10 billion
euros, while Serbia has previously decided to keep
its public debt below 60 % of its GDP at all times.
In December, Rosatom said that it has signed an
agreement to participate in the construction of a
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Centre for Nuclear Technologies in Serbia, as well as
an agreement on the establishment of a joint venture with the Serbian Government that will implement the project.
NPP Belene involvement
Government of Serbia considered participation
in Nuclear Power Plant Belene project, which envisaged construction of 2 000 MW power plant in
Bulgaria. In April 2010, prime minister of Bulgaria
Boyko Borisov invited Serbia to take part in the project. Soon after, former minister Skundric confirmed
that government of Serbia has reached preliminary
decision to take part in NPP Belene project. The final decision on the participation was to be reached
after Bulgaria submits official offer and after Serbia
completes necessary studies.
According to preliminary announcements, Serbia
aimed to acquire 5 % stake in the project, which
would, according to the estimations, require investments of some 300-350 million EUR. China development bank (CDB) confirmed it was ready to provide
loan to Serbia for the purpose of participation in the
project for construction of NPP Belene. In the beginning of February 2012, Minister of infrastructure
and energy of Serbia Milutin Mrkonjic met with the
delegation of the state-owned Russian nuclear company Rosatom, and discussed participation of Serbia
in the NPP Belene project. NPP Belene project is in a
standstill / abandoned.
In February 2018, Bulgarian Prime Minister Boyko
Borissov said at the Western Balkans Investment
Forum organized by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) in London that
nuclear power plant Belene in Bulgaria should be
built as a joint Balkan project with European funding. PM Borisov invited all Balkan leaders to participate in the construction of NPP Belene and seek
funding from the European Union.
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In March 2019, Bulgarian Deputy Prime Minister
Tomislav Donchev said that Serbia and Macedonia
are interested in participating in the project for the
construction of Bulgaria’s second nuclear power
plant Belene. He explained that the state will participate in the joint company that will develop the NPP
Belene project through the manufactured equipment it already owns, a certain stake will be held
by a strategic investor, while another stake in the
project will be proposed to interested third parties,
which also includes neighboring countries.
However, Serbia did not express interest in participating in NPP Belene project at the tender which
concluded in August.

5.2 Generation projects
5.2.1 Electricity projects of Oil Industry of
Serbia (NIS)
Oil Industry of Serbia (NIS) is, along with EPS, backbone of energy sector in Serbia. NIS is majority
owned by Russian Gazprom Neft, which purchased
51 % stake in NIS in 2008 for 400 million euros in
cash and 500 million euros in investments. Currently, Gazprom Neft owns 56.2 % stake in NIS, while the
government of Serbia owns 29.9 % stake.
As a part of Gazprom`s involvement in Serbia
through South Stream Project, Serbia and Gazprom
(through NIS) agreed to build four natural gas fired
power plants with overall power output of 450 MW
in upcoming period. The potential locations are near
Belgrade, Novi Sad, Zrenjanin, Kragujevac, Nis, Subotica and Sremska Mitrovica. New gas fired power
plants will be entitled to natural gas at preferential
prices enabling them to produce electricity at competitive prices (NIS has 95 natural gas wells in northern Serbia).
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In addition to gas fired power plants, NIS is also looking in coal generation and renewable generation.
Company is involved in building 14 cogeneration facilities with overall output of 25 MWt. Beside on-going “Plandiste” wind project, NIS is also involved in
geothermal electricity generation project “Kikinda”.
During June 2015, NIS has commissioned a small
power plant which will produce electricity and heat
on the oil and gas field in Sirakovo, near Veliko Gradiste. The investment is worth about 2 million euros, and the power output of the new plant is 2 MW.
Sirakovo oil and gas field now has a total of 3 MW of
installed capacity, since two years ago NIS commissioned its first 1 MW power plant.
Currently NIS has a total of 13 mini power plants or
cogeneration modules in Serbia, and its investments
in this segment of business exceeded 15 million euros. Total installed capacity amounts to 11.6 MW,
which is sufficient to supply electricity to 10,000
average households. In addition to electricity, NIS’
small power plants also produce heat, with a total of
2 MW of installed capacity.
NIS is the most successful company in in Serbia since
2011, according to Serbian Business Registers Agency (SBRA).

5.2.2 Combined Heat and Power - Pancevo
Although it was discussed earlier in 2013, first official
announcements from NIS for construction of combined heat and power plants (CHPP) power plant in
Pancevo, near NIS refinery, came in May 2013. Beside electricity generation, power plant will supply
heat and steam to the NIS’s refinery in Pancevo and
Petrochemical factory.
During June 2015, NIS has signed an agreement on
the establishment of joint venture company Serbskaya Generaciya with the Gazprom’s subsidiary Cen67
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traenergoholding. Newly formed company will be in
charge of the project for the construction of CHPP
Pancevo. It is planned that the construction of the
plant will start in the second quarter of 2018 and it
should be put into operation by the end of 2019.
Value of this investment will be around 140 million
euros, while most of the funds will be provided by
Gazprom. The plant will have an output of 140 MW
and will be able to supply electricity to some 160,000
households, and there is a possibility of increasing
the plant’s power output to 208 MW. Future CHPP
Pancevo will be fueled by natural gas from domestic
and foreign sources, it will produce heat and electricity at the prices which will be competitive on the
market.
In the end of September 2013 in Moscow, General
Manager of NIS, Kiril Kravchenko and Director of
Gazprom Energoholding Denis Fedorov signed the
Memorandum of understanding for construction
of natural gas fired CHPP in Pancevo, with 208 MW
output. According to MoU, Gazprom Energoholding
will own 51 % stake in the project, while NIS will own
the rest (Gazprom Energoholding is 100 % owned by
Gazprom).
NIS earlier said that the project would reduce expenses for purchase of electricity for Pancevo refinery and Petrohemija.
In October 2017, NIS and Chinese Shanghai Electric
Group have signed an agreement on the construction of CHPP Pancevo, worth 180 million euros. The
Chinese company has won the tender published in
June and will design, built and procure the equipment for the plant. It is planned that the construction of the plant will start in the second quarter of
2018 and it should be put into operation by the end
of 2019.
In March 2018, Italian company Ansaldo Energia
said that it has been awarded a contract for the supCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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ply of gas turbines and generators for CHPP Pancevo. According to the statement from the company,
the contract awarded by Shanghai Electric Group is
worth about 40 million euros. Ansaldo Energia will
deliver two AE64.3A gas turbines, their WY18Z aircooled generators and the relevant auxiliary systems.
In 2018, Russian Gazprombank said that it will provide a 140 million euros loan to Serbian company
TE-TO Pancevo for the project for the construction of
200 MW CHPP in Pancevo. The statement from the
bank said that it has already extended the first part
of the financing for the project, which will be carried by Chinese company Shanghai Electric Group.
Gazprombank is one of the leaders in the financing
energy projects in Russia and the participation in
crediting a large investment project in Serbia will expand the bank’s presence in the European market as
well as strengthen the partnership with a strategic
client.
The construction of CHPP Pancevo was officially
launched on 7 March 2019. It was initially planned
that the construction should start in the first half of
2018 and be completed by the end of 2019.
In August, Gazprom Energoholding announced that
it has completed the installation of two gas turbines
for the future combined heat and power plant in
Pancevo.
According to Serbian Minister of Energy and Mining
Aleksandar Antic, CHPP Pancevo should start commercial operation in the fourth quarter of 2020.
In December 2019, a steam turbine generator was
installed, marking the end of the delivery of all the
equipment the power plant needs. The project's
commissioning was still scheduled for Q4 2020.
However, in June 2020, Gazprom postponed the
completion deadline for CHPP in Pancevo due to
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the coronavirus pandemic. General Manager of
Gazprom Energoholding Denis Fedorov said that
the commissioning is delayed by six months, namely
by the end of the year. He explained that Gazprom
planned for an accelerated commissioning of the
plant with the Chinese contractor, but there was a
problem with the supply of equipment and workers
from China.
In November 2020, CEO of Russian company
GazpromNeft Alexander Dyukov said that combined
heat and power (CHP) plant in Pancevo will be commissioned in the second quarter of 2021, but the
deadline was later pushed to the end of 2021.
In December 2021, Gazprom Energoholding announced that it has successfully completed the synchronization of two gas turbines at combined heat
and power (CHP) plant in Pancevo, while the commissioning of the steam turbine is planned in January 2022. The synchronization of the generators of
the gas turbines is one of the phases of the commissioning of CHPP Pancevo, which enables moving
on to the next phase, which entails activities on the
preparation for putting the steam turbine into operation.

5.2.3 Combined Heat and Power Plant Novi Sad
Idea for construction/modernization of CHPP Novi
Sad exists for a long time, and activities related to
this project were intensified in recent years. Although there were many interested parties, it
seemed that highest chances for the project to succeed were when NIS expressed interest during April
2013. For Ministry of Energy, this is one of the priority projects. Beside refinery in Pancevo, NIS also
owns refinery in Novi Sad.
In December 2014, China Machinery Engineering
Corporation (CMEC) also expressed interest in project for modernization and construction of the new
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unit in the existing CHPP plant in Novi Sad. In early
2018, CMEC reiterated its interest in the project, as
well as in the construction of gas-fired CHPPs in several cities in Serbia.
Project for CHPP Novi Sad envisages modernization
of existing and construction of new unit in existing
CHPP Novi sad. In the beginning of 2009, the government announced it would publish a tender for construction of a new CCGT power plant in Novi Sad.
EPS expected that the project will be jointly developed by EPS, municipality of Novi Sad and foreign
strategic partner, which will have the majority stake
in the project. EPS will invest existing facility, while
municipality will provide land and necessary infrastructure. Strategic partner should invest 250 million EUR for construction works.
On July 6 2009, EPS and municipality of Novi Sad
have signed a contract for establishment of a joint
venture company called Energija Novi Sad (ENS). According to the contract, ENS will be involved in modernization of CHPP Novi Sad and construction of a
new unit. ENS will be an independent company and
it will sell electricity to EPS and heat to city of Novi
Sad.
On October 8 2009, ENS has published public invitation for letters of interest for this project. At that
point, the cost of the project was estimated at 250
million euros. ENS, EPS and municipality of Novi Sad
will invest existing CHPP Novi Sad in new joint venture, while future strategic partner will acquire a
majority stake through recapitalization. The future
partner, apart from providing funds for the project,
should have experience in managing and building
similar facilities. The deadline for letters of interest
was set in December 1, 2009 and 9 companies expressed their interest for this project.
But, during 2010, only four companies purchased
tender documentation: Russian Optima Group, Ital69
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ian Edison, Greek PPC and Slovenian HSE. Tender
was opened until September 30, and in December
2011, EPS has confirmed that the consortium of
companies from Russia, Slovakia and Greece submitted the only bid in the tender for modernization
and upgrade of existing CHPP Novi Sad. However,
EPS said that technical part of the bid was acceptable, but the financial part of the bid was inadequate
due to high offered price of natural gas.
On April 24 2012, joint venture company Energija
Novi Sad (ENS), on one side, and the consortium of
Greek Metka, Slovak Grafobal Group Energy (GGE)
and Optima Energostroi from Russian Federation, on
the other side, signed the Protocol on starting the
negotiations for signing the joint venture agreement
for modernization of CHPP Novi Sad. The protocol
referred to reconstruction of existing facilities in
CHPP Novi Sad (200 MW) and construction of new
CCGT unit. The modernized CHPP Novi Sad would
have electricity output of 450 MW and heat output
of 300 MW. The cost of the project was expected to
reach 320 million euros.
The efficiency of the new plant will be 80 % compared to the current rate of 30 %. By original plans,
the plant was to be built in cooperation with strategic partner by 2012. The future unit should produce some 3 TWh of electricity and some 840 GWh
of heat energy for the city of Novi Sad (some 80 % of
the city’s needs). The plant should be connected to
an existing natural gas network. The studies showed
that construction of a new unit should last three
years. But, project went into standstill.
During April 2013, CEO of NIS, Kiril Kravchenko, had
a meeting with Minister of energy, development and
natural protection Zorana Mihajlovic and GM of EPS,
where the main topic of a meeting was the restart
of the project for construction of the CHPP Novi
Sad. Earlier in April, NIS has asked for help from the
Minister in reaching the agreement with Power utilCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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ity of Serbia EPS regarding the development of the
project. Details were not disclosed, and since then,
there were no official announcements related to this
project.
But, in the beginning of January 2014, EPS and consortium of METKA (Greece), Grafobal Group Energy
(GGE, Slovakia) and Optima Energostroy (Russia)
signed the protocol on negotiations for reconstruction of existing units in CHPP Novi Sad and construction of new CCGT unit. Modernized CHPP Novi Sad
should have 400 MW of electricity output and 300
MW of heat output. The overall cost of the project,
which will be developed in two phases, should reach
320 million euros. The head of EPS said that the first
phase of the project, with estimated cost of 220-240
million euros, could be completed in period of 20-24
months.
The representative of the consortium said that NIS,
who has already signed agreement on strategic partnership in the project, should take part in the project
if the outcome of negotiations is positive. NIS is expected to provide both the funds and fuel supply for
the future plant.
The existing Combined Heat and Power Plant (CHPP)
Novi Sad has 200 MW of electricity output. The study
made by Energoprojekt showed that construction of
a new power plant on the same site is more profitable than modernization of the existing one. But,
since the existing plant is vital for providing the heat
for the city of Novi Sad and cannot be out of operation for two years construction period, EPS recently
decided to upgrade the existing one.

5.2.4 Thermal Power Plant near Kovin
During September 2013, President of Serbia Tomislav Nikolic met the General Manager of NIS and discussed future projects of NIS. During that occasion,
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plans for construction of 700 MW thermal power
plant near Kovin were also discussed.
In late 2017, representatives of Chinese companies
Huadian Hong Kong Company Limited (CHDHK) and
Tianjin Dredging Corporation (CCCC TDC) and Serbian oil company NIS said that they are still interested
in the Kovin project and are prepared to continue
the implementation of the project at an accelerated
pace.
Old TPP Kovin project refers to construction of 300600 MW power plant and lignite mine with estimated reserves of 276 million tons and exploitable
reserves of 176 million tons. The project is planned
to be developed through public private partnership,
and it is listed within 15 generation project with highest priority by Ministry of Energy, Development and
Environmental Protection. The project is the part of
Strategy of energy development of Serbia related to
Vojvodina province.
The project in Kovin has been initiated by the government of Serbia 15 years ago by opening of the experimental underwater mine. In 2007, the company
Energy Consulting & Engineering has won lignite exploration contract and the company has estimated
abovementioned lignite reserves.
In the first week of May 2010, in the premises of
Chamber of commerce of Serbia, Energy Consulting & Engineering and LMBV International signed
a Memorandum of Understanding regarding environmental projects related to the construction of
lignite mine and TPP near the city of Kovin. One of
the important parts of the project is environmental
protection, having in mind that future lignite mine
should be spread near the protected natural resort
Deliblatska pescara, Danube River and sources of
drinking water.
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The company LMBV International, owned by Federal
Ministry of Finance of Germany, has already cooperated with EPS in several projects. One of the goals
of the abovementioned MoU is turning the wasted
lignite into commercial products. Problems in the
project could be related to exploration and exploitation rights. NIS and one Bulgarian company, which
made the study on coal reserves in Kovin coalmine,
were granted approvals for starting the exploration
works.
The coalmine and the future TPP will be located
near sources of fresh water, within the defensive
belt between Kovin and Danube River. However,
some experts said that water pollution would be
minimal. Kovin Coalmine is unique in the World in
terms of coal production, having in mind that coal is
being excavated 40 meters under the level of Danube River. In this moment, Kovin Coalmine produces
some 180,000 tons of coal per year through the special underwater technique. The coalmine should be
enlarged on the surface, where the TPP should be
built.

5.2.5 Thermal Power Plant Kolubara B
The project was planned to be jointly developed by
EPS and Italian Edison. TPP Kolubara B will be lignite-fired plant and it will be replacement capacity
for several older TPPs in Serbia. New power plant
will have 750 MW output, while overall cost of the
project is estimated to around 1 billion EUR. But,
there are no recent developments with respect to
this project.
The construction of TPP Kolubara B has started in
1988, but it was stopped due to lack of funds. In June
2011, EPS and Edison signed the preliminary agreement for construction of TPP Kolubara B, since Edison won in the tender for strategic partnership and
it proposed the construction of two 375 MW units.
According to Edison’s proposal, EPS should own 36.4
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% stake in the future plant, which is the worth of
already installed equipment and carried out works.
EPS has already invested some 300 million EUR in
the project.
In the beginning of May 2012, government handed
over the letter of support to EPS and Italian Edison
for the development of the TPP Kolubara B. Project
finance manager of Edison said that the next step in
the project would be establishment of joint venture
company and preparation of the feasibility study,
in order to start the project during 2013. According
to original plans, the TPP Kolubara B should be put
in service in 2017. European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) has entered the final
phase for approving the 400 million euros loan for
the project.
Partly constructed TPP Kolubara B is located around
40 km southwest from Belgrade. It was predicted to
be a combined cycle power plant, producing both
thermal and electric energy. Thermal energy was
planned to be delivered to Belgrade and be used
for district heating. By original project, power plant
would have two 350 MW units.
The plant is constructed in the close vicinity of the
open-pit-mine Tamnava-West Field, from which it
will be supplied with coal. The construction started
in 1988, and a part of the equipment has been contracted and partially delivered (95% of the imported
boiler (Canadian Combustion and local Minel Kotlogradnja), steel supporting frame, generator transformers and generators). Civil and design works are
also partially contacted and implemented. About
40% of the estimated investments have been implemented. By that estimation, 300 million EUR have
been spent into construction and equipment. For
completion of this project it is necessary to invest
additional 540 million EUR for construction completion and around 200 million EUR for coal mine. According to some estimation, TPP will have a closed
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cooling system. The problem lies in the fact that the
delivered equipment is considered as old fashioned,
and that the part of already invested 300 million
EUR must be reinvested. Power plant is expected to
be finished in 2017 at earliest, and would be built in
accordance to EU standards that will be in power in
2016. The TPP will have older technology so its efficiency will be 35 %
During September 2013, several media announced
that EBRD is not interested in funding the construction of TPP Kolubara, although official announcement has not been published by EBRD. Commenting
the recent news, deputy Minister of energy, development and natural protection Dejan Trifunovic said
that the Ministry questions the profitability and sustainability of the project, especially in terms of price
of electricity and environmental risks.
It is estimated that TPP Kolubara B will need at least
6 million tons of coal for one year of operation.
In 2018, Serbian Minister of Energy and Mining Aleksandar Antic said that EPS will look into the possibility of re-launching the project for the construction of
coal-fired thermal power plant Kolubara B. He said
that the Government adopted the decision and that
a working group that will coordinate the project for
the construction of 350 MW power plant has been
established, adding that the project would ensure
the long-term stability of the Serbian energy system,
especially given the large number of renewable energy power plants that will be built in the near future.
In March 2019, Acting Director of EPS Milorad Grcic
said that the company plans to launch the construction of 350 MW coal-fired thermal power plant Kolubara B in 2020. Grcic stressed that the Serbian Government greenlighted the project and by the end of
the next year EPS will start works on the implementation of the project.
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In August 2019, Serbian Government adopted the
decision on the preparation of the Spatial Plan for
the special purpose area for the construction of
coal-fired thermal power plant Kolubara B. The spatial plan roughly encompasses parts of the territory
of the city of Belgrade - the urban municipalities of
Obrenovac and Lazarevac and the municipalities of
Ub and Lajkovac, and the exact area covered by the
spatial plan will be defined by the Draft Spatial Plan.
The deadline for the preparation of the Draft Spatial
Plan is 12 months from the decision’s coming into
effect, and the funds for the preparation will be provided by state-owned power utility EPS.
In November 2019, the Government completed
a technical study for the construction of 350 MW
coal-fired TPP Kolubara B. The study justifies the
construction of such facility because Serbian electricity consumption will increase in the future. In
August, Serbian Government adopted the decision
on the preparation of the spatial plan for the special
purpose area for the construction of TPP Kolubara B.
The deadline for the preparation of the Draft Spatial
Plan is 12 months from the decision’s coming into
effect, and the funds for the preparation will be provided by state-owned power utility EPS.
In March 2020, EPS signed a preliminary agreement
on cooperation with Chinese company PowerChina
on the construction of coal-fired TPP Kolubara B. The
preliminary agreement was signed by Acting Director of EPS Milorad Grcic and Director of PowerChina
Yang Bo. The construction of this energy facility was
originally planned in 1990s and now EPS plans to
complete the 350 MW project in cooperation with
Chinese company.
The construction of a new unit will ensure Serbia’s
sustainable industrial development and will be built
in line with the latest EU environmental standards.
The new unit represents replacement capacity for
ageing TPP Morava and TPP Kolubara A.
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Public debate on the project for the construction of
coal-fired thermal power plant Kolubara B has been
halted In September 2020, due to the protests of environmental organizations. According to Renewables
and Environmental Regulatory Institute (RERI), the
Ministry of Construction and Infrastructure tried to
hold the public debate despite organizational shortcomings, such as the ban on gatherings of more than
30 people due to the coronavirus pandemic. Thus,
many were left out of the building where the debate
was held, unable to participate in the discussion.
The public debate was already postponed due to the
pandemic.
In May 2021, the Union of the Kolubara mining basin
has organized a protest of workers at the construction site of coal-fired thermal power plant Kolubara
B. According to the Union, the Ministry of Mining
and Energy sent a note to state-owned power utility
EPS, in which it requires that all the activities on the
construction of the plant should be stopped. Serbian
Minister of Mining and Energy Zorana Mihajlovic denied that any of the existing thermal power plants
will be shut down, adding that Serbia needs to consider whether to build some new capacities or not.
Minister Mihajlovic was adamant that the closure of
coal-fired power plants is not planned and no one
will lose their job. She reminded that the same was
speculated when the division of activities was being
carried out at EPS, where no one lost their job either. However, Serbia needs to consider whether to
build some new coal-based capacities or not. Green
Serbia does not entail the closure of thermal power
plants or the loss of jobs at EPS, it entails working together to raise the quality of the environment and to
ensure, in the energy transition process, that there’s
enough energy and that thermal power plants are
working along with the construction of desulfurization facilities and everything else needed for environmental protection.
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Strategic decisions in the electricity sector are not
made overnight, and that is why it is necessary to
solve the current issue of the construction of coalfired thermal power plant Kolubara B as soon as possible, said the management of state-owned power
utility EPS.
Regarding the statement of the Minister Mihajlovic,
the President of the Supervisory Board of EPS Jovan
Despotovic says that the Ministry bypassed the Supervisory Board of EPS when making a strategic decision to stop the Kolubara B project.
Acting Director of EPS Milorad Grcic said that said
that he would always take the side of the miners,
who organized protests against the Ministry’s decision, opposing the electricity imports lobbies. He
reminded the Ministry of Mining and Energy that
in 2018 the Government of Serbia formed a working group for the realization of the project for the
construction of TPP Kolubara B and that based on
that decision EPS started the realization of the project which, as he says, was in line with environmental protection standards, and considers that there is
no reason for the project to be excluded from the
investment plan.
Also, in February 2020, the Ministry of Mining and
Energy adopted a decision on the formation of a
project group to negotiate a contract for the construction of TPP Kolubara B and obtained consent
to enter into negotiations with a potential Chinese
bidder, said Grcic claiming that Minister Mihajlovic
decided to change all decisions of both the Government and the Ministry in one day without prior analysis and consultations.
Grcic also states that TPP Kolubara B is a replacement for coal-based capacities built in 1970s and
later, which will soon have to be shut down, and
from 2024 EPS would remain without the possibility
of producing base electricity, due to the obligations
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towards the European Union. According to him, TPP
Kolubara A and TPP Morava with a total capacity of
324 MW will be closed by 2024, desulphurization
installations on all thermal units will reduce their
capacity by 120 MW, and for the needs of heating
pipeline from Obrenovac to New Belgrade, the capacity is reduced by additional 160 MW.
At the same time, President of the Miners’ Union of
Kolubara mining basin Miodrag Rankovic said that
the miners will enter general strike unless the Minister of Mining and Energy Zorana Mihajlovic is removed from her position, adding that she represents
the interests of the lobby of electricity importers.
Minister Mihajlovic replied that the main goal for
Serbia is to have enough energy, for it to be produced in a sustainable and healthier way. The country will develop an action plan on the operation of
its coal-fired thermal power plants by 2050, as other
countries in Europe do, but it also must start building new capacities that use other energy sources in
order for electricity production to be economically
sustainable.
She noted that desulfurization plants will be built at
the existing power plants, but that when it comes
to new power plants, care must be taken as to what
the real price of that electricity would be. According to her, entire income recorded by TPP Kolubara
B would go to paying for CO2 emission allowances.
These allowances now amount to 51 euros/ton, at
the beginning of the year they were 35 euros, and
by the end of the year they are expected to be 130
euros. If today is known that Serbia will have to pay
those taxes on energy produced by the new thermal power plants, then the big question is whether
it should build them at all.
Minister Mihajlovic reminded that the project
for the construction of TPP Kolubara B was first
launched 41 years ago, that about 400 million eu74
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ros have been invested in its construction so far, but
that that equipment has largely lost its value and is
worth about 100 million euros today. If TPP Kolubara
B was built five or ten years ago, that would not be
a problem, but now it is a question of sustainability
and cost-effectiveness of that thermal power plant.
And for that reason, the Ministry did not give approval for its construction.

5.2.6 Thermal Power Plant Nikola Tesla B,
new unit
Project envisages construction of new, 3rd unit in
existing TPP Nikola Tesla B, with 700 MW output.
But, during tender procedure in 2011, none of the
eligible candidates submitted bid. Government later announced that the project could be developed
through interstate agreement, i.e. without publishing the tender, in order not to waste time. During
January 2013, Minister Mihajlovic stated TPP Nikola
Tesla B3 project as priority project in 2013. There are
no recent developments with respect to this project.
In the end of October 2011, EPS and consortium of
Chinese companies, the China Environmental Energy Holdings (CEE) and Shenzhen Energy Group (SEC)
have signed Protocol for development of projects
in energy sector in Serbia. The protocol particularly
referred to development of unit 3 (700 MW) in TPP
Nikola Tesla B and opening of the Radljevo coalmine.
Overall cost of the project was estimated at over 2
billion EUR.
In September 2012, EPS and German RWE have
signed Memorandum of Understanding on strategic
cooperation. Part of the MoU referred to the development of TPP Nikola Tesla B3. According to MoU, in
1.2 billion euros would be invested in new unit (700
MW) in TPP Nikola Tesla B. Several days after signing
the MoU, Minister of energy, development and environmental protection confirmed that RWE should
build unit 3 in TPP Nikola Tesla B and it should deCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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velop Radljevo coalmine. In return, Serbia should
deliver the part of electricity produced by the future
unit to the RWE, Minister said.
The construction works should last 4-5 years. The
new unit should be independent electricity producer
and it will sign electricity sale agreement with EPS.
Existing TPP Nikola Tesla B has two 620 MW units,
with available output of 1160 MW and annual generation of around 7 500 GWh. TPP Nikola Tesla B is
located near the older TPP Nikola Tesla A, which has
1500 MW output, but lower annual generation. It is
the largest thermal generating capacity in Serbia.

New 700 MW unit in TPP Nikola Tesla B will have a
supercritical boiler so that its efficiency will be over
40%. EPS share in this project should be close to 200
million EUR (it includes the worth of the land, infrastructure and 60 million EUR of cash investments).

5.2.7 Thermal Power Plant Stavalj
In September 2010, Czech Energy-economy fund has
expressed interest for construction of 320 MW TPP
in Pester plateau. The project should be developed
in cooperation with the government of Serbia and
Sjenica municipality. The cost of the project is estimated at 700 million EUR, and the TPP could be built
in the next 10 years. According to estimations, coal
reserves in Pester stand at 1 billion tons. In this moment, coalmine Stavalj, in Sjenica municipality, produces only 70,000 tons coal per year.
During mid-December 2012, Minister of energy, development and natural protection Zorana Mihajlovic
stated TPP Stavalj project as one of priority energy
projects in Serbia.
On 9th of May 2012, representatives of the Ministry of Energy, Development and Environmental Pro75
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tection and representatives of Czech company Alta
signed the statements of business and technical cooperation related to renewal of coalmine and construction of TPP Stavalj. Czech company VDO would
also take part in the project. The project includes
construction of 350 MW TPP on Pester plateau (500
million euros cost) and renewal of the coalmine Stavalj (150 million euros cost).
According to the studies made by Alta and VDO,
lignite reserves in Stavalj stand at 70 million tons.
According to domestic studies, reserves stand at
around 200 million tons, and it is the biggest underground coal deposit in Serbia. Annual production
could reach 2.3 million tons at least, and the coalmine should provide supplies to the TPP Stavalj for period of 50 years.
The construction of the TPP should last between 3
and 5 years, during which 3,000 people should be
employed.
In February 2019, Vice President of Chinese company PowerChina Zhong Xiaoping said that the company is very interested in participating in the project
for the construction of coal-fired thermal power
plant Stavalj in southwestern Serbia. He discussed
the participation in energy projects in Serbia with
the President of the National Committee for Cooperation with Russia and China Tomislav Nikolic. He
said that PowerChina has vast experience in realization of such projects and looks forward for the cooperation between the two countries, adding that
PowerChina could offer several methods of financing the project.
In April 2019, mayor of Sjenica, the municipality in
which the plant should be built, Hazbo Mujovic said
that Czech companies were the most interested in
the project and were prepared to invest 700 million
euros in the TPP, but there was also interest from
Chinese and Turkish companies. However, the Czech
Country Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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were requesting state subsidies for electricity produced by the future plant, while Chinese wanted
to build three large-scale TPPs at the site, which
was unacceptable for Serbian Government. He expressed hope that Stavlaj coalmine would be modernized soon, since current production is just 70,000
tons per year.

Modernization of TPP Kostolac B has started in April
2012. The project for modernization included renewal of mills and reconstruction of electrical filters,
modernization of the boiler, steam lines, electrical
supply and control systems. The flue gas desulphurization (FGD) units will be installed on both units.
Works were performed by CMEC.

5.2.8 Thermal Power Plant Kostolac B

So far, in the first phase of the project, units B1 and
B2 at TPP Kostolac have been revitalized and soon
the desulfurization of the units will begin. Construction of the new railway line for the transport of coal
is also on-going.

Beside revitalization and capacity increase of existing units, project also envisages construction of new
unit with output of 350 MW and enlargement of
coal mine. Project is on-going, and construction of
new unit has started in November 2017.
Kostolac TPPs are second by size thermal power generation complex in Serbia. There are two TPPs, TPP
Kostolac A (280 MW) and TPP Kostolac B (700 MW),
which is the youngest TPP in Serbia (constructed in
1990), and they are operated by subsidiary of EPS,
called “TPP and mines Kostolac”. “TPP and mines
Kostolac” has signed contract with China National
Machinery & Equipment Import & Export Corporation (CMEC), for the first stage of revitalization of
TPP Kostolac B, which was recently completed. Second phase envisages construction of new unit and
enlargement of coal mine Drmno.
Overall worth of the modernization project in TPP
Kostolac is estimated at 1.2 billion dollars, while contract for construction of new unit is 715 million dollars worth. The 85 % of the project will be funded
through the loan provided by Chinese ExIm Bank.
The maturity of the loan is 15 years (grace period included) and interest rate is 3 %. The loan agreement
was signed in the end of 2011. The government of
Serbia has allocated 609 million dollars in the budget for the loan guarantees - for construction of new
unit.
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In a period March - December 2014, EPS conducted
large-scale modernization of units in TPP Kostolac B.
Both units were designed to have 350 MW output,
but net output was 300 MW. Aim of the large-scale
modernization was to achieve maximal output of
350 MW per unit, increase efficiency and environmental protection, but also extend lifespan of the
units by 20 years.
In addition to the upgrade of two units in TPP Kostolac B, first phase also includes construction of FGD
units, construction of river port on Danube River
and railway. Overall cost of this phase of the project
is 344 million dollars.
The plan is that the construction of the port takes
13 months and everything should be finished in the
first half of 2016. The port will be used for hauling
limestone for desulfurization (200,000 to 300,000
tons per year), as well as for the removal of ash
which will be used by the construction businesses.
After the coalmine is expanded, the port could be
used for the transportation of coal as well.
Regarding 2nd phase, on November 20 2013, EPS
and CMEC signed the 715 million dollars contract
for construction of unit 3 in TPP Kostolac B and enlargement of nearby Drmno coalmine. The contract
Country Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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marked the start of the second phase of the modernization of TPP Kostolac B. The new unit will have
power output of 350 MW and it should be put in service by the end of 2019 - but delays occurred. In the
same time, the annual capacity of Drmno coalmine
will be increased from 9 to 12 million tons of lignite.
New unit will employ 300 people.
In November 2017, Serbian Government announced
that EPS has started the construction of the new 350
MW B3 unit at coal-fired thermal power plant Kostolac, which will be built by China Machinery Engineering Corporation (CMEC). The construction of
the third unit is part of the second phase of a project
for the modernization of Kostolac B at a total cost of
some 712 million dollars. The construction of unit
B3 will cost 520 million euros and it will produce 2.5
billion kWh of electricity per year, thus boosting EPS’
production capacity by some 5 %.
Implementation of the project for the modernization of TPP Kostolac B was officially launched on 4
January 2016, when EPS made an advance payment
to the contractor, China Machinery Engineering Corporation (CMEC). In order to finance this project,
EPS obtained a preferential loan from Chinese Exim
Bank. The maturity of the loan is 20 years, with a
7-years grace period and fixed interest of 2.5 %. The
deadline for the completion of the new unit is five
years (until the end of 2020), and since the grace period lasts for another two years the idea is that the
unit will partially repay itself if electricity production
starts on time.
The unit 3 should be built in period of 58 months
after signing the contract, while the coalmine should
be enlarged and modernized in period of 42 months.
New unit should spend some 3 million tons of coal
per year.
The preparations for the project for the construction
of a new unit B3 at coal-fired thermal power plant
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Kostolac are over 85 % completed. In September
2019, Investment Portfolio Manager at EPS Zeljko
Lazovic said that the project is split into 14 phases
and carried out in three directions: preparation of
project documentation and obtaining of permits and
authorizations, preparation and delivery of equipment and execution of works. So far, eight building
permits have been obtained, which is more than 85
% of the project, which opens the possibility of carrying out substantial works at the construction site.
Once the documentation is prepared and the permits are obtained, the construction of the unit B3
will begin.
In March 2020, CMEC said that it is delaying the
implementation of projects in Serbia, including the
construction of unit B3 at TPP Kostolac, due to supply problems caused by the coronavirus outbreak.
In March 2021, Minister of Mining and Energy Zorana Mihajlovic said after the meeting with the representative of the Chinese company CMEC Li Xueqiang
that the delays in the construction of the third unit
of coal-fired thermal power plant Kostolac B and the
current quality of the works are unacceptable.
She pointed out that this was one of the biggest
construction sites in the energy sector and that the
tardiness in the realization of the project was unacceptable, especially when it comes to the slowness
of the design and the low quality of the delivered
goods. She added that the current pace and the delays regarding the TPP Kostolac B3 project worked
in nobody’s favor and that the current deadline for
the project’s completion (late 2022) is unacceptable.
She insisted on having the monthly project realization rate increased as much as possible, so that a
satisfactory level would be reached by July 2021. She
also pointed out that the Chinese company needed
to comply with the international standards and the
obligations defined in the agreement.
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TPP Kostolac A has two units with available output of 281 MW. First 100 MW unit was finished in
1967, while 2nd, 210 unit was finished in 1980. Annual production is around 710 GWh. In July 2014,
TPP Kostolac started with overhauls of A1 unit, with
100 MW output. Soon after, revitalization of unit A2
started, and upgrade of both units was completed
by the end of 2014.
TPP Kostolac B also has two 350 MW units, and
since December 2014, upgraded units are able to
provide 700 MW of total output. First 350 MW unit
was completed in 1987, while 2nd 350 MW unit was
completed in 1991. Annual production prior to recent modernization was around 3,000 GWh.

Loznica in western Serbia. The estimated value of
the project is 230 million euros.

5.2.9 Thermal Power Plant Despotovac

other things, ensure about 150 new jobs thus boosting the local economy, strengthen the strategic relationship between Serbia and China, reduce dependence on electricity imports and improve energy
security.

During April 2013, Turkish company Teknotes and
Despotovac municipality signed the Agreement on
long-term business and investment partnership,
which envisages construction of TPP with power
output of 320 MW. The future TPPs should be built
at the site of exhausted coalmine Resava near Despotovac. In June 2013, Teknotes signed the precontract agreement for construction of this TPP. The
cost of this project is estimated at over 500 million
euros.
The future TPP should produce 2 TWh of electricity
per year, where TPP should earn some 100 million
euros from electricity sales annually. The strategic
partner in the project will be the Public company
Coalmine Resavica, which will deliver the coal for
the plant.

5.2.10 CHPP in Loznica
In July 2016, British-Chinese consortium, consisting
of British company Scarborough Group International
and Chinese state company China National Electric Engineering Co. (CNEEC), has signed a contract
to build combined heat and power plant (CHPP) in
78

According to the contact, the construction of 240
MW power plant will be done by the Chinese company, in two 120 MW phases.
The consortium also received financial support from
the Development Bank of China, while Chinese insurance company Sinosure also showed interest in
participating in this project.
The aim of this project is to transform the outdated
coal-fired thermal power plants into clean, environmentally friendly facilities. This project will, among

In 2007, Italian Decotra purchased industrial power plant Energetika (55 MW), which was a part of
industrial complex Viskoza, and immediately initiated modernization of the facility. The plant is now
owned by ScarDec, a joint venture of Scarborough
Group International and Decotra Group.

5.2.11 Cogeneration facilities
In the first half of September 2013, Ministry of energy, development and natural protection and Italian company Gemo signed the Memorandum of understanding on potential investment of 100 million
euros for construction of cogeneration facilities in
Serbia. The projects should be developed through
public-private-partnership, and their implementation will depend on the analyses conducted by
Gemo. Italian company expressed plans to build
cogeneration facilities in cooperation with Clinical
center of Serbia, Nikola Tesla Airport, Public utility
Novi Sad Plant, City hospital in Zrenjanin and PubCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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lic heating utility in Pancevo. The overall electricity
and heat output of the facilities envisaged by MoU
stands at 75 MW and 65 MW, respectively.
In March 2019, Serbian Ministry of Mining and Energy and Russian gas company Gazprom have signed
a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on the
development of combined heat and power plant
(CHPP) projects in Serbia. The signed document
provides the basis for joint efforts aimed at the construction of new and reconstruction of existing power plants in Serbia. Last week, at the start of construction of CHPP in Pancevo, Director of Gazprom
Energoholding Denis Fedorov said that the company
is interested in the construction of up to four similar
power plants in the country
In June 2019, Serbian Minister of Energy and Mining
Aleksandar Antic signed the agreement for the construction of several combined heat and power plants
(CHPP) in Serbia with Russian Gazprom Energoholding at the International Economic Forum in Saint
Petersburg. The possibility of construction of these
power plants for combined production of power and
heating should be examined for several cities. Kragujevac has made the most progress in that respect.
As for Belgrade, Nis and Novi Sad, negotiations with
the local self-governments are yet to take place. The
construction of gas power plants is possible and feasible only if, in addition to power production, we can
secure adequate heating production. Previously, Director General of Russian company Gazprom Energoholding Denis Fedorov said that the company is
currently considering the construction of a 300 MW
gas-fired thermal power plant in Kragujevac.
On October 2020, Gazprom Energoholding said that
the evaluation of the project for the construction
of a natural gas-fired thermal power plant in Kragujevac is in progress. According to the company, the
necessary conditions for its realization are being analyzed at the moment.
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Gazprom Energoholding is also considering other
energy projects in the territory of Serbia, including
the construction of gas-fired thermal power plants
and investments in renewable energy sources. The
company said that the perspective of these projects
is currently being estimated and negotiations with
potential partners are ongoing.
In 2021, CEO of Gazprom Energoholding Denis Fyodorov said that the company is considering the construction of additional two natural gas-fired power
plants in Serbia (besides the ongoing CHPP Pancevo
project), in order to help meet domestic electricity
demand.
In June 2021, Minister of Mining and Energy Zorana
Mihajlovic discussed the potential project for the
construction of the combined head and power plant
(CHPP) in Kragujevac with the representatives of
Chinese company TBEA. She said that Serbia is open
to new investments in energy sector and is willing to
discuss all potential projects. When it comes to the
project for the construction of CHPP Kragujevac, the
potential further steps on this project will depend
on what the preliminary feasibility study shows. She
added that the Government’s working group, which
should be established soon, will deal with the project itself.

5.2.12 Hydro Power Plants on Ibar River
The development plan for HPPs on Ibar River dates
from 1996, and it envisages construction of ten (initially nine) HPPs, each with 15 MW output, which
should be built between cities Raska and Kraljevo.
Construction of the HPPs was expected to start in
2013, but delays occurred, and completion of the
project is under question.
In mid-2009, EPS and Italian company SECI Energia
signed an agreement for making the analyses and
feasibility studies for construction of HPPs on Ibar
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River. At that point, the plan was to construct 9 HPPs,
as it was predicted by the old development plan.
Feasibility study was completed in February 2010. In
the end of April 2010, in Belgrade, former General
Manager of EPS, Dragomir Markovic and the president of Seci Energy Gaetano Maccaferri signed the
Protocol for construction of small HPPs on Ibar River.
The Protocol refers to construction of ten small HPPs
with an overall power output of 103 MW and annual
production of 420 GWh. The worth of the project is
estimated at 285 million EUR.
The feasibility study showed that construction of
HPPs on Ibar River is justified and economically feasible. According to plans, electricity produced from
future HPPs will be exported to Italy at privileged
prices. After some local communities opposed the
project, Ministry of Energy, Development and Environmental Protection said that future cascade HPPs
would not harm natural environment.
In the beginning of July 2010, EPS and SECI Energia
signed the agreement for establishment of joint venture company Ibarske Hidroelektrane (IH). The joint
venture company IH will be involved in designing,
construction and operation of ten HPPs on Ibar River.
In the end of October 2011, minister of infrastructure and energy of and minister of economic development of Italy Paolo Romani signed the agreement
on cooperation in energy sector. According to the
agreement, Italy guarantees to purchase all electricity produced from jointly developed power plants,
which will use renewable energy sources (RES). The
purchase price was set at 155 euros/MWh. The
agreement will refer to purchase of electricity produced by the future hydropower plants on Ibar River
and in middle part of Drina River, which will be built
in cooperation with Italian Seci Energia.
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Italian company will provide entire funds for the project and it will be granted 51 % stake in IH, while EPS
will own the rest. The cost of the project is estimated
at 285 million EUR. Entire project was planned to be
completed in 2016, but construction works have not
started yet.
There were no developments regarding the project,
but in January 2018, Minister of Energy Aleksandar
Antic said that the Government is considering the
construction of two HPPs on Morava and Ibar rivers
(with power output of 150 and 120 MW), which will
be financed and operated by state-owned power
utility EPS.

5.2.13 Hydro Power Plants on Drina River
There are two hydro projects on Drina River with
recent activity: “Upper (Gornja) Drina” and “Middle
(Srednja) Drina”. There is also “Lower (Donja) Drina”
project but it is less attractive comparing to previous
two projects. Both project were expected to start
during 2013.
“Upper Drina” project was planned to be developed
by the joint venture company of Power utility of Republic of Srpska (ERS) and EPS, for which MoU was
signed in February 2008. During March 2009, some
media reported that German RWE could obtain majority stake in the project, while the rest would be
equally owned by ERS and EPS. That rumour was denied by the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Mining
of the Republic of Srpska. But, in November 2009,
EPS and RWE signed a Memorandum of Understanding regarding construction of several power plants,
where Gornja Drina project was included. New project for “Gornja Drina” which was to be developed
with RWE slightly differed from the one which was
to be developed with EPS. EPS never objected to
new agreement signed with ERS and RWE where it
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does not have share, and remained focused on Middle Drina project.

dropower plants will be 95 MW and their construction will cost around 200 million euros.

“Middle Drina” project will most probably be consisted of HPP Rogacica (135 MW), HPP Tegare (110
MW) and HPP Dubravica (122 MW). However, exact
number of HPPs and overall power output will be
known after completing the necessary feasibility
studies. Overall output of the future HPPs should be
over 300 MW, with overall annual output of 1.2-1.5
TWh. The overall worth of the investment is estimated at 820 million EUR.

Besides joint development of the projects for the
construction of hydropower plants Foca and Paunci
on the Drina river, Serbia and the Republic of Srpska (RS) will also cooperate on the project for the
construction of HPP Buk Bijela. At the meeting of
the Energy Committee of Serbia and the Republic
of Srpska, it was concluded that the construction of
these facilities, whose combined installed capacity
exceeds 180 MW, would equally contribute to the
stability of energy systems of both countries,

Middle Drina project is developed by joint venture
between EPS, ERS and Italian Seci Energia. In September 2010, EPS and ERS signed the cooperation
protocol for preparation of technical documentation
for future HPPs in middle part of Drina River. The
protocol referred to joint funding of feasibility study
and environmental impact study. Later, in February
2011, EPS and Italian Seci Energia have signed the
preliminary cooperation agreement for the project.
Finally, in September 2011, ERS, EPS and Seci Energia have signed preliminary agreement on strategic
partnership in the project for development of hydropower system (HES) Middle Drina. Seci Energia will
hold 51% stake in the project, while ERS and EPS will
hold remaining 49%. Seci Energia would secure subsidies for the project from the government of Italy,
where electricity from the future system should be
exported to Italy at the price of 155 EUR/MWh in
period of 15 years.
At the joint session of the Governments of Serbia
and the Republic of Srpska (RS) held in Trebinje in
August 2018, the two sides have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on the construction of
two hydropower plants on the Drina river – HPP Foca
and HPP Paunci. Joint team of experts from EPS and
ERS that will work on the project has already been
formed, combined installed capacity of the two hy-
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On 17 May 2021, Prime Ministers of the Republic
of Srpska (RS) and Serbia Radovan viskovic and Ana
Brnabic have laid a foundation stone for the hydropower plant Buk Bijela on the Drina river, which
marks the official start of the construction of this
project. According to plans, the construction of HPP
Buk Bijela should be completed in four years. However, the project is opposed by the other entity – the
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which claims
that it does not have an approval on the state level.

5.2.14 Hydro Power Plant Djerdap 3
The plans for construction of pump storage HPP
Djerdap 3 were developed in 1970s. According to
original plans, during the first stage, HPP Djerdap 3
will have power an output of 600 MW, while annual
production should reach 2 TWh. When the HPP is finally completed, its output should reach 2 400 MW,
while annual production should reach 7.6 TWh. Accumulation lake should be able to store 850 GWh of
electricity. The cost of the project is estimated at 4-6
billion EUR.
In June 2009, Ministry of Energy and Mining of Serbia confirmed it had started preliminary talks with
Chinese companies regarding the construction of
HPP Djerdap 3. On the other hand, officials from
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EPS said they had no knowledge of potential participation of Chinese companies in the project. Later,
in mid-2010, Chinese Guodian Corporation (GC) expressed interest for the project.
In mid-October 2009 in Germany, EPS and German
RWE signed a Memorandum of Understanding regarding construction of several HPPs in Serbia, where
HPP Djerdap 3 was included. During January 2010,
EPS announced beginning of preparation activities
related to these two projects. In mid 2010, general
manager of EPS confirmed that EPS and RWE have
initiated feasibility study for HPP Djerdap 3 and HPPs
on Morava River.
Romania opposed to HPP Djedap 3 project claiming
that the project needs Romanian approval. Although
HPP Djerdap 3 and its accumulation lake are completely located on the territory of Serbia, Romanian
standpoint is that pumping water from Danube to
accumulation of HPP Djerdap 3 would affect efficiency of two existing and jointly operated HPPs on
Danube River, Djerdap 1 and Djerdap 2. In order to
avoid disputes with Romania, with which it has longterm agreement for joint operation of HPPs on Danube River, Serbia obliged itself to make new project
for the HPP.
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ing the US Bechtel, are interested in the construction of new generation capacities. The US firm is
interested in the construction of hydropower plant
Djerdap 3 on the Danube, as well as a large wind
farm that could be one of the biggest ones in Europe. These projects are worth around 2 billion euros, but the talks are still at the beginning.
Minister Mihajlovic also said that important steps
toward the construction of pump-storage hydropower plant Djerdap 3 will be made in the upcoming period.

5.2.15 Hydro Power Plant Bistrica
The project envisages construction of pump storage
HPP, with four 170 MW units (680 MW output). HPP
Bistrica will be built near the existing HPPs Uvac, Bistrica and Potpec. The cost of the project is estimated at 600 million euros and the construction works
should last six years.

EPS is planning to restart this project, but with smaller output. The cost of the first phase of the project is
estimated at 400 million euros.

In 2011, EPS announced that HPP Bistrica should
be developed by EPS alone, without including strategic partners. But in March 2012, EPS and consortium of Canadian Lavalin and China Nuclear Power
Engineering (CNPE) have signed the Memorandum
of understanding for this project. The MoU includes
preparation of justifiability study, environmental impact study and preparation of financial plan for construction of PSP Bistrica.

During March 2013, Minister of energy, regional development and natural protection announced that
government of Serbia could sign an agreement for
construction of HPP Djerdap 3 with investors from
United Arab Emirates and China.

A year later, Minister of energy, regional development and natural protection announced that government of Serbia could sign a contract for construction of PSP Bistrica with Canadian company
SNC-Lavalin in 2014.

In September 2021, Serbian Minister of Mining and
Energy Zorana Mihajlovic said that the energy and
mining sector has the most space for new investments and that the largest world companies, includ-

5.2.16 Hydro Power Plants on Lim River
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The project envisages construction of two HPPs,
with overall output of 59 MW, and until recently it
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was developed by Canadian based company Renewable energy Ventures (REV) (subsidiary of Reservoir
Capital). HPPs Brodarevo 1 (26 MW) and Brodarevo
2 (33 MW), will be built on Lim River, near city of
Prijepolje. The overall annual production of HPPs
is estimated at 230 GWh. The cost of the project is
estimated at 146 million euros. Representatives of
NGOs in Prijepolje municipality several times protested against the construction of new HPPs claiming they will harm the environment.

should take part in the procedure for issuing the energy license for the project. Commenting the recent
development, REV said that that the Court verdict
was ridiculous and announced filing the appeal.

In March 2011, REV has announced construction
start for summer 2011. But soon after, In April 2011,
REV announced it gave up the project. REV said that
its business units in Prijepolje and Brodarevo would
be terminated due to unfavourable development of
the project, especially due to inability to solve legal
and property issues with landowners. REV has invested some 7.5 million EUR in preparation works,
but due to high land prices in Lucice village, where
the main dam should be built, it was decided to
cancel the project. But, government reacted and
said that the problems would be resolved, and that
obstacles for REV would be removed. Several days
later, company announced that development of the
project would be continued as scheduled.

However, in January 2018, Canadian company announced that it plans to withdrew from the project
for the construction of two hydropower plants near
Brodarevo in southern Serbia.

In June 2013, REV said it has obtained the positive opinion on the Environmental impact assessment (EIA) for hydropower plants Brodarevo 1 and
Brodarevo 2. The approval of EIA will enable company to obtain the construction permit in several
months and to start the implementation of the project this autumn, officials from REV said.
In the second half of July 2013, Administrative Court
of Serbia reached the decision on annulling the energy license for construction of HPPs Brodarevo 1
and Brodarevo 2. The license was revoked at the request of several environmental NGOs from Serbia,
who claimed that the project was not in line with
ESPO convention. NGOs also demanded that they
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At the end of March 2015, Ministry of Civil Engineering, Transort and Infrastructure issued a zoning
permit to Reservoir Capital for the construction of
hydro power plant Brodarevo 2 with installed capacity of 33.1 MW.

The statement from the company said that this decision is in line with its strategy to move from longterm and risky greenfield project developments to
clean power investments in good operating conditions. Its Serbian subsidiary, Renewable Energy Ventures, has already filed for voluntary bankruptcy.

5.2.17 Hydro Power Plant Morava
In the end of May 2012, EPS and German RWE Innogy signed the contract for establishment of joint
venture company for construction of at least five
HPPs on Morava River. The overall power output of
the future plants will be 150 MW and the cost of the
project is estimated at 352 million euros. New company, called Moravske HPPs, would be independent
electricity producer in Serbia. RWE would own 51
% stake in new company, while EPS would own the
rest. Study made by EPS and RWE proved the feasibility of the project.
The construction works should have started in 2014
or in 2015 and the first HPP should have been operational in 2017 or in 2018. The five HPPs should
produce some 650 GWh of electricity per year.
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There were no developments regarding the project,
but in January 2018, Minister of Energy Aleksandar
Antic said that the Government is considering the
construction of two HPPs on Morava and Ibar rivers
(with power output of 150 and 120 MW), which will
be financed and operated by state-owned power
utility EPS.

5.2.18 Hydro Power Plant on Sava River
In the end of June 2013, Turkish company Teknotes
signed the Memorandum of understanding with the
Pecinci municipality in Vojvodina province regarding the construction of 98 MW HPP on Sava River.
Teknotes plans to invest 300 million euros in the project.

5.2.19 Renewal of Hydro Power Plant
Zvornik
In July 2012, EPS has published the international tender for delivery of equipment and services for the
purpose of the renewal of HPP Zvornik. The deadline for bids was set to September 15. Overall cost
of the renewal was estimated at 95 million euros. It
will be funded by the 70 million euros loan provided
by German KfW Bank, while the rest will be provided
by EPS from its own sources. The renewal is aimed
to prolong operational life of HPP Zvornik by 30-40
years, and to increase output by 30%. HPP Zvornik
was put in service in 1955, and it has 96 MW output.
The renewal will include replacement of the turbines, generators, block transformers, substation
and modernization of the control system. The overall power output of the HPP will be increased up to
130 MW. In the same time, the annual electricity
production will be increased by 70 GWh, i.e. annual
production should be increased up to 550 GWh.
In March 2014, company Voith Hydro has won a tender for the revitalization of this hydropower plant.
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Two units in HPP Zvornik, which are in operation for
60 years, have been manufactured by Voith. The 70
million euros loan for the renewal of HPP Zvornik
was provided by German KfW Bank. Remaining
funds will be provided by EPS
The value of investment is around 90-100 million
euros, and the works should be completed in 2019.
During December 2014, the Acting Director of EPS’
subsidiary Drinsko-Limske elektrane said that works
should start in October 2015, after the contractor
Voith Hydro completes preparatory works.
In January 2018, EPS announced that rehabilitated
and modernized units A1 and A2 at hydropower
plant Zvornik have been commissioned, thus increasing the power output of the plant by 15 MW.
Acting Director of EPS Milorad Gric said that this
is one of the project through which EPS fulfills its
obligation to upgrade and modernize its electricity
production capacities in order to enable stable and
secure electricity supply in Serbia in the next few
decades. He added that the modernization of unit
A3 at HPP Zvornik has started earlier in January. The
modernization of HPP Zvornik should be completed
in 2019.
At the end of January 2020, the fourth and final
phase of the revitalization of HPP Zvornik was completed. New generators, under current hydrological
conditions, produce about 20 % more energy than
old ones. After the revitalization, which cost about
63 million euros, the total installed capacity of the
plant was increased by 30 % to a total of 125.6 MW.
The revitalization contributes to higher electricity
production, lower maintenance costs and extends
the life of this hydropower plant for another 40
years. The expected increase in electricity production of this hydropower plant on an annual basis will
be up to 15 %, depending on hydrological conditions
or about 70 million kilowatt-hours.
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5.3 Transmission projects
EMS plans to invest 400 million euros in next 6 years
for upgrade of network and construction of new interconnections. Part of the funds will be invested for
development of transmission grid, where the main
projects will be replacement of 220 kV power lines
with 400 kV lines in western part of Serbia. The cost
of this project is estimated at 61 million euros. The
most important part of this project will be replacement of power lines between pump storage hydropower plant Bajina Basta and 400 kV substation in
Obrenovac.
EMS is currently engaged into Trans-Balkan energy
corridor project. The aim of Trans-Balkan energy
corridor project is to connect Northeastern and
Southwestern parts of Europe, namely Romania to
Italy via Serbia. The corridor will connect Eastern
European countries which produce electricity with
consumers in Western European countries.
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crease of capacity of units at TPP Nikola Tesla A, new
unit at hydropower plant Potpec and several units
with increased capacity at other HPPs. The development plan also includes the completion of the first
phase of the Trans-Balkan corridor. It includes the
completion of the remaining three sections: Section
2 (400 kV power line from substation Kragujevac 2
to substation Kraljevo 3), Section 3 (2×400 kV power
line from substation Obrenovac to substation Bajina
Bašta), and Section 4 (2×400 kV power line between
Serbia, BiH and Montenegro).
The 3-year investment plan envisages investments
that are important from a national, regional and European perspective, and whose implementation will
have a significant impact on increasing the transmission capacity of the regional network as well as on
the development of the electricity market in Europe.

5.3.1 Recently finished projects
Serbia – Macedonia (Nis – Stip)

Trans-Balkan energy corridor should enable the
transmission of electricity over long distances with
a minimum loss of energy. Its length is over 150 kilometres and it is estimated that the project would
cost about 150 million euros. The construction of
Trans-Balkan energy corridor is supported by the
Government of Serbia and it is included in IPA 2015
donation program.

Till recently, there was one 400 kV power line and
two 220 kV power lines connecting Macedonia and
Serbia, but they run over Kosovo territory, which recently became ENTSO-e member. Due to this, new
power line was necessary in order to directly connect power systems of Serbia and Macedonia.

In October 2019, Serbian Energy Agency (AERS) approved the electricity transmission system development plan for the 2019-2028 period and electricity
transmission system investment plan for the 20192021 period, both submitted by EMS.

Power line was officially put into operation on 22nd
of January 2016, although EMS has finished works
on its section of the power line on 8th of December
2011. The construction works on Serbian section
have lasted for three and a half years. Macedonian
section was completed 4 years later.

The 10-year development plan envisages the connection to the electricity network of additional 14
wind farms, one new thermal power plant – unit
B3 at TPP Kostolac B, gas-fired CHPP Pancevo and
waste-to-energy facility at Vinca landfill, the in-

Serbian part of the interconnection is 140 km long,
where first section Nis – Leskovac is 40.5 km long
and second section, Leskovac – Macedoinan border,
is 100 km long. European agency for reconstruction
(EAR) and EMS funded this project. Overall cost of
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the Serbian part of the interconnection is 31 million
EUR, where 27 million EUR was donated from EAR,
and remaining funds were provided by EMS alone.

million euros. EMS used its own funds to finance
the project and completed it three months ahead
of schedule.

Serbia – Romania (Pancevo – Resita)

In May 2018, Romanian electricity transmission system operator Transelectrica announced that it has
commissioned Romanian section of 400 kV ResitaPancevo transmission line.

New 400 kV interconnection power line toward Romania, from Pancevo (Serbia) to Resica (Romania)
was recently completed. This particular power line
will be important for construction of wind farms in
Vojvodina province.

5.3.2 Planned projects
Serbia – Montenegro - BiH (Trans-Balkan-Corridor)

The construction of Serbian section of transmission
line between Pancevo and Resita has started in late
March 2016. The completion of construction works
and trial operation started in late 2017. The project
for the construction of parallel 400 kV transmission
line from transformer station to Romanian border is
worth 24.7 million euros and it is entirely financed
by EMS’ funds.
The new interconnection line between Romania and
Serbia has double circuits. It is 131 km long, where
63 km has been built Romanian soil. Romania and
Serbia have signed memorandum of understanding regarding this project in 2005.In July 2011, EMS
and Transelectrica agreed to speed up construction
of the future interconnection. Both companies gave
the priority status to this project.
The new power line is expected to increase electricity trade with Serbia and with the Western Europe
and it should help the transport of electricity from
wind farms and hydropower plants in the area of
Portile de Fier and Resita.
In December 2017, Serbian Government announced
that electricity transmission system operator EMS
has put into trial operation Serbian section of the
Pancevo-Resita transmission line, which is a part of
Trans-Balkan energy corridor. The construction of
this, 68 kilometres long transmission line cost 27
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Construction of 400 kV transmission line which will
connect HPP Bajina Basta (Serbia), HPP Visegrad
(Bosnia and Herzegovina) and TPP Pljevlja (Montenegro) should have started in 2017. The cost of the
works on the Serbian part of the transmission line
is around 48 million euros, while overall cost should
be some 66 million euros. The prerequisite for the
start of this joint project is completion of 400 kV link
between Kragujevac and Kraljevo.
After that, the construction of Obrenovac-Bajina
Basta transmission line should begin and then in
late 2018 or early 2019 the construction of the connection between Bajina Basta and Pljevlja in Montenegro should begin. It is planned that the whole
project should be completed by 2023.
All three countries agreed on implementation of this
project, which is considered as 3rd stage of Montenegro - Italy DC cable project.
Trans-Balkan energy corridor should enable the
transmission of electricity over long distances with a
minimum loss of energy. Its length is over 150 kilometers and it is estimated that the project would cost
about 150 million euros. The construction of TransBalkan energy corridor is supported by the Government of Serbia and it is included in IPA 2015 donation program.
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In March 2017, EMS has signed an agreement with
German KfW Bank on a loan for the construction of
a part of Trans-Balkan corridor, namely KragujevacKraljevo section. The loan worth 15 million euros
will provide funds for the second section of the first
phase of Trans-Balkan corridor construction in Serbia. The loan repayment period is 12 years, with a
grace period of three years, while the guarantees
are provided by the Government of Serbia. At the
same time, an agreement on a grant of 6.5 million
euros under the Investment Framework for Western
Balkans (WBIF) was also signed. The remainder of
the funds needed for the construction of this section
will be provided by EMS.

This 60 kilometers-long line is part of the second
phase of the Trans-Balkan Electricity Corridor project on Serbian territory. Total investment in the
second phase of the project should amount to 29.6
million euros, which includes the reconstruction of
two substations in Kragujevac and Kraljevo. The construction is expected to be completed in early 2021.

The second section of the first phase of Trans-Balkan
corridor envisages the raising of electricity transmission grind in central and western Serbia to the 400
kV voltage level. The average age of the equipment
installed on the current 220 kV network in these areas is about 50 years and it needs to be replaced.
The project includes the construction of KragujevacKraljevo 400 kV transmission line and the extension
of 220/110 kV Kraljevo 3 substation to 400 kV.

The works include the construction of a 400 kV
switchyard and 400/220 kV transformer in Kraljevo
3 substation, and equipping a 400kV feeder bay in
the 400/110 kV Kragujevac 2 substation. The works
are expected to be completed within 610 days.

In March 2020, EMS has signed a 13.5 million euros worth contract for the construction of a 400
kV Kragujevac-Kraljevo overhead transmission line
with a consortium led by local company Koda Elektromontaza.
The statement from EMS said that this 60 kilometerslong line is part of the second phase of the Trans-Balkan Electricity Corridor project on Serbian territory.
Total investment in the second phase of the project
should amount to 29.6 million euros, which includes
the reconstruction of two substations in Kragujevac
and Kraljevo. Construction works on the transmission line are expected to start in April.

In September 2020, EMS signed 6.5 million euros
contract for works on transformer stations within
the second phase of the Trans-Balkan Electricity
Corridor project with local consortium consisting of
Energotehnika Juzna Backa, Elektromontaza Kraljevo and Elnos BL.

In February 2021, EMS has received a grant in the
amount of 12.8 million euros from the Western
Balkans Investment Framework (WBIF) for the construction of a third phase of Trans-Balkan Corridor.
The grant will be provided by German KfW Bank.
Also, the Parliamentary Financial Committee adopted the draft law on providing guarantees to the
German Development Bank (KfW) for the 40 million euros loan taken by EMS for the purpose of the
construction of the Serbian section of Trans-Balkan
Corridor. The loan is intended for financing the construction of Obrenovac-Bajina Basta section and the
upgrade of Bajina Basta substation to 400 kV, which
represents the third phase of the Trans-Balkan Corridor project.

In June 2020, EMS started the construction of a 400
kV Kragujevac-Kraljevo overhead transmission line.
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Chapter 6. Renewable Energy
6.1 Introduction and feed-in tariffs
The most of the Serbia’s theoretical RES potential is
in biomass (49 %). The rest of the potential is in large
HPPs (27 %), solar energy (13 %), wind energy (4%),
geothermal energy (4 %) and small HPPs (3 %). The
exploitable RES potential in Serbia is estimated at 6
million toe per year, i.e. 3.3 million toe from biomass,
1.7 million toe from hydropower, 200,000 toe from
geothermal sources, 200,000 toe from wind power
and 600,000 toe from solar power. In this moment,
Serbia uses some 2 million toe of its RES potential: 1
million toe from biomass (mostly firewood) and 0.9
million toe from hydropower sources.
According to EPS officials, Serbia is currently using about 55 % of its hydro potential, while annual
production of electricity in this segment amounts
to 10.5 TWh. However, it is technically possible to
achieve annual electricity production of 19.5 TWh
from using hydropower. Electricity produced in hydropower plants currently accounts for about 30 %
of total produced electricity in Serbia, while EPS produces between 24 and 25 TWh of electricity per year
in thermal power plants, Serbia is placed second in
the region regarding hydro potential, behind Romania, but even the full utilization of its hydro potential
could not provide complete energy security.
Renewable energy activities in Serbia became more
intensive from December 2009, when feed-in tariffs
were adopted. However, although there are some
wind project in construction, and insignificant output of photovoltaic, only small HPPs gained significant interest among investors. Legal procedure for
obtaining all necessary permits is still long lasting,
and legislation for PPAs still not adopted. Currently,
there are only 7 licenses for electricity generation in
power plants with output of over 1 MW.
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According to the Draft action plan for RES, Serbia
should build some 1,100 MW in RES power plants
until 2020. Overall investments in abovementioned
projects are estimated at 2 billion euros. The Action plan envisages the increase of the share of RES
power plants in overall electricity production from
29 %, in this moment, up to 37 % until 2020 (including large hydro). In the same time, Serbia wants to
increase the share of green energy in overall energy
consumption from 21.2 % up to 27 % until 2020.
According to 2015 annual report of Energy Community, Serbia is not on track to meet the target
of increasing of the share of renewable energy by
2020 and may need to revise the plan for the development of this sector. The investments are minimal
because since 2012 only 30 MW of installed capacity
in plants which produce electricity from renewable
sources were built.
The report estimates that it is needed to further
coordinate and streamline the administrative procedures and the procedures for issuing permits and
connecting to the network, in order to create an environment attractive to investors.
According to the projections made in the report on
the basis of actual results, policies and planned incentives, Serbia will at best reach the target of 25.9
% share of RES by 2020, which is about one percent
less than the target that it had committed to.
Serbia has made a commitment to increase the
share of renewable energy to 27 % in gross final
energy consumption by 2020, from 21.9 % recorded
in 2009. National Action Plan for renewable energy
sources, adopted in June 2013, provided the measCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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ures for reaching the share of 27.3 % by 2020. In
December 2016, the share of renewable energy in
gross consumption reached 23.12 %
In late 2021, Serbian Minister of Mining and Energy
Zorana Mihajlovic said that the country’s goal is to
have at least 40 % of its energy produced from renewable energy sources (RES) by 2040 and more than
50 % by 2050. She added that emissions of harmful gases in the next 10 years are expected to follow
the EU average. She pointed out that the adoption
of the new legal framework laid the foundation for
the implementation of the new energy policy. The
issue of decarbonization, green energy transition is a
global and generational issue and as such it requires
a unique answer and joint action. The value of the
projects of the new investment cycle is 17 billion euros, of which at least 5 will be for RES.
In spring 2017, Minister of Energy Aleksandar Antic
confirmed Serbia's commitment to this cause, stating that the country will soon be able to meet its obligation of having 27 % of its electricity consumption
coming from renewable energy sources by 2020,
considering that the current percentage is between
23 and 24. He said that in the coming period special focus will be placed on using biomass as Serbia’s
greatest potential, adding that projects which were
supposed to secure additional 500 MW from wind
power are also in progress.
In early 2018, Minister of Energy Aleksandar Antic
said that Serbia has commissioned over 100 MW in
RES capacity in the past few years, while additional
250 MW will be put into operation by the end of this
year. The plan is to commission another 200-250
MW in renewable energy sources (RES) in 2019 in
order to reach the target of 27 % RES share in total
electricity consumption by 2020.
Serbia expects to have 600 MW of installed capacity in renewable energy sources by the end of 2020,
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and the launch of an auction-based model for incentives for the development of renewable energy projects, instead of the currently used feed-in tariff, is
currently being considered.
According to Minister Antic, Serbia’s total RES potential is around 5.6 million tons of oil equivalent, of
which 3.3 million comes from biomass. He pointed
out that Serbia finds wind and solar parks more attractive, but is neglecting its potential in biomass.
There needs to be a much greater focus on biomass,
and the Ministry has worked on promoting it and
will continue to do so by raising small facilities and
making investments in biomass and biogas, but primarily through constant pressure on remote heating
systems.
In December 2009, Serbia has adopted feed-in tariffs for electricity generation, while revisited tariffs
were adopted in 2013:
Feed-in tariff
Type of power plant
Small Hydro Power Plant
Biomass Power Plant
Biogas Power Plant
Landfill Gas Power Plants
Solar Power Plants
Wind Farms
Geothermal Power Plants
Combined Heat/Electricity Power Plants
Commercial Residue Power Plants

(eurocent/kWh)
7.4 - 13.7
8.2 - 13.8
12 - 16
6.7
16.3-19.8
9.2
7.5
7.6 - 10.4
8.5 - 9.2

New Bylaw was also adopted, related to production
from RES. The Bylaw prescribes the minimum efficiency rate for production of electricity in combined
power plants as well as the overall maximum installed power output in wind farms and solar plants
that could obtain the status of privileged producers.
The quota for wind farms was increased from 450
up to 500 MW, i.e. the first 300 MW will be entitled
to feed-in tariffs until 2015, while the rest of 200
MW of the quota refers to the wind farms built until
2020. The solar power quota was set at 6 MW for
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solar power plants built on ground and at 4 MW on
residential buildings. The new feed-in tariffs for the
first time envisaged adjustment of tariffs in accordance to inflation rate in EU once per year.
In accordance with the Bylaw on green energy fee,
EPS has implemented RES fee in electricity bills, and it
is being revisited each year. Funds collected through
new fee would be transferred to power plants that
use RES, which are entitled to feed-in tariffs. During
2013, some 10 million euros was collected through
RES fee. Current green energy fee stands at some
0.073 eurocent/kWh or about 0.4 euros per month
on average.
According to Serbian newspapers, a total of 9.54
million euros was paid in subsidies for electricity
produced by wind farms in 2018.
In early 2019, Serbian Government adopted a decision on the special fee which serves as an incentive for the production of electricity from renewable
energy sources in 2019, which should remain at the
same level as in the previous year – around 0.08 eurocents/kWh.
In late 2020, Serbian Government adopted a decision of the increase of fees for encouraging electricity production from renewable sources, paid by end
consumers through their electricity bills. The new
fee will come into effect as of 1 January 2021 and
will amount to 0.0037 euros/kWh, which is more
than four times higher compared to the previous
figure.
The increased RES fee will help state-owned power
utility EPS to stabilize its financial situation, since it
is obliged to purchase electricity produced by privileged RES producers at preferential prices. According to consultant Bogdan Petrovic, in order to recover EPS's finances, it would be necessary to increase
RES fees, through which electricity production from
renewable energy sources is financed. Either the
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RES fee will be increase or the losses will have to be
solved with state subsidies. The fee has not been
increased so far, and new wind farms, which were
approved several years ago, have recently been put
into operation.
The RES fee has not changed since 2015, while the
supply of electricity from privileged producers has
increased eight times in that period. Last year, over
105 million euros were paid for the purchase of electricity from privileged producers, while EPS charges
0.074 euros/kWh of electricity sold to end users
through feed-in tariffs. Petrovic estimated that EPS
will make losses of 120 to 150 million euros annually
only due to insufficient revenues from RES fees.
The new Law on Renewable Energy Sources, adopted in 2021, enables Serbian citizens to produce and
sell “green” electricity, thus reducing energy consumption in their households and electricity and
heating bills. As explained by the Ministry of Mining
and Energy, the new law introduces market premiums instead of the current feed-in tariffs, which will
expose RES producers to the influence of the market
and competition, reducing costs for citizens and the
economy, while investors have guaranteed stability
and predictability of the legal framework.
Feed-in tariffs are retained only for small-scale power plants and demonstration projects, in accordance
with EU state aid rules. These incentives will also be
awarded via auctions according to the same rules
as auctions for the allocation of market premiums,
which will also reduce the prices of the feed-in tariffs.
The draft law on the use of renewable energy sources introduced for the first time the concept of buyerproducer (so-called prosumer), which represents a
buyer of electricity who can also produce electricity
for their own needs, while delivering surplus electricity to the grid and thus reduce its electricity bills.
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EPS has previously signed agreements for the purchase of electricity from privileged producers, ie:
- 112 hydro producers (70.3 MW output)
- 18 ground solar producers (5.4 MW output)
- 17 wind producers (500 MW output)
- 20 biogas producers (21.4 MW output)
- 1 biomass producer (2.4 MW output)
- 11 cogeneration producers (20.9 MW output)
In October 2019, Director of the Energy Community
Secretariat Janez Kopac said that Serbia needs to introduce an auction-based model for the purchase of
electricity generated by renewable energy sources
in order to make it cheaper and more sustainable.
He stressed that feed-in tariff model is still in force in
Serbia, which makes renewable energy much more
expensive, adding that auction-based model has
already been introduced by other countries in the
regions such as North Macedonia, Montenegro and
Albania and that Serbia should do the same. Serbia
also needs to introduce a carbon dioxide taxation for
coal-fired thermal power plants, otherwise, if Serbia
enters the European market for the trade of CO2
emissions, all coal-fired power plants would bankrupt in a single day.
The main support scheme for the production of electricity from renewable energy sources in Serbia is a
feed-in tariff, which range between 7.5 and 18.33
euros per MWh. The producers of electricity from
renewable energy sources can benefit from the financial incentive once they acquire the status of a
privileged power producer granted once the renewable energy facility is connected to the network.
In early 2019, Serbian Minister of Energy and Mining
Aleksandar Antic said that Serbia plans to draft an
auction-based model for the development of future
RES projects by mid-2019. However, the projects
that have already been started under a feed-in tar-
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iff mechanism will be completed under the original
model.
According to power utility EPS, privileged and temporary privileged producers from renewable energy
sources and high-efficiency cogeneration generated
a total of 1,361 GWh of electricity in 2019, which is
more than twice the amount generated in the previous year (638 GWh).
In 2019, wind farms produced 892 GWh or 65.5 %
of total amount, hydropower plants generated 230
GWh (16.9 %), biomass – 136 GWh (9.9 %), natural
gas – 91 GWh (6.6 %), while solar power plants generated 10 GWh or 0.8 %.
In 2018, RES mix was as follows: hydropower plants
with 265 GWh (42.3 %), wind farms – 150 GWh (23.9
%), biomass – 95 GWh (15.2 %), natural gas - 100
GWh (15.9 %) and solar power plants with 10 GWh
or 1.6 %.
In 2019, three large-scale wind farms (69 MW Kosava, 104.5 MW Kovacica and 158 MW Cibuk 1) were
commissioned and those generated 892 out of total
1,361 GWh of electricity produced from renewable
sources.
Privileged producers were paid 62.8 million through
RES support scheme in 2018, while in 2019 the
amount almost doubled to 115.5 million euros.
In October 2011, EPS Renewable Energy Sources was
formed, as a branch office of EPS. The new branch
has the head office in city of Uzice and it started to
operate on January 1, 2012. The new branch within
EPS is in charge for management of all RES projects
and for signing the contracts - negotiations with investors.
In June 2016, the Government has adopted bylaws
which allow investors to build wind farms in Serbia.
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Although it should have been adopted a year and
a half ago, new regulation stipulates agreements
between EPS and the investors, but also with banks
which will finance the construction.

support scheme should not entirely rely on feed-in
tariffs, but it should be more aligned with market
principles in order to encourage competition in the
RES sector.

New regulations could provide over a billion euros
of foreign investments to Serbia, while various financial institutions, including the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the US
Investment Fund, supported the adoption of these
regulations.

In May 2020, The European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD) has launched an invitation
for expressing interest in providing consultancy services for the implementation of renewable energy
auctions in Serbia.

In May 2017, Green for Growth Fund (GGF) announced that it has signed a loan agreement in the
amount of 20 million euros with UniCredit Bank
Serbia to finance renewable energy projects in the
country. In addition to the financing, GGF will provide support through the technical verification and
monitoring of projects.
The GGF was initiated as a public-private partnership in December 2009 by Germany’s KfW Development Bank and the European Investment Bank. It
invests in measures designed to cut energy use and
carbon dioxide emissions by a minimum of 20% in
the 19 countries, including Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro
and Serbia.
In early 2018, representative of the Ministry of Mining and Energy Rastislav Kragic said that the current
set of measures for inciting electricity production
from renewable energy sources will expire at the
end of the year, but the Ministry is already working
on the new support scheme.
Kragic stressed that the most important thing is for
incentive measures to create a positive climate for
the development of the RES sector and that the intention is to keep the feed-in tariff system as long
as possible. However, The Energy Community Secretariat has previously recommended that the new
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The assignment is expected to start in July 2020 and
should last for a total of 24 months and its cost is
estimated at 1.3 million euros. EBRD plans to hire
a consultant to provide support to the Serbian authorities in preparing and implementing renewable
energy auctions, and to advise on how to improve
the efficiency of the balancing costs arrangements
for renewable energy in the country.
In June 2018, Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabic
said that the quotas for the guaranteed purchase
of electricity produced by wind farms in Serbia will
not be increased in the coming period. This quota
currently stands at 500 MW. She said that the construction of new wind farms will primarily depend
on the lowest price received on tenders, adding that
currently ongoing wind projects, primarily located in
northern province of Vojvodina have already fulfilled
the quota, but there is also interest in the construction of wind farms in eastern Serbia. However, the
quotas will not be increased and, according to European practice, the investors in the construction of
new wind farms will be selected based on the lowest
price offered on tenders that will be published by
the state.
In December 2018, EPS and ProCredit Bank have
signed a contract for the sale of renewable energy
with guarantees of origin, the first of its kind in Serbia. According to the contract, EPS will deliver only
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the electricity generated by its hydropower plants or
other renewable energy capacities.
The statement from EPS said that the installed capacity of HPPs owned and operated by the company is
2.9 GW, while annual electricity generation of these
plants reaches over 10,000 GWh. However, customers with guaranteed supply, namely households, will
not be able to purchase electricity with the guarantees of origin, because the law does not allow that,
therefore this service is currently only available for
commercial customers. Acting Director of EPS Milorad Grcic said that the company plans to increase
electricity production from renewable sources, as
it is investing in modernization and upgrade of its
HPPs and the construction of its first wind farm near
Kostolac.
In the proposal of the rebalance of the budget for
2020, Serbian Government foresaw subsidies to
public companies in the electricity sector in the
amount of some 38 million euros, which is a precedent in the current planning of public finances.
According to experts, these subsidies can only be
directed to power utility EPS, and the potential reason is the losses due the increased purchase of electricity from renewable energy sources at subsidized
prices.
According to consultant Bogdan Petrovic, in order
to recover EPS's finances, it would be necessary to
increase the feed-in tariffs, through which renewable energy sources are financed. Either the fee for
renewable energy sources will increase or the losses
will have to be solved with subsidies. The fee has not
been increased so far, and new wind farms, which
were approved several years ago, have recently
been put into operation.
The feed-in tariff has not changed since 2015, while
the supply of electricity from privileged producers
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has increased eight times in that period. Last year,
over 105 million euros were paid for the purchase
of electricity from privileged producers, while EPS
charges 0.074 euros/kWh of electricity sold to end
users through feed-in tariffs.
Petrovic estimated that EPS will make losses of 120
to 150 million euros annually only due to insufficient
revenues from feed-in tariffs.
In April 2021, Minister of Energy Zorana Mihajlovic
and the manager of the Renewable Energy Sources
Association Danijela Isailovic signed the Agreement
on Cooperation between the Ministry and the Association, sending a clear message that Serbia would
work more on energy production from RES, because
the vision of Serbia is to have at least 40 % of electricity produced from renewable sources by 2040.
Minister Mihajlovic reminded that, recently, the
Serbian parliament had adopted new laws on renewable energy sources and energy efficiency and
amendments to the laws on mining and energy,
which represent the basis for further development
and energy transition of Serbia. She stressed the importance of such modern laws that will enable Serbia to develop faster on the path of green transition.
This agreement also means an invitation to investors to come and invest in Serbia, because there is
a lot of potential, and the Government has made all
procedures efficient and fast and to get good prices
and new gas, biomass, wind and solar power plants
through competition. So far, the most has been invested in wind farms, but there is no reason not to
get more energy from solar power plants and other
renewable sources.
The Renewable Energy Sources Association was established on 1 March in cooperation with the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD). The association was founded with the aim of
contributing to the improvement of the business enCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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vironment in the field of renewable energy, the transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources,
raising awareness of the importance of renewable
energy and environmental protection, the decarbonization of Serbia and the global fight against climate change.
In June 2021, EPS presented the ZelEPS project,
namely the possibility of purchasing "green electricity" produced from renewable sources, which reduces carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.
EPS Director for the development of free market
Bratislav Dzomic said that renewable energy in Serbia dates back to the 19th century, and continues
today, in times of great climate change and pollution
when it is probably more important for society and
environmental production than ever. Green electricity is produced by 15 hydropower plants with total
capacity of 3,015 MW, which represents 38 % of EPS’
installed capacity and a third of the total electricity
production in Serbia. He added that EPS plans to develop other means of renewable energy production,
such as wind and solar.
According to him, EPS concluded the first contract
on the delivery of green energy at the end of 2018,
immediately after Serbia adopted European standards in that area. The delivery of green energy is
proven by a guarantee of origin that serves to confirm to the customer that the energy he pays for
is produced in renewable sources. Only producers
such as EPS, whose production capacities are registered in the Register of producers from renewable
sources, with the Ministry of Mining and Energy, can
obtain a guarantee of origin. At the request of the
producer, the guarantee of origin is issued by electricity transmission system operator EMS, who became a full member of AIB (European Association
of Issuing Bodies) in 2019, when the Serbian market
was integrated into the EU market.
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EPS said that the amount of contracted energy from
renewable sources for 2021 is currently 50 % higher
than in 2020.
In September 2021, Serbian Government has adopted the legal framework for the issuance of green
bonds, which aims to provide financing for projects
that contribute to environmental sustainability, such
as renewable energy projects. By adopting this document, Serbia has become the first Balkan country
to publicly declare its commitment to promoting
awareness of environmental, social and corporate
governance of projects that contribute to climate
change mitigation and environmental protection.
This will enable Serbia to access the global capital
markets in ESG format.
Green bonds, whose market has been developing
more and more in recent years, represent a relatively new form of project financing in the field of
climate change mitigation, thanks to the increase of
investors' climate awareness and the demand for investment in this type of financing.
Soon after, the Ministry of Finance announced that
Serbia has launched its first green bond issue in the
amount of 1 billion euros, with a maturity date of
seven years and a coupon rate of 1 %, the lowest
yet in the international market. With the issue of
the bonds, Serbia has joined the ranks of the rare
European countries which have issued green bonds
in the international financial market, and which are
meant exclusively for the financing of environmentally-friendly projects.
The high level of demand has enabled Serbia to
secure favorable interest rates. The total demand
amounted to over 6 billion euros from more than
200 investors, which enabled the lowering of the interest rate by 0.35 % for the green, and by 0.30 % for
the normal, fifteen-year bonds.
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Premium-based wind auctions
In November 2021, Serbian Government adopted a
decree on the quota of the market premium system
for wind power plants. The decree was adopted in
order to increase the production of electricity from
renewable sources and create a competitive RES
market in Serbia.
The premiums will be awarded on RES auctions,
which will be conducted on the basis of quotas prescribed by the Government. The first wind auction
will be held by the end of the year with a quota of
400 MW. Power plants eligible to participate in RES
auction must have installed capacity higher than
500 kW, with the exception of wind farms where the
minimum rises to 3 MW.
Based on the adopted methodologies and the Decree of the Government of the Republic of Serbia on
the quota in the market premium system for wind
power plants, the Council of the Energy Agency of
the Republic of Serbia (AERS) made a decision on determining the maximum purchase price for auctions
for electricity from wind power plants. The maximum purchase price for electricity produced in wind
farms with an installed capacity of more than 3 MW
is 5.57 eurocents/kWh.
However, the Serbian Association of Renewable Energy Sources (RES Serbia) has expressed concerns
for the future of RES sector in Serbia after the setting of the maximum purchase price for electricity
produced by wind farms, which, due to the model
of two-way premiums, could make investors decide
not to take part in auctions, whereas finance institutions and banks could decide not to finance projects.
Serbian Government recently adopted the Decree
on Market Premium and Feed-In Tariffs by the model of a two-way floating premium, which means that
the state will give premiums to investors when the
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price in the market is lower than the one reached at
an auction, while investors will give premiums to the
state when the price is higher than the one achieved
at an auction. Subsequently, the Energy Agency of
the Republic of Serbia (AERS) adopted the decision
on setting the maximum purchase price for the purposes of auctions for electricity produced by wind
farms. The maximum purchase price for electricity
produced in wind farms with an installed capacity of
more than 3 MW is 5.57 eurocents/kWh.
RES Serbia said that the set price is one of the lowest
in Europe. For example, in Albania, a maximum price
of 7.5 eurocents per kWh was set last week. The Association points out that representatives of investors and finance providers, members and partners
of RES Serbia, are extremely dissatisfied with the set
price, which brings into question the purpose and
a positive outcome of the carrying out of the first
auction which is planned for the end of 2021, or the
beginning of 2022.
According to RES Serbia, the goal and the purpose
of the setting of the maximum price were certainly
not supposed to be such as to make it minimal and
cheapest from the start, because investors should
achieve the lowest prices at auctions. Instead, the
highest level was supposed to be set, which the
investors must not exceed. It is obvious that this
price is a consequence of a wrong approach and
the misunderstanding of the purpose of the setting
of a maximum price for the purposes of auctions.
This price will certainly not have a stimulative effect
in the market. With this kind of a two-way floating
premium model and this kind of a maximum price,
which is in essence a minimum price, it is certain
that Serbia will no longer be an attractive market for
investors. The Association believes that there has
been a misunderstanding of the concept and that all
the announcements of support to the green energy
sector will truly be realized and that the relevant ac-
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tors will understand the consequences of these decisions.
RES Serbia says that they expect an explanation from
AERS and the publishing of the parameters used in
defining the maximum price and adds that there is
still room to reconsider the decisions and prevent
the organization of unsuccessful auctions.
The Ministry of Energy is planning to hold the first
wind auction in early 2022.
Cooperation of EPS with other investors
In March 2012, EPS and consortium of Spanish companies have signed Memorandum of understanding regarding electricity production from RES. The
consortium of Spanish companies includes SubcoBiniluca, Grupo Labaro, Energy Resources, Catalana
Investors Pull and Catalana Energy Institute. EPS and
Spanish companies plan to build small hydropower
plants on rivers Ibar and Morava and to build solar
parks.
In February 2012, EPS announced that the President of US company New Generation Power (NGP)
Chirinjeev Kathuria has confirmed NGP’s interest for
investing in renewable energy sources in Serbia. According to the press release of EPS, the consortium
led by NGP and EPS should sign the letter of intent
for construction of 1,430 MW in power plants. The
overall worth of the projects is some 4 billion dollars.
The projects should include construction of 50 MW
in solar parks, 200 MW in biomass power plants, 50
MW in waste fired power plants, 450 MW in wind
farms and 680 MW in large hydropower plants. Kathuria confirmed this in Brussels in the second half
of February, during the debate named “Serbia as an
investment destination”. There are no recent development with respect to this project.
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6.2 Small hydro power plants
There is around 180 operational small HPPs in Serbia.
Some 40 are operated by EPS (20 MW output) and
138 operated by private producers (40 MW). Serbia
has made the cadastre of small HPPs 20 years ago.
According to the cadastre, potential power output
in small HPPs stands at 450 MW, while annual production was estimated at 1.55 TWh or some 15 % of
overall electricity production of HPPs in Serbia. Hydropower potential in small HPPs accounts for 10 %
of overall RES potential of Serbia. By some analysis,
small HPPS with power output up to 10 MW could
be able to produce around 4.8% of overall electricity in the country. There are 856 potential sites for
small hydro power plants with a capacity of up to 10
MW.
Only five small HPPs have been built during 2015,
with overall output of 4 MW. Currently, several small
HPPs are under construction, and they are expected
to be completed by mid-2016.
Officials from national water company Srbijavode
believe that hydropower potential could hardly become Serbia’s development potential. They said that
only 20 % of 850 locations for small HPPs meet technical terms, while this percentage is even lower for
economic viability. If HPPs were built on every possible location, some 2,500-3,000 km of water flows
in Serbia would become sewer, Srbijavode warned.
Till mid-2010, Ministry of Energy and Mining has issued 20 permits for small HPPs with overall output
of 53 MW. Small HPPs should be built in municipalities Kursumlija, Crna Trava, Krusevac, Cajetina, Priboj, Uzice, Arilje, Kraljevo and Zagubica, while wind
farms should be built in Bela Crkva, Kovin, Vrsac, Alibunar, Plandiste, Indjija, Golubac and Vrsac. There
are also several on-going projects for small HPPS
with output above 2 MW, but largest number of projects is for small output, up to 500 kW.
Country Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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None of the 293 small HPPs for which the Serbian
Ministry of Mining and Energy has issued permits
two years ago has yet been built. Those which were
built, were built by local companies, and concession
were granted outside these tenders.
EPS is currently in a process of renewing 15 existing
and construction of 7 new small HPPs. EPS plans to
build HPPs Bovan, Celije, Braje, Zlatibor, Parmenac,
Selova and Vrutci. In the same time, existing small
HPPs Radaljska reka, Vrelo, Raska, Seljasnica, Turica,
Kratovska reka, Pod gradom, Moravica, Sveta Petka,
Sicevo, Temac, Sokolovica, Gamzigrad, Vucje and Jelasnica will be revitalized.
In February 2016, EPS published a tender for the development of investment and technical documentation and consulting services for the reconstruction
of its small hydropower plants.
In the first half of 2017, EPS has republished an invitation for the rehabilitation of its small HPPs, since
there were no interested parties on the previous
tender. These SHPPs are waiting for the refurbishment for six years already, since EPS obtained funds
for that purpose from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) in 2011. EPS is
now obligied to pay penalties due to the fact that
provided funds have not been withdrawn for six
years. According to the new tender, rehabilitation
works are expected to be completed in 2018.
Current overall output mentioned 15 small HPPs is
17.7 MW, while their annual output stands at 55
GWh. After the renewals, their overall power output
would be increased up to 23.3 MW and their annual
production should be increased up to 77 GWh. 23
million euros will be spent for reconstruction of 15
existing small HPPs. On other hand, overall power
output of seven new HPPs will be 13 MW. The cost
of the construction of eight small HPPs is estimated
at 19 million euros. The implementation of the pro97
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jects should reduce emission of CO2 by 60,000 tons
per year.
The projects will be funded by EPS itself and by 45
million euros loan provided by the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). The
officials from EPS said that the project is developing
as planned. The modernization of existing HPPs is
being managed by Energoprojekt-Hidroinzenjering,
while the construction of new HPPs is being managed by Jaroslav Cerni Institute.
Within this project, in May 2018 EPS has launched
tenders for the construction of two small hydropower plants on existing dams – SHPP Celije near Krusevac and SHPP Rovni near Valjevo. It is expected that
the contract will be signed in the third quarter of this
year and all works have to be completed within 62
weeks from the date of the signing of the contract.
EPS has been also engaged in preparation of the
technical documentation for construction of several
other small HPPs. The company also plans to build
HPPs within the water supply system of city of Nis.
In April 2020, EPS launched a tender for the supervision services for the project of reconstruction of
small hydropower plants. The tender is related to
the reconstruction of the following SHPPs owned
and operated by EPS: SHPP Raska, SHPP Sveta Petka,
SHPP Sicevo, SHPP Temac, SHPP Sokolovica, SHPP
Vucje and SHPP Jelasnica. Local company Energoprojekt-Hidroinzenjering is preparing projects for
the reconstruction of these facilities.
The projects envisage construction works on the
power plants' machine buildings, construction
works on the reconstruction, repair or adaptation of
input-output systems, works on the reconstruction
of hydro-technical installations, works on the reconstruction or replacement of production generators
and the accompanying mechanical, hydro-mechanCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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ical and electrical equipment of the generators and
the power plants.

and its related companies which owns seven SHPPs
in Crna Trava municipality in Southeastern Serbia.

The supervision services contract envisages visual
examination of the facilities and the works, providing instructions to the contractor, cooperating with
the contractor and the designer and solving all other
issues that arise.

In April 2018, Energy Minister Aleksandar Antic and
the Ambassador of Austria to Serbia Nikolaus Lutterotti discussed the cooperation between the two
countries in the energy sector. Ambassador Lutterotti said on the occasion that Austria is ready for further strengthening of cooperation, especially in the
construction of small hydro power plants (SHPP),
given the considerable hydro energy potential of
Serbia.

According to tender documentation, the productivity and reliability of these SHPPs is significantly reduced due to their old age and wear of the
equipment. Therefore, EPS is planning their reconstruction and modernization in order to extend their
operational life by 20 year. The project is financed by
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD).
Newest small HPP built by EPS is HPP Prvonek, in
April 2012. The HPP Prvonek was built on water supply accumulation near Vranje. The cost of the project
was 1.6 million euros, and the funds were provided
by EPS. HPP has two units and overall power output
of 0.9 MW, and annual production of 2.5-3 GWh.
EPS announced that it will start the construction of
670 kW SHPP Ivanjica on the Moravica river in March
2018.
The small HPPs in Serbia are entitled to feed-in tariffs, which vary between 7.4 eurocents/kWh and
13.7 eurocents/kWh, in period of 12 years.
41.6 million euros was paid to operators of small hydropower plants (SHPP) as incentives for produced
electricity in the period between 2013 and 2016. The
majority of this amount went to the state, namely
almost 14 million euros, as state-owned power utility owns and operates several such facilities within
its subsidiary Drinsko-limske Elektrane. The amount
of 7.2 million euros was paid to Eco Energo Group
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According to Minister of Construction Zorana Mihajlovic, out of 800 locations suitable for the construction of small hydropower plants, Serbia is currently using only less than 50.
In October 2018, the Ministry of Environmental Protection said that it is preparing new amendments
with the ultimate goal to ban the construction of
small hydropower plants, especially in protected areas. The Ministry strongly opposes the construction
of SHPPs in protected areas and reminded that some
have already been built in such areas, for example on
Stara Planina. He noted that their construction is too
expensive and financially unfeasible, besides being
harmful to the nature. The Ministry has not issued
a single permit for SHPP construction in protected
areas, but the current law is flawed and allows such
practice, which is why the Ministry is now proposing
amendments that will ban the construction in such
areas, as well as the surrounding areas.
In November same year, Serbian Supreme Court of
Cassation confirmed the decision of the Ministry of
Environmnetal Protection to block the constriction
of small hydropower plant Paklestica on the Visocica
river on Stara Planina. The Ministry had previously
appealed against the decision of the Administrative
Court, which annulled its decision from April 2018
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to block the construction of SHPPs within the protected natural preserve at Stara Planina.
The Ministry pointed to major differences between
the environmental impact study produced by the
investor proposing to build the SHPP and the situation on the ground found by the Institute for Nature
Conservation of Serbia. The institute determined
that the study made no mention of the fact that protected species can be found in the river. This was the
reason why the Ministry blocked the construction,
noting that a permit would not have been issued
had these facts been taken into account when the
environmental impact study was approved.
In October 2019, Serbian Minister of Environment
Goran Trivan said that the amendments to the law
on protection of nature will ban the construction
of small hydropower plants in protected areas, but
those already built in such areas will not be demolished. He stressed that SHPPs of the derivation type
are harmful, especially considering the way some of
them were built, adding that the Ministry's position
has always been that this type of SHPPs cannot be
built in protected areas. The Ministry of Energy and
the Ministry of Environmental Protection offer to
anyone who might have obtained a permit for construction in protected areas to exchange those locations for others outside protected areas.
Mass protests have been organized in 2019 against
the construction of small hydropower plants in Serbia, some of which led to blockades of construction
sites and even physical altercations. In October, an
investor has pulled out of the project for the construction of 350 kW SHPP Topli Dol 1 on the Rakitska
river within the Stara Planina protected area.
According to CEE Bankwatch Nerwork report published in early 2021, fees paid by electricity consumers are used to incentivize small hydropower plants
(SHPP) which have caused widespread protests
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across Serbia. Despite the fact that there were more
than 100 SHPPs operating in Serbia in 2019, according to AERS, they only generated around 0.7 % of
the country’s electricity. Their construction destroys
swathes of forests for access roads, increasing erosion, and their operation causes countless mountain
streams to run dry.
In fact, Serbia’s current Law on Energy is also the only
in the Western Balkan region which allows feed-in
tariffs for hydropower plants up to 30 MW. In reality,
no plants over 10 MW have been built while the Law
has been in force, and most of the controversy has
been aimed at small plants. However, larger plants
are also controversial, and subsidizing these would
bring even higher consumer costs and more protests.
Under the EU Energy and Environment State Aid
Guidelines, feed-in tariffs would still be allowed for
hydropower under 500 kW or lower. Given the controversy about small hydropower plants, including
those under 500 kW, one option would be to decrease this threshold to below 100 kW. However,
given their minimal contribution to energy generation capacity, and the negative experience so far
with enforcing environmental legislation at such
dispersed plants, Bankwatch advocates for a halt to
hydropower incentives altogether.
These controversial uses of consumers’ money
threaten to undermine public support for energy
transition as a whole and make it imperative that
Serbia, like any other country, brings its renewables
support costs down to a minimum and only supports
those technologies which can significantly contribute to energy generation and which are the most
environmentally acceptable, Bankwatch concludes.
In 2020, 120 small hydropower plant (SHPP) produced and sold to the state electricity worth about
21.5 million euros, majority of which was paid to
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state-owned EPS operated plants. Some 2.8 million
euros were paid to SHPPs Medjuvrsje and Ovcar
Banja in 2020, which are operated by EPS. Compared
to 2019, these figures are lower because, during the
state of emergency in the first half of 2020, subsidies
were not paid at the full price. Thus, EPS received
about a million euros less for the production of its
two SHPPs, compared to the previous year.
In April 2021, Minister of Energy and Mining Zorana
Mihajlovic said that the new Law on Renewable Energy Sources will ban the construction of all hydropower plants in protected areas of the first, second
and third degree of protection, and the reason is the
unscrupulous realization of small hydropower projects in the previous period.
She explained that ban is related to ordinary small
hydropower plants, derivative small hydropower
plants and all other hydropower plants, including
large ones. She emphasized that the public should
know the reasons for banning the construction of
hydroelectric power plants in protected areas of Serbia. The Ministry is doing this because in the previous period the construction of SHPPs was done very
unscrupulously, i.e. some investors have built them
even without necessary permits. According to Mihajlovic, the construction of SHPPs is generally beneficial, especially in remote areas, but due to these
irregularities the Ministry will have
1st public call
In February 2013, Ministry of energy, development
and natural protection published the public invitation for construction of small HPPs on 317 sites in
Serbia. Overall power output of small HPPs that
would be built in 17 municipalities across Serbia is
estimated at 110 MW and the overall worth of the
projects is estimated at 120-200 million euros. The
particular HPPs, when built, should produce overall
amount of 400 GWh of electricity.
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In the beginning of July, Ministry of energy, development and natural protection published the list
of the interested investors for construction of 213
small HPPs across Serbia. 173 investors submitted
over 1,400 applications for the projects. For 65 offered sites, there were no interested investors, while
39 sites were deleted from the list, from various reasons (lack of quality bids, ownership disputes, disputes between municipalities ...). For each site, the
Ministry has selected three investors, in case if some
of the investors decide to abandon the projects. The
Ministry decided to sign tripartite Memorandums of
understandings with 91 investors, where 65 of them
are from Serbia.
In the end of July, Ministry of energy, development
and natural protection, local municipalities and investors started signing Memorandums of Understanding regarding the construction of small HPPs.
Some 60 MoU have been signed for construction of
small HPPs in Ivanjica and Arilje municipalities with
almost 40 investors. Ministry believes that the first
small HPPs should be connected to the grid in 20152016.
Ministry has announced it would establish special
office for the investors, which will provide answers,
information and permits for investments in RES projects, where number of necessary permits and approval will be reduced from 27 to only 5. For HPPs
up to 1 MW of power output, only the consent will
be issued and for HPPs with power output above 1
MW, energy permits will be issued.
2nd public call
In the end of December 2013, Ministry of energy,
development and natural protection published the
second public invitation for granting the concessions
for construction of small HPPs. The particular invitation is related to 143 construction sites in 20 municipalities across Serbia. Estimated power output
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of particular HPPs is 60 MW and the overall investments are estimated at 200-250 million euros. The
deadline in the tender was set at the end of February 2014, while the memorandums for each location
should be signed by the end of May 2014. Ministry
said that potential investors would have less complicated procedures for obtaining the necessary permits compared to the previous public invitation. The
deadline for obtaining the energy permit was prolonged from 6 to 12 months, Ministry said. Over 400
bids were submitted in the second public invitation.
Although 1,380 companies submitted bids in these
tenders, neither one of these HPPs has been built. .
Small HPPs near Vrnjacka Banja
In the beginning of 2015, German company EES
Group Gmbh from Frankfurt said that the company
will sign an agreeement for construction of 3 small
HPPs with wite municiplaity of Vrnjacka Banja. Cost
of of the project is estimated to 65 million euros.
According to the agreement on business-techincal
cooperation in the field of renewable sources of energy, German company will build three small hydro
power plants on West Morava river, with the total
power output of 26 MW.
Small HPPs on Ibar River
There are two projects for construction of small
HPPs on Ibar River.
First project envisages construction of 10 small HPPs,
with overall output of 103 MW. It is expected that
investment would reach 285 million EUR. Project is
managed by EPS and Italian Seci Energia, for which
two companies established joint venture “Ibarske
Hidroelektrane”, in July 2010. It was expected that
the project would be completed in 2016, but construction has not started yet. According to Law, small
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HPP is every hydro generation capacity with output
lower than 10 MW, so some of HPPs in the system
would not have official “Small HPP” status.
Second project envisages construction of 6 small
HPPs. Overall cost of the project on Lim River is estimated at 120 million EUR. The power output of single HPP should be 10 MW at most. Project is being
developed by Italian company Lusis&Partners, and
construction of first two power plants, with joint
output of 15.3 MW should start as soon as company
obtains all permits.
Small HPPs on Morava River
This project envisages construction of 8-9 small
HPPs, and it should be developed by German RWE,
in cooperation with EPS. There are no additional details regarding this project. Also, in mid 2009, Austrian KELAG expressed interest to construct one 10
MW Small HPP on Juzna Morava river, which is part
of Morava River.
Small HPPs on Ljutina River
Italian company Hydro-One has expressed interest
for construction of three small HPPs on Ljutina River
in Priboj municipality. Joint output of these power
plants would be 2.8 MW, with estimated cost of 4
million EUR. Municipality and Italian company have
signed the contract for construction of HPPs in the
first half of April 2009. The separate contract envisaged that Italian company should build another
small HPP on Uvac River.

6.3 Wind energy
In the beginning of November 2015, first wind farm
in Serbia was put into operation: 9.9 MW wind farm
near Kula, owned by MK Fintel. Cost of the project
reached 15 million euros, and turbines were delivCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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ered by Vestas. Two another wind farms were put
into operation in Q2 2016, with combined output of
6.6 MW.
There are projects for some 500 MW more in installed capacity, but although some have obtained
construction permit, financing caused all of these
projects to be delayed for several years.
According to the feasibility study on wind generation potentials in Serbia, overall 1,316 MW (over 5
m/s wind speed) can be installed in wind farms with
annual production of 2.3 TWh. The sites in Serbia
with highest average wind speed are Midzor (with
average wind speed of 7.66 m/s), Suva planina (6.46
m/s), Vrsacki breg (6.27 m/s), Krepoljani (6.18 m/s)
and Deli Jovan (6.13 m/s). This data is based on the
measurements at 10m height, usually near towns, so
for better estimation, more precise measurements
are needed. Areas with good potential are in Miroc,
Suva planina, Vrsacki breg, Tupiznica and Krepoljina.
Current maximum installed output of wind farms in
Serbia is set to 500 MW, by legislation
Regarding development and production of equipment, Siemens Serbia announced that the company
would invest 24 million euros in the wind generators
factory in Subotica. The factory would employ 150
new workers. The project was started in September
2011.The project includes expansion of the factory
and production of the new type of the wind generators. The new wind generators produced in Subotica
factory will have power output of 6 MW. In this moment, Subotica factory has 500 employees, and the
50 % of the factory’s output is being sold in USA.
Executive Director for Electricity Trading at EPS Dragan Vlaisavljevic said at the Trebinje Energy Summit
in March 2020 that investors are interested in developing some 3,000 MW of wind power projects
in Serbia. These 3,000 MW of wind power projects
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have already applied for connecting to the electricity transmission network. Many of these projects do
not even need feed-in tariff as they are commercially viable even without it.
In May 2020, Israeli company Enlight Renewable
Energy, which already commissioned Kovacica wind
farm in Serbia, said that it plans to build another
wind farm in the same area. According to detailed
regulation plan of the Kovacica municipality, the
Israeli company is planning to build Crepaja wind
farm. It is envisaged that the wind farm will have
31 wind turbines, each with an individual output of
about 7 MW and a transformer station. The maximum height of the wind turbine with the blade in
the upper position is about 230 m, while the total
installed capacity of the wind farm is up to 220 MW.
In May 2021, Vice-President of the Norwegian company NBT, which has experience with the development of wind projects, Magnus Johansen said that
the company is very interested in investing in Serbia.
At a meeting with Serbian Energy Minister Zorana
Mihajlovic, he said that NBT had already joined the
wind farm projects initiated by Windvision. Minister
Mihajlovic reminded that Serbia had adopted a new
legal framework in the field of energy, including the
first special Law on Renewable Energy Sources and
emphasized that the country wanted to attract quality investments in that field.
In early 2021, NBT has become a partner of WV International in developing wind farm projects in Serbia of a total installed capacity of 800 MW. The joint
statement of the two companies said that NBT will
do business in the Serbian market under the name
of WV-NBT Srbija. Considering that it is always looking for opportunities for projects in developing markets, NBT has recognized Serbia as a reliable environment for green energy and decided to join forces
with WV International, in order to realize the project
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portfolio together. The aim is to put into operation
800 MW at wind farms by 2026, and the first 168
MW will be available within the network as soon as
2023.
Completed projects:
Wind farm Kula - MK Fintel
In the beginning of November, first wind farm in
Serbia was put into operation: 9.9 MW wind farm
near Kula, owned by MK Fintel. Cost of the project
reached 15 million euros, and turbines were delivered by Vestas. Executive Director of MK Fintel Wind
Tiziano Giovanetti said that the company has waited
seven years for all necessary permits.
Newly commissioned wind farm has power output
of 9.9 MW and consists of three 178 meters high
wind turbines. Its annual electricity production will
be around 27 million kWh, which is enough to supply some 8,000 households.
Project was developed by MK Fintel Wind, a joint
venture between Serbian MK Group and Italian Fintel, set in 2008, where MK Group holds 40% stake.
Company is also engaged in preparation for construction of nearby 117 MW wind farm Kosava. MK
Fintel also expressed plans for construction of 30
MW wind farm in Veliko Gradiste municipality.
Wind farm La Piccolina - MK Fintel
On 3 October 2016, MK Fintel Wind commissioned
its second wind farm in Serbia - 6.6 MW La Piccolina
near Vrsac, an investment worth about 10 million
euros.
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struction of this wind farm started in April 2016 and
during its trial operation it already produced about
1.5 million kWh of electricity.
The investor in the project is MK Fintel Wind, joint
venture between Serbian MK Group and Italian Fintel, which is also developing the project for the construction of 117 MW wind farm Kosava near Vrsac.
Wind farm Malibunar - Elicio NV
In October 2017, Belgian company Elicio NV announced that it has completed the construction of 8
MW wind farm Malibunar.
Wind farm Malibunar has four wind turbines with
combined installed capacity of 8 MW. The farm’s estimated annual electricity production is over about
25 GWh, while the cost of the project is 13.8 million
euros. In September, Unicredit Bank Serbia and Elicio NV have signed a long-term financing agreement
worth 9.8 million euros for the development, construction and operation of Malibunar wind farm. It
is expected that Malibunar wind farm will enter trial
operation in November, while commercial operation
is expected in the first half of 2018.
German Senvion supplied four MM100 wind turbines with power output of 2 MW each, along with
servicing and maintenance for the period of 15
years, same as for the other project Elicio NV is developing - nearby Alibunar wind farm
The installation of wind turbines started in summer
2017. Wind farm Malibunar will have installed capacity of 8 MW and its estimated annual electricity
production is over 23,000 MWh, while the cost of
the project is 13.8 million euros.

Wind farm's estimated annual generation is about
20 GWh of electricity, which should be enough to
cover the needs of some 5,000 households. Con103
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Wind farm in Alibunar – Elicio NV
Alibunar wind farm was officially commissioned in
September 2018. The wind farm has installed capacity of 42 MW and will generate enough electricity to
cover the demand of some 38,000 households. Elicio NV invested some 80 million euros in the project.
The project is beneficial in several ways for Serbia
considering it will contribute greatly to Serbia meeting the defined national targets of 27% of renewable
energy resources until 2020 and will reduce the CO2
emission by 88,000 tons per year.
In April 2015, Belgian company Elicio NV took over
several wind farm projects in Serbia from Electrawinds, with 8 MW Malibunar wind farm among
others.
In September 2016, German manufacturer of wind
turbines Senvion announced that it has signed a
conditional contract with Elicio NV for the delivery
and installation of 21 wind turbines with power output of 2 MW each for Alibunar wind farm. According to the contract, all construction works should be
completed by the end of 2018. The final agreement
on the supply of wind trubines was signed in June
2017, and their installation will take place in the first
half of 2018.
In September 2017, The International Financial Corporation (IFC), a member of the World Bank Group,
announced that it has approved a loan worth 19.1
million euros to Belgian company Elicio for the project for the construction of Alibunar wind farm in
Vojvodina, Serbia.
IFC said in a statement that the agreement involves
two loans of 15.5 million euros and 3.8 million euros, which were signed on 28 July, plus a syndicated
loan completed on 11 September. Unicredit Bank,
the Netherlands Development Finance Compa-
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ny (FMO) and Green for Growth Fund (GGF) have
agreed to provide a further 40 million euro in loans
to the project, which will help boost Serbia’s renewable energy production and improve the energy mix
and electricity supply.
In January 2018, Elicio NV said that the laying of
foundations for 21 wind turbines of the Alibunar
wind farm has started and it should be completed
by the end of the month. The installation of wind
turbines should start in February and should be
completed by the end of May, while the 42 MW
wind farm should be put into trial operation in September same year.
Wind farm Cibuk 1 - CWP & Masdar
The largest wind farm in Serbia Cibuk 1, consisting
of 57 wind turbines with combined installed capacity of 158 MW, was officially commissioned on 11
October 2019.
Continental Wind Partners (CWP) was the initial
owner of the project for development of wind park
Cibuk 1, near the city of Kovin. Company planned
to start with construction by the end of 2014, if the
new Energy law was adopted by the end of June and
if the power purchase agreements (PPAs) at feed-in
tariffs were improved. However, PPAs are not adopted, and company had problems with construction
permits. During February 2015, European Bank for
Recontruction and Development (EBRD) announced
that it is considering providing a loan for the construction of Cibuk 1 wind farm.
During June 2014, construction permit for wind farm
Cibuk was cancelled due to fact that the Secretariat
for spatial planning of Vojvodina province issued the
both construction permit for the facility and the grid
connection permit, which was not in accordance to
legislation.
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Serbian transmission system operator, EMS, complained to the decision of the Secretariat of Vojvodina province. According to law, EMS is responsible for
issuing the grid connection permits for high-voltage
facilities.
Director of CWP Ana Brnabic said that the cancellation of the construction permit has endangered the
project. According to original plans, the construction
works should have started during 2014.The obtaining the license took five years, and the company has
invested 30 million euros so far, Brnabic said.
According to the contract signed between CWP and
municipality of Kovin, CWP will pay 2 % of the net
income from electricity sales directly to the budget
of the municipality. According to the company, Serbia
will have 260 million euros of profit from wind farm
Cibuk 1 during 25 year period, where 130 million euros will go to state budget through taxes, and 55 million euros to domestic contractors, 10 million euros
to municipality Kovin and 15 million euros to domestic companies which will be hired for maintenance of
wind park, when operational.
CWP also holds the license for construction of wind
farm Cibuk 2 (129 MW). CWP and Kovin municipality
signed the Cooperation agreement in 2008.
Cibuk 1 wind farm will consist of 57 wind turbines
with total installed capacity of 158 MW, it will produce up to 457 GWh of electricity per year and its
construction is expected to be completed by the end
of 2018. The project is being developed by Vetroelektrane Balkana, a company owned by Tesla Wind,
which is a joint venture of Masdar from the United
Arab Emirates and local subsidiary of US company
Continental Wind Partners.
In October 2017, EBRD announced that, along with
the International Finance Corporation (IFC), it has
signed a loan agreement worth 215 million euros
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for the construction of Cibuk 1 wind farm with local
company Vetroelektrane Balkana.
In January 2018, German development financial
institution DEG and a subsidiary of KfW Bank announced that it has acquired 10 % stake in the company Vetroelektrane Balkana, which is developing a
project for the construction of the largest Serbian
wind farm. Last November, Finnish asset management company Taaleri Group has agreed to acquire
30 % stake in the company.
In October 2018, one of the stakeholders in Cibuk
wind farm project - DEG said that construction
works on the site are progressing according to plans
and that 57 wind turbines delivered by General Electric have already been fully assembled. First phase
of the project will be commissioned in 2019, as
planned. DEG also said that this 158 MW wind farm
is expected to produce enough electricity to cover
the demand of some 113,000 households, thus reducing the emission of carbon-dioxide by 370,000
tons per year.
Another wind farm should be completed in Kovin
municipality by the end of 2024, twice bigger than
the existing Cibuk 1 wind farm. The project company Cibuk 2 Wind Energy said that this is a continuation of the investment in Cibuk 1 wind farm. The
new wind farm will be located near Bavaniste and
Mramorak and will be built in two phases.
In the first phase, which should start in 2023 and
should be completed in a year, wind turbines with
total installed capacity of 150 MW will be built.
The second phase should double that amount, but
the company will make the decision on the second
phase following the completion of the first phase of
the project. However, the value of the investment
has not been estimated yet.
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According to a draft detailed regulation plan, which
is currently on early public review, the wind farm
should consist of 42 wind turbines with power output of 7.5 MW each, so the maximum installed capacity of the facility will be 315 MW. The wind farm
will stretch over 4,600 hectares. The plan is that the
new wind farm will be connected to the network
through the existing substation, built for Cibuk 1
wind farm.
Wind farms Kosava – MK Fintel
In late September 2019, MK Fintel Wind has officially commissioned Kosava 1 wind farm near Vrsac, the
third and largest wind farm in its portfolio.
Municipality of Vrsac, in Vojvodina province has issued two licenses for construction of wind farms to
foreign companies MK Fintel and Vingtim. The investors are obliged to pay fixed fee for each wind generator, and to deliver 2.5-3 % of annual electricity
output to the municipality. Officials confirmed that
two companies have completed necessary measurements and signed contracts for purchase of land for
the wind generators. Officials from municipality said
that several other companies expressed interested
in construction of wind farms. MK Fintel has licenses for construction of two wind farms with 52 wind
generators, with output of 2.5-3 MW. Director of MK
Fintel Tiziano Giovanetti, said they have already ordered wind generators, which should be delivered in
the beginning of 2010. Giovanetti expressed hopes
that construction works could start in spring 2010.
However, the project was delayed, since the biggest
problem in this sector in Serbia is unclear legislation,
director of MK Fintel said.
In June 2017, works on the construction of the first
large-scale wind farm in Serbia - 117 MW Kosava
near Vrsac has started.
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In early 2018, MK Fintel Wind, a joint venture of Serbian MK Group and Italian Fintel Energia, announced
that it has agreed on a loan worth 85.1 million euros intended for the first phase of the construction
of its Kosava wind farm. The loan will be provided
by Erste Group, Erste Bank Serbia, UniCredit Serbia,
Zagrebacka Banka and the Development Bank of
Austria. Fintel Energija is also preparing for its initial
public offering (IPO) on the Belgrade Stock Exchange
through which it expects to collect some 15 million
euros for the financing of the second phase of the
project. IPO was successfully completed on 31 October 2018. The company raised 6.4 million euros
through the IPO, in which investors subscribed for
1,510,506 shares at an issue price of 4.2 euros per
share. After the transaction, the share capital of Fintel Energija amounts to 34.3 million euros.
CEO of MK Fintel Wind Tiziano Giovannetti said at
the inauguration ceremony in September 2019 that
the second phase of the project, known as Kosava
2, which envisages installation of additional 15 wind
turbines, has already started. He stressed that current feed-in tariff scheme allowed the construction
of this wind farm, but the company’s future projects
will no longer need any incentives from the state,
thus announcing the construction of the largest onshore wind farm in Europe, which should be built
near Sombor.
In May 2020, Fintel Energija said that it has acquired
a status of privileged electricity producer for its 69
MW Kosava wind farm. According to Serbian legislation, the status of a privileged electricity producer
implies the right of priority on the organized electricity market compared to other producers in case
of equal electricity supply terms.
Wind farm in Kovacica - Enlight Renewable Energy
Kovacica wind farm, with installed capacity of 104.5
MW, the first large-scale wind farm built in Serbia
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was officially launched at the ceremony held on 19
September 2019.

two companies have also signed a 15-year full service agreement for Kovacica wind farm.

In April 2017, The European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD) said that it will provide
a loan worth 50 million euros to Serbian company
Electrawinds K-Wind for the construction of 104.5
MW Kovacica wind farm.

In January 2018, Enlight Renewable Energy announced that the financing in the amount of 142
million euros is provided by parallel loans from Erste
Group Bank AG, Erste Bank Serbia and the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD).

According to the statement from the EBRD, Electrawinds K-Wind is planning to invest 180 million euros in the construction of Kovacica wind farm, which
consists of 38 wind turbines with power output of
2.75 MW each and a 220/33-35 kV substation. The
construction of the facility, which will be among the
first large-scale wind projects to reach operational
stage in Serbia, will be financed through equity and
up to 140 million euros debt.

In January 2019, Kovacica wind farm has entered
trial operation and it is expected to start commercial production in the second quarter of the year.
Kovacica wind farm is Enlight’s largest wind project
in the region and its is expected to bring around
28 million euros in revenues in the first 12 years of
operation, during which electricity produced at the
farm will be subsidized by the state. Revenues after the 12-year period are estimated to between 14
and 16 million euros. The company said that 34 out
of 38 wind turbines are operational, and during the
trial run it will receive 50 % of the entitled feed-in
tariff.

Electrawinds K-Wind is a special purpose vehicle established for the purpose of the construction of this
wind farm and is owned by local company Solaveris
Limited and Enlight Renewable Energy, a public company listed on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange.
In September 2017, Enlight Renewable Energy said
that the project will be financed through loans totaling 142 million euros, provided by Erste Bank Serbia,
Erste Group AG in cooperation with German Export
Credit Agency Euler-Hermes and the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), while
the remaining funds will be provided by the company itself. The project is worth 189 million euros
and it is expected to be put into operation by the
end of 2018.
In November 2017, the company announced that it
has signed an agreement with General Electric (GE)
Renewable Energy on the delivery of 38 wind turbines. GE Renewable Energy will deliver 38 model
2.75-120 wind turbines, which are 110 meters high,
ideal for mid-range winds in this part of Serbia. The
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In November 2020, President of Kovacica Municipality Jaroslav Hrubik and Director of local subsidiary of Israeli company Enlight Renewable Energy,
which operates Kovacica wind farm, Milos Colic
have signed an agreement on the expansion of the
wind farm.
After signing the agreement on the business-technical cooperation and continuation of expansion of
Kovacica wind farm with new wind turbines, Hrubik pointed out that the new investment was of
remarkable importance, among other things, because of the employment of more workers from the
municipality. It will also increase the budget inflow
for the municipality. So far, the municipality had an
annual income of some 500,000 euros a year from
the wind farm, and it is expected that, with the construction of the expansion dubbed Pupin wind farm,
it will reach almost one million euros annually.
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The expansion project received a construction permit in June 2021, along with the energy permit earlier in 2021.
The new wind farm will consist of 16 wind turbines
with total installed capacity of 95.5 MW. It represents the expansion of the existing Kovacica wind
farm and should be put into operation in the second
half of 2023.
On-going and announced projects:
Wind farm Vrska Cuka 2A – WP Energy Systems
In the beginning of 2014, Swiss-based WP Energy
Systems announced it should start the construction
of wind farm near city of Zajecar in March 2014.
Construction officially started in mid-2012, but it
was halted due to disagreements between local government and the company. Originally, project was
named Vrska Cuka 2A, with initial output of 9 MW,
while expansion to 35 MW was planned at further
stages. The project included construction of the substation and 5.5 km long power line as well as reconstruction and construction of 50 km of local roads.
The overall cost of the project was estimated at 70
million euros. The wind farm would have 17 wind
generators with overall power output of 35 MW.
However, during March 2016 municipality of Zajecar and the consortium Vision Group Balcan – Vision
Sword signed a pre-contract on the construction of
wind farm at Vrska Cuka. Wind farm will have power
output of 60 MW and the investment will be realized in two years. it is expected that the Czech consortium will soon start the construction of the transformer station and footings for the wind turbines at
the location. However, the Ministry of Energy has
yet to approve the consortium as an eligible electricity producer.
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In February 2017, Vision Group decided to withdrew
from the project because the city of Zajecar was unable to secure sufficient quotas for the wind farm.
Zajecar secured a quota for a 36.4 MW wind farm
to be constructed, but the requirement of the Czech
company and its partners was that the future wind
farm should have installed capacity of at least 60
MW. Investor has pulled out of the project, but if the
city manages to secure additional 24 MW the project could be reactivated.
Wind farm in Plandiste - NIS
Plandiste wind project is being jointly developed by
Oil industry of Serbia (NIS) and Energowind, where
two companies hold equal stake in the project. NIS
has paid 9 million euros for the 50% stake in the project in April 2013. The worth of the project is estimated at 160 million euros and NIS plans to invest
23.5 million euros of own funds in the project, while
the rest will be provided through loans acquired by
two partners.
The wind farm Plandiste will have 34 wind generators and overall power output of 102 MW. The wind
farm is expected to produce 212 GWh of electricity
per year. The electricity produced by the farm will
be sold to EPS at feed in tariffs in period of 12 years.
In mid-September 2013, NIS officially inaugurated
the construction works at the first wind farm in Serbia, the wind farm Plandiste. The official ceremony
was attended by the General Manager of NIS, Kiril
Kravchenko, the first Vice Prime Minister Aleksandar
Vucic and Minister of energy, development and natural protection Zorana Mihajlovic. Project was announced to be completed in 12-month period, but
delays occurred, due to PPA issue.
In December 2014, NIS Energowind and Chinese
company Goldwin have signed a contract for the delivery of the wind turbines for Plandiste wind farm.
Chinese Exim Bank has granted a loan worth 225
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million dollars to NIS for the purpose of financing
this deal. NIS is currently negotiating with Chinese
company CEE about the acquisition of a stake in
NIS’s Plandiste wind farm project.
Plandiste municipality and Energowind signed the
contract for construction of wind farm in January
2006. However, Energowind said that bureaucratic
procedures, i.e. some 45 necessary licenses and permits have considerably slowed the entire project.
Energowind has leased the land on 50 sites for period of 25 years.
In December 2018, CEO of NIS Kirill Tyurdenev said
that the company plans to complete the construction of its 100 MW Plandiste wind farm in the first
half of 2020.
In March 2019, NIS and local subsidiary of Swissbased MET Group established a joint venture for the
construction of 102 MW Plandiste wind farm. The
statement from MET Group said that the start of
construction of wind farm is expected in 2019, so it
should be fully operational in 2021. Plandiste wind
farm will be operated by the 50/50 joint venture
named NIS–MET Energowind.
Wind farms in Alibunar - Balkan Electric
Balkan Electric planned to start with construction of
wind park “Alibunar 1” during 2015. Wind farm will
be located south-west from Alibunar, with overall
output of 9 MW (three 3 MW turbines). Company
expected to obtain construction permit by the end
of 2014.
Previosly, Electrawinds expressed interest to build
wind park in Alibunar.
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Wind farms near Kikinda - IEL
During mid-May 2014, French company IEL announced plans for development of two wind farms
in Serbia. The first wind farm, with 50 MW output,
should be built near Kikinda. The cost of the project
is estimated at 70 million euros. IEL also plans to
build 36 MW wind farm in Malo Crnice municipality, where the cost of this project is estimated at 50
million euros. IEL has already secured land for both
of the projects.
For wind farm in Kikinda, IEL has been preparing the
location and energy permits, while the wind farm in
Malo Crnice is in the development phase.
Wind farm in Veliko Gradiste - MK-Fintel Wind
In the second half of December 2013, Italian-Serbian company MK-Fintel Wind has obtained the location permit for construction of 30 MW wind farm in
Veliko Gradiste municipality. The farm will have nine
3.3 MW turbines. The project will be developed under turn-key contract by the turbine’s manufacturer.
The company also said it had signed several preliminary agreements with leading international banks
for funding the 45 million euros worth project.
MK-Fintel Wind is owned by Fintel Energia Group
(54 %) and local company MK Group (46 %).
Wind farm in Tutin - Hidrovint
This project is being developed by the SlovenianSerbian company Hidrovint. In 2011, company has
started with preliminary works. Hidrovint invested
some 1 million EUR in the project. Municipality of
Tutin has provided land for the project and it will be
entitled to the part of electricity output.
The wind farm should have 30 generators once it
was completed. The enlargement of the wind farm
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will depend on the enlargement of the local electricity grid.
Wind farm near Negotin – Vat Energija
Vat Energija, majority owned by Vat Portugal, plans
to invest 60 million EUR for construction of wind
farm near Negotin. Wind farm will have 18 turbines
and output of 60 MW. The director of the company
said that the construction should start immediately
after acquiring the permits.
The company has already signed land lease contracts, according to which landowners will receive
1,200 EUR per wind generator per year during next
25 years. In the same time, the Negotin municipality
will be entitled to 1.5 % of annual electricity sales.
Wind farm Vetropark Pricon 1 – PBC
Austrian-Serbian company Pricon Business Creation
(PBC) plans to invest 50 million EUR for construction of the wind farms, near Negotin. Wind farm will
have 40 MW output, and it will be called Vetropark
Pricon 1.
Wind farms by EPS
In April 2015, EPS has published a tender documentation for the public procurement of services for
preparation of feasibility study with preliminary design of the wind farm near Kostolac.
As it is stated in tender documentation, the goal of
making this documentation is to provide technical
conditions for construction of the wind farm, proving the feasibility of the construction and preparation of tender documentation for future procurement of equipment and construction works.
In mid-2016, head of the project, Predrag Djordjevic said that the feasibility study for Kostolac wind
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farm should be completed by the end of the year.
According to preliminary feasibility study, this location could sustain about 20 wind turbines with the
installed capacity between 50 and 60 MW. The operational life of this wind farm is projected at 20 to
25 years.
In June 2017, General Electric said that it is interested in participating in the construction of Kostolac
wind farm.
In November 2017, EPS has signed an agreement on
the financing of the construction of Kostolac wind
farm with German KfW Bank.
Kostolac wind farm will be built at four locations
on closed pit mines and landfills of Kostolac thermal power complex. It will have power output of 66
MW, with projected annual electricity generation
of 150 million kWh, enough to cover the needs of
some 30,000 consumers. The investment is worth
97 million euros, of which 80 million euros will be
provided through a loan from KfW Bank.
It is planned that the construction of Kostolac wind
farm should start in 2019 and it should be put in operation a year later. The loan repayment period is up
to 15 years, including a grace period of four years,
with a fixed interest rate of 0.85 % annually. Serbian
state will provide guarantees for the loan.
In April 2018, EPS has published a public call for the
expression of interest for providing consultancy services in the preparation of Kostolac wind farm project. The consultant shall provide expertise in concept preparation, tendering, engineering, design,
project management and project execution services
to EPS. The purpose of Kostolac wind farm project is
to increase and diversify the energy resources and
to contribute emission free and thus climate-friendly energy to Serbian electricity network. The duration of the consultant’s assignment is estimated at
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24 months, considering that the project shall be implemented until August 2021. The deadline for the
expression of interest is 24 May 2018.
In December 2018, the Government has adopted a
decision on the public interest of land expropriation
for the purpose of the construction of Kostolac wind
farm. According to the decision, the object of the
expropriation are the land and the facilities located
on it, and in addition to wind generators, the entire
accompanying infrastructure will be built on this
piece of land, namely, a 35/110 kV substation with a
management building and open areas, internal underground cable network connecting the wind generators to the substation, a 110 kV switchgear with a
management building, connection portals and open
areas. The beneficiary of the expropriation is the Republic of Serbia, for the needs of state-owned power
utility EPS.
In January 2019, the Serbian Energy Agency (AERS)
has approved the construction of 66 MW wind farm
near Kostolac. EPS is planning to start the construction of the wind farm in the third quarter of this year.
In August 2019, EPS launched an international tender for the procurement of works, equipment and
other services for the construction of its first wind
farm - Kostolac. The tender is divided into two lots.
The first one includes the procurement and installation of 20 wind turbines with combined power
output of 66 MW and the construction of adjoining
35/110 kV substation and administrative buildings.
The second one pertains to the construction of internal roads and connection to state road network.
Wind farm in Indjija – Re Energy
First announcements for constructions of wind
farm in Serbia came in mid 2006, from local company MTC. Company announced plans to construct
wind farm near city of Indjija. But in August 2006,
Re-Energy signed a contract for construction of wind
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farm in Beska, near city of Indjija, which is close to
Belgrade-Novi Sad highway. The wind generator will
have power output of 1 MW, and the worth of the
investment was estimated at 1 million EUR. Re-Energy expressed plans to build several wind generators
in aforementioned site and other suitable sites in
municipality in the nearest future, in order to create
wind farm with power output of 25 MW.
Re-Energy’s official said that that municipality of Indjija maybe did not have the best wind conditions
for the construction, but it had the most efficient
local government, which provided all necessary permits for the project.
Wind farm in Pancevo – Loger
During March 2008, the representatives of company
Loger, the municipality of Pancevo and autonomous
province of Vojvodina signed a protocol for construction of 20 MW wind farm. By signing the protocol, the municipality and the province were obliged
to launch the initiative for providing subsidies for
electricity produced in wind farms.
The project called Wind farm Dolovo envisages construction of 25 wind turbines. The cost of the project
is estimated at 30 million EUR. According to Loger,
before the singing the protocol, the one-year wind
measurement project was conducted and the feasibility study, prepared by Canadian company Helimax, for the project was presented. During signing
of the protocol, it was announced that wind farm
would be finished in period of one year.
In December 2008, Department for energy of Vojvodina province and municipality of Pancevo, on
one side, and company Loger signed an annex to
the protocol for construction of wind farm. The annex refers to increase of power output of the farm
from 20 MW up to 100 MW, in accordance to the approval of EMS. Director of Loger said that company
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would build wind farm in cooperation with Spanish
company Gaberia International.
Wind farms in Pancevo – Wellbury - Bela Anta and
Balkana
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lease that Austrian investors were given all necessary data related to wind potential, while local
electricity distributor has presented technical data
regarding potential connection of wind farms.
Wind farm in Boljevac - Bontkom

In January 2010, municipality of Pancevo and companies Velburi-Bela Anta and Balkana signed two
contracts for construction of two wind farms with
overall output of 170 MW. The construction was expected to start in spring 2011. The wind farms will
be built between cities Pancevo and Kovin, where
farms will have overall number of 60 turbines. Overall construction costs are estimated at 470 million
EUR. The private investors are obliged to provide
funds, while municipality will provide land and necessary construction permits. During next 25 years,
municipality will be entitled to 0.5 % of gross income
from electricity sales. In the same time, construction
works will be carried out by local companies.
Wind farm in Pancevo – WAG
In December 2009, Spanish company Wind Alliance
Group (WAG) expressed plans to invest 420 million
EUR for construction of wind farms in Serbia till
2014. WAG should build 350 MW wind farm near
city of Pancevo.
Wind farm in Zrenjanin – Notos Wind Power
During mid-2008, Canadian company Notos Wind
Power expressed its intentions to invest 20 million
EUR for construction of wind farms in Vojvodina. 17
wind turbines would be installed, near city of Zrenjanin.
Wind farm on Zlatibor Mountain – Ventureal
During July 2009, Austrian company Ventureal expressed interest in construction of wind farms on
Zlatibor Mountain. Municipality said in a press re112

Italian company Bondcom Green Energy is currently
developing project for construction of 100 MW wind
farm in Boljevac municipality, on Rtanj Mountin. The
farm will have 40 wind generators and cost of the
project is estimated at 100 million EUR.
Bondcom and municipality of Boljevac have signed
Memorandum of understanding for this project in
November 2009. Italian company has been granted
30-year land lease concession, and Bondcom will be
obliged to pay concession fee equal to 1.5 % of annual income from electricity sales. The annual fee is
expected to reach to 1 million EUR.
However, Bondkom failed to acquire the land and
ultimately withdrew from the project, which was
later acquired by the Russian investor, who bought
the land in the target location and obtained all the
necessary permits in the meantime.
In September 2017, the media reported that the construction of Boljevac wind farm project is delayed,
although Russian investor has bought 100 hectares
of land for the farm’s construction and obtained all
the necessary permits, because state-owned power
utility EPS failed to build a substation that will connect the future wind farm to the electricity network.
The Mayor of Boljevac Nebojsa Marjanovic said that
previous test have shown that, due very favorable wind rose, a cost-effective wind farm could be
built in Boljevac municipality. He confirmed that the
construction of 100 MW wind farm is planned but
the works on its construction have not started yet
because a substation between Boljevac and SokobCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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anja, crucial for the connection of the wind farm to
national electricity grid, has not been built yet.

ters maximum in diameter and the total maximum
height of the turbines will be up to 205 meters.

Wind farm Krivaca - Ivicom Energy

The construction of the wind farm was officially
launched in May 2021. Estimated cost of the project
is 140 million euros and it should be completed by
mid-2023.

Local company Ivicom Energy, a subsidiary of Austrian Ivicom Energy GmbH, announced that it will
invest in the construction of Krivaca wind farm near
Golubac in eastern Serbia. Wind farm will have installed capacity of 103.3 MW, while it should be put
into operation in November 2017.
Ivicom’s local subsidiary in Serbia was established in
2009 in order to examine wind energy potential and
develop wind power plant projects in the country.
The company is already present in the region with
several wind farm projects. In April, Croatian subsidiary won a concession for the construction of 40 MW
wind farm in Teocak near Bihac in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The company is also involved in two wind
farm projects in Montenegro: Mozura and Krnovo.
According to the updated Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) study for the project for the construction of wind farm Krivaca in eastern Serbia from
September 2020, the plant will cover the area of 242
hectares within three municipalities: Golubac, Kucevo and Veliko Gradiste.
However, the initial project was changed and instead
of 38 wind turbines, the future wind farm will consist
of 22. The reason for the reduction of the number of
wind turbines is to not exceed the total allowed installed capacity of wind plant of 103.32 MW.
The updated study states that the wind turbines will
have greater installed capacity, higher poles and the
blades will be larger in diameter compared to the
original wind turbines design. The wind turbines
will have maximum power output up to 5,8 MW,
equipped with a three-blade rotor up to 255 me-
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Wind farm Kucevo - Ivicom & H-Planet
In late 2021, joint venture of Austrian Ivicom and
Slovenian H-Planet announced that it is planning to
build a 150 MW wind farm near Kucevo in eastern
Serbia.
According to the detailed regulation plan, the future
wind farm will have 30 wind turbines stretching over
1,750 hectares of land in northern part of Kucevo
municipality. The turbines will have a maximum diameter of 160 meters and a maximum height (including the wind turbine blade) of 210 meters.
The plan also envisages the construction of the 110
kV transmission line that will connect the facility
with the nearby 440 kV line.
The project company VE Rakova Bara, which was
established earlier this year, is majority owned by
Ivicom (60 %), while H-Planet holds the remaining
40 % stake.
Wind farm Basaid - Akuo Energy & IEL
In July 2019, Serbian Minister of Energy and Mining
Aleksandar Antic said that French companies Akuo
Energy and IEL Energie have signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) with the Government of
Vojvodina, Serbia’s northern province, regarding the
construction of Basaid wind farm. The agreement
was signed in the framework of the visit of French
President Emmanuel Macron to Serbia. It is related
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to the construction of 85 MW wind farm near Kikinda, an investment worth some 120 million euros.

Energy, which will enable the further development
of renewable energy projects.

In 2014, local subsidiary IEL OIE Balkan Renewable
Energy announced that it plans to invest 70 million
euros in the construction of 48 MW Basaid wind
farm near the town of Kikinda, in Vojvodina. However, the launch of the project was delayed due to
the lack of adequate road infrastructure in the area.

Wind farm Maestrale Ring - Fintel Energija

Akuo Energy is already active in renewable energy
production in the region as it owns a stake in Montenegro’s first wind farm Krnovo.
In late 2020, local subsidiary of French IEL Energie
announced that the construction of Basaid wind
farm near Kikinda is expected to start next year.
Director of IEL OIE Balkan Renewable Energy Natasa
Lazarevic said that Basaid wind farm will have 15
wind turbines with combined installed capacity of
85 MW. The company is expecting to obtain all the
necessary approvals and permits and start the construction of the wind farm in 2021.
Basaid wind farm is the first, but not the only, investment of the French company IEL OIE Balkan Renewable Energy in renewable sources in Serbia. According
to Lazarevic, parallel with this project, the company
has been working for two years on a geothermal energy project, which involves a leading world energy
company - French EDF, and pertains to finding potential locations in Serbia for the construction of geothermal power plants for the production of heating
energy for supplying the system of remote heating
for the purposes of industrial processes. She added
that the feasibility study for 4 locations, Vranje, Subotica, Kikinda and Ruma, has been completed so far.
Lazarevic said that the company is also looking into
the potentials of solar energy in Serbia and eagerly
awaits the announced amendments to the Law on
114

In December 2019, members of the City Assembly of
Subotica have adopted the decision on the preparation of the detailed regulation plan for the construction of the Maestrale Ring wind farm, an investment
worth some 700 million euros.
The funds required for the preparation of the plan
will be provided by the company Vetropark Maestrale Ring, a subsidiary of Fintel Energija. The plan
is for the wind farm to be installed in the southeast
section of the administrative area of the City of Subotica, between Cantavir, Visnjevac, Gabric, Bikovo,
Stari Zednik and Novi Zednik, and the wind generator area will be at least 1,000 meters away from
the settled areas. The total area amounts to around
10,800 hectares. It has been estimated that the
wind farm to be built in Cantavir will have installed
capacity of 600 MW.
The decision of the City Assembly said that in the
next period, the development and the use of renewable energy needs to be stimulated, which will considerably raise the living standard and the degree
of environmental protection and preservation. The
Republic of Serbia has the beneficial natural characteristics and a good potential for the production
of energy from renewable sources, which could contribute to the reduction of the country's dependence on imports and reduce the greenhouse effect.
In February 2019, the Board of Directors of Fintel
Energija has reached a decision on the realization of
the project for the construction of new wind farms
in Serbia, including the largest onshore wind farm in
Europe.
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Fintel Energija established new special purpose vehicles (SPV) for the development of three wind farm
projects – 10 MW Lipar, 10 MW Lipar 2 and 572 MW
Maestrale Ring, which would be the largest landbased wind farm in Europe. All three wind farms will
be 100 % owned by Fintel Energija and will be located in the northern province of Vojvodina. CEO of Fintel Energija Tiziano Giovannetti said that with these
three projects, Serbia would be one of the fastest
countries when it comes to the transition from fossil fuels to clean energy, adding that the company
will manage to increase the total installed power of
the wind farms it is developing from 352 MW to 944
MW, whereby Fintel Energija would become one of
the top European companies when it comes to the
development of wind farm projects.
In March 2020, land owners in Cantavir near Subotica have signed contracts for the lease of land for the
purpose of building the largest onshore wind farm in
Europe, a project worth some 700 million euros. The
land was leased for a period of 30 years and, according to local authorities, the construction of the wind
farm could start in three to four years. Currently, the
investor is developing an environmental impact assessment study.
In November 2020, the Subotica City Assembly has
adopted a detailed regulation plan for the construction of Maestrale Ring wind farm with an installed
capacity of 632.8 MW.
The statement from the Assembly said that the future wind farm will be built on 6,700 hectares land
plot and will produce over 1,000 GWh of electricity per year, enough to cover the needs of 200,000
households. The planned capacity has also been increased from 600 MW to 632.8 MW.
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Wind farm Crni Vrh - Crni Vrh Power
In December 2019, anagreement on the start of the
preparation of a detailed regulation plan for the Crni
Vrh area in eastern Serbia, where the construction
of a wind farm with a total of 21 turbines is planned,
was signed in the city of Bor.
The mayor of Bor, Aleksandar Milikic, said that this
was the first local investment in a wind farm, which
will have installed capacity of up to 50 MW and
that it would be built by Crni Vrh Power, a company
which operates within the Serbian company Kodar
Energomontaza.
According to him, of the 21 turbines, 14 will be in
the territory of the City of Bor, whereas seven will be
in the territory of the municipality of Zagubica. The
measurement of wind power on Crni Vrh had been
going on for seven years and it showed that is probably the best wind location in Serbia.
The project is worth around 100 million euros and
the construction of the wind farm should start in
2021.
In October 2020, the Council of the city of Bor
adopted a decision on the plan of the construction
of a transmission line which is one of the preconditions for the construction of a Crni Vrh wind farm.
The statement from the City Council said that, under
the investors' regulation, it is necessary to connect
the wind farm with the national electricity network
and it is in the city's interest to adopt the plans and
complete the project as soon as possible, so that the
construction of the wind farm could start in 2021.
This is a very important project for the city of Bor,
since it is the first such facility to be built in central
Serbia. All of Serbia’s existing wind farms are located
in the northern province of Vojvodina.
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Wind farm Banat 1 - WindVision
In December 2019, Belgian-Dutch company WindVision and the municipality of Alibunar have signed an
agreement on the right of easement for the use and
installation of electricity transmission cables for the
purpose of the construction of a new wind farm Banat 1. The wind farm complex will include two wind
farms: Banat 1 near Vladimirovac and Banat 2 near
Nikolinci. 44 wind turbines will be built in Vladimirovac with total installed capacity of 186 MW, while
in Nikolinci, there will be 25 turbines with total installed capacity of 140 MW.
In April 2020, the municipality of Alibunar has started the preparation of the detailed regulation plan
for the construction of transmission line for Banat 1
wind farm, which is the first condition for the beginning of its construction. According to the documentation, the plan envisages the construction of 400 kV
transmission line, a 400 kV connecting transmission
line and a 400/110 kV substation, through which the
electricity produced by the wind farm complex will
be transferred to the national electricity system, operated by state-owned EPS.
Wind farm near Pancevo - Elicio NV
In September 2020, Country Manager for Serbia of
Belgian company Elicio NV Christophe Bols said that
the company is interested in further increasing its
wind power portfolio in the country. Elicio NV already commissioned two wind farms in Serbia – 42
MW Alibunar in 2018 and 8 MW Malibunar in 2017.
Bols explained that the company has already
launched preliminary procedures for the project involving the construction of a wind farm on the territory of Pancevo municipality, by filing requests to
the local authorities.
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According to him, Elicio NV is satisfied with the overall business environment in Serbia, which is one of
the reasons for expansion plans. He noted that, although the feed-in tariff system will be removed in
the future, Elicio is prepared for the auction-based
model because it already operates in other countries with similar RES support schemes.

6.4 Biomass & biogas energy
Biomass energy sources are distributed across an
area of 24000km2 (25% of the territory) covered
with forests and 45,000 km2 (55% of the territory) used for agriculture. Biomass energy potential
comes mainly from agricultural wastes (1.6 million
toe) and wood biomass (1 million toe). Usable energy potential of animal waste is estimated at 0.45
million toe, while industrial and municipal waste
is estimated at 1.4 million toe. Good results are
achieved in “biodiesel” production (out of beet, sunflower and soybean oil) while results from biomass
briquettes production are also expected. There are
several announced and on-going biomass projects.
According to agriculture expert Branislav Gulan,
after the completion of agricultural works on 3.47
million hectares in Serbia, over 12.5 million tons of
biomass is left unused annually. Of this, northern
province of Vojvodina, with 1.7 million hectares, accounts for as much as 9 million tons, or 72 % of the
total amount.
Gulan said that biomass has great unused potential
for energy independence of Serbia, for the reduction of emission of harmful gases and for the employment of a large number of people, both directly
and indirectly, in new technologies implemented
through renewable energy sources.
During November 2015, Ministry of Energy and
Mining has signed agreements on grants in the total
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amount of 1.6 million dollars for support of the construction of six new biomass or biogas power plants,
with joint output of 6.32 MW. The plants will be built
in Bac, Zrenjanin, Aleksinac and Alibunar in the next
two years. The funds for grants are provided by the
United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and
Global Environment Fund.
The contracts provide the immediate allocation of
30 % of the grant, while the remaining 70 % will be
paid out to investors only after the completion of
the project and plant’s connection to the grid, which
is expected within two years.The expected annual
electricity production of all six power plants will
amount to around 47 GWh and approximately the
same amount of heat. Total amount of investment in
all six project is about 22.7 million dollars.
In June 2017, Serbian Minister of Energy and Mining Aleksandar Antic has signed a loan and donation
agreement with the representatives of German KfW
Bank and Swiss Government that will enable ten
heating plants in Serbia to switch from using fossil
fuel to renewable energy sources, namely biomass.
Total worth of the project is 27 million euros, which
also includes a 2 million euros grant from KfW Bank
and 5 million euros grant from Swiss Government.
The agreements on financing the transition of district heating companies from fossil fuel to biomass
are part of the project Stimulating Renewable Energy – the Development of the Biomass Market in Serbia (DKTI) which was launched in Serbia back in 2012
with a feasibility study for Subotica district heating
company. The signing of the agreement marked the
start of first stage of that project, with total value of
108 million euros.
The first stage will include heating plants in the municipalities of Mali Zvornik, Nova Varos, Novi Pazar,
Prijepolje, Bajina Basta, Valjevo, Priboj, Kladovo and
Majdanpek, while the municipality of Becej has already launched two projects – one to convert a part
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of its heating plant to biomass and the other aimed
at using geothermal energy.
In July 2019, the Public Investment Management Office said that it is carrying out the state project of financing the construction of biomass-powered heating plants in towns and municipalities with funds
provided through the German KfW bank. The municipalities which took part in this project can expect
to get new environmentally friendly heating plants
in 2019 and 2020.
So far, contractors have been selected for plants in
Priboj and Mionica, and tendering procedures are in
progress in Despotovac, Loznica and Osecina. The
value of the project in Despotovac has been estimated at 1.7 million euros, project in Loznica at 1.9
million euros and the project in Osecina at 1.35 million euros.
Public procurement procedures are being prepared
in Kladovo and Surdulica, where the projects have
been evaluated at 3.75 million euros and 1.45 million euros respectively. The project documentation
for heating facilities in Svilajnac, Nova Varos, Arilje,
Lebane and Kosjeric is currently being prepared.
According to the director of the Public Investment
Management Office, Marko Blagojevic, the projects entail the replacement of boilers and the construction of small biomass-powered heating plants,
whose purpose is to heat public facilities. Of all the
renewable energy sources in Serbia, biomass has the
biggest potential, and the country will considerably
increase the share of energy it gets from RES over
the next few years thanks to biomass capacities.
In September 2019, the municipality of Priboj signed
an agreement on a full reconstruction of the district
heating system with the Serbian Ministry of Energy and the German Development Bank KfW. The
agreement is related to the construction of 8 MW
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biomass-powered heating plant, which, along with
the municipality of Mali Zvornik, will be the first case
of fossil fuels being fully replaced with biomass in
Serbia. The project also envisages a full reconstruction of the heating pipeline system in Priboj and the
construction of new substations. The agreement is
worth 6 million euros, of which 16.5 % is financed
by the Governments of Germany and Switzerland,
while the rest is covered by a long-term loan from
KfW, with the minimum interest rate of 1.1 % and a
grace period of two years. The tendering procedure
for the selection of contractor should be launched in
October, and if everything goes as planned, the new
heating plant and the fully reconstructed remote
heating system should be ready for the next heating
season.
In early 2020, Serbian Ministry of Energy and Mining has allocated 5.8 million euros for the heating
plant project that envisages switching from fossil
fuel (heating oil) to renewable sources (biomass).
Novi Pazar is the third municipality, after Priboj and
Mali Zvornik, to receive funds within the program
launched in mid-2017. The contract envisages the
installation of new 8.5 MW biomass boiler and the
reconstruction of the city’s district heating system.
At the same time, the municipality of Bor in eastern
Serbia launched a tender for the preparation of the
project-technical documentation for obtaining the
necessary permits for the construction of two new
heating plants. The plan is to build three facilities
for the purpose of providing a reliable and efficient
supply of heating energy, namely two heating plants
that would be powered by woodchips (1x10 MW)
and natural gas (2x10 MW) and a pre-pumping station for the lowering of pressure within the district
heating system.
In April 2020, local company Energotehnika has been
selected as a contractor to replace the equipment
of the heating plant in Priboj in order to enable the
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switch from fossil fuel to biomass. The works are expected to start in autumn and should last one year,
thus enabling the city to enter 2021/22 heating season with environmentally friendly district heating
system.
A number of biomass-fired heating plant projects
launched in 2020, under the a loan and donation
agreement which the Government signed with the
representatives of German KfW Bank and Swiss Government. The goal is to enable ten heating plants in
Serbia to switch from using fossil fuel to renewable
energy sources.
During 2020, the construction of heating plants
started In Priboj, Novi Pazar, Kladovo, Arilje and Mali
Zvornik.
In September 2021, the Ministry of Mining and Energy announced that a contract for the construction
of biomass heating plant in Novi Pazar has been
signed, a project that will enable the city to move
away from using heating oil, thus reducing carbon
dioxide emissions from 6,000 to less than 500 tons
per year and completely eliminating sulfur dioxide
emissions. The tender for the design and construction of a biomass-fired heating plant in Novi Pazar
was launched last July. The allocated 5.8 million
euros for the heating plant project that envisages
switching from fossil fuel (heating oil) to renewable
sources (biomass). Novi Pazar is the third municipality, after Priboj and Mali Zvornik, to receive funds
within the program launched in mid-2017. The contract envisages the installation of new 8.5 MW biomass boiler and the reconstruction of the city’s district heating system.
Two biomass-fired heating plants, in Priboj and in
Mali Zvornik, have been officially commissioned. in
October 2021. Serbian Minister of Mining and Energy Zorana Mihajlovic said that the two town had
problems with air quality for years and that the new
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plants will reduce CO2 and SO2 emission by 90 %.
She reminded that 10 % heating plants in Serbia still
use coal and another 10 % use heating oil, adding
that it is imperative to transition these to renewable
energy as well. She said that another two towns in
Serbia – Majdanpek and Novi Pazar will get similar
biomass-fired heating plants in 2022.
In 2020, the Serbian Biogas Association published
the “Guide for Investors” intended for all investors
interested in constructing a biogas plant on the territory of Serbia. The guide was developed by the
Serbian Biogas Association, in cooperation with the
Rural Development Department of the Ministry of
Agriculture and with the support of partners, the
German Biogas Association, Fachverband Biogas e.V.
This guide is based on the experiences of existing
members of the Serbian Biogas Association, pioneers in the biogas sector, whose plants have been
operating successfully for many years, and if we take
into account that the biogas sector in Serbia is relatively young, these valuable tips and guidelines will
be of great help to investors who considering an investment or just starting a biogas business in Serbia.
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as well as examples of operation of other power
plants.
The Serbian biogas sector has made considerable
progress in a short period of time, creating favorable
business environment for investors. Owing to the efforts of the Serbian Biogas Association (SBA) and the
support of the Ministry of Mining and Energy that
remains committed to fulfilling the goals concerning the Energy Community, major steps have been
made towards the strengthening and stabilization of
the biogas sector.
In its activities to date, the SBA has proven to be a
proactive partner in the process of developing new
legal regulations on renewable energy sources, resulting in the adoption of new feed-in tariffs. In partnership with international institutions and organizations, the SBA plays an active role in the projects
and processes which are of interest and support its
members. The International Financial Corporation
(IFC), backed by the SBA, made a new study analyzing and recommending new incentives for the construction of biogas plants in Serbia.
Completed projects:

The main purpose of the guide is to incentivize
new investors, encourage investment in the sector,
as well as support investors who have already embarked on an investment in biogas.
In addition to useful information, the guide includes
a list of the most common mistakes in the process
of constructing a plant, as well as steps that should
be taken to prevent them. In addition to practical
advice regarding the quantities of certain raw materials needed for the operation of the plant, how
to choose the appropriate technology, and advice
regarding the process of construction and management of the plant, the guide will provide guidelines
for a proper approach to performance self-analysis,
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Biogas plant in Botos – Bioelektra
Local company Bioelektra announced that it has put
into operation new biogas combined heat and power plant in village Botos near Zrenjanin. Currently,
plant has power output of 0.6 MW, but it will reach
1.8 MW at the end of the third phase of the project.
This marks the completion of the first phase of this
project, worth 2.5 million euros. The majority of the
funds was obtained through 1.2 million euros loan
by Erste Bank, along with the 668,000 grant from
the Government of Netherlands. The project was
also financed with 275,000 dollars through a joint
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project of United Nations Development Program
and Serbian Ministry of Mining and Energy.
Estimated annual generation is about 15 GWh of
electricity, while the plant will be fuelled by beet
pulp and sugar beet waste, along with corn waste.
Biogas plant in Stara Moravica – Fermopromet
Biogas power plant with installed capacity of 2 MW,
in which Croatian Fermopromet Group invested
around 7 million euros, has been commissioned in
Stara Moravica near Backa Palanka in September
2017.
The opening ceremony was attended by Serbian
Minister of Energy and Mining Aleksandar Antic
who said that the construction of this power plant is
an example of perfect synergy between energy and
agriculture and that by using byproducts from the
farms, some 16,000 MWh of electricity will be produced each year.
Director of the plant Vladan Divjak said that it will
use byproducts from farms and waste from the local industry as energy sources, thus reducing the energy dependence on fossil fuel and also producing
high quality fertilizer.
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PEPO Energy is a joint venture of Swiss-based MET
Group and local company Arhar. The cost of the project is around 5 million euros.
In November 2021, Serbian Commission for the Protection of Competition has approved the acquisition
of electricity producer BPP Biogas by PEPO Energy,
a local subsidiary of Swiss-based MET Group. The
statement from the regulator said that the transaction would not cause any market distortions. BPP
Biogas was 100 % owned by Serbian company Arhar
Teh. Previously, in June, MET Group acquired the 49
% stake in PEPO Energy owned by Arhar Teh, thus
becoming the sole owner of the company.
Ongoing and announced projects:
Biomass plants in Sombor – Energotex

Biogas plant in Novo Milosevo – PEPO Energy

In April 2015, Slovak company Energotex SK announced plans to build a biomass plant in Sombor.
Company said it will invest some 12 million euros in
the construction of two biomass based power plants
with in the town of Sombor. The capacity of each
plant will be 1.5 MW with an estimated production
of 12,000 MWh of electricity per year, for which is
needed around 20,000 tons of biomass annually.
This quantity of biomass could be produced on the
surface of approximately 300 hectares.

In January 2021, a biogas power plant was commissioned in Novo Milosevo in the northern province of
Vojvodina. The plant has an installed capacity of 1.2
MW and is developed by PEPO Energy.

In August 2016, one of the co-investors in the Project, Vladimir Boskovic said that the project is delayed due to new regulations in the energy sector
and issues with leasing the state-owned land.

The facility will use biomass as the raw material for
producing biogas, which is then used for generating
electricity and thermal energy. Biomass used at the
plant will be pumpkin pulp and grain residue. Minister Mihajlovic also announced the construction of
additional 73 biogas facilities in Serbia, with a total
installed capacity of more than 100 MW.

Biomass plant in Krusevac
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The plant will have electricity output of 4.8 MW and
heat output of 20 MW, which should be used in local district heating system. The plant will be built by
the Italian company Building Energy. The value of
this project is some 27 million euros, and the plant
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should employ about 50 workers. The town’s public
enterprises, such as district heating and other public
utility companies, have signed contracts on business
and technical cooperation with Building Energy.

the animal waste in Indjija municipality. 22 million
EUR contract has been signed in 2011.

Power plant should be completed in 14 to 16
months, and all necessary permits are obtained.
Memorandum of understanding was signed on 1st
of July 2015.

During mid 2011, municipality of Ruma has signed
protocol for construction of energy plant with Czech
company Green Investment and local company Angler. The future plant will be built in Hrtkovci and
it will produce 5 MW of electricity and 30 tons of
steam per hour. The worth of the project is estimated at 15 million EUR, where the funds will be provided by Green investment and Angler.

In July 2017, Building Energy said that the construction of biomass power plant in Krusevac, named
Building Energy 1, will start in September 2018.
Biomass plant in Bac – Agro Energy
Power plant is under construction, and project is
owned by Slovak company Agro Energy. Company
has already invested some 8 million euros in the project. The plant should have power output of 3 x 650
kW. The plant will use waste remains of corn, sugar
beet, sorghum and manure from surrounding farms
as fuel, and its annual consumption will be between
30,000 and 40,000 tons of biomass.
Biomass plant in Bac – Enesco
Construction of this biomass plant has started in
April 2012, and the project is developed by Slovakian company Enesco The plant will use agricultural
bioorganic waste. It will have 4 MW output and it
will employ 25 people.
The cost of the project is estimated at 15 million EUR
and the biogas power plant should be completed
soon.
Biomass plant in Indjija – Electrawinds
Subsidary of Electrawind – Energo Zelena is developing project for construction of factory for processing
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Biomass power plant near Ruma – Green Investment

The future plant will deliver energy to the future factories that should be built near Hrtkovci as well as to
the households’ customers.
Biomass power plant in Prijepolje
During January 2016, local company Star Jela expressed plans to to build a biomass cogeneration
power plant in Prijepolje. The output of the future
plants should be 2 MW of electricity and 8 MW of
heat energy. The plant will use wooden biomass as
the source of energy. Both heat and electricity produced by this plant will be used in the process of
pellet production, which capacity is between 25 and
30 thousand tons of pellets per year.
Biomass power plant in Boljevac – Bioenergy Point
In addition to existing wood pellet production facility in Boljevac, local company Bioenergy Point announced in December 2016 that it will build another
such facility worth 2 million euros and biomass power plant worth additional 7 million euros.
The co-owner of Bioenergy Point Zoran Drakulic said
that the plan is to increase pellet production from
60,000 to 80,000 tons per year, thus becoming the
largest pellet producer in the Balkans region. Along
with this project, a 2.4 MW biomass power plant
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worth 7 million euros will be built as well, which will
be unified with pellet production and would significantly reduce production costs.
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50,000 tons of biomass available within 25 kilometres from the plant.
It is planned that the plant should be operational in
October 2018.

Biogas plant in Lukicevo – Vinex Etil
Local company Vinex Etil is planning to build a biogas
plant in Lukicevo near the city of Zrenjanin. The plant
will have a power output of 2 MW and the value of
the investment is about 5.8 million euros.
The company Vinex Etil is engaged primarily in the
production and distribution of wine and other spirits, but in 2012 it opened a cattle farm in Lukicevo,
which now houses 350 heads of cattle. Director of
the farm Slobodan Serdar said that full potential of
this facility will be exploited only after the construction of biogas plant is completed. The future plant
will use about 22,000 tons of corn silage or other
biomass annually.

Biomass power plant in Veliko Gradiste - D&D Energy
According to the detailed regulation plan of the
municipality of Veliko Gradiste, the construction of
biomass power plant with installed capacity of 999
kW, that will deliver electricity to the national grid,
is planned. The investor of this project is local company D&D Energy.
Electricity will be produced by combusting biogas
obtained from biomass using anaerobic digestion
process. In addition to electricity, new plant will
produce heat as well as organic fertilizer. The initial
raw material will be agricultural biomass, originating
from several local sources.

Biomass power plant in Sabac
Biomass power plant in Vrbas - MK Group
The district heating system in the city of Sabac will
be supplied from a new 20 MW biomass power
plant, that should be built in 2018, thus replacing
natural gas as the energy source, which is three to
four times more expensive than biomass.
The plant should be built as a private-public partnership and the city officials estimate that the project
would cost about 5 million euros. According to the
model, local district heating company will be supplied with thermal energy from that the biomass
plant that will be built by a private company, which
should also be in charge of fuel logistics.
The city will leave to private partner to decide whether it will build heating plant only or a combined heat
and power plant (CHPP), but the city is interested
only in buying thermal energy. The plant would consume around 14,000 tons of biomass annually. According to the previous study by the German Society
for International Cooperation (GIZ), there are some
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In June 2019, Serbian MK Group said that it plans to
invest 8.1 million euros in the construction of biomass power plant near Vrbas in Vojvodina province.
Construction works should in September and the
plant would be commissioned the power plant in
February 2020. The project will be carried out by MK
Biogas, a subsidiary of MK Group, while the design
of the power plant will be made by German company Wabio Technologie. Expected annual electricity
production is around 20,000 MWh.
The company is already involved in renewable energy in Serbia through MK Fintel Wind, a joint venture between Serbian MK Group and Fintel Energija
, which operates several wind farms in Vojvodina.
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Waste-to-energy plant in Belgrade - Suez

In January 2019, after an appeal filed by Initiative
“Ne davimo Beograd”, the Serbian Government has
annulled the environmental impact assessment
study prepared by the Ministry of Environmental
Protection for the waste-to-energy facility planned
to be built at Vinca landfill, and ordered the repeat
of procedure.
Press release from the Initiative also said that it has
recently informed the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), the European
Investment Bank (EIB) and the International Finance
Corporation (IFC) of the serious flaws, incorrectly
presented facts, and shortcomings in the legal process connected to preparations for the construction
of the facility.

In October 2017, French company Suez announced
that it has signed an agreement, as a part of a consortium with I-Environment Investments Limited,
a subsidiary of Japanese company Itochu, to invest
300 million euros in the construction of waste-toenergy facility in Belgrade.
This project will allow local government to close
and remediate the Vinca landfill and produce over
80 MW of heat and electricity, all from a renewable
source. The waste-to-energy facility will be built by a
joint venture of Suez and Itochu, in which both companies have equal shares, and will have an installed
electricity capacity of 25 MW and heat capacity of
56 MW, processing some 340,000 tons of waste annually.
In addition, a dedicated facility will process 200,000
tons of construction and demolition waste per year.
A new waste disposal designed in accordance with
European standards will dispose of residual waste
pending the development of the new city’s recycling
policy. Following the completion of the construction,
performed by French industrial engineering contractor CNIM and Serbian civil engineering group Energoprojekt, which is planned for 2021, the facilities
will be operated by Suez for a 25-year term under a
public-private partnership agreement.
Initially, it was planned that the construction of the
facility should start by the end of 2018, but it was
pushed to spring 2019. The start of construction was
delayed once again and it should launch by the end
of 2019.
In December 2018, Luxembourg-based equity fund
Marguerite has acquired 20 % stake in Beo Cista Energija, a project company which is developing wasteto-energy project in Serbia, thus joining French Suez
and Japanese Itochu. After the completion of the
transaction, Suez and Itochu will keep their 40 %
stake in the company.
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According to CEE Bankwatch Network, one of the key
issues regarding the project is the fact that 68 % of
Belgrade’s waste is preventable, recyclable or compostable, while the project proposes to burn it instead. Unless the city’s waste generation grows very
fast, it may be necessary to change the law to allow
waste imports in order to fulfill contractual obligations concerning the amounts of waste that need to
be supplied to the facility. Furthermore, if Serbian
capital is burning 66 % of its waste, the country will
not be able to meet the EU recycling target, which
stands at 50 % for 2020.
In October 2019, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) said that it will provide a 72 million euros loan for the construction of
a new landfill and accompanying waste-to-energy
facility in Serbian capital Belgrade. EBRD is providing a 72 million loan for its own account, arranging a
syndicated loan of 35 million euros for the account
of project participants and mobilizing a 21 million
euros concessional finance funded by Taiwan ICDF.
The financing will be part of a wider package including International Finance Corporation (IFC) and Oesterreichische Entwicklungsbank (OeEB) with loans
of up to 72.25 million and 35 million euros, respectively.
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At the same time, the World Bank said that it will
provide a 259.57 million euros financing and guarantees package for the construction of a new landfill and energy-from-waste facility in Serbia's capital
Belgrade. The financing will be provided to Beo Cista
Energija, a joint venture established by the French
utility company Suez, Japanese Itochu and equity
fund Marguerite Fund, through the International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA).
In 2019, Beo Cista Energija received a status of privileged electricity producer, which means that it will
receive feed-in tariffs for electricity and heat produced by its waste-to-energy project. The company
is planning to build two power plants at Vinca landfill near the Serbian capital Belgrade – a power plant
fueled by landfill gas and a waste-to-energy facility
to incinerate municipal waste. The 3.09 MW power
plant fueled by landfill gas will get 8.44 eurocents/
kWh, while the 30.2 MW waste-to-energy facility
will receive 8.57 eurocents/kWh. These are the first
landfill gas and energy-from-waste facilities to get
feed-in tariffs in Serbia.
Beo Cista Energija is planning to start the construction of waste-to-energy facility at Vinca landfill near
Belgrade in mid-2020. The facility will only burn organic waste and it is expected to become fully operational by the end of 2022.
In May 2020, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) said that a project for
the construction of waste-to-energy facility at Vinca
landfill near Belgrade has successfully reached a financial close for a 290 million euros loan by a pool
of lenders.
This 370 million euros project is one of the largest
public-private partnerships in Serbia to date and
brings private funding and expertise to a public sector project. The EBRD is contributing a 128.25 million euros syndicated loan, including a loan of 72.25
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million euros for its own account, a loan of 35 million euros provided by Erste Group Bank AG under
the A/B loan structure, and 21 million euros in concessional finance from the Green Energy Special
Fund, which is funded by TaiwanICDF.
In October 2020, Serbian Ministry of Environmental Protection said that the environmental impact
assessment (EIA) study for the project for the construction of waste-to-energy plant at Belgrade’s
Vinca landfill, namely its waste incinerator, has been
updated in line with the EU regulations.
The statement from the Ministry said that the study
was amended because EU pollution control standards, the so-called LCP BREF – best available techniques reference documents for large combustion
plants, have been upgraded in the meantime. The
move was necessary for getting the integrated pollution prevention and control permit and the operational permit for the project.
The changes within the study include limits for nitrogen oxides, hydrogen chloride, sulfur dioxide, heavy
metals, dioxin and furan and it became mandatory
to measure mercury levels.
In January 2021, Ministry of Environmental Protection adopted a decision on the approval of the
environmental impact assessment (EIA) study for
the project for the construction of waste-to-energy
plant at Belgrade’s Vinca landfill, namely its waste
incinerator.
This is an amended study that takes into consideration the new BREF document which came into effect
in late 2019, concerning stricter requirements when
it comes to defined thresholds for emissions into the
air. Compared to the project for which the previous
study was done, the project is partially amended for
the thermal power/heating plant fueled by municipal waste.
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In September 2021, Serbian Prime Minister Ana
Brnabic said that the waste-to-energy power plant
at the new Vinca landfill will be operational in November 2022. The joint venture Beo Cista Energija
has opened the new Vinca landfill in mid-August.
The waste-to-energy power plant will have installed
capacity of 30 MW in electricity and 56 MW in thermal energy, which will be purchased by municipal
district heating company Beogradske Elektrane.
Biogas power plant in Secanj - Bio Pan Gas
The of the municipality of Secanj in Serbian northern
province of Vojvodina has scheduled a public presentation of the study of the environmental impact
assessment of the future biogas power plant that
will be built in the municipality for 31 August 2020.
The investor in the project, local company Bio Pan
Gas has filed a request for approval of the study related to the construction of a biogas power plant
with installed capacity of 999 kW.
Biogas power plant near Sabac - Green Technology
First
In August 2021, local company Green Technology
First said that it is planning to invest 12 million euros in the construction of four biogas power plants,
with installed capacity of 1 MW each, near Sabac in
western Serbia.
The Director of Green Technology First Milos Sreckovic said that the electricity produced by the biogas
power plants will be supplied to the network of
state-owned power utility EPS. The plants will use
agricultural biomass (straw, silage, soy straw…) as
the main raw material for the production of electricity. which the company will purchase from agricultural producers, since this waste material was not
used at all.
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6.5 Solar energy
The yearly ratio of actual irradiation to the total possible irradiation reaches approximately 50%. The total potential for solar active technologies has been
estimated to be 50-60% of heating demand in the
cloudier central regions. Large plains are available
only in northern parts of Serbia (Vojvodina), but
solar irradiation in this part is lower (around 1400
kWh/m2). First significant PV power plant put into
operation during 2013, with output of 260 kW, near
city of Leskovac.
Currently, installed output in solar power plants is
8.5 MW (91 installations).
Largest photovoltaic power plant has 2 MW output,
and it was completed in November 2014 by local
company Solaris Energy. The construction works
started in July 2013, and first phase was completed
in December 2013 (Solaris 1, 1 MW output). Cost of
the project reached 3 million euros and loans were
provided by German KfW Bank and Procredit Bank.
Cost of the first phase reached 1.7 million euros.
Power plant spreads over 4.5 hectares, and it is located in Kladovo municipality. Company plans to upgrade power plant to 4 MW, for which additional 3
million euros will be needed.
According to Serbian Minister of Mining and Energy
Zorana Mihajlovic, one of the most important new
features in the Law on Renewable Energy Sources,
adopted in 2021, is to enable the citizens and the
economy to set up solar panels and to be not just
consumer, but also producers of electricity (prosumers).
She explained that the price of RES technologies is
much lower than before and Serbia wants that every
house, residential building, production hall, sports
center… to be able to have solar panel on the roof.
This means that, on one hand, citizens will have
their costs reduced, being able to supply the surplus
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energy to the network, and on the other hand, as
a country, Serbia will use more energy from renewable sources and thereby get closer to its objective
- to have at least 50 % of the total energy by 2050
produced from renewable energy sources.
In mid-2019, Serbian Minister of Mining and Energy
Aleksandar Antic said that state-owned power utility EPS is considering the construction of a 100 MW
solar power plant. He said that EPS is planning to
build a small-scale solar power plant of up to 10 MW
of installed capacity first, followed by a large-scale
project of a 100 MW solar power plant in Kostolac.
He stressed that EPS needs to invest in renewable
energy in order to diversify its production portfolio,
thus improving the country’s energy mix which is
too reliant on coal-based energy.
In November 2019, Spanish company Navitacum
and Serbian Chamber of Commerce have signed an
agreement on cooperation, according to which, the
consultancy company will make efforts to bring large
investors from Switzerland and the EU for RES projects in Serbia, especially solar projects.
According to the International Renewable Energy
Agency, Serbia has a far higher number of hours of
sunlight a day than most European countries, and
the best conditions are in the southeast part of our
country, which makes it an attractive destination for
large global investors in this field. The Chamber of
Commerce will prepare a study of the production
capacities and degree of representation of all the
forms of renewable energy sources in Serbia, especially the solar energy.
Manager of Navitacum Francisco Gonzalez said that
large companies from Spain and other EU member
states are interested in investing in solar parks in Serbia. The use of solar energy reduces the consumption of energy for the production of heating based
on fossil fuels, which would allow Serbia to considerably reduce its annual emissions of carbon dioxide.
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The company is not interested in state subsidies and
will instead propose different models of attracting
investors for projects of construction of RES facilities
in the country.
In May 2021, EPS has launched the tender for the
preparation of an analysis of the conditions for the
construction of solar power plants at the ash dump
sites of the TPP Morava and the TPP Kolubara A.
According to tender documentation, in the first
phase, an overview of the professional literature
and the realized projects of the usage of ash dump
sites and locations of closed TPPs for the construction of solar power plants should be provided. The
subject of the procurement within the first phase is
also an analysis of solar potential in these locations
and an estimate of the state of the current thermal
technical and electrical energy equipment and facilities at the TPPs.
Phase 2 envisages the preparation of a general project of construction of a solar power plant of up to
9.9 MW at the ash dump site of the TPP Morava and
a preliminary construction feasibility study. As for
Phase 3, it would entail a general project of a solar
power plant of 9.9 MW at the ash dump site of the
TPP Kolubara A, also with a preliminary construction
feasibility study.
The locations of ash dump sites are considered primary locations for solar power plants, but there are
other locations at these power plants that are suitable for solar power plants, especially those that
would remain unused after the closure of the plants.
In August 2021, Serbian Government entered talks
with US-based UGT Renewables for the construction
of solar power plants across the country with a total
installed capacity of 1 GW. The Ministry of Mining
and Energy signed an agreement on cooperation
with the US company that envisages the construction of solar power plants stretching over 2,000 hecCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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tares of land, that would offset 1.9 million tons of
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions annually, while estimated output of the power plants would be equivalent to 3 % of the current electricity production in
Serbia.
In December same year, the Ministry of Construction, Transport and Infrastructure has adopted the
decision on the Strategic Assessment of the Environmental Impact of the Spatial Plan of the SpecialPurpose Area of Solar Photovoltaic Power Plants in
the territory of the city of Zajecar and the municipality of Negotin. The land should be used for the construction of solar power plant by US-company UGT
Renewables.
In November 2021, state-owned power utility EPS
launched a public call for the analysis of the potential usage of the locations for the construction of
solar power plants. According to the technical specification, the aim of the preparation of the study is
to create the preconditions for the construction of
solar power plants on the facilities and land that EPS
has at its disposal. The call is open until 20 December.
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locations and facilities in the territory of the whole
Serbia, potential facilities and locations suitable for
the construction of solar power plants need to be
identified. EPS has large areas of open-pit mines and
landfills suitable for the implementation of renewable energy projects due to the availability of the
necessary infrastructure and a part of the mechanization and expertise and the availability of the existing, trained work force. However, other potential locations, which are not owned by EPS, should also be
analyzed and that the possibility of the construction
of solar power plants through usage agreements
should be looked into.
EPS currently operates one small-scale solar power
plant – 330 kW plant, launched in 2017 within HPP
Bajina Basta complex. The company is planning to
build 9.95 MW Patka solar power plant at the Cirikovac open-pit mine near Kostolac, as well as 100 MW
solar power plant on the ash and slag disposal sites
for TPP Kostolac. Also, earlier this year, EPS launched
tenders for the preparation of documentation for
solar project at the ash disposal sites of TPP Morava
and TPP Kolubara.
1,000 MW solar park – SEPE

EPS emits around 30 million tons of CO2 a year and
the high additional costs for the CO2 emission fee,
as soon as they are implemented, would have a
large negative impact on the operations of EPS. That
is why EPS has a vital interest to increase, as much
as possible, the participation of renewable sources,
and reduce its reliance on coal before the obligation
of paying fees for CO2 emission is implemented.
According to the Hydrometeorological Institute of
Serbia, the number of sunshine hours in the country
is between 1,500 and 2,200 per year, which puts Serbia among the countries with favorable conditions
for the usage of solar energy.
As the construction of solar power plants requires
space for the installation of panels, and EPS owns
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This project is owned by Luxembourg-based Securum Equity Partners Europe (SEPE), and it envisaged
construction of 1000 MW solar park. SEPE planned
to invest 1.7 billion euros for construction of 1,000
MW solar park, which would be located between
municipalities Nis and Vranje in southern Serbia.
The project would also include the construction of
three solar panels factories, which would deliver
panels for the project and, later, the panels would
be exported. Construction was to start in mid-2013.
In August 2013, SEPE announced it would launch
the proceedings at International Court of Arbitration in London against the government of Serbia
over abandoning the large-scale project for construction of 1,000 MW solar park. SEPE said it would
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demand 160 million euros compensation. Previously, SEPE cancelled the agreement for construction of
the solar park, which should have been built on area
of 3,000 hectares. SEPE argued that the government
did not provide the land for the project. Commenting the latest news, Ministry of energy, development
and natural protection said that SEPE was offered
the land for the project, with overall area ten times
the demanded one. However, SEPE was not satisfied
with offered sites. In October 2013, local media have
reported that SEPE has submitted at the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) in Washington.
In May 2011, the government of Serbia and SEPE
signed the Memorandum for construction of the
solar park, where the state of Serbia was obliged
to provide land and infrastructure for the project
free of charge in period of 25 years. In November
2011, the government and SEPE signed non-binding Framework agreement for construction of solar
park.
Solar park in Beocin – Prima Energy
1 MW photovoltaic power plant is located in Tancos
near Beocin, and spreads over 3 acres. Power plant
was put into operation in September 2014. Power
plant is owned by Serbian subsidiary of Slovakian
Prima Energy. Cost of the project reached 1.8 million
euros. Construction has started in May 2013.
Solar park in Backa Topola – S-Tech
During November 2012, German company S-Tech
Energie expressed plans to invest some 5 million euros for development of 2 MW solar par near Backa
Topola. Company is also interested in development
of two more solar parks, with overall output of 3
MW.
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Solar park Zrenjanin - Electrawinds
During April 2012, company expressed plans to build
10 MW solar park in Zrenjanin, in cooperation with
municipality of Zrenjanin. Municipality has offered
several location proposals to the company, and negotiations are on-going. Company is also developing
wind project in Alibunar and biomass plant in Indjija.
Solar park near Vranje – Euro Solar
In September 2011, Chinese company Euro solar
parks and municipality of Vranje have signed agreement for development of 150 MW solar park. The
park should be built in period of five years through
several phases and overall worth of the project will
reach 300 million EUR. The municipality of Vranje
has provided five locations for the project. In the
second phase of the project, the solar panel factory
should be built.
The pilot project should include construction of 10
MW solar park. Chinese company has entered final
phase for signing the Power purchase agreement
(PPA) for this pilot project with the Ministry of Energy, Development and Environmental Protection.
Solar park Sombor - CMC Europe
In August 2021, CMC Europe, a Hungarian subsidiary of Chinese company, has expressed interest in
the construction of solar power plant with installed
capacity of up to 100 MW near Sombor in Serbia’s
northern province of Vojvodina.
The Mayor of Sombor Antonio Ratkovic met with the
representatives of CMC Europe and signed a Memorandum of Cooperation with the company. He said
that the city will provide all necessary assistance in
the construction of the plant.
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Solar park Sjenica - CPW
Australian renewable energy company CPW Global
is planning to build a 50 MW solar plant in Sjenica
in southwestern Serbia. The plant is expected to
be built through a special purpose vehicle Kima Solar, with an investment of around 40 million euros
and should be commissioned in 2023. The project
will sell produced electricity on the local energy exchange (SEEPEX) or other off-takers under a power
purchase agreements.
Director of Kima Solar Nikola Stamenov said that
the project may also participate in Serbia's future
renewables auctions, which will be decided once
the details of the auctions will be known. Regarding
the targeted levelized cost of energy for the project,
Stamenov said his assumption was that it would be
competitive with current market prices, without
providing specific figures.
When built, it will be the country's first operational
large-scale solar power plant. More projects should
materialize when the auction scheme for renewables promised by the Government are put in place.
Solar park Bor - S2P Electric
In October 2021, the Institute of Mining and Metallurgy Bor, local company Netinvest and the Swiss
company S2P Electric signed an agreement on a
joint project for the construction of a 56 MW solar
power plant near Bor. This would be the first largescale solar power plant in Serbia.
The power plant will be built according to the highest environmental standards, in the area of the endangered ecological zone of mining waste, which
will be turned into a solar eco park. The investment
in the plants is estimated at 40 million euros and the
start of construction is planned for 2022. Apart from
the fact that the produced electricity will be green,
the solar power plant will be built on land that has
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been degraded, has no use value and has been unused so far. This is a location chosen for the facility is
a tailings dump from the copper mines in Bor.
Solar park Zabalj - WV International
In October 2021, WV International Emergy has completed the first phase of the 80 MW solar power
plant development project, which will be built in
Zabalj municipality. After obtaining all permits and
preparing technical documentation, the solar power
plant should put into commercial operation in 20252026.
The statement from the company said that the first
phase was successfully realized after the Municipal
Assembly of Zabalj and electricity transmission system operator EMS approved the documents needed
for further development of the project, whose investment value is 55 million euros.
Namely, the Municipal Assembly of Zabalj adopted
the decision on the development of detailed regulation plans for the construction of the solar power
plant and the decision on the development of the
detailed regulation plan for the 110 kV transmission line, which will deliver electricity produced by
the power plant. Also, EMS approved the study of
connecting the solar power plant in question to the
electricity network, which created the conditions for
further realization of the project.
WV International Emergy Group (formerly WV International NBT) has been developing renewable energy projects, mostly wind, and has been operating
in Serbia since 2012. The total portfolio of the group
includes seven developing wind farms in Banat (in
Pancevo and Alibunar municipalities) with a total
planned capacity of 800 MW. According to the plan,
the wind power plants should be commissioned in
the period from 2023 to 2026.
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6.6 Geothermal energy
In Serbia there are more than 60 geothermal systems with temperatures lower than 150°C. Estimated energy reserves of geothermal resources are
around 800 MWh, but utilization is on vey low level.
Identified geothermal fields are located in Macva,
Vojvodina, Podunavlje, Pomoravlje and Stig, while
investigation in twenty localities is in progress. The
priority region in this investigation is Macva. The
installations already built are mostly for balneology purposes, tourism and for the heating of greenhouses (but only in three localities). February 2010,
Canadian company BD Geothermal energy (BDGE),
subsidiary of Tender group, expressed plans to build
25 MW geothermal power plant near city of Vranje,
where cost of the project is estimated at 50-70 million EUR. Local officials and Canadian company have
signed memorandum of understanding for this project.

Country Report: Serbia
projects in Serbian northern province of Vojvodina.
AFPG will support local government in executing
studies on the technical and economic potential of
the geothermal resources in the province.
A recent study executed by GEODEEP, a cluster of
companies including members of AFPG, has shown
that Vojvodina has the potential to develop four
geothermal projects with a capacity of between
11 and 17 MW each with a total investment ranging from 7 to 18 million euros. The potential geothermal projects are located in the municipalities of
Subotica, Kikinda, Sremska Mitrovica and Ruma, and
in addition to the production of electricity, they will
also supply heat for district networks in cities or industrial zones.

In September 2016, City Council of Vranje in southern Serbia approved the signing of the Memorandum
of Understanding between the city and the Chinese
company Betec Resources. It envisages exploration
activities covering some 150 square kilometers and
the construction of Serbia's first geothermal power
plant in Vranjska Banja. The future plant should have
power output of 20 MW.
In October, Serbian oil company NIS and Betec Resources have signed a cooperation agreement on
the development of geothermal energy in Serbia.
The companies will jointly perform geothermal explorations in northern Serbia by drilling new wells
and building power plants. The drilling works are
scheduled to start in 2017, while the first power
plant should be commissioned in 2018.
In July 2019, French geothermal association AFPG
has signed a memorandum of understanding to
support the development of geothermal energy
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Chapter 7. Electricity consumption, production and export
7.1 Electricity consumption
EPS is owner of coal mines which supply all thermal
power plants, so variable cost of generated electricity is very low, which enables customers on regulated
market in Serbia to have lowest electricity price in
the region, well below regional market prices.
For a base-load consumption profile (assuming each
hour in a month with equal consumption), household which consume 350 kWh per month will have
a price of energy component itself slighly above 18
EUR/MWh. From 350 kWh to 1,600 kWh, price of
energy component is 36 EUR/MWh. For consumption above 1,600 kWh per month, price of energy
component is 93.9 EUR/MWh.
These figures are for energy component itself, and
do not include grid usage fees, taxes and other fees.
For base-load consumption, household would need
to consume 2,000 kWh in order to expect lower bill
by changing supplier. Average household consumption is around 400 kWh.
Due to hyperinflation and degradation of stateowned industrial sector, starting from 1990 household consumption increased, but at the same time
industrial consumption decreased, so overall Serbian consumption did not experience big fluctuations.
Increase of electricity consumption in the industrial
sector was lower than expected, since industrial development was overestimated.
Average monthly consumption per household is
around 400 kWh. Until 2008, rise in electricity consumption was evident, with some 3% of annual level
(32.5 TWh in 2000, 39 TWh in 2008). Since 2008, annual growth is less than 1% or negative. Consump
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tion deviation in 12 month period is high: consumption in winter can be 50% higher comparing to electricity consumption during spring/summer months,
so annual overhauls are performed in Q2 and Q3.
Households have the largest share in electricity consumption, due to lack of large industry consumers
and high usage of electricity in heating purposes.
According to official estimations, one third of households in Serbia use electricity for heating, but at
least another third occasionally use electricity for
heating purposes as well. According to data from
Energy Agency of Serbia, share of households’ consumption in overall electricity consumption in Serbia
was increased from 41 % in 1990s up to 60 % in 2000
and it was reduced to 52 % in 2011. In most of the
EU countries, this share stands under 30 %.
According to the plan for the development of the
electricity transmission system in the 2017-2026 period, in the next 15 years Serbia will consume some
7 TWh of electricity more, which means that electricity consumption will increase by approximately 1
% annually. But, according to projections, electricity
production will remain at the current level.
The study is developed by the transmission system
operator EMS. Projected electricity consumption in
2031 ranges from 44.3 to 47.2 TWh and shows an
upward trend. The results of the conservative production development scenario show that during
winter consumption peaks, installed production capacity will be insufficient to cover the demand.
The study also shows that the construction of new
thermal power plants is not expected in Serbia after
2023, indicating how critical is to delay investments
Country Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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Purchased in 2010 (GWh)

Number of customers

Share in overall sales

Elektrovojvodina

9 109

910 000

28 %

ED Beograd

8 150

800 000

25 %

Elektrosrbija

7 498

895 000

23 %

Jugoistok

4 909

600 000

14 %

Centar

3 167

280 000

10 %

Total

32 833

3 485 000

Table: Distribution companies
in new capacities given the fact that, in accordance
with the EU Directives, some capacity would have to
be decommissioned. According to experts, the study
indicates that Serbia has to build at least one more
thermal power plant, besides the 350 MW B3 unit at
TPP Kostolac. Additional thermal power plant with
at least 620 MW of power output is needed, ideally
it would have power output of some 900 MW. Due
to the vicinity of a large coalmine, it could be the
third unit at TPP Nikola Tesla B.
During past years, electricity consumption has been
gradually decreasing each year, from 40.6 TWh
(2011) to 38.2 TWh (2014). In 2015, electricity consumption stood at 39.2 TWh, 38.8 TWh in 2016 and
39.6 TWh in 2017.
Consumption in 2017 was higher than in 2016 due
to effect of extremely cold January/February 2017
and hot July/August 2017. If those months were
to be excluded from the average, 2017 would have
lower consumption.
Distribution business in Serbia is performed by five
territorially organized companies, which are since
recently all part of unified electricity distribution system operator – EPS Distribucija: Elektrovojvodina,
Elektrodistribucija Beograd, Elektrosrbija, Jugoistok,
ED Centar. By restricting of EPS, one unified electricity distribution company was formed, replacing the
existing five companies.
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Total number of customers in Serbia is around 3,485
,000, from which 3,100,000 are household customers. Annual losses in distribution network amount
around 4.5-5 TWh, or some 15 % of overall electricity delivered. Technical losses are estimated on 8.5
%, while non-technical losses are estimated on 6.5 %
or 2.1 TWh. Highest losses are recorded in the south
of Serbia, due to electricity theft. At least 5 TWh is
being spent for household heating, annually.
Starting from July 1 2013, EPS Supply was granted
license for public supply. EPS Supply took over the
public supply activities from the previous five suppliers within the EPS. New company was established in
accordance to the new Energy law and in accordance
to the restructuring programme of EPS approved by
the government of Serbia. AERS demanded from all
five distribution companies to reduce the planned
network losses and to increase the security and
quality of supply.
In recent period, EPS significantly reduced amount
of debt. Currently, debts are not tolerated, and
household consumers are disconnected from the
grid if their debt reaches only 40 euros - which is on
average one unpaid bill.
At the end of 2016, more than 60,000 companies
owed around 156 million euros in unpaid electricity
bills, while households owed some 120 million euros. But still, bill collection rate of EPS Snabdevanje
stands at 96.13%.
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According to EPS Snabdevanje, which handles bill
collection, the highest unpaid bills have public utilities and other local public enterprises, as well as
the companies that the state continues to protect.
Most of these companies have undergone bankruptcy proceedings and there is nowhere to collect the
electricity bills from.
In past, households had a lot of accumulated debt.
These debts are mainly old ones, dated before 2013,
when households paid for spent energy to distribution companies, not to EPS Snabdevanje.
According to EPS’s data, at the end of 2012, some
10 % of customers (some 400,000 customers) had
an overall debt of 710 million euros. Debts with maturity over 60 days stand at 715 million euros, but
significant amount accounted for penalty interest,
which were written off according to the decision of
the government.
New billing system was introduced from 2013,
where spent energy was paid to EPS Snabdevanje,
and system services to distribution companies. EPS
Snabdevanje does not tolerate accumulation of
debts anymore.
The biggest debtors are the customers of Electricity
distribution company Jugoistok from Nis. EPS said
that overall loss due to electricity theft stands at 6080 million euros per year. EPS claims that some 1
TWh of electricity per year is being stolen.
As of mid-2108, state and public companies owe
almost 200 million euros to EPS. Therefore, the request from the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
from the previous arrangement, under which the
debt should have been reduced and the delayed
payment for supplied electricity stopped, has not
been honored. Copper mine in Bor is the biggest
debtor, as it owes, with its three subsidiaries, a total
of 63.5 million euros. It is followed by Smederevo
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steel mill with 39 million euros, Resavica coalmine
(12.7 million euros), Energetika Kragujevac (9.3 million euros), and many other state-owned and public
companies. However, neither of these companies
has had electricity cut off, while electricity is cut off
for regular citizens for debts less than 100 euros.
Some of the debtor have not paid a cent this year,
such as Smederevo steel mill, while most of those
from the list of the 20 biggest debtors paid only negligible amounts. All in all, it appears that not even
the IMF has managed to put a stop to this practice,
even though they explicitly required the authorities
not to allow delayed payments for supplied electricity for state-owned companies. EPS cannot cut
the supply by itself, as it does not have the Government's authorization to do so, although those 200
million euros would be a valuable amount for investments in the company.
According to data from Energy Agency of Serbia,
share of households’ consumption in overall electricity consumption in Serbia was increased from 41
% in 1990s up to 60 % in 2000 and it was reduced to
52 % in 2011. In most of the EU countries, this share
stands under 30 %.
Energy efficiency in Serbia is on quite low level. Electricity consumption per unit of living space is about
200 kWh in Serbia while it averages 140 kWh in the
EU. Experts in energy efficiency say that with proper
energy efficiency measures Serbia could save 3040 % of energy, which is otherwise imported in the
amount of about 30 %.
Serbia, according to the European Union directives,
assumed the objective that by 2018 total energy
consumption is reduced by 9 % compared to 2008,
when the consumption of energy in the country
amounted to about 10 million tons of oil equivalent.
Deputy Minister of Energy, Milos Banjac told the
media that Serbia will be able to furfill this goal and
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that is already well on the way to do it, and that no
major projects should be implemented in order to
reach that goal in 2018.

In order to request electricity price increase, EPS and
EMS (transmission system operator) must submit
their analysis and proposal of new electricity tariffs.
After AERS evaluates their proposals and makes new
analysis, it proposes change of price to government,
which reaches final decision. Starting from October 1st 2012, the setting of new prices is the sole
responsibility of the AERS (but highly influenced by
the government, although technically government
does not have authority to approve price increase).

Electricity prices
Serbia belongs to a group of countries with a lowest
electricity price in Europe, and electricity price on
regulated market is set by Energy Agency of the Republic of Serbia (AERS). There are several reasons for
low electricity price: Electricity price for households
is influenced by the government, and kept low. This
is also achievable by low generation cost, since EPS
which supplies almost all customers owns lignite
mines, while water usage fees are cheap.

In 2015 free electricity and gas were supplied to
about 65,000 households, or approximately 70 % of
those who registered for this service. In 2016 this
number will rise to 97,000 households, since the
World Bank insisted on the increase and some 13.6
million euros will be allocated for socially vulnerable customers. By regulations, socially vulnerable
customers will receive 480 kWh of free electricity
instead of 120 kWh.

For a base-load consumption profile (assuming each
hour in a month with equal consumption), household which consume 350 kWh per month will have
a price of energy component itself slighly above 18
EUR/MWh. From 350 kWh to 1,600 kWh, price of
energy component is 36 EUR/MWh. For consumption above 1,600 kWh per month, price of energy
component is 93.9 EUR/MWh.

In late 2017, Executive Director for Electricity Trading at Serbian state-owned power utility EPS, Dragan
Vlaisavljevic said that price of electricity for households in Serbia is way below the market price and
that will not be changed in the foreseeable future.

These figures are for energy component itself, and
do not include grid usage fees, taxes and other fees.
For base-load consumption, household would need
to consume 2,000 kWh in order to expect lower bill
by changing supplier.
GWh
5,000
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With the onset of energy crisis in Europe in late
2021, state-owned power utility EPS has extended
the supply of electricity at unchanged prices until
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Electricity consumption - temperature correlation
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30 November. Namely, EPS will extend electricity
supply contract for companies whose previous contracts expire between 31 October and 30 November.
Also, for those companies who are supplied based
on the supplier of last resort contracts, which whose
expired on 31 October, a new contract for November
is offered at the same price, and, for those who have
already signed agreements which came into effect
on 1 November, the validity of the agreements has
been extended until 1 December. This was later extended until the end of 2021.

Electricity previously increased in price by 3.9 % on
December 1 2019, and before that, the price was increased in October 2017 by 2 %.
Also, in late 2020, Serbian Government adopted a
decision of the increase of fees for encouraging electricity production from renewable sources, paid by
end consumers through their electricity bills. The
new fee will came into effect as of 1 January 2021
and amounts to 0.0037 euros/kWh, which is more
than four times higher compared to the previous figure.

Acting Director of EPS Milorad Grcic assured that
the price of electricity for households will not be
increased by the end of 2021 and at least not until mid-2022. He said that the stable situation with
electricity supply in Serbia is down to the excellent
planning within EPS, namely, taking care of each
production capacity, as well as the support of representatives of the authorities in preserving all the
capacities, both thermal and hydro. This has led to
the fact that Serbia now produces its own electricity and that is the main reason why Serbia has the
lowest price of electricity in Europe and will not be
forced to increase it due to energy crisis.

During his visit to Serbia in March 2021, Director of
the Energy Community (EnC) Secrtariat Janez Kopac
said that the price of electricity for residential consumers must be increased, while subsidies for vulnerable consumers must be implemented only for
those who really need them.

Most recent electricity price increase
In December 2020, at the request of state-owned
power utility EPS, the Council of the Serbian Energy
Agency (AERS) approved an increase in the price of
electricity for household consumers in the amount
of 3.4 % as of 1 February 2021.
The average price of electricity for customers who
have the right to a guaranteed supply at regulated
prices (households and small commercial consumers), determined on the basis of the maximum approved income, will amount to 0.061 euros/kWh,
without taxes and fees.

Kopac pointed out that the price of electricity for
industrial consumers in Serbia is approximately on
the level with the EU countries. Therefore, industrial
consumers subsidy residential consumers and lose
competitiveness on the global market.
He said that Serbia has to gradually introduce carbon
emissions tax in the price of electricity, which should
be one of the measures presented to state-owned
power utility EPS. He sees subsidies for coal-based
electricity generation as a huge problem, because all
countries are phasing them out, but in Serbia they
are higher than the subsidies for renewable energy,
adding that the country failed to achieve the mandatory target of 27 % of renewable energy in total consumption (currently it is at 21 %). This is mostly the
result of low investments in wind and solar energy
due to unfavorable feed-in tariffs.
Liberalization of electricity market
Starting from 1st of January 2015, electricity market in Serbia is entirely liberalized, but EPS still holds
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95% share in supply business. Largest private supplier in Serbian electricity market is Slovenian GEN-I.
Liberalization of electricity market in Serbia officially
started on 1st of January 2013, when all customers connected on transmission network (mid and
high voltage) became eligible. These 26 customers,
which contribute with 9% share in entire electricity
demand of Serbia were forced to abandon low, regulated tariffs and to sign supply contract with either
EPS Supply (branch of public utility), or with some
supplier on open market.
Starting from 1st of January 2014, another step toward full liberalization of electricity market in Serbia
was made, when companies with over 50 employees or with annual income above 10 million euros
(connected to distribution grid) or companies which
facilities are connected to mid-voltage grid became
eligible. Particular 3200 customers account to 25%
share in entire electricity demand in Serbia.
Starting from October 2015, small enterprises had
to choose electricity suppliers. There are 16,993
such customers in Serbia and EPS has sent them
a proposal of agreement on the sale of electricity.
These customers will negotiate the price of electricity independently on the electricity market, under
market conditions and the characteristics of their
own consumption.
Small electricity customers are legal entities and
entrepreneurs with less than 50 employees and annual revenues of up to 10 million euros and whose
facilities are connected to the distribution system of
electricity voltage below 1 kV.

7.2 Electricity generation and export
Electricity generation in Serbia did not change significantly since the year 1991. The reason is that since
1991 there has been no new generation capacities
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added to the power system. The last power plants
built in Serbia are HPP Pirot (2x40 MW) commissioned in 1990 and second unit in TPP Kostolac B
(350 MW) in 1991. Electricity generation is mainly
thermal based, and vary between 60% and 70% of
total generated electricity.
EPS has 100% share in all large generation capacities, i.e. no joint venture agreements were made in
the past, except investment with Croatian power
utility HEP in one unit in Thermal Power Plant (TPP)
Nikola Tesla A.
Electric power system of Serbia has very favourable
hydro – thermal generation mix that enables very
flexible operation. Additionally, Serbian hydro power generation is very flexible due to existence of reversible pump storage Bajina Basta that has possibilities to activate water pumping of 614 MW in each
regime. Major generation facilities are lignite based
generation complex “Nikola Tesla” and hydro power
generation complex on Danube “Djerdap”. Electricity
generation from thermal sources is around 70% generated in TPPs “Nikola Tesla A” and “Nikola Tesla B”.
Electricity generation from hydro sources is around
70% generated in HPPs “Djerdap 1” and “Djerdap 2”.
For EPS, electricity generation cost is low, since EPS
owns lignite mines, and water usage fees are cheap
(calculated as waterside servicing).
Largest lignite mine in Serbia is Kolubara. It produces
70% of lignite for TPPs in the country, so around 50%
of electricity is produced by lignite from Kolubara
mines. Mine supplies: TPPs Nikola Tesla A and B, TPP
Kolubara and TPP Morava. This mine will also supply future TPPs Kolubara B and unit 3 in TPP Nikola
Tesla B. Annual lignite production of TPP Kolubara
is between 25-30 million tons of lignite, while historical maximum was achieved in 2011, 31 million
tons. Before that, maximum was achieved in 2008,
30.6 million tons. Kolubara coalmine produced 30.6
million tons of lignite during 2013. Kolubara coalmCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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ines were seriously affected by historical flooding’s
in May 2014, and this topic is covered in Chapter 2.
Hydro power generation is highly dependable on
Danube, since 50% of generated electricity from
hydro power plants comes from HPP Djerdap 1. In
summer, especially in July, August and September,
hydrology is unfavourable and electricity generation from hydro capacities is low. and dependable
on run-of-river power plants. Monthly hydro power generation in summer months can be even four
times lower than in spring. Average water inflows
are the biggest in the period from January till May.
Although largest hydro power plants are mostly runof-river type, they all have significant accumulation
basins. Hydro power generation in Serbia is based
on water coming from different hydrology territories. Lots of water that is originally far away from
Serbia is coming in Serbia with Danube and River
Sava, so locally unfavourable hydrology conditions
do not drastically influence hydro power generation.
Regarding other sources for covering peak-demand,
generation in oil fired power plants is marginal, due
to expensive operation and low efficiency. Although
total available power generation output of old CHP
plants is 437 MW, their participation in total generation structure is below 3%.
In the first half of 2021, a total of 18.3 billion kWh
of electricity were produced, which is eight % more
than in the same period last year. Excellent hydrology and modernized units have enabled hydropower
plants to produce 7.2 billion kWh, which is even 53
% more than in the first six months of 2020. The production of EPS hydropower plants from January to
June this year was the highest in the first half of the
year, observed in the period from 1990 until today.
Total electricity production in 2020 was 2 % higher than in 2019. EPS power plants operated stably
and in 2020 produced slightly more than 34 TWh of
electricity. A total of 39 million tons of coal was pro-
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duced at the open pit mines of the Kolubara basin
and Drmno coalmine near Kostolac
EPS produced a total of 33.5 TWh of electricity in
2019, which is 5 % below the planned level. Production of hydropower plants was 7 % above the plan,
but coal-fired thermal power plants produced 10 %
less electricity than planned.
EPS produced a total of 34.3 TWh of net electricity
in 2018, which is 5 % below the planned amount of
36.1 TWh. Electricity production at thermal power
plants was 13 % lower than planned, while hydropower plants recorded an increase in production,
which was 19 % above the plan.
In 2017, thermal power plants and hydropower
plants operated by EPS produced a total of 34.02
TWh of electricity.
In 2016, electricity production in Serbia stood at
38.9 TWh, of which 27.33 TWh was produced by
thermal power plants (70.2 %), 11.52 TWh by hydropower plants (29.6 %), while wind and solar production reached 26 and 12 GWh, respectively. Total
consumption in 2016 stood at 37.42 TWh, while
consumption of households was accounted for 37.3
% or 13.93 TWh. Electricity exports in 2016 reached
6.99 TWh in 2016, while 5.07 TWh of electricity was
imported. Losses in the transmission and distribution networks amounted to 4.81 TWh. Coal production stood at 38.44 million tons in 2016.
In 2015, electricity generation in 2015 stood at 35.66
TWh. Thermal units produced 25.02 TWh, while hydro power plants produced 10.60 TWh.
During 2014, electricity generation stood at 31.93
TWh, which one of the lowest result in recent years,
due to May 2014 floods. During 2014, thermal power plants produced 20.45 TWh, while hydro power
plants produced 11.45 TWh. Electricity import stood
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at 2.28 TWh, while during 2013, export stood at 2.74
TWh (5 TWh difference).
Till 1st of January 2014, EPS operated HPP Piva (340
MW), located in Montenegro. Power Plant was put
into operation in 1976, and since then, it was operated by EPS under the long term agreement between
two power systems. HPP Piva delivered peak energy
to Serbian power system, and in return, EPS delivers
base energy to the EPCG when needed (mostly during annual overhauls of TPP Pljevlja). Amount of annual deliveries of base load to the EPCG depended
on annual generation of HPP Piva, and it stood at
around 70% of HPP Piva generation.
Annual overhauls are mostly scheduled for Q2 and
Q3 (most of them occur in May and June), when demand is the lowest. Consequently, due to large number of hydro power plants, hydro generation is also
highest in May and June (stored water for melted
ice, for covering missing thermal capacities which
are being overhauled).
All units are older than 25 years, and on average,
age of generation units stands at 35-40 years. Since
2000, major units in thermal and hydro power plants
have been revitalized (or currently being revitalized), so with low consumption growth and planned
decommissioning till 2020 there should not be serious problems in providing security of supply. Also,
almost all thermal units have been revitalized in recent years, with improved efficiency, environmental
impact and output.

Country Report: Serbia

Nikola Tesla. However, this information was disputed, and currently there is no firm decomissioning
plan till 2020.
Serbia and Croatia had dispute related to one 300
MW unit in TPP Nikola Tesla A. By investments made
in 1986, Croatia is entitled to one 300 MW unit, but
after 1991, no energy has been delivered, and Croatia continued to pay loan. Croatia is looking for ways
to either obtain energy or invested funds, but talks
are in standstill, although Serbia acknowledges Croatian investment in TPP Nikola Tesla A.
Due to lack of investments in new generation capacities Serbia became importing country on the annual basis for the first time in 1996. But, during spring
and summer Serbia is significant exporter of electric
energy. The biggest electricity imports are in winter
because of increased household consumption. In a
period of November-February, Serbia is importer
of electric energy, while it is exporting it in a period of May-October. Annual positive export-import
balances can occur in case of favourable hydrology
(which was the case in 2013). In 1980’s and early
1990’s Serbia was important electricity exporter.

There were some plans according to which EPS
should decommission power units with overall output of 1,100 MW until 2020. The decommissioning
will be the consequence of increasing the efficiency
of national power system. Units to be decommissioned are TPP Kolubara, TPP Morava, combined
heat power plants Novi Sad, Zrenjanin and Sremska
Mitrovica, TPP Kostolac A and units 1 and 2 in TPP
139
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Serbia - Electricity generation
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Chapter 8. Existing power plants and electricity transmission
8.1 Thermal Power Plants
Thermal electricity generation in Serbia is divided
into four groups/companis:
• “Termoelektrane Nikola Tesla” - EPS
• “Termoelektrane Kostolac” - EPS
• “Panonske termoelektrane – Toplane” - EPS
At the end of this chapter, you can find compact list
of all thermal generation capacities
Termoelektrane Nikola Tesla
“Termoelektrane Nikola Tesla” has been founded in
1992, by linking up TPPs: Nikola Tesla A, Nikola Tesla
B, Kolubara A and Morava. Kolubara B is also a part
of the company, but construction stopped 25 years
ago. All TPPs within “Termoelektrane Nikola Tesla”
use lignite, except TPP Morava, which uses coal.
TPPs Nikola Tesla includes 14 units in four TPPs and
it produces over 50 % of overall electricity in Serbia.
TPP Nikola Tesla will invest at least 500 million euros
for environmental projects until 2017.In the past ten
years, TPP Nikola Tesla invested some 100 million
euros in environmental projects. Some 55 million
euros was invested in reconstruction of electrical filters in TPPs Nikola Tesla A and B and in TPP Kolubara.
In 2014, 9 million euros will be invested for electrical
filters in TPP Nikola Tesla A and 6 million euros in
TPP Morava in 2015.
EPS plans to invest 250 million euros for construction of flue gas desulphurization (FGD) installations
in TPP Nikola Tesla A, which will be the biggest environmental project in South East Europe. The desulphurization project in TPP Nikola Tesla A should be
done in two phases, i.e. for units 3 and 4 during the
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first phase and for units 5 and 6 during the second
phase.
In 2017, EPS signed the agreement with Japanese
Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems regarding the
construction of flue gas desulfurization facility at
thermal power plant Nikola Tesla A. The system will
reduce the emission of sulphur-dioxide nine times
or from 74,000 tons to 7,800 tons per year, which
is in line with the obligations taken over by Serbia
and should be completed by the end od 2022. The
project is worth 167 million euros and it is financed
through a favourable loan from Japan, with an annual interest rate of 0.6 %, grace period of five years
and the repayment period of 10 years.
The construction of the sysytem started in February 2019. Acting Director of EPS Milorad Grcic said
that the construction of such system at four units of
TENT A – A3, A4, A5 and A6, each with power output
of 350 MW, will enable the plant to operate at least
20 more years by meeting the EU’s relevant legal requirements related to environmental protection.
In March 2019, EPS announced that it has completed the installation of a nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions reduction unit at thermal power plant Nikola
Tesla A, a project worth some 8.5 million euros. The
NOx reduction unit was installed at unit A4 of TPP
Nikola Tesla A and will enable the reduction of NOx
emissions to below 200 mg per cubic meter. A total
of 80 % of the financing for the project was provided
under the EU's Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA).
The modernization contract between GE Power Services and state-owned power utility EPS was signed
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in July 2016. The operational life of unit A4 will be
extended, since the unit has been online for more
than 250,000 hours, and the power output of the
unit will be increased by 24 MW as well. The value of
the project amounts to 19.9 million euros.
The modernization project includes a steam turbine
retrofit and commissioning of upgraded equipment
that will increase the plant’s power output, reduce
operational and maintenance costs and lower the
plant’s emissions through lower coal consumption.
Revitalization and modernization of unit A4 started
in March 2018. The project is worth 53.5 million euros, unit's power output will be increased by 24 MW
and the world should last for five months. Modernization of unit A5 should start in 2018 as well, while
the overhauls of units A1 and A2 are planned for
2020 and 2021, respectively.
In March 2017, EPS and German KfW Bank have
signed a loan agreement in the amount of 45 million
euros, intended for financing the modernization of
ash transportation system at NPP Nikola Tesla A. The
repayment period of the loan is 12 years, with a fiveyear grace period. The pre-qualification tender has
been launched in April 2018.
In this moment, overall power output of "Termoelektrane Nikola Tesla" stands at 3,288 MW and annualy produce around 19 TWh. After the renewals,
the power output will be increased up to 3,400 MW.
United Nations Industrial Development Organization
(UNIDO) awarded cleaner production certificate to
TPP Nikola Tesla, i.e. to all four power plants, which
are part of TPP Nikola Tesla.
TPP Kolubara A has been introduced into system in
1956 with 32 MW generation unit. Last unit, number
5, was introduced into system in 1979. TPP Kolubara
has 5 units. Three 32 MW, one 64 MW and one 110
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MW. Available output 245 MW, and annual generation around 500 GWh.
EPS is planning to withdraw its coal-fired thermal
power plant Kolubara A from electricity production
by 2023 and switch to natural gas. As part of its decarbonization process, EPS said that it will use natural gas as transitional solution, adding that existing
infrastructure at these TPPs can be used efficiently
and roughly the same level of electricity generation
could be achieved.
TPP Morava has been introduced into system in
1969, with its 125 MW unit. Available output from
one coal-fired unit is 108 MW, and annual generation around 600 GWh.
TPP Morava underwent modernization process,
with a goal to extend its operational life for 10 years,
increase efficiency, reliability and emissions. First, 10
million EUR modernization phase been completed in
December 2015, and it lasted for five months. 2nd
phase was completed last year.
According to the draft of its long-term business
strategy, EPS is planning to shut down its 125 MW
coal-fired thermal power plant Morava by the end
of 2023.
EPS is planning to withdraw its coal-fired thermal
power plant Morava from electricity production by
2023 and switch to natural gas. As part of its decarbonization process, EPS said that it will use natural
gas as transitional solution, adding that existing infrastructure at these TPPs can be used efficiently
and roughly the same level of electricity generation
could be achieved.
So far, EPS has launched a tender for the preparation of a feasibility study and a preliminary design of
gas-fired power plant Morava with installed capacity
of 120 MW. The aim is to define the technical-techCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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nological solution for the installation of a new gassteam boiler, to define the construction plan and to
set the costs for the project.
The gradual introduction of natural gas in electricity
generation enables the easiest possible overcoming
of the transitional period until the full switching to
the production from renewable energy sources. Until the full decarbonization is secured, the construction of a larger number of gas units can be expected
in the locations which currently feature coal-fired
thermal power plants.
TPP Nikola Tesla A was built under the name “TPP
Obrenovac”, but it has been changed in 1975, when
it was decided to build 2nd TPP near Nikola Tesla
A. Last unit was put in operation in 1979. TPP Nikola Tesla A has 6 units; two 210 MW units one 305
MW unit and three 308 MW units. Overall installed
power is 1650 MW, while available output is 1500
MW. Japan has provided 250 million euros loan for
construction of FGD facilities in TPP Nikola Tesla A.
Overall worth of the project in TPP Nikola Tesla A is
300 million euros, where the rest of the funds will be
provided by EPS.
Overhaul and revitalization of 305 MW unit in TPP
Nikola Tesla A (TENT A) has started during July 2014,
and unit was connected to the grid in the end of January 2015. According to the operator of power plant
(TENT), revitalized unit has its output increased by
24 MW, increased reliability and efficiency, with
longer lifespan and more environmentally friendly.
Cost of the project is estimated to 80 million euros,
and funds were provided by EPS.
In September 2017, EPS and Japanese Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems have signed an agreement on
the construction of flue gas desulfurization facility at
TPP Nikola Tesla A. The construction of FGD facility
started in December 2017 and should be completed
by the end of 2022.
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The project is worth 167 million euros and it will
be financed through a favourable loan from Japan,
with an annual interest rate of 0.6 %, grace period
of five years and the repayment period of 10 years.
50 % of the works on the project, which should take
42 months, will be performed by local companies.
Flue gas desulfurization facility at all four units of
TPP Nikola Tesla A will secure the safety of Serbian
energy system and reduce the emission of sulphurdioxide nine times or from 74,000 tons to 7,800 tons
per year, which is in line with the obligations taken
over by Serbia.
Revitalization and modernization of unit A4 started
in March 2018. The project is worth 53.5 million euros, unit's power output will be increased by 24 MW
and the world should last for five months.
In October 2019, Acting Director of Serbian stateowned power utility EPS Milorad Grcic said that the
company is planning to launch a tender for the overhaul of units A1 and A2 at coal-fired thermal power plant Nikola Tesla A by the end of 2019. He said
that EPS is currently considering whether to launch
a tender in November or in December, adding that
the project will take up to three years to complete.
After the completed overhaul and modernization,
installed capacity of these two units should be increased, along with compliance with the highest EU
environmental standards. Units A1 and A2 are the
oldest units of the plant and were commissioned
almost five decades ago. Initially, the launch of the
tender was planned for the first half of the year.
TPP Nikola Tesla B was introduced into system in
1983, and it is the largest TPP in Serbian system. Last
unit was introduced into system in 1985. TPP Nikola
Tesla B has two 620 MW units, with available output
of 1160 MW. Regular overhaul of unit B2 (620 MW)
in TPP Nikola Tesla B will be pefdone in May, and unit
will be off the grid for 30 days.
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In April 2012, EPS has started major renewal of unit
1 (620 MW) in TPP Nikola Tesla B, which lasted 6
months. The worth of the project was 80 - 59 million
euros were provided by EPS, while 12 million euros
was granted by EU (for reconstruction of electrical
filters) and another 8.7 million euros was granted by
the government of Switzerland (for replacement of
control and management systems).

In late November 2021, unit B1 of TENT B entered
trial operation following its lengthy overhaul and
modernization. EPS said that the unit’s installed capacity has been increased by 20 MW to 670 MW,
along with an increase of its operational life and efficiency. This is all due to a 90 million euros worth
modernization, most of which (70 million euros) was
used for the overhaul of the boiler facility.

The project in TPP Nikola Tesla B is the part of the
second phase of renewal of TPP Nikola Tesla until
2017, which is aimed to prolong operational life, to
increase power output of units and to improve energy efficiency and operational safety as well as to
improve environmental protection. The modernization will increase overall power output of the units
by 350 MW, it will made savings of 500,000 tons of
coal per year, and it will improve environmental protection through installation of flue gas desulphurization (FGD) units and through wastewater treatment.
In November 2016, the project of revitalization of
unit B2 worth about 75 million euros was completed. The power output of the unit was increased by
additional 30 MW, thus reaching the output of 650
MW.

In addition to the increased capacity, life cycle and
efficiency, this revitalization project has also upgraded the conditions of environmental protection. The
installation of the system for the reduction of nitrogen oxides will reduce the emission of these compounds to below 200 milligrams per cubic meter.

In October 2020, Japanese Mitsubishi Power received an order from Serbian state-owned power
utility EPS for the installation of two flue gas desulfurization units at two blocks of coal-fired power
plant Nikola Tesla B.
The statement from the company said that this is its
third engagement in the region, following the installation of similar units at Serbian TPP Nikola Tesla A
and Bosnian TPP Ugljevik. The installation is scheduled to be completed in 2024, when the plant’s
sulfur dioxide emissions will be reduced by 96 % in
line with the European Union’s Industrial Emissions
Directive (IED) and the new BREF – Best Available
Techniques reference documents.
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Termoelektrane Kostolac
“Termoelektrane Kostolac” has been founded in
2005, by EPS, in order to merge mines and thermal
power plants Kostolac into one company. Company
operates two TPPs, Kostolac A and Kostolac B. Both
TPPs use lignite as a fuel. TPP Kostolac produced 6.5
TWh of electricity in 2013, or some 15% of overall
generation (5 TW anually). Due to modernization
and technological changes, TPP Kostolac spent 8.8
million tons of lignite for electricity production in
2013, and it posted 32 million euros profit. In 2013,
Drmno Coalmine posted record overburden removal
of 41.5 million tons. The annual target was set at 40
million cbm.
In a period March - December 2014, EPS conducted
large-scale modernization of units in TPP Kostolac B.
Both units were designed to have 350 MW output,
but net output was 300 MW. Aim of the large-scale
modernization was to achieve maximal output of
350 MW per unit, increase efficiency and environmental protection, but also extend lifespan of the
units by 20 years. Project also included construction
of flue gas desulphurization (FGD) facilities, construction of river port and construction of the railCountry Report on Energy Business, Licensed to
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Output (MW)
Generation
(GWh)
245 MW
1100 GWh

Morava

125 MW

Coal

600 GWh
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Generation
cost

Comissioned Details
Power plant is lignite fired, with five units: 3x32, 1x64 and
1956-1979

110 MW. Suplied from Kolubara mine

Low

Coal fired power plant.
1969

Low

EPS
Nikola Tesla A
Coal

Power Plant Nikola Tesla A, previously known as Obreno-

1650 MW
10000 GWh

1979

EPS
1160 MW

Coal

7500 GWh

EPS
Kostolac B
Coal
EPS
TE-TO Novi Sad
Oil
EPS
TE-TO Zrenjanin
Oil
EPS

Low

One of the most important power plants in EPS system,
1983

EPS

Coal

able output is 1500 MW. Ecological projects are ongoing.
Kolubara mine

Nikola Tesla B

Kostolac A

vac 1, has overall installed output of 1650 MW, but avail-

with two 620 MW units. Renewal is ongoing, which will
extend operational life, efficiency and output for 350 MW.

Low

Kolubara mine
310 MW
1700 GWh
700 MW
4300 GWh
208 MW
340 GWh
100 MW
40 GWh

Power plant has two units, with 100 and 210 MW output.
1967-1980

Supplied from Kostolac mine

Low

Power plant has two units, with 350 MW output. Process of
1987-1991

modernization is ongoing, and project for construction of

Low

new unit
Heavy oil fired, mostly used as reserve capacity due to expensive operation. Two units.

High

Heavy oil fired, mostly used as reserve capacity due to expensive operation. One unit

TE-TO Sremska M.

45 MW

Heavy oil fired, mostly used as reserve capacity due to ex-

Oil

4 GWh

pensive operation. Three units

High

High

EPS
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way. Works were carried out by the China Machinery Engineering Corporation (CMEC) in cooperation
with local companies.
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During 2015, TPP Kostolac A produced 1.74 TWh, or
1.3 % more than planned.

The cost of the project reached 112 million dollars,
and it is being funded by Export-Import Bank of China. The project was supposed to last nine months,
but due to the May floods, heavy rains in July and
August, deadline for project completion was moved.

In October 2020, EPS launched a tender for the preparation of a feasibility study for the construction of
flue gas desulfurization facilities for both units of its
coal-fired thermal power plant Kostolac A, as well as
the construction of a wastewater treatment facility.
Deadline for bids submission is 16 November.

During the first six months of the year, the coalmine
delivered around 4.6 million tons of lignite to TPP
Kostolac. As for the excavation of overburden, from
the beginning of 2015, 16.8 million cubic meters has
been excavated, which is 17 % less than planned.

The goal is to extend the operational life of TPP Kostolac A by additional 15 years, namely to 2038. TPP
Kostolac was forces to reduce harmful emissions in
order to continue operating, due to obligations taken by signing the Energy Community Treaty.

2nd phase includes construction of new 350 MW
unit (described in Chapter 5).

In 2017, EPS changed its initial plan to close TPP Kostolac A in 2023-2025 period and decided to extend
its operational life by additional 100,000 hours by
installing the desulfurization equipment. The goal of
the flue gas desulfurization facility is to reduce SO2
emissions below the limit defined in the EU regulations or below 130 mg per cubic meter.

In 2016, TPP Kostolac complex achieved record high
electricity production, which amounted to 6.67
TWh.
In 2019, coal-fired power plants within the Kostolac
complex produced a total of 5.6 billion kWh of electricity, which is 2.6 % more than planned. Two units
of TPP Kostolac A produced about 2 billion kWh of
electricity in 2019, while TPP Kostolac B produced
3.6 billion kWh.
During the same period, 8,471,919 tons of coal were
excavated at the nearby Drmno coalmine, as well as
31,635,615 cubic meters of overburden.
TPP Kostolac A has two units with available output of 281 MW. First 100 MW unit was finished in
1967, while 2nd, 210 unit was finished in 1980. Annual production is around 1.7 TWh. In July 2014,
TPP Kostolac started with overhauls of A1 unit, with
100 MW output. Soon after, revitalization of unit A2
started, and upgrade of both units was completed
by the end of 2014.
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TPP Kostolac B also has two 350 MW units, and
since December 2014, upgraded units are able to
provide 700 MW of total output. First 350 MW unit
was completed in 1987, while 2nd 350 MW unit was
completed in 1991. Annual production prior to recent modernization was around 3,000 GWh.
During 2015, TPP Kostolac B produced 4.29 TWh,
which is 2.4 % more than planned.
In July 2017, the construction of desulfurization
facilities at units B1 and B2 of TPP Kostolac, which
have been carried out in cooperation with China,
has been completed. The desulfurization facilities
entered test operation and it is expected that the
use permit would be issued soon. China Machinery
Engineering Corporation (CMEC) is also involved in
the project for the construction of a new, 350 MW
B3 unit at TPP Kostolac B.
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China Machinery Engineering Corporation (CMEC)
carried out the project for the construction of desulfurization facilities at units B1 and B2 in order
to reduce the emission of hazardous gases to the
amounts prescribed by the law, which will contribute considerably to environmental protection. The
agreement was signed by state-owned power utility
EPS and Chinese partner in 2010, and it came into
effect in 2012, marking the first phase of TPP Kostolac B project. The construction of the two desulfurization facilities started in May 2014, and cost some
130.5 million dollars. CMEC is also involved in the
project for the construction of a new, 350 MW B3
unit at TPP Kostolac B.
Panonske termoelektrane – Toplane
“Panonske termoelektrane – toplane” is also a company within EPS, founded in order to operate three
CHPPs (Combined Heat and Power Plants) in Serbia.
There are three CHPPs in Serbia, all run on heavy oil.
TE-TO Novi Sad, with twho units, and 208 MW of
available output.
TE-TO Zrenjanin, with one 129 MW unit and 100
MW of available output.
TE-TO Sremska Mitrovica, with three units and 45
MW of available output.
Electricity generation by CHPPs in Serbia is insignificant, with average of 350 GWh per year.

8.2. Hydro power plants
Hydro generation in Serbia annually covers around
25% of entire production. Larger HPPs are mostly
run-of-the river type but almost all of them have significant accumulation basins. Overall installed output stands at over 2,800 MW: 160 MW in storage
HPPs, 614 MW in pump-storage and 2,050 in run-ofthe river power plants. Storage HPPs cover up to 4%
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of hydro generation, and pump-storage HPP Bajina
Basta covers 6-7% of hydro generation.
Largest hydro complex in both Serbia and Romania
is located on Danube (Portile de Fier on Romanian
side), which is the system of two HPPs, HPPs Djerdap 1 (6x176 MW) and Djerdap 2 (10x30 MW). Both
power plants were jointly developed with Romania,
and Romanian Hidroelectrica owns almost equal
generation capacity on its side of Danube (“almost
equal”, since output of upgraded HPP Portile de Fier
1 is 6x200 MW). Upgrade of turbines is still in progress on Serbian side. These two HPPs have overall output of over 2,700 MW (both plants and both
sides included).
Run-of-the river HPPs Djerdap 1 and 2 (Serbian
side) annually generate some 6.5-7 TWh, and covers 65-70% of entire hydro generation. Comparing
to Romania, local precipitation can influence level
of Danube, since almost all drainage in Serbia belong to Danube watershed, upstream from Djerdap
HPPs. In addition, weather conditions in Serbia are
similar to conditions in Croatia and BiH, resulting
with some influence on Danube level, and generation of HPPs Djerdap. Influence of local precipitation
Djerdap generation can be more than noticeable in
case of heavy rainfalls - which occurred recently and
affected all three countries.
Remaining 20% of hydro generation is almost entirely covered by run on the river HPPs on Drina
watershed (western Serbia): HPPs Bajina Basta, HPP
Zvornik and HPP Potpec. Generation of these HPPs
is influenced only by local precipitation in southwest Serbia, eastern BiH and central/northern Montenegro. Melting of snow is crucial for generation in
Q2, not only for mentioned HPPs, but also for upstream HPPs Piva (Montenegro) and HPP Visegrad
(BiH). There are no hydro capacities in northern Serbia (Vojvodina province), and precipitation/snow in
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Vojvodina has limited influence on hydro generation
(Danube watershed). Drainage basin: Black Sea.
Hydro production in Serbia is divided into two companies, both as a part of EPS. First, “Hidroelektrane
Djerdap” operates with HPPs: Djerdap 1, Djerdap 2,
Pirot and Vlasina. 2nd company, “Drinsko – Limske
Hidroelektrane” operates with HPPs: Elektromorava,
Zvornik, Limske HE, Bajina Basta and reversibile HPP
Bajina Basta.
In July 2017, Director of Strategy at Serbian stateowned power utility EPS Aleksandar Jakovljevic said
that the company plans to invest 600 million euros
until 2025 in the modernization and upgrade of its
hydro power plants. Jakovljevic explained that these
modernization projects will allow the company to increase the installed capacity of its HPPs by some 166
MW, adding that the primary objective of overhaul
works is to extend the life span of HPPs operated by
EPS, but technological advancements would make
it possible to increase the installed capacity of the
plants in the process.
In October 2019, Manager of Strategy Section at
Serbian state-owned power utility EPS Aleksandar
Jakovljevic said that the company is planning to invest some 800 million euros in modernization and
upgrades of its hydropower plants. This investment
will ensure the stability of electricity production from
hydro power plants, which, along with wind and solar
capacities, have a share of about 30 % in the country's energy mix. Currently, Serbia generates about
70 % of its electricity in coal-fired thermal power
plants and that will not be changes in the short-term.
These modernization projects will allow the company
to increase the installed capacity of its HPPs by some
166 MW, adding that the primary objective of overhaul works is to extend the life span of HPPs operated by EPS, but technological advancements would
make it possible to increase the installed capacity
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of the plants in the process. EPS has around 3,000
MW installed in hydro power, but the average age
of these power plants is 45 years.
Serbian state-owned power utility EPS said that
during August 2020, traditionally the warmest
month of the year, coal-fired thermal power plants
and hydropower plants operated by the company
produced 2.75 TWh of electricity, which is by 10.8 %
more compared to the same month last year.
Electricity generation in EPS’ HPPs increased significantly this August with 805.8 GWh of produced
electricity, 33 % more than in a previous year. HPP
Djerdap complex produced 563.7 GWh, HPPs on
Drina and Lim rivers produced 240.6 GWh, while
small hydropower plants produced 1.5 GWh of
electricity in August.
On the Danube, the average daily inflows in August
amounted to 4,194 cubic meters per second, which
is 38 % more than in August 2019, and compared
to the multi-year average, these are 10.6 % higher
inflows. On the Drina, the average daily inflows in
August amounted to 189 cubic meters per second
and were 21 % higher than the inflows recorded in
the same period last year, while the increase compared to the multi-year average is higher by 42 %.
The excellent production results of HPPs operated
by EPS are the result of the previously performed
revitalizations. Revitalizations contribute to higher
electricity production, lower maintenance costs
and extend the life of hydropower plants for another 30 to 40 years. In January, EPS completed the
revitalization of all units of HPP Zvornik, while the
revitalization of unit 6 of HPP Djerdap 1 should start
soon.
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Hidroelektrane Djerdap
"Hidroelektrane Djerdap" is consisted of four HPPs HPP Djerdap 1, HPP Djerdap 2, HPP Vlasina and HPP
Pirot. In the 2nd half of November 2014, company
has met its annual production target for 2014, producing 6.47 TWh.
HPP Djerdap 1 has been introduced into system in
1972. It has six 176 MW units, with total capacity of
1057 MW, with annual generation of 5.7 TWh. It is
run of river type. HPP Djerdap 1 has met annual target on 29th of October 2014, by delivering 4.7 TWh
to the power system. During its operation, HPP Djerdap 1 produced 243 TWh of electricity.
During 2014, HPP Djerdap 1 exceeded its annual
production by 26 %, delivering 5.94 TWh to the grid.
This result is achieved mostly due to favorable hydrological situation. In December 2014, HPP Djerdap 1 produced 584 GWh, which is 54 % more than
planned for that month. This trend continued in
January and February, and HPP Djerdap 1 achieved
its planned monthy production of 341 GWh 10 days
before the end of the month. In February 2015, HPP
Djerdap 1 again exceeded its production plan, by 51
%. Planned production for February was 359 GWh,
but HPP managed to produce 539 GWh.
The renewal of HPP started in 2009, where three out
of six units have been revitalized so far. In the beginning of April 2015, the fifth unit of HPP Djerdap 1
was officially reconnected to the grid. It was put out
of operation in the end of 2013 due to the revitalization.
The renewal will prolong operational life of the
largest HPP operated by EPS by 40 years, while the
overall power output will be increased by 66 MW.
Overall cost of the project should reach 217 million
dollars, where 157 million dollar worth works will be
carried out by Silovie Mashini and 60 million dollar
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worth works will be carried out by HPP Djerdap 1
itself. Some 100 million euros for the project was
provided from the clearing debts of Russian Federation toward Serbia, while 117 million euros will be
provided by HPP Djerdap 1.
The fourth phase of the rehabilitation of hydropower plant Djerdap 1 has started at the beginning of August, with the disconnection of unit A1
from the grid. Unit A1 has been taken offline for the
first time in last 45 years, and its overhaul will last
13.5 months, after which its power output will be
increased by 10 %, while its operational life will be
extended by 30 years. The overhaul is performed by
the employees of HPP Djerdap 1 under the supervision of Russian experts from the company Siloviyi
Machini. The overhaul of unit A1 was completed in
October 2017 and its power output was increased
by 10 %.
So far, EPS completed the revitalization of four
generators – A1, A2, A3 and A6, thus increasing
the plant’s power output by 60 MW, which means
around 90 million kWh of additional electricity per
year.
In mid-2018, EPS announced that it has signed the
tenth addendum to an agreement on the revitalization of units of hydropower plant Djerdap 1 with
Russian company Siloviye Mashiny. According to
this addendum, the start of revitalization of unit A2
should start in September and is expected to last
unit October 2019. Revitalization of unit A3 should
be completed in January 2021, while revitalization
of the remaining units of HPP Djerdap 1 has already
been completed.
In November 2019, EPS announced that it has successfully completed the overhaul of unit A5 at hydropower plant Djerdap 1. The overhaul of the
unit’s turbine cost more than 27 million euros and
was performed by Russian Silovye Mashiny. This is a
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part of the larger project aimed at increasing power
output of HPP Djerdap 1 worth 160 million euros.
Units A1-A4 were upgraded in the period between
2011 and 2017, while the last, sixth unit will be modernized next year. The overhaul of unit A5 increased
the plant’s output by 30 MW.
HPP Djerdap 2 has been introduced into system in
1987. It has ten 27 MW generators, with total capacity of 270 MW. It is also run of river type. In 2012,
power plant has produced 1500 GWh.
HPP Djerdap 2 has produced 167.72 million kWh
of electricity in March 2017, which is the highest
monthly production in the history of plant’s operation. Such high production was mostly influenced by
technical readiness of the generators as well as ideal
flow of the Danube, which amounted to 6,500 cubic
meters of water per second.
In late 2017, EPS announced its plans to rehabilitate
all ten units at HPP Djerdap 2 in the next ten years,
thus extending their operational life and increase
their capacity from 27 to 32 MW. Therefore, the installed capacity of the entire plant will increase by
50 MW in ten years.
In January 2019, EPS and Russian company Siloviye
Mashiny have signed an agreement on the modernization of HPP Djerdap 2 that will also increase
its installed capacity. Serbian Minister of Mining and
Energy Aleksandar Antic reminded that no major
overhaul at HPP Djerdap 2 was performed since it
entered operation, adding that these works will increase the plant’s output from 270 to 320 MW and
extend its operational life by 30 years.
HPP Pirot has been introduced into system in 1990,
with two 40 MW units. It is run-of-river type. In
2012, power plant has produced 89 GWh. Till midNovember 2014, HPP Pirot exceeded its annual target by 33%.
HPP Vlasina system has four run of river HPPs: Vrla
1, Vrla 2, Vrla 3 and Vrla 4. Overall Output of HPP
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Vlasina system is 129 MW. In 2012, these power
plants produced 276 GWh.
Drinsko – Limske Hidroelektrane
HPP Zvornik was introduced into system in 1958,
with four 23 MW generators. Total capacity of HPP
Zvornik is 92 MW, with annual generation of 477
GWh. It is run of river type. In 2012, power plant has
produced 426 GWh
In March 2014, company Voith Hydro has won a tender for the revitalization of this hydropower plant.
Two units in HPP Zvornik, which are in operation for
60 years, have been manufactured by Voith. The 70
million euros loan for the renewal of HPP Zvornik
was provided by German KfW Bank. Remaining
funds will be provided by EPS.
The renewal will include replacement of the turbines, generators, block transformers, substation
and modernization of the control system. The overall power output of the HPP will be increased up to
130 MW. In the same time, the annual electricity
production will be increased by 70 GWh, i.e. annual
production should be increased up to 550 GWh.
The value of investment is around 90-100 million euros, and the works should be completed in 2019.
In January 2018, EPS announced that rehabilitated
and modernized units A1 and A2 at hydropower
plant Zvornik have been commissioned, thus increasing the power output of the plant by 15 MW.
Acting Director of EPS Milorad Gric said that this
is one of the project through which EPS fulfills its
obligation to upgrade and modernize its electricity
production capacities in order to enable stable and
secure electricity supply in Serbia in the next few
decades. He added that the modernization of unit
A3 at HPP Zvornik has started earlier in January. The
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modernization of HPP Zvornik should be completed
in 2019.
At the end of January 2020, the fourth and final
phase of the revitalization of HPP Zvornik was completed. New generators, under current hydrological
conditions, produce about 20 % more energy than
old ones. After the revitalization, which cost about
63 million euros, the total installed capacity of the
plant was increased by 30 % to a total of 125.6 MW.
The revitalization contributes to higher electricity
production, lower maintenance costs and extends
the life of this hydropower plant for another 40
years. The expected increase in electricity production of this hydropower plant on an annual basis will
be up to 15 %, depending on hydrological conditions
or about 70 million kilowatt-hours.
On 19 February 2021, HPP Zvornik produced a total
of 2.849 million kWh of electricity, with all four revitalized units in operation, with an average capacity
of 29.68 MW per unit.
Since the beginning of 2021, this is the third time
the ladder has been raised in record daily electricity production, after 2.835 million kWh produced
on 3 January and 2.84 million kWh produced on 11
January. In January, an absolute monthly record was
achieved. with a total of 81.926 million kWh of electricity produced.
HPP Bajina Basta was introduced into system in
1968. It has four 91 MW units, with total capacity of
420 MW. It is run on river type. HPP Bajina Basta is
the largest HPP on Drina River, with annual generation of 1 500 GWh.
In 2006, EPS started project for large-scale renewal
of HPP Bajina Basta, and entire project was finalized
in October 2013. The overall output of HPP Bajina
Basta was increased by 52 MW up to 420 MW, while
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the annual output was increased by 40 GWh. In the
same time, operational life of the plant is prolonged
by 30-40 years. The works on renewal have lasted for
four years, and all four units in HPP were upgraded,
including the block transformers and high-voltage
equipment. The main contractor in the project was
Austrian company Andritz Hydro, while the several
domestic companies were hired as subcontractors.
Overall cost of the project amounted to 77 million
euros. 30 million euros was provided by German
KfW Bank, while the rest was provided by EPS.
Reversibile pump storage HPP Bajina Basta has two
307 MW units with total 614 MW of capacity. It has
been constructed in 1982. Annual generation of reversible pump storage Bajina Bašta vary between
500 GWh and 900 GWh having between 1000 and
1800 operating hours.
HPP Limske HE has four HPPs:
• HPP Uvac, one 36 MW unit, storage HPP, constructed in 1979
• HPP Kokin Brod, two 11 MW units, storage HPP,
constructed in 1967
• HPP Bistrica, two 51 MW units, storage HPP, constructed in 1967
• HPP Potpec, three 17 MW units run of river type,
constructed in 1970.
HPP Elektromorava operates with two HPPS:
HPP Medjuvrsje, 11 MW, run of river type
HPP Ovcar Banja, 6 MW, run of river type
A subsidiary of EPS Drinsko-Limske Hidroelektrane
produced a total of 3.23 TWh of electricity in 2019,
which is 10 % more than planned, although second
half the year had poor hydrology. Highest monthly
production was recorded in February and March,
while October was the month with least precipitation.
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HPP Bajina Basta produced 1.38 TWh of electricity in
2019, which is 10.17 % more than planned. The reversible part of HPP Bajina Basta produced 739 GWh,
which is 89.43 % of planned production for 2019.
HPP Zvornik produced 456 GWh, which is 25.62 %
above plan. Production of hydropower plants on the
Lim river was 35.75 % above planned, while hydropower plants on the Morava river produced 11.67 %
more electricity than planned.

8.3. Electricity transmission
EMS is at the same time owner of transmission network, transmission system operator and market operator. Serbia has good interconnections with neighbouring countries, which would be strengthened by
new interconnections with Romania and Bosnia and
Herzegovina (Trans Balkan Corridor).
In March 2014, government of Serbia has approved
the establishment of SEEPEX, South East European
Power Exchange. EMS holds 75 % stake in SEEPEX
and Epex Spot holds remaining 25%.
SEEPEX was officially launched on 17 February with
traded volume 1,925 MWh and with base price of
23.83 euros/MWh. EMS expected that companies
from Montenegro, Macedonia and Republic of Srpska (RS) will take part in the power exchange.
According to the head of EMS, the power exchange
will reach its full capacity in 2018 and it should post
some 400,000 euros of profit per year.
Trading of Serbian futures should start in 2019, on
EEX platform.
At the end of December 2015, EMS has acquired a
share in Montenegrin electricity transmission system operator CGES. EMS purchased 14,568,335
shares of CGES or some 10 % at Montenegrin stock
exchange for around 13.84 million euros or 0.95 euros per share.
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With this purchase EMS also acquired a right for a
member in the company’s Board of Directors and a
right for dividend payout. By entering Montenegrin
transmission system, Serbia’s position would be further strengthened, not only in trading but also in the
electricity deliveries in case of emergency.
Montenegrin Government has 55 % stake in CGES,
while Italian Terna owns 22 % share. The remaining 23 % were owned by small shareholders, out of
which EMS acquired its 10 % share.
EMS should participate in Southeastern Europe Coordinated Auction Office (SEE CAO) based in Montenegro. However, EMS and SEE CAO still did not conclude
contract where EMS would enter the SEE CAO ownership structure.
From 1st of March 2013, transmission fee in Serbia
was increased for 29%, to 3.9 euros.MWh. The particular fee for use and access to electricity transmission system is being paid by the customers connected
to high-voltage grid. For other customers, who purchase electricity at regulated prices, transmission
fees was increased by 9.2 %.
EMS planned to achieve a net profit of 12.95 million
euros in 2015, while it actually achieved a profit of
25.6 million euros.
KOSTT is Transmission System Operator, formed immediately after Kosovo`s declaration of independency in 1999.
In mid-February 2014, EMS and KOSTT signed the
first-ever agreement, which will govern their bilateral relations. According to the agreement, two companies will ensure that KOSTT joins ENTSO-E as an
independent control area. This implies that KOSTT
will participate in the Inter-Transmission System Operator Compensation (ITC) mechanism and it will be
responsible for allocation of cross-border capacities
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on its interconnection power lines with neighbours.
Energy Community (EC) said that the legally binding
agreement was the milestone for normalization of
the relations between two companies.
On 15th of September, EMS and KOSTT have signed
Inter-TSO agreement on network and system operation management. Agreement follows previous
agreements signed earlier in 2014, and it was negotiated with the support of European Commission.
Acceding to officials, next step would be finalization
of agreements regarding compensation for transit
flows and congestion revenues, but also membership of KOSTT in the European Network of Transmission System Operators (ENTSO-E). In the end of October 2014, KOSTT began negotiations for KOSTT`s
inclusion into ENTSO-E.
On 2nd of October 2015, Kosovo has signed a Connection Agreement with ENTSO-e. The signature of
the Connection Agreement does not make KOSTT a
member of ENTSO-e. By signing the agreement, KOSTT agrees to apply standards in order to be part of
ENTSO-e.
In March 2018, ENTSO-E said that the energy dispute
between Serbia and Kosovo caused a frequency deviation in the Continental Europe Power System
from the mean value of 50 Hz since mid-January.
According to ENTSO-E, the missing energy in the system currently amounts to 113 GWh and has led to a
slight decrease in the electric frequency average. In
turn, this decreased is also affecting electric clocks
that are steered by the frequency of the power
system and not by a quartz crystal. Currently they
show a delay of close to six minutes. For the system
to properly function the frequency cannot go below
47.6 and above 52.4 Hz. The average frequency of
the period since mid-January was around 49.996 Hz.
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According to ENTSO-E, Serbia is legally obliged to
meet Kosovo's electricity demand to keep the European network stable. But because Kosovo and Serbia
are in dispute over this, and many more issues not
just related to electricity, Serbia did not step in. So
basically, Kosovo illegally took 113 GWh of electricity, thus unbalancing the Continental Europe Power
System.
Serbian electricity transmission system operator
EMS said in a statement that during January and February, Kosovo’s transmission system operator KOSTT
has continuously unauthorised took non-contracted
amounts of electricity from the European network,
thus violating norms and standards of operation in
the European network, also violating its obligation
to independently balance its operational sub-area,
within the balancing area controlled by EMS. Since
EMS is responsible for the entire balancing area, all
of the company’s resources are currently directed
towards a quick and efficient solution of this issue.
The statement also noted that KOSTT stopped unauthorised taking electricity as of 3 March.
On the other hand, Deputy Manager at KOSTT Kadri
Kadriu acknowledged that unauthorised taken electricity was diverted to Serb minority in the north of
Kosovo, but stressed that consumers in that region
owe considerable amounts for delivered electricity,
causing great burden for the company.
In early April, ENTSO-E announced that a frequency
deviation in the Continental Europe Power System
from the mean value of 50 Hz, which occurred since
mid-January, has been fixed, since its members have
added electricity into the system during March to
bring the frequency back to its target average.
On 20 April 2020, Kosovo’s electricity transmission
system operator KOSTT is to become independent
from the regulatory block controlled by Serbia, after
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erators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) voted to establish
a connection with it. 22 of the 42 operators of the
ENTSO-E voted in favor of a connection agreement
with KOSTT. This means that Kosovo doesn’t have to
rely on Serbia-controlled regulatory block, of which
it has been part of so far, consisting of Serbia, Montenegro and North Macedonia.
The ENTSO-E vote also opens the way for Kosovo
and Albania to create a common energy bloc, following the agreement signed in December 2019.
In October 2019, Serbian Energy Agency (AERS) approved the electricity transmission system development plan for the 2019-2028 period and electricity
transmission system investment plan for the 20192021 period, both submitted by EMS.
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EMS plans to invest 400 million euros in next 6 years
for upgrade of network and construction of new
interconnections. Construction of 400 kV transmission line which will connect HPP Bajina Basta (Serbia), HPP Visegrad (Bosnia and Herzegovina) and
TPP Pljevlja (Montenegro) should start in 2017. The
prerequisite for the start of this joint project is 400
kV link between Kragujevac and Kraljevo, which construction will begin in 2017. This project is related to
the High Voltage DC cable Montenegro – Italy, which
should be operational in 2019. In addition, EMS has
started with construction of new 400 kV interconnection with Romania, connecting (Serbia)-Resita
(Romania).
Electricity transmission projects are described under "Electricity projects" section.

The 10-year development plan envisages the connection to the electricity network of additional 14
wind farms, one new thermal power plant – unit
B3 at TPP Kostolac B, gas-fired CHPP Pancevo and
waste-to-energy facility at Vinca landfill, the increase of capacity of units at TPP Nikola Tesla A, new
unit at hydropower plant Potpec and several units
with increased capacity at other HPPs. The development plan also includes the completion of the first
phase of the Trans-Balkan corridor. It includes the
completion of the remaining three sections: Section
2 (400 kV power line from substation Kragujevac 2
to substation Kraljevo 3), Section 3 (2×400 kV power
line from substation Obrenovac to substation Bajina
Bašta), and Section 4 (2×400 kV power line between
Serbia, BiH and Montenegro).
The 3-year investment plan envisages investments
that are important from a national, regional and European perspective, and whose implementation will
have a significant impact on increasing the transmission capacity of the regional network as well as on
the development of the electricity market in Europe.
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8.4. Transmission capacity and monthly auctions - Patterns and graphs
Currently, EMS performs monthly auctions for 100%
ATC only on borders with Montenegro and Bosnia
& Herzegovina. On other borders, monthly auctions
are perfomed by: Bulgaria - JAO; Croatia - JAO; Hungary - MAVIR, Romania - Transelectrica, Macedonia

- MEPSO. Currently, there are no capacity auctions
on border with Kosovo* (XK border)

Serbian - Hungarian border
•

Direction Serbia > Hungary

Monthly auctions for this border amount usually 500MW. Exception was February 2012 when export from
Serbia was restricted due to extremely cold winter and a strong lack of electricity all over the region. This
border and this direction are very important for traders in SEE since this border is their way to the Hungarian
market and HUPX where they can balance and optimize their trading portfolio. This direction has usually very
low value, equal to the safety premium for not depending on daily auctions. But in Q2, if hydrology is very
good, the whole SEE has surpluses of energy and wish to export it to Hungary or Austria/Germany and in such
occasions this direction can have significant price. Exception was Q2 2014 when due to huge floods Serbian
lignite mines were severely damaged and Serbia become importer of electricity during Q2 instead of being
exporter. Due to that, SR>HU direction had no significant value in Q2 2014.
In past years, due to energy deficit of SEE, occasions for export to Austria are less frequent in good hydrological Q2.
In July 2018, this border had high value due to extremly favorable hydrology and mild summer.
Since there is only one interconnection line, NTC drops to zero during maintenances.

MW

Serbia > Hungary, monthly auctions by EMS - 2014 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Hungary, monthly auctions by EMS - 2015 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Hungary, monthly auctions by EMS - 2015 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Hungary, monthly auctions by MAVIR - 2016 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Hungary, monthly auctions by MAVIR - 2017 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Hungary, monthly auctions by MAVIR - 2018 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Hungary, monthly auctions by MAVIR - 2019 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Hungary, monthly auctions by MAVIR - 2020 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Hungary, monthly auctions by MAVIR - 2021 (100% of total ATC)
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Direction Hungary > Serbia

This direction is the main supply route for the SEE in case of deficits of electricity. Deficits usually happen in
Q1 due to increased electricity consumption in SEE and particularly during extremely cold periods of Q1. The
price of this direction was sometimes over 10 EUR/MWh in the period 2007-2009, but after financial crisis in
2008 and the drop of consumption and electricity prices, this direction lost value as well. Due to the drop of
consumption in the period 2012-2014 this border additionally lost its value.
However, in recent years due to consumption rise and decrease of thermal generation, this border is gaining value
, especially in Q4 and January/February - during periods of bad hydrology.
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Hungary > Serbia, monthly auctions by EMS - 2014 (100% of total ATC)
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Hungary > Serbia, monthly auctions by EMS - 2015 (100% of total ATC)
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Hungary > Serbia, monthly auctions by MAVIR - 2016 (100% of total ATC)
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Hungary > Serbia, monthly auctions by MAVIR - 2017 (100% of total ATC)
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Hungary > Serbia, monthly auctions by MAVIR - 2018 (100% of total ATC)
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Hungary > Serbia, monthly auctions by MAVIR - 2019 (100% of total ATC)
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Hungary > Serbia, monthly auctions by MAVIR - 2020 (100% of total ATC)
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Hungary > Serbia, monthly auctions by MAVIR - 2021 (100% of total ATC)
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Country Report: Serbia

Serbian - Romanian border
•

Direction Romania > Serbia

This border was very important before the 2012 when Romania was big electricity exporter. After the drop of
electricity prices all over Europe in 2012, exports from Romania got reduced since Romanian market became
isolated due to very high administrative export fees. Evident drop of the price of Romanian export capacities
happened in 2012 and it lasted till 2014 when export fees got cancelled.
Monthly cross border capacities on Romanian borders are characterized by a very strong fragmentation of the
capacity and many auctioning periods within a monthly auction.
Due to the strongly developed wind generation in Romania, cross border capacities have increased value on
“windy days”. Also, in months when regional prices spike, RO>SR capacity has increased value since Romania
has more stable spot prices than other countries. However, due to drop of Romanian lignite generation, this
border is losing its value in past 3 years, and Romania is more freqently importing energy from Serbia and
Hungary.
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Romania > Serbia, monthly auctions by TEL - 2014 (100% of total ATC)
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Romania > Serbia, monthly auctions by EMS - 2015 (100% of total ATC)
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Romania > Serbia, monthly auctions by EMS - 2016 (100% of total ATC)
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Romania > Serbia, monthly auctions by EMS - TRANSELECTRICA 2017 (100% of total ATC)
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Romania > Serbia, monthly auctions by TRANSELECTRICA - 2018 (100% of total ATC)
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Romania > Serbia, monthly auctions by TRANSELECTRICA - 2019 (100% of total ATC)
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Romania > Serbia, monthly auctions by TRANSELECTRICA - 2020 (100% of total ATC)
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Romania > Serbia, monthly auctions by TRANSELECTRICA - 2021 (100% of total ATC)
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Direction Serbia > Romania

This direction gained value in recent years due to drop of lignite generation in Romania, but also growing consumption in Romania. Till 2017, RS > RO border had very low value.
MW

Serbia > Romania, monthly auctions by TEL - 2014 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Romania, monthly auctions by EMS - 2015 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Romania, monthly auctions by EMS - 2016 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Romania, monthly auctions by TRANSELECTRICA - 2017 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Romania, monthly auctions by TRANSELECTRICA - 2018 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Romania, monthly auctions by TRANSELECTRICA - 2019 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Romania, monthly auctions by TRANSELECTRICA - 2020 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Romania, monthly auctions by TRANSELECTRICA - 2021 (100% of total ATC)
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Country Report: Serbia

Serbian - Bulgarian border
•

Direction Bulgaria > Serbia

Since Bulgaria is the biggest exporter of electricity in SEE, this border has strong importance, but available
capacity is usually quite low amounting around 100-150MW on monthly basis. In the period 2007-2009, when
the regional prices were much higher, this border had prices of even above 20 EUR/MWh. But, similarly as
with Romania, when regional prices dropped in 2012, this border lost the value as well. Bulgarian market had
too high administrative export fees and the price of export cross border capacities got reduced together with
realised Bulgarian exports.
When export fees got significantly reduced in summer 2013, then the price of export cross border capacities
got significantly increased and Bulgaria increased exports again. Export fees should be completly abolished in
July 2019, however Q2 of 2019 showed that Bulgarian market is not cheap and "unlimited" exporter as it used
to be, and prices on Bulgarian IBEX were often above HUPX prices
This direction has the lowest value in Q2 since SEE region has no need for electricity in this period, and NPP
Kozloduy is in maintenance. Since monthly Bulgarian prices are quite constant, the price of the cross border
capacities fluctuates together with regional forward prices.
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Bulgaria > Serbia, monthly auctions by ESO - 2014 (100% of total ATC)
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Bulgaria > Serbia, monthly auctions by ESO - 2015 (100% of total ATC)
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Bulgaria > Serbia, monthly auctions by ESO - 2016 (100% of total ATC)
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Bulgaria > Serbia, monthly auctions by ESO - 2017 (100% of total ATC)
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Bulgaria > Serbia, monthly auctions by ESO - 2018 (100% of total ATC)
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Bulgaria > Serbia, monthly auctions by JAO - 2019 (100% of total ATC)
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Bulgaria > Serbia, monthly auctions by JAO - 2020 (100% of total ATC)
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Bulgaria > Serbia, monthly auctions by JAO - 2021 (100% of total ATC)
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Direction Serbia > Bulgaria

In case of NPP Kozloduy, high Greek prices and deficit of Bulgarian generation, this border can gain value for export
of energy to Greek market.
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Serbia > Bulgaria, monthly auctions by ESO - 2014 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Bulgaria, monthly auctions by ESO - 2015 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Bulgaria, monthly auctions by ESO - 2016 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Bulgaria, monthly auctions by ESO - 2017 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Bulgaria, monthly auctions by ESO - 2018 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Bulgaria, monthly auctions by JAO - 2020 (100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Bulgaria, monthly auctions by JAO - 2021 (100% of total ATC)
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Country Report: Serbia

Serbia - North Macedonia border
•

Direction Serbia > N. Macedonia

Available capacity on this border is up to 700MW, and from 2017 MEPSO performs monthly auctions for 100%
of ATC. Available capacity was quite fragmented and rarely constant during the whole month, until new 400
kV line was put into operation. Fragmentation was caused by maintenance of transmission lines and therefore
the most constant and the highest value of available cross border capacity is during Q4 and Q1 when there
are no maintenances.
The price of capacity on this border does not go extremely high, but also does not go extremely low. There is
not special pattern on price of this border. The price of this border oscillates with availability of cross border
capacities and expected Greek market prices. There are 2 intercoonections with North Macedonia, and since
2021 auctions are performed separately for border with Kosovo*.
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Serbia > Macedonia, monthly auctions by EMS - 2014 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Macedonia, monthly auctions by MEPSO - 2014 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Macedonia, monthly auctions by EMS - 2015 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Macedonia, monthly auctions by MEPSO - 2015 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Macedonia, monthly auctions by EMS - 2016 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Macedonia, monthly auctions by MEPSO - 2016 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Macedonia, monthly auctions by MEPSO - 2017 ( 100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Macedonia, monthly auctions by MEPSO - 2018 ( 100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Macedonia, monthly auctions by MEPSO - 2019 ( 100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Macedonia, monthly auctions by MEPSO - 2020 ( 100% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Macedonia, monthly auctions by MEPSO - 2021 ( 100% of total ATC)
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Country Report: Serbia

Serbian - Albanian border
Since 2021, there are no auctions on this border since Kosovo* is performing auctions with Albanian OST.
This border is very important route to supply Albania. Albania is 100% hydrology dependent since in Albania
there is no other power generation but hydro generation. Therefore, capacity with Albania has the highest
value when hydrology is low and the lowest value when hydrology is good. Partially, this capacity is used for
transits to Greece via Albania.
Available monthly cross border capacity between Serbia and Albania amounted between 150-250MW and it
was quite constant with a few reductions due to maintenances of transmission lines.
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Serbia > Albania, monthly auctions by EMS - 2014 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Albania, monthly auctions by OST - 2014 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Albania, Price difference EMS / OST - 2014
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Serbia > Albania, monthly auctions by EMS - 2015 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Albania, monthly auctions by EMS - 2016 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Albania, monthly auctions by EMS - 2017 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Albania, monthly auctions by EMS - 2018 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Albania, monthly auctions by EMS - 2019 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbia > Albania, monthly auctions by EMS - 2020 (50% of total ATC)
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Serbian - BiH border
•

Border Bosnia and Herzegovina > Serbia

Very small quantities of cross border capacity are allocated on yearly auctions, up to 100 MW. On monthly basis there is up to 500 MW of additionally auctioned capacity. Since Bosnia has the biggest surpluses of energy
in Q2, capacity has the highest price in Q2, but the price of cross border capacity is much lower than in case
of border BiH>HR since Croatia is importer even during good hydrolocial Q2, while Serbia has big surpluses of
energy in Q2.
MW

Bosnia > Serbia, monthly auctions by EMS - 2014
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Bosnia > Serbia, monthly auctions by EMS - 2016 (100% ATC)
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Bosnia > Serbia, monthly auctions by EMS - 2020 (100% ATC)
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7.5 Transmission capacity allocation
Currently, following auctions are performed on Serbian borders:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BiH: Daily and Intraday - NOSBiH; Long term - EMS
Croatia: Intraday - EMS, Long term and daily - JAO
Hungary: Daily and Intraday - EMS; Long term - MAVIR
Romania: Daily - EMS; Long term and Intraday - TRANSELECTRICA
Bulgaria: Intraday - EMS, Daily and Long term - JAO
Macedonia: Daily and Intraday - EMS, Long term - MEPSO
Montenegro: Daily and Intraday - CGES, Long term - EMS

Currently, there is no allocation of capacity on border with Kosovo*.
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